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Synopsis
South Los Angeles bike event promotes healthy living.
Hundreds turn out to pay their respects to Rodney King at Forest Lawn Hollywood Hills cemetery.
Mexicans head home over the weekend to vote in their presidential election.
Debate continues over whether California should regulate internet phone companies.
Debate continues over whether California should regulate internet phone companies.
Mexicans are going to the polls today to choose a replacement for outgoing President Felipe Calderon
More Southlanders traveling for Fourth of July this year
Hundreds turn out to pay their respects to Rodney King at Forest Lawn cemetery
Journalist Josh Schonwald has written a book about the future of food
Town of Mammoth Lakes to file for bankruptcy; QA with town manager
Monday marks the 75th anniversary since aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart disappeared
The Loh Down
Lawmakers vote on bill designed to regulate state's mortgage industry
Lawmakers vote on bill designed to regulate state's mortgage industry
The hottest pre-holiday weekend movie is about a "Bear Bromance"
Mexicans are going to the polls today to choose a replacement for outgoing President Felipe Calderon
Whitney Houston's mother performed an emotional tribute to her late daughter at the annual BET Awards in
Los Angeles.
Blue Shield has asked regulators for permission to close some two dozen policies to new members.
Monday marks the 75th anniversary since aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart disappeared
New allegations of excessive force against the Pasadena Police Department.
Dell is buying Orange County-based software company Qwest.
Democratic lawmaker pushes a bill that allows a judge to recognize more than two parents can be involved in
the custody of a child.
Democratic lawmaker pushes a bill that allows a judge to recognize more than two parents can be involved in
the custody of a child.
A report from the Inspector General shows there is no correlation between officer-involved shootings and
attacks on officers.
Orange County passes first budget in three years without asking departments to make cuts.
MTA offers free bus and train passes to young adults who have recently left the Los Angeles County foster
care system.
CNN's Anderson Cooper has revealed he's gay.
Monica Garcia is elected for a sixth term as LAUSD President.
California lawmakers approve a bill to help struggling homeowners avoid foreclosure.
A report from the Inspector General shows there is no correlation between officer-involved shootings and
attacks on officers.
Monica Garcia is elected for a sixth term as LAUSD President.
Santa Ana councilman is arrested and faces multiple felony charges.
The town of Mammoth Lakes is filing for bankruptcy.
Lawmakers vote on bill designed to regulate state's mortgage industry
Officials warn of the dangers of fireworks during the 4th of July holiday.
The U.S. Air Force ordered all fire fighting-equipped C-130s grounded after one crashed in South Dakota.
More Southlanders traveling for Fourth of July this year
Los Angeles County Supervisors will consider asking property owners to pay an annual fee toward improving
water quality.
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power has retooled its conservation program
A formerly homeless young man prepares for college.
Krekorian interested in city attorney job
The head of the Los Angeles City Council's budget committee is withholding his support for Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa's pension reform proposals.
Pregnant women in California may benefit from a couple of new laws.
Last year, the Los Angeles Police Department saw a dramatic increase in the number of police shootings.
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Sexuality – it’s a part of life, something we as consenting adults take for granted.

Stacy Tessler Lindau,
Debra Cherry, David
Farrell
The family - consisting of two parents, whether same or different sex - could be a thing of the past in
Ed Howard, Donald
California.
Wagner
Mexican voters went to the polls Sunday, and early results show that Enrique Pena Nieto claimed victory.
Sam Quinones, Andrew
Selee
After nearly a term in office, do you think you know Barack Obama? Well, think again.
David Maraniss
Results from Mexico’s presidential election yesterday show predicted frontrunner Enrique Peña Nieto in the Pamela Starr
lead, but his leftist competitor Andrés Manuel López Obrador is contesting the election and refusing to
concede. He did the same thing in the last election in 2006 and protests gridlocked Mexico City. Voting was
mostly peaceful Sunday, but there were numerous complaints of hours-long lines, delayed polling stations,
and too few ballots. The army also redoubled forces in the border city of Nuevo Laredo after suspected drug
traffickers detonated a car bomb outside City Hall on Friday. Reports of voter fraud in past elections have
been widespread. Patt looks into the allegations and whether it looks like there will be a recount, or López
Obrador will concede.
Anderson Cooper revealed he was gay in an email that was published, with his permission, on fellow gay
Mark Harris
journalist Andrew Sullivan’s blog, The Daily Beast."The fact is, I'm gay, always have been, always will be, and
I couldn't be any more happy, comfortable with myself, and proud. I have always been very open and honest
about this part of my life with my friends, my family, and my colleagues. In a perfect world, I don't think it's
anyone else's business, but I do think there is value in standing up and being counted. I’m not an activist, but
I am a human being and I don't give that up by being a journalist.”

21:30
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00:24

The inspiration behind Cooper’s email came from Sullivan asking Cooper for his feedback on Mark Harris’
Entertainment Weekly story, "The New Art of Coming Out: How Gay Stars Are Now Carefully—and
Surprisingly—Going Public About Their Private Lives." Harris observed an emerging trend in which public
figures stating that they’re gay isn't the biggest news of the day anymore.
7/2/12 SPOR

The 2012 summer Olympics are just around the corner and competition in the United States Olympic trials is Bill Shaikin
heating up. For the first time in U.S. history, two African-American swimmers – Cullen Jones and Anthony
Ervin - have qualified for the same event, the 50-meter freestyle. Veteran swimmers Natalie Coughlin,
Amanda Beard and Dara Torres – who all happen to have California connections - have also strived to make
this year’s Olympic team. Listen in as Patt checks on the latest tribulations at the U.S. Olympic trials.
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Hate your job but feel like you’re stuck because you want to keep your health insurance? The Affordable
Care Act might come to your rescue.

Andrea Kay, Judith
Feder

00:22

Adam Lyons, Darwyn
Metzger, True Beck

00:08

If you or a dependent on your health plan has a pre-existing medical condition, and you’re worried you’ll lose
your coverage if you leave, the health care overhaul hopes to liberate people from their employer-based
health insurance shackles in order to change jobs.
According to HealthCare.gov, chronically ill workers are 40-percent less likely to leave their job if they get
insurance through their employer, compared to those that get insurance independently. The new health-care
act could also assist people who hope to start their own business, retire early or work fewer hours, but
weren’t willing to previously to maintain their health benefits.
There is still a lot of confusion around the costs and benefits of the Affordable Care Act, but one thing is clear,
for those looking seeking a career change, ACA may free them up to make a gamble.
Author and career consultant, Andrea Kay, said many clients express apprehension when considering a
career change because they feel like they’re putting their security on the line.
But now that insurance providers cannot deny health coverage based on a pre-existing condition, all Kay
needs to tell her once worry-laden clients is: “What’s stopping you from going after your dream?”
A caller from Inglewood, Ronny, said he sees ACA as a form of liberation because workers will no longer be
tied to a company solely for insurance.
Kay agrees, adding that the independence found could be beneficial and lead to people starting their own
businesses and startups.
“I think it has the potential to reignite the entrepreneurial spirit, absolutely,” she said. “I think it also
encourages younger people, 26 or younger who can stay on their parents plan now...to be entrepreneurs
because they can do so with a lot less risk as well.”
7/2/12 HEAL

The lucky winners of Los Angeles County Department of Public Health’s 'L.A.’s Next Sex Symbol' condom
artwork contest were announced last Thursday.
Five hundred submissions were whittled down to 50 by a panel of judges, and about 185,000 online votes
were cast to determine a champion out of the top ten.
The winning condom wrapper artwork was created by graphic designer Adam Lyons, whose design features
a black bowtie and the suggestive but savvy slogan ‘suit up.’
“I wanted to create something that not only had an interesting graphic but also a specific message to it or a
call to action,” Lyons said. “So something that not only told the person what was inside but also told them
what to do with it.”
Lyons’ artwork — as well as artwork from other top entries — will appear on one million and one condoms
that will be distributed in L.A. County.
Darwyn Metzger came in second place and actually heard about the program through the Patt Morrison
show.
“Everyone who has seen the contest thinks it’s such a great idea,” Metzger said. “And regardless of designs I
think everyone is so supportive of it.”
The program is funded by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the County of Los Angeles,
Department of Public Health. Over one million condoms will be distributed throughout the Los Angeles area
in clinics and businesses that choose to work with the County at the end of the year.
This initiative is intended to increase condom use, drive awareness of HIV and STD prevention, and provide
information about HIV/AIDS treatment and care.
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The history of the Montford Point Marines from North Carolina date back to June 25th, 1941, when President William (Jack)
Franklin D. Roosevelt issued an order that started to erase discrimination in the Armed Forces. Soon after,
McDowell, Robert S.
African Americans were free to enlist in the United States Marine Corps, but those who enlisted were still
Hammond
segregated from the rest of the military and faced poor camp conditions.
First Sergeant William (Jack) McDowell was of one of those first black Marines to enlist and serve in World
War II. McDowell served in Okinawa, Japan in support of the 6th Marine Division, and also served in both the
Korean and Vietnam Wars. McDowell’s military career included 20 medals, like the Bronze Star for Valor and
Purple Heart.
Navy Hospital Corpsman Robert S. Hammond was a medical technician, and one of only seven black Navy
Corpsman assigned to Montford Point. His tour of service in World War II included deployment to Guam, the
Camp Wise Naval Base and the Marine Corps dispensary at Barracuda Village, where he tended to Marines
injured in combat.
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Together, they became part of one of the first African American Marine battalions to fight in World War II,
It's being called a first-in-the-nation law. California is on the verge of enacting new rules to prevent
Richard Green
unnecessary foreclosures, and to clear up red tape and bureaucracy. Today, lawmakers...
A storm last Friday hit a huge area of the east coast, bringing winds of 60-80 miles per hour and knocking out Meghan McCarthy
power in several states. Already 18 people have died and Virginia, West...
Eight singles and nearly two years later, Katy Perry is finally wrapping up the "Teenage Dream" album. Pop Sasha Frere-Jones
music critic Sasha Frere-Jones joins the show to discuss changes in the pop music industry.
Have you ever shopped online for a pair of shoes? Or maybe looked at flight from LA to New York? Even if
you never made the purchase, ads for those things will start to pop up on every...
Pervez Musharraf, former president of Pakistan.
The town of Mammoth Lakes is filing for bankruptcy.
The latest business stories with Mark Lacter.
California lawmakers approve a bill to help struggling homeowners avoid foreclosure.
Santa Ana councilman is arrested and faces multiple felony charges.
Parking fines are about to rise in Los Angeles.
Lawmakers to vote on postponement of water bond again.
San Diego beach reopens after a great white shark had been spotted off the coast.
Congress has cleared the way for more helicopter and airplane tours over Grand Canyon National Park.
The Los Angeles City Council increased the price of admission to the city's zoo.
Huntington Beach allows use of personal fireworks by residents for the first time in twenty years.
Former Secretary of Commerce John Bryson will not face criminal charges in Los Angeles County.
A report from the Inspector General shows there is no correlation between officer-involved shootings and
attacks on officers.
New documents reveal the Secure Communities program is sweeping up immigrants who have never before
been arrested.
Immigrant inventors and entrepeneurs were responsible for more than three-quarters of all patents from top
American research universities last year.
California doctors sue Aetna for denial of medical coverage.
Nearly all state parks will be open this holiday despite budget cuts.
A report from the Inspector General shows there is no correlation between officer-involved shootings and
attacks on officers.
Federal agents arrested a woman in Los Angeles County thought to be a key link between Mexican and
American drug traffickers.
The fireworks industry rang up a billion dollars in revenue last year.
Federal jury in Riverside convicts former Marine of illegally possessing a machine gun that may have once
belonged to Saddam Hussein's royal guard.
Federal jury in Riverside convicts former Marine of illegally possessing a machine gun that may have once
belonged to Saddam Hussein's royal guard.
Proposal would overhaul California's public employee retirement system.
Proposal would overhaul California's public employee retirement system.
The man who hit an LAPD officer over the head with a snare drum during a demonstration has been
sentenced.
Court rules Los Angeles County's ban on marijuana dispensaries in unincorporated areas is illegal.
California lawmakers approve a bill to help struggling homeowners avoid foreclosure.
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Proposal would overhaul California's public employee retirement system.
Fire officials consider the preparedness of the Southland for a major fire.
In a coup for California homeowners, state legislators have passed the California Homeowner Bill of Rights.

7/3/12 SPOR

Ready your flags and set your stopwatches. The London Games kick off in a matter of weeks.

7/3/12 ECON

In the event of emergency, experts urge us all to have a disaster plan – what about banks?

7/3/12 OPIN
7/3/12 MUSIC
7/3/12 ECON

Independence Day, the 4th of July, is traditionally a day to celebrate the birth of our nation.
Summertime sizzles at the Levitt Pavilion
Big, bright, beautiful fireworks… the first thing many Americans associate with Independence Day. What
many celebrators probably don’t think about, however, are the annual profits pulled in by the makers of all
of those specialty explosives.

7/3/12 HEAL

In fact, the fireworks industry revenue has increased every year since 1998, according to the American
Pyrotechnics Association. Display fireworks revenue reached $318 million in 2011, while consumer
fireworks revenue amounted to a whopping $649 million. Who knew fireworks reaped such sky-high
profits?
The phrase “I have free time” seems to be so elusive in the rustle and bustle of our modern day society.
Busyness is now potentially an addictive condition for adults all the way down to children.
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According to Tim Kreider, adults schedule time with friends the same way 4.0 students plan community
service. Children’s schedules are so densely packed with extracurricular activities that they come home from
school exhausted, as an adult from a full day’s work.
Kreider reflects nostalgically about the days as a kid when he had three hours of “totally unstructured” time.
Now contemporary society riddles and traps people with obligations left and right, leaving no room for free
time to breathe and relax.
Now the phrase, “I am so busy,” has taken over. Is this a “boast disguised as a complaint”? Does this phrase
make one feel important?
Kreider emphasizes the indispensability of idleness, in a last attempt to salvage it.

7/3/12 DC

Presidents often get criticized for taking too many days away from the White House, but the presidential
vacation has become almost an extension of the that leader’s personality, for better or worse.
To their critics, Teddy Roosevelt shirked his responsibilities by going bear hunting and traipsing around
Yosemite National Park with John Muir, John F. Kennedy skipped town and headed to Hyannisport,
Massachusetts for too much down time, George W. Bush spent weeks clearing brush on his ranch in Texas
and Obama spends too much time eating shaved ice in Hawaii.
And what about presidential candidates? Does Mitt Romney have time to ride around on a jet ski 18 weeks
from election day?
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As the global population soars, resources like wood, arable land, precious metals, and drinkable water
become scarcer, and the battle over land ownership becomes fiercer.

Oli Courtney, Bill
Kovarik

00:13

On June 19th, 2012 -– just before the start of the Rio+20 conference –- Global Witness, a NGO with the
mission of preventing environmental and human rights abuses surrounding natural resources, reported that
the number of environmental activists murdered has increased sharply in the last year, totaling 106, or one
per week.
Peru, Colombia, the Philippines, and Brazil have seen the sharpest increase in killings, but Global Witness
estimates that these figures are only the tip of the iceberg, as deaths in regions such as China and Central
Asia have been underreported.
The report also ignores the number of civilians killed in cross-border conflicts fuelled by competition for
resources, a situation seen in much of Africa. After three separate incidents led to the deaths of four Brazilian
activists in May of this year, the government instated a federal protection program for environmentalists in
similar positions, but globally, most cases go uninvestigated and unprosecuted.

7/3/12 POLI

The “The Star-Spangled Banner” has only been America’s national anthem for 81 years, which may be
Jim Caroompas
surprising to those who think George Washington himself sang it around the campfire at Valley Forge. The
familiar song we hear at every sporting event started out life as a poem called “In Defence of Fort McHenry,”
which was written by the lawyer and amateur poet Francis Scott Key in1814. Key’s brother-in-law soon
grafted the poem onto a nearly unsingable popular English song of the day called “The Anacreontic Song” and
the result was a ballad that featured a melody with an octave-and-a-half range that has been giving singers
fits and some listeners headaches since President Herbert Hoover made it official in 1931. But some feel it’s
time for a change of tune, and that a more singable song should usurp our current anthem. The challengers?
Woody Guthrie’s “This Land is Your Land” is a strong contender, along with “America the Beautiful” and
many other songs that inspire patriotic zeal in our countrymates.
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7/3/12 HEAL

The 4th of July is the most American of holidays. No matter what your race, creed, gender or preference in
style of BBQ, Americans revel in this high-summer holiday that entails food, family, friends and fireworks.
But there are members of many families for whom the fireworks aren’t quite so celebratory.

00:17

While the rest of us are “ooh-ing” and “ahh-ing” to colorful explosions in the sky, the family dog or cat might
be cowering in fright under the picnic table, behind the cooler, or it may bolt out the window in a panic.
Animal trainer and behaviorist Michael Chill says that while animals hear the bangs and pops of firecrackers
the same way humans do, they lack the ability to understand where the sounds are coming from, which leads
to adrenalized fear triggering their inherent fight-or-flight response.
"They don't have the time in nature to think and deduce what a problem might be and whether its a threat or
not, the simply start to run," said Chill. "These sounds can actually terrify them because there's no logical
basis for it from their perspective."
While it may not be possible to prevent your furry or feathered friends from being spooked by fireworks,
there are methods you can employ to lessen their panic. Chill says the most important thing is to not leave
your pet alone, especially if you are not sure how it will react.
"My advice nowadays is to put your dogs into fiberglass crates … where they can be in an interior room as far
away from windows as possible, that way no matter what occurs they can't escape no matter how panicked
they might become," said Chill. "With cats you can use a crate which is safe … or I would allow the cat to run
into the closet when they get panicked so they can be away from the sound and the smell of the fireworks."
Alternatively, your vet can prescribe a safe sedative for your pet, but this should only be used in extreme
cases or if you can't be home to monitor them. "If you have no choice but to leave or you have a dog so
adrenalized and so panicked that even your being there may not calm them down enough, then yes, call your
vet today and he can prescribe a very safe tranquilizer or sedative."
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In her latest book, “As Texas Goes: How the Lone Star State Hijacked the American Agenda,” author Gail
Collins looks at the political influence the state has had on American politics, Enron, No Child Left Behind, the
S&L crisis and textbooks that question evolution.
Actor, comedian and musician Andy Griffith, died today at age 86 at his home in North Carolina. Griffith
starred in "The Andy Griffith Show," "Mayberry R.F.D." and the long-running "Matlock," and was awarded the
Presidential Medal of Freedom by President George W. Bush in 2005.
Mexican voters have elected the governor of the state of Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, as president. Peña Nieto
is a member of the PRI party, which ruled Mexico for more than 70 years before losing the presidency in the
year 2000. His biggest challenge in office will be stemming the drug violence that has taken the lives of 60
thousand Mexicans during the past six years.
Getting contact lenses is usually a pretty simple process, you visit an eye doctor and get a prescription, but
what if you are more than 10 feet tall, have cataracts and weigh around 12,000 pounds? Then you'd be C'sar,
an African bull elephant at the North Carolina Zoo that may be getting fitted for contact lenses.
NPR's music critic Ann Powers joins the show to review two new albums from R&B singer R. Kelly and indie
darling Jesca Hoop.
Two laws designed to help reduce bullying in schools are now in effect in California.
Historian contends many Americans don't know their country's whole story.
The Levitt Pavilion in Pasadena is hosting a summer series of free music concerts.
The Independence Day holiday is special for new American citizens.
Santa Ana councilman is arrested and faces multiple felony charges.
UCLA is seeking lesbian and bisexual women in Los Angeles County to take part in focus groups to determine
the kind of health care they get.
Fireworks shows may have to go through an environmental review in the future.
Ten years ago, two people died in a shooting at the El Al ticket counter at LAX.
Ten years ago, two people died in a shooting at the El Al ticket counter at LAX.
A record number of African-Americans have qualified for the U.S. Olympic Swim Team.
Ten years ago, two people died in a shooting at the El Al ticket counter at LAX.
The City of Los Angeles' Office of Historic Resources works to identify places considered to be historically
significant.
Malibu hasn't seen a major wildfire since the Corral Canyon Fire five years ago.
The California Supreme Court is debating whether an undocumented immigrant who graduated from law
school can practice in the state.
Television production in Los Angeles continues to decline.
Santa Ana councilman is arrested and faces multiple felony charges.
UCLA is seeking lesbian and bisexual women in Los Angeles County to take part in focus groups to determine
the kind of health care they get.
Fireworks shows may have to go through an environmental review in the future.
Ten years ago, two people died in a shooting at the El Al ticket counter at LAX.
Ten years ago, two people died in a shooting at the El Al ticket counter at LAX.
Ten years ago, two people died in a shooting at the El Al ticket counter at LAX.
For every significant milestone in American History, there was –right behind it, carrying the masses—an
automobile that became the icon for that time.
If you have a teenager, you probably remember the fervor for the movie version of The Hunger Games.
The modern woman most likely juggles her time between family, job, and any semblance of a social life she’s
able to pull together in her spare time.
One of the most celebrated plays in recent years, “War Horse” is now wowing L.A. audiences at the
Ahmanson Theater.
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The history of the Montford Point Marines from North Carolina date back to June 25th, 1941, when President William (Jack)
Franklin D. Roosevelt issued an order that started to erase discrimination in the Armed Forces. Soon after,
McDowell, Robert S.
African Americans were free to enlist in the United States Marine Corps, but those who enlisted were still
Hammond
segregated from the rest of the military and faced poor camp conditions.
First Sergeant William (Jack) McDowell was of one of those first black Marines to enlist and serve in World
War II. McDowell served in Okinawa, Japan in support of the 6th Marine Division, and also served in both the
Korean and Vietnam Wars. McDowell’s military career included 20 medals, like the Bronze Star for Valor and
Purple Heart.
Navy Hospital Corpsman Robert S. Hammond was a medical technician, and one of only seven black Navy
Corpsman assigned to Montford Point. His tour of service in World War II included deployment to Guam, the
Camp Wise Naval Base and the Marine Corps dispensary at Barracuda Village, where he tended to Marines
injured in combat.
Together, they became part of one of the first African American Marine battalions to fight in World War II,
and both received Congressional Gold Medal in Washington D.C on June 27.
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If you view the Constitution of the United States as one of our country’s most sacred documents, you
Kevin Bleyer
probably shouldn’t read Kevin Bleyer’s latest book. In it, the writer for “The Daily Show with Jon Stewart”
points out the historical document’s flaws and takes it upon himself to revise it in the satirical style that only
a “Daily Show” writer could.

00:17

“We the People deserve perfection," he says early in his book, "and Me the People shall deliver it." Bleyer
proceeds to poke fun at all seven of the Constitution's articles and the entire Bill of Rights.
The comedic material emanating from the campaign trail is enough to make any sitcom writer jealous, even if Alonzo Bodden, Ben
most of it is unintentional.
Gleib,Jeff Cesario

01:04

Our motto at Comedy Congress is “just when politics makes you want to cry, it’s usually best to laugh
instead.”

7/4/12 LIT
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Join Patt for another rousing session that asks the hard-hitting questions of Americans, such as, what’s a
donut? And, why are we so obsessed with making our candidates seem as average as possible? Tune in to
laugh at the madness of it all, because the truth hurts far less when it’s told by comedians.
The love of doing something even if it means no financial reward or recognition is the hallmark of an
amateur, says Jack Hitt, author of new book called "Bunch of Amateurs." For his new book, Hitt traveled
around the country meeting amateurs and distilling their experiences into a vision of America's essence.

Jack Hitt

7/5/2012 TRAN

This year's election season is already proving to be full of drama and fireworks, but it doesn't measure up to
the political drama in Seth Greenland's forthcoming novel, "The Angry Buddhist." Madeleine talks with
Greenland about the book.
One SoCal wine dealer is accused of one of the world's biggest wine scams ever.
Do you remember what you wore to your prom? What about the shirt you had on last Tuesday? Chances are,
you can recall the former, but not the latter. Actress Marilu Henner can remember both — and probably
every outfit she's worn in-between.
Moore's Law is a principle in the technology world that says the amount of circuits that can fit in a computer
chip doubles every two years. For almost half a century, it has driven the increase in computing power and
made things like smart phones small and affordable. But in the last few years, chipmakers have feared that
physical limits would prevent them from cramming more and more computing power in the same small
space.
The state senate approves bill prohibiting police from turning over undocumented immigrants for
deportation except those with serious criminal convictions.
Los Angeles County stands to benefit from a windfall of federal money for transit projects.
Kelly Thomas' father files a wrongful death lawsuit against the City of Fullerton on the anniversary of his
son's death.
California lawmakers have voted to remove an eleven billion dollar water bond from the November
statewide ballot.
The State Assembly approved using $4.5 billion dollars in voter-approved bonds for a high speed rail project.

7/5/2012 TRAN

The State Assembly approved using $4.5 billion dollars in voter-approved bonds for a high speed rail project. Small
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California lawmakers have voted to remove an eleven billion dollar water bond from the November
statewide ballot.
Free summer Shakespeare in Griffith Park.
An anti-oxidant found in red wine and chocolate is the subject of a national clinical trial.
The California Legislature faces two busy days before recessing for a month.
Super PACs are a big story this election season.
Preliminary report shows the addition of 176,000 new private sector jobs in June.
State insurance officials rejected a bid by Blue Shield to close about two dozen of its health plans.
Los Angeles County stands to benefit from a windfall of federal money for transit projects.
Lakers get star point guard Steve Nash from the Phoenix Suns.
Long Beach SWAT members have arrested a man after an hours-long standoff.
An initiative requiring condom use on all adult film shoots qualifies for the Los Angeles County ballot.
Arraignment has been postponed for Santa Ana City Councilman Carlos Bustamante.
Orange County gymnast makes the U.S. Olympic team.
Pasadena lawyer Molly Munger is the author of a ballot measure that would raise taxes for public schools.
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New field poll finds California voters favor one of the tax measures on the November ballot.
Marine researchers fear for the decline of the white abalone.
The state senate approves bill prohibiting police from turning over undocumented immigrants for
deportation except those with serious criminal convictions.
Los Angeles County stands to benefit from a windfall of federal money for transit projects.
Kelly Thomas' father files a wrongful death lawsuit against the City of Fullerton on the anniversary of his
son's death.
California lawmakers have voted to remove an eleven billion dollar water bond from the November
statewide ballot.
The State Assembly approved using $4.5 billion dollars in voter-approved bonds for a high speed rail project.
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The State Assembly approved using $4.5 billion dollars in voter-approved bonds for a high speed rail project. Small
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California lawmakers have voted to remove an eleven billion dollar water bond from the November
statewide ballot.
Free summer Shakespeare in Griffith Park.
An anti-oxidant found in red wine and chocolate is the subject of a national clinical trial.
The California Legislature faces two busy days before recessing for a month.
Super PACs are a big story this election season.
Preliminary report shows the addition of 176,000 new private sector jobs in June.
State insurance officials rejected a bid by Blue Shield to close about two dozen of its health plans.
Los Angeles County stands to benefit from a windfall of federal money for transit projects.
Lakers get star point guard Steve Nash from the Phoenix Suns.
Long Beach SWAT members have arrested a man after an hours-long standoff.
An initiative requiring condom use on all adult film shoots qualifies for the Los Angeles County ballot.
Arraignment has been postponed for Santa Ana City Councilman Carlos Bustamante.
Orange County gymnast makes the U.S. Olympic team.
Pasadena lawyer Molly Munger is the author of a ballot measure that would raise taxes for public schools.
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New field poll finds California voters favor one of the tax measures on the November ballot.
Marine researchers fear for the decline of the white abalone.
San Bernardino County may invoke eminent domain to deal with how the housing bust is affecting its cities.
While eminent domain is typically used by the government to acquire property and reuse it for the public
interest, local officials are planning to acquire property with underwater mortgages, restructure them
according to the market value of the property, and resell the mortgage to private investors.
The use of private investors is key, as the avoidance of public funds allows the plan to go forward without
approval from the city council or board of supervisors. This idea is drawing criticism from those in the
Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association, who stress that this practice will only make banks
more unwilling to lend. Mortgage Resolution Partners, the firm which came up with this idea, says that’s
already the case.
Which side is right? Is invoking eminent domain acceptable for such a purpose? Is this a better route than
declaring bankruptcy, which other cities have done? What could this plan mean for you?
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Gustavo Arellano, Teri
Larry and our talented trio of Orange County journalists riff on the latest news from the O.C.: Santa Ana
Councilman Carlos Bustamante faces sexual assault charges; Long Beach Transit pulls its buses from ‘racist’ Sforza, Norberto
Seal Beach residents; the ACLU files a lawsuit against Anaheim on behalf of disenfranchised Latinos; a noted Santana
pension reform advocate is hired to head up the OC’s public employees retirement fund; and a
granddaughter of the Trinity Broadcast Network founders files a lawsuit against TBN over rape allegations.

7/5/12 HEAL

Everyone, including the Food & Drug Administration, agrees that sunscreen shopping is confusing and
misleading. But that won't change in time for this summer's sunburns.

Nneka Leiba, Janellen
Smith,

0:00

13:00

While the FDA has established new regulations, the sunscreen industry has been given until December to
change labels and remove false claims. In the meantime, consumers have to educate themselves. Some major
things to consider: a product that helps prevent sunburn may not reduce the risk of cancer or early skin
aging. New labels will have to make that clear. Also, they can't claim to be "waterproof" or "sweatproof."
One consumer group that tries to explain the known efficacy of lotions and sprays is the Environmental
Working Group. They go further to say there's no consensus that sunscreens prevent skin cancer. And they
point out some sunscreen ingredients may be carcinogenic to boot. Even the FDA admits it has taken decades
to get good science on sunscreen.
So who do you trust? How closely do you read labels? What should you shop for? Why aren't there more
effective sunscreens on store shelves? Why hasn't the FDA approved some sunscreen products that are
available in Europe already?

7/5/12 SPOR

The Lakers get a two-time MVP and a dynamic point guard to punch up their offense. The Phoenix Suns get
four draft picks. And 38-year-old Steve Nash gets to stay near his family, who live in Phoenix.

A Martinez,

9:00

Blake Boles

2:00

Nash himself was instrumental in the deal, convincing the reluctant Suns to agree to a sign-and-trade deal
with L.A. Nash signed with the Lakers for $27 million for three years.

7/5/12 LIT

But who’ll get the best end of this deal? Lakers fans, no doubt, who can look forward to an energized and
potentially title-winning team.
Parents spend years extolling the virtues of doing well in school. The reason? So the next generation can
secure a place in a good college and ideally go on to live a better life. But the value of a college education has
been questioned in recent years, with high student debt and no guarantee of a quality career at the end of
four years of study.
In a new book, Better than College: How to Build a Successful Life Without a Four-Year Degree, author Blake
Boles discusses the benefits of not attending college, but building an education through life experience and
self discovery.

7/5/12 POLI

As a parent, would you encourage your child to seek success outside of the classroom? Would you be
concerned that your child would waste their time? If you’re a graduate struggling with student debt, do you
question the value of your education, if you’ve been unable to find a job? Or for you, is college about more
than just finding work, but also about the social and life skills you learn?
With 123 days until Election Day 2012, many voters are experiencing a level of apathy much higher than
four years ago. The 2008 election had drama; a major party African American candidate, the national debut
of firebrand conservative Sarah Palin, a resonating theme of change and a near economic collapse that took
place mere weeks before Americans went to the polls.
This time around, the big issues (the struggling economy and health care) find voters trying harder to
distinguish major differences between the incumbent Barack Obama and his presumptive Republican
challenger Mitt Romney.
A new poll from the Pew Research Center shows that although Americans are sharply divided on the
Affordable Care Act that revamps the nation’s health care system, they are also significantly misinformed
about exactly how the Supreme Court ruled on the issue last week. A mere 55 percent of the public knows
that the Supreme Court upheld most of the provisions of the controversial health care law.
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Are Americans more frustrated with politics and with each other than we need to be? They are, according to
Washington Post columnist E.J. Dionne Jr. In his new book, “Our Divided Political Heart,” Dionne states that
“Americans disagree about who we are because we can’t agree about who we’ve been.”

E.J. Dionne

00:17

Touré

00:13

The author insists that before we blame sheer partisanship and polarization for political gridlock, we must
first reach a consensus about the truth of our national history and the historical definition of core American
values. Dionne contends that we must reconcile our love of individualism and our reverence for community
in order to successfully move past our contemporary political differences.
7/5/12 LGB

First it was CNN anchor Anderson Cooper, who publicly revealed earlier this week that he is gay. Two days
later, coincidentally, hip-hop artist Frank Ocean announced on his Tumblr that his first love was a man. The
similarities between the two, however, mostly end there.
Whereas Cooper stated it as a fact: “I’m gay, always have been, always will be,” Ocean took a much more
nuanced approach, describing a defining relationship with a man, but avoiding putting any label on himself.
The stakes, however, are also arguably higher for Ocean, a 24-year-old heartthrob who performs with the hiphop group Odd Future, known for its boundary-pushing, sometime crass, and often homophobic lyrics.
So far his cohort has been largely supportive. Odd Future frontman Tyler the Creator tweeted: "F**king
Finally Sus Boy @frank_ocean Hahahaha, You Still Aint Got No B*tches Hahaha My Ni**a Dawg.” “My Big
Brother Finally F**king Did That. Proud Of That Ni**a Cause I KNow That Sh*t Is Difficult Or Whatever.” But
will the rest of hip hop culture embrace Ocean’s openness? And are the stakes higher for a young black
singer?

7/5/12 SPOR

The Dodgers are making history again. The team has signed Cuban defector Yasiel Puig to a 7 year, $42
Jaime Jarrin
million contract. The deal is the highest dollar amount ever given to a Cuban defector by a major league team.

00:17

The Dodgers have already enjoyed an historic 2012 with the $2 billion sale of the team back in March to
Magic Johnson’s group, the highest price tag for any sports franchise. And, thanks to the best start in
franchise history, LA remains right in the thick of the National League West division race, with a half-game
lead over their arch-rival, San Francisco.
With players coming from Mexico, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and Venezuela, most Latino players
make it to the U.S. with the permission and consent of both the U.S. government and their homeland.
However, Puig’s defection from Cuba: is it ok to break the law in your own country to make a paycheck
someplace else? And because of the amount Puig could make, do other Cuban players now have 42 million
reasons to leave home illegally?
7/5/12 YOUT

7/5/12 ART

For decades, studies showed that regular family dinners produced healthier, happier teenagers with higher
SAT scores. That research arguably drove product lines of pre-prepared food and busy parents’ guilt and
anxiety. But now new research is throwing cold water on the dinner table.

Ann Meier

Does eating together really make for better-adjusted kids? Or is it just those families that can afford the time
for a family dinner might also have more money and time than a family that can’t? Patt talks with two
researchers about their work.
Officials are blaming a "premature ignition" for an all-too-brief fireworks show over San Diego Bay last night. Tom Fudge
Minutes before the scheduled 20-minute show was supposed to start, all of the fireworks fired at once.

00:17
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Say you want to buy an airline ticket. You can go to an airline site, or a travel site like Expedia. The process is Brett Snyder
usually frustrating, and in the end, you often have the feeling maybe you didn't get the best deal.

5:40

7/5/12 SPOR

The 2012 Olympic games begin in London in about three weeks. Despite over 100 years of competition, each Steve Haake
Olympic competition still brings great leaps forward in athletic achievement. Runners shave tenths of
seconds off their sprints, marksmen become more accurate and javelin throwers throw even farther.

9:04

7/5/12 TECH

John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world. John Moe

8:32
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So, the Big Bay Boom fireworks show was a big bang bust. Not just a failure, one could argue that the
firework display qualifies as an epic fail, a special title reserved for something so botched, the failure itself
becomes legendary. And of course, there are plenty of examples in this category. Here to help sort through
some of the best of the worst is KPCC's Sanden Totten.
Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of comedy and sports podcast "Sklarbro Country," and History Channel's new
show, "United Stats of America," join the show to talk about the latest in the sports world.
Will high-speed rail end up putting a bullet in Governor Jerry Brown's initiative to raise taxes? KPCC's Steve
Proffitt explains why voters are souring on the idea.
Home test kits have made it easier for people to get screened for STDs.
The latest monthly jobs report is again disappointing.
Orange County's chief executive officer may lose his job.
Indio City Councilmember backs away from a proposed Coachella festival ticketholder tax.
Southland ports prepare for expanded Panama Canal.
The nation's biggest bank is being investigated by the federal government for "gaming" power markets in
California.
The State Assembly approved using $4.5 billion dollars in voter-approved bonds for a high speed rail project.
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Long Beach SWAT members have arrested a man after an hours-long standoff.
Home test kits have made it easier for people to get screened for STDs.
The latest monthly jobs report is again disappointing.
Orange County's chief executive officer may lose his job.
Indio City Councilmember backs away from a proposed Coachella festival ticketholder tax.
The Downtown Film Festival Los Angeles opened last night.
The nation's biggest bank is being investigated by the federal government for "gaming" power markets in
California.
Law enforcement agencies in Arizona shut down a drug ring they believe has links to the Sinaloa cartel in
Mexico.
School police work with community groups to cut down on the number of citations issued to students.

Romo

1:18
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The civilian commission investigating abuse by sheriff deputies in Los Angeles jails heard more testimony.

Palta
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Family of 14-year old girl killed on Fourth of July pleads for information about her killing.
CC
The State Assembly approved using $4.5 billion dollars in voter-approved bonds for a high speed rail project. CC
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Long Beach SWAT members have arrested a man after an hours-long standoff.
CC
Oscar Pistorius was born with a congenital condition that left him without his fibula in both legs. As a result, Vijay Gupta, Brian
his legs were amputated below the knee when he was only eleven-months-old. Doctors didn’t think he would Frasure
ever stand, let alone be able to play sports.

:07
25:00
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Nevertheless, Pistorius will be competing in the 400-meter dash and 1,600-meter relay at this year’s London
Olympics. He is joining the track team from South Africa as their 125th and final participant. While
Pistorius’s story is an inspirational one, it also comes with the footnote that he will not be going home with a
medal. The carbon-fiber prosthetic legs Pistorius uses put him at a serious disadvantage to the other
competitors, although they did earn him a pretty cool nickname: “Blade Runner.” Pistorius’s presence is
notable in another regard; just five years ago he was banned from participating in international track events
due to a perceived advantage of having to expend less energy than able-bodied competitors.
Experts have gone back and forth on this, but the general consensus is that he does not receive any
quantifiable advantage over his fellow runners. What side do you fall on? Is this the epitome of the
indomitable spirit of the Olympics? Or is it foolish to allow someone to compete who isn’t going to win? How
is Pistorius handling this newfound attention?
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What does the number of magnets on your refrigerator say about the clutter in your home? What’s the most
common, the most costly, yet the most underused home renovation? How many American garages actually
house a car?

Jeanne Arnold, Anthony
Graesch

22:00

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Andy Klein and Wade Major to review this week’s new films, including
Andy Klein, Andy Klein
Savages, Katy Perry: Part of Me 3D, Take This Waltz and more. Plus, they'll take a look back at Andy Griffith's
life and career. TGI-FilmWeek!
KPCC kicked off its inaugural FilmWeek Critics Club event last Friday, with a special screening of "Wings,"
William Wellman Jr.
the very first Academy Award winner for Best Picture, directed by William Wellman. The 1927 silent film is
a heart-wrenching love story set in the Army Air Corps during WWI.

16:00

What we buy, where we store it and how much we use it inform the way we live, and our houses tell the
story all too well. In a four-year study, UCLA researchers invaded the homes of 32 middle-class, dual-income
Los Angeles families, videotaping their interactions, photographing their rooms and yards, and tracking their
comings and goings.
What did they find?
Stacks of clutter, from bathrooms to kitchens to hallways. Freezers, closets and garages stockpiled with
Gatorade, frozen pizzas, Ziplock bags. Desks drowning in papers; kids’ rooms knee-deep in toys, precarious
piles of laundry, magazines and CDs around every corner.
What emerges is a fascinating snapshot of America’s material culture — a culture of acquiring, but not
experiencing; of filling up space instead of using it; of hours spent shifting the messes we’ve created from
corner to corner, instead of enjoying our leisure time. If you revel in the well-ordered worlds imagined in
Martha Stewart Living and Dwell, this book is sure to give you a scare — yet it’s hard to look away.
7/6/12 ENT

7/6/12 ENT

KPCC’s film critics say "Wings" is a must-see for movie-lovers and history buffs alike. After the screening,
Larry Mantle sat down with William Wellman Jr, an accomplished actor and director, who is also the
biographer and son of the critically acclaimed director of "Wings." In this part of their conversation, the
younger Wellman tells Larry how his father pioneered the “buddy” picture, how Clara Bow managed her
array of suitors on the set, how landing a plane in the middle of Douglas Fairbanks’ polo game launched
Wellman’s show business career and why he was known as “Wild Bill” Wellman.
On the importance of Wellman’s WWI service in this film:
“I feel that, for my father, certain things he does in this film that are so touching, the camaraderie, the two
leading men, the kiss on the cheek even. This was, I think, a way for my father to remember his friends that
had fallen.
On casting the film:
“The first thing that my father did was to throw them [the men already cast] out and hire two virtual
unknowns. And the studio wanted to have the most well-known, the best people they could attach to this film
because of the price of it. So right away my father was getting on the hate list.”
On casting Gary Cooper in one of his first roles:
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A $10 billion budget that involved 6,000 researchers finally paid off. Scientists in Europe announced
Wednesday that they have finally found the Higgs boson particle.

David Stuart, Lawrence
Krauss

00:12

“It’s the missing piece,” said David Stuart, Professor of Physics of the Univesity of California, Santa Barbara.
“We have observed and understood the others. This one was missing.”
Also known as “the God particle,” the Higgs boson is so fundamental to the universe that, without it, nothing
could exist. For years, physicists have theorized that the particle is what gives other particles most of their
mass. At the subatomic level, mass is a measure of energy, and the elusive Higgs boson is thought to be one
of the heaviest particles in the known universe. Now, the finding may validate physicists’ speculations.
“The idea was so beautiful but so simple that it seemed too good to be true,” said Lawrence Krauss, Professor
of Physics at Arizona State University. “What most people don’t realize is that most theoretical ideas are
wrong. If they weren’t everyone could do theoretical physics. Nature usually surprises us in ways we never
expected and this is one of the cases where it looks like we anticipated nature beautifully.”
The Higgs boson provides researchers with the final major puzzle piece of the Standard Model. The particle
physics model describes the behavior and properties of every known particle.
The research effort took around 50 years.
“It’s about a deeper understanding of the universe and that’s what, for me, is so exciting,” Stuart said.
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, operates the Higgs-hunting Large Hadron Collider.
The search for the subatomic particle also involved a 17-mile circular tunnel deep under the border of
France and Switzerland and thousands of torpedo-sized magnets.
Theorist Peter Higgs envisioned the particle in 1964. Now, at 83, he attends the discovery announcement in
Geneva and tears up, “It’s really an incredible thing that it’s happened in my lifetime," he said.
7/6/12 ENT

Jonathan Demme is a tough guy to nail down. He has made a career of creating very different, but successful Jonathan Demme
films. Everything from “The Silence of the Lambs” to “Rachel Getting Married” and the documentary “Jimmy
Carter Man from Plains.” And the three concert documentaries he’s done with Neil Young are no different.
They’ve all looked at Young and his music from different angles. The latest “Neil Young Journeys” documents
a road trip from his hometown of Omemee, Ontario to Toronto’s Massey Hall in a 1956 Crown Victoria.
Demme speaks with Patt on today’s show about the journey to direct his latest film project.

00:11
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History is shaped by many, but perhaps even more so by journalists and members of the media, whose
choices about what stories to follow and questions to ask influence much of public dialogue (like it or not).

Douglas Brinkley

00:24

Walter Cronkite, who delivered newspapers as a boy in Houston, grew into one of the most prominent
members of this special circle, coming into his own as a television anchor at the same time that television
itself began to usurp radio and print media as a news source. Cronkite covered everything from the space
race and the Vietnam War to the first Earth Day in 1970.
His special ability to predict the next story was strengthened by both a strong work ethic and an earnest
desire to reach the general American public, not the intelligentsia – according to author Douglas Brinkley,
President Lyndon B. Johnson once said, "If I've lost Cronkite, I've lost the country.”
At 832 pages, Brinkley’s biography of Cronkite approaches the weighty influence of the man himself, but you
can get a snapshot when Brinkley joins Patt to talk about the life of one of the most famous U.S. news anchors
of all time.
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What’s the secret behind the most successful series in the history of basic cable? Chocolate. Well, that and a Kyra Sedgwick, James
meticulously researched plotline, consulted on by the likes of former Los Angeles County district attorney Gil Duff, Gil Garcetti
Garcetti, and a powerhouse of a leading lady, Kyra Sedgwick. Sedgwick stars as Los Angeles Deputy Chief
Brenda Johnson, a southern beauty who means business.

00:17

Currently in its seventh and final season, the first of the show’s final six episodes will air starting Monday,
July 9th, 2012. Los Angeles viewers will especially appreciate that “The Closer” is based on real L.A. crime
stories, using the LAPD’s fictional “Major Crimes Unit” to juxtapose law enforcement against L.A. culture.
Patt takes her show to the set of “The Closer” to talk dramatized crime stories, and of course chocolate. A spinoff series called “Major Crimes,” also set in L.A., will premiere on Monday, August 13, in the hour following
the "The Closer" series finale.
7/6/12 HEAL

The phrase “I have free time” seems to be so elusive in the rustle and bustle of our modern day society.
Busyness is now potentially an addictive condition for adults all the way down to children.
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According to Tim Kreider, adults schedule time with friends the same way 4.0 students plan community
service. Children’s schedules are so densely packed with extracurricular activities that they come home from
school exhausted, as an adult from a full day’s work.
Kreider reflects nostalgically about the days as a kid when he had three hours of “totally unstructured” time.
Now contemporary society riddles and traps people with obligations left and right, leaving no room for free
time to breathe and relax.
Now the phrase, “I am so busy,” has taken over. Is this a “boast disguised as a complaint”? Does this phrase
make one feel important?
Kreider emphasizes the indispensability of idleness, in a last attempt to salvage it.
7/6/12 TRAV

WNYC's Brian Lehrer, Patt’s counterpart on the East Coast, joins her for one of their periodic duels of L.A.
versus N.Y.C.
This time, it’s summer here versus summer there. Here in Los Angeles we rock movies in cemeteries and
there’s always the Hollywood Bowl.
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Then again, New York’s got Shakespeare in the Park and The High Line. We’ve got our Dodgers and Angels,
they’ve got their Yankees and Mets; we have road rage, they have fights on subways.
President Obama and Republican candidate Mitt Romney each responded to the disappointing June job
numbers released Friday. The economy added only 80,000 jobs last month.
It may make your eyes glaze over at the mention, but the LIBOR (London Interbank Overnight Rate) is a key
to the economy. The rate is the basis for many loans and transactions, from...
This weekend there's a screening of a documentary that dives into one of California's signature sports:
surfing. But it focuses on a slice of the surfing world that often gets over...
Medical professionals are being warned about the dangers of social networking. Doctors are turning more
and more to Facebook and Twitter to market their businesses. But some are overstepping...
The June jobs numbers were disappointing stateside, but what about other places where the job market is
rosier? KPCC’s Steve Proffitt explains why it might be easier to find employment...
Author Don Winslow is back with a new novel, “The Kings of Cool,” a prequel to “Savages,” which has been
made into a movie by Oliver Stone and comes out today.
Documentary shares the stories of black surfers of Southern California.
Documentary shares the stories of black surfers of Southern California.
This was not your typical public radio night. In July 2011, we asked five comics at The Comedy Store to limit
the F-bombs, and not get too graphic if they talked about s-e-x, but otherwise not to hold back when we taped
a special show there. Here are the results, moderated by Brandon Christy. Special thanks to the comics -Fahim Anwar, Sarah Tiana, Michael Kosta, Freddy Lockhart, and Ian Edwards -- plus producer Todd
Whitman, Alf Lamont, and The Comedy Store.
The popular notion that regular family dinners produce healthier, happier teenagers is being challenged in a
new study from the University of Minnesota.
The FDA has delayed new rules for sunscreen products.
The Los Angeles County Coronor has reclassified the death of Natalie Wood from "accidental" to
"undetermined".
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7/9/2012 ECON

San Bernardino County leaders consider using eminent domain to take over homes with underwater
mortgages.
San Bernardino County leaders consider using eminent domain to take over homes with underwater
mortgages.
An unwelcome game changer for Internet users is called the DNS Changer virus.
The 2012 Summer Olympics kick off in London in about three weeks.
Weekend camp at Cal State Long Beach aimed at getting more girls interested in engineering careers.
Weekend camp at Cal State Long Beach aimed at getting more girls interested in engineering careers.
Federal land managers may have to re-map controversial energy corridors throughout the West to settle a
legal dispute.
USS Iowa officially opens to the public in San Pedro.
The popular notion that regular family dinners produce healthier, happier teenagers is being challenged in a
new study from the University of Minnesota.
The FDA has delayed new rules for sunscreen products.
The Los Angeles County Coronor has reclassified the death of Natalie Wood from "accidental" to
"undetermined".
San Bernardino County leaders consider using eminent domain to take over homes with underwater
mortgages.
San Bernardino County leaders consider using eminent domain to take over homes with underwater
mortgages.
An unwelcome game changer for Internet users is called the DNS Changer virus.
The 2012 Summer Olympics kick off in London in about three weeks.
Weekend camp at Cal State Long Beach aimed at getting more girls interested in engineering careers.
Weekend camp at Cal State Long Beach aimed at getting more girls interested in engineering careers.
Federal land managers may have to re-map controversial energy corridors throughout the West to settle a
legal dispute.
USS Iowa officially opens to the public in San Pedro.
The Obama Administration recently announced it would stop the deportation of young people who were
brought to the U.S. illegally as minors.
School police work with community groups to cut down on the number of citations issued to students.
The Loh Down
Los Angeles Mayor Villaraigosa signs law exempting car dealerships from business tax.
The neighborhood around Lankershim Boulevard in Sun Valley wants to get rid of street prostitution.
The new state budget includes an eleven percent cut across the board for child care programs.
The new state budget includes an eleven percent cut across the board for child care programs.
A series of art prints depicting red-and-white soup cans has garnered more than a half-century of
appreciation.
"Spider-Man 3" takes the top spot at the box office.
Malware could affect Internet access.
Actor Ernest Borgnine dies in Los Angeles.
Actor Ernest Borgnine dies in Los Angeles.
Firefighters on elevated watch as heat wave hits the Southland.
Orange County Sheriff bomb squad detonated a handful of explosives found inside a backpack.
A French railway company has shown interest in sharing its transportation expertise and ultimately
operating California's future high speed rail system.
Man suspected of setting deadly 2003 Old Fire will finally stand trial.
Former pro skateboarder documents his rise and fall into drugs and his eventual redemption.
Orange County Sheriff bomb squad detonated a handful of explosives found inside a backpack.
Two female boxers from Japan and Mexico to hold highly publicized fight in Los Angeles.
Long Beach launched its annual Summer Night Lights program.
New field poll finds California voters favor one of the tax measures on the November ballot.
British Airways has introduced a new customer service initiative prompting privacy concerns.
FBI announces reward for information on the murder of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry.
California nurses stage health care tour with free screenings in the Southland.
Governor Brown's tax initiative will be at the top of the ballot this November.
New field poll finds just over half of California voters think state and local government worker pensions are
about right.
New field poll finds just over half of California voters think state and local government worker pensions are
about right.
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Pasadena lawyer Molly Munger is the author of a ballot measure that would raise taxes for public schools.

Guzman-Lopez
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Southern California will be one of the first markets where drivers can lease Honda's newest electric car.
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:44
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Attendance is way up for the first half of the Dodgers season.
Over one hundred agencies participated in a massive crackdown on drunk driving in Los Angeles County.

Watt
Palta

:51

Once again, the Bush tax cuts have become a topic of division on Capitol Hill. Today, President Obama
announced that he will be calling on Congress to pass a one-year extension of the tax cuts, but only on those
for families making less than $250,000. Above that threshold, rates would increase to 1990s levels.
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Republicans, meanwhile, are at odds with the White House and are calling for an extension on all of the Bush
tax cuts, no matter what the level of income. Obama’s plan might not even be a huge hit with some
Democrats in Congress, as they want the extensions to apply to all those under the $1 million a year mark.
Many in Washington concede that this is a political maneuver, in an effort to steer the conversation away
from jobs and the economy to the overall issue of tax fairness. Furthermore, it casts Republicans in a hyperpartisan, gridlocked and obstructionist stance for not being cooperative on a simple one-year plan for middle
class Americans.
Data suggests that Obama’s one-year extension would cost $150 billion in revenue, but letting the other cuts
expire would lead to $850 billion over the next decade. Does the financial math nullify the political nature of
this announcement? What does this decision mean for you and your family? Will you be affected by this new
policy? How are Republicans reacting to the announcement?
7/9/12 TRAN

California lawmakers gave the go ahead to the country’s first high speed rail line which will run through the
Golden State — albeit by a tight 21-16 margin.
The first 130-mile stretch of line will run from Madera to Bakersfield. The completed project will take
passengers from Los Angeles to San Francisco and is expected to cost $68 billion.
Former Chairman of the California High Speed Rail Authority, Tom Umberg, says with population of
California hitting 50 million in the next twenty years, a high-speed rail is the best solution to transportation
challenges.
“High-speed rail is the least expensive, most environmentally friendly way of dealing with that challenge.
And California is ideally suited for high speed rail,” Umberg said.
Critics say the high speed rail program is a ‘train to nowhere’ wasting crucial funds that could be used to
finance state schools.
Elizabeth Alexis, Co-Founder Californians Advocating Responsible Rail Design (CARRD), says she was
initially for the proposal and voted for the bond in 2008 but now sees major problems with the project.
“This project has taken a 380-mile route between L.A. and San Francisco and ballooned it up an extra 100
miles. I mean the cost at this point is projected to be $200 for every round trip in the first 30 years. I mean,
it’s very expensive,” Alexis said.
She sees the issue as not whether a train would be good or not but rather if this project is the one to deliver
what is needed.
Even with these doubts from many previous supporters, Umberg sees this as a positive solution for the state.
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Summer is baseball season — and road trip season. Just in time for Tuesday’s MLB All-Star Game in Kansas
City, we’ll take a state-by-state tour of the country’s best and worst major league stadiums with a couple of
fans who’ve visited them all.

Josh Pahigian, Kevin
O’Connell,
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Pat Elder, Hal Kempfer

13:00

Rajiv Chandrasekaran

16:00

From L.A. to Boston, every park is reviewed for seating, views, hot dogs, décor, nearby watering holes and
attractions. Folklore, stats and trivia about each venue, along with tips for nabbing the best seats or avoiding
indigestion, are detailed in the second edition of "The Ultimate Baseball Road Trip: A Fan’s Guide to Major
League Stadiums."
Whether you’re traveling by Chevrolet or La-Z-Boy, this guide is a must for the serious fanboy or fangirl.
How many stadiums have you been to? Which are your favorites? How does our own Dodger Stadium stack
up to spanking-new venues like Miami’s Marlins Ballpark?
7/9/12 MIL

Questions are being asked about a key military recruitment tool used in the nation's high schools.
The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) exam is a series of tests designed to assess a
child's suitability for various careers in the armed forces. However, a recent report by the United Nations
Committee on the Rights of the Child raised concerns about how the information gathered in these tests is
used.
The U.N. has now asked the United States government to provide information on the distribution of details
obtained via ASVAB by November this year.
Critics of the ASVAB exam say the test scores, along with personal information of the participants, is
automatically shared with military recruiters without the knowledge of the student or the consent of their
parents under provisions of the No Child Left Behind Act. In 2010, Maryland became the first state to ban the
release of ASVAB scores to the military. Similar legislation for California was vetoed by then Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger in 2008.
Director of the National Coalition to Protect Student Privacy, Pat Elder, wrote the Maryland legislation and
has worked with school administrators across the country. Elder dispelled a common misconception,
explaining that No Child Left Behind does not automatically release ASVAB scores but No Child Left Behind
does give military recruiters student contact information.
“Whether the test is mandatory or just strongly encouraged by school officials, student information including
social security numbers and in-depth demographic information along with three hours of test results [is]
released to recruiters without parental consent and often parental knowledge,” he said. “And this is an
egregious violation of civil rights and these ASVAB results are the only information leaving American schools
without parental consent.”
He said “there’s a great deal of confusion” among high school administrators about whether they are legally
obligated to administer the test and what to do with the test scores once they’re received.

7/9/12 LIT

U.S engagement in Afghanistan is often connected to the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on American
soil. Yet a new book dates America’s presence in Afghanistan back to 1951 and a young king in Kabul.
In Little America: The War Within the War for Afghanistan, author Rajiv Chandrasekaran explores the latest
incarnation of U.S. involvement in the Middle Eastern nation and President Obama’s 2009 military surge.
In a behind-the-scenes view, Chandrasekaran reveals previously unknown details of the political struggle to
transform Afghanistan; from a CIA assessment of security in Afghanistan, information on infighting between
senior White House officials and Richard Holbrooke, the President’s former special envoy to Afghanistan and
how electronic eavesdropping led to successful raids on the Taliban.
What are your thoughts on the U.S.’s involvement in Afghanistan? Do you believe it has taken too long to pull
U.S. troops out of Afghanistan?
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Prolific television and film actor Ernest Borgnine died yesterday of kidney failure at the age of 95. Born in
Connecticut to Italian immigrant parents, Borgnine fell into acting after his discharge from the Navy. He
started his career playing bad-news heavies in movies like Bad Day at Black Rock; ten years later, he was
receiving an Academy Award for his portrayal of the lonely Bronx butcher who gets the girl in Marty.

Ernest Borgnine

17:00

Peggy Collins, Rick
Schmitt

00:22

He often portrayed unconventional leading men. But he was perhaps best known for his role as the crafty Lt.
Commander Quinton McHale in the 1960’s TV series McHale’s Navy, which may not have garnered critical
acclaim, but certainly gained many loyal viewers over its four year run. The actor’s gap-toothed grin and
undeniable charm served him well throughout his long career; he worked as an actor for more than 60 years,
appearing in more than 115 films and dozens of television shows.
Larry spoke with Ernest Borgnine in August of 2008, on the release of his autobiography, "Ernie,” when the
actor was 91.
7/9/12 ECON
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The stock market is down and, increasingly, people anxious about retirement are day-trading the mutual
funds in their 401 (k) plans. The fund industry says it’s a risky practice that raises the cost for other
investors, but advocates trade stories of beating the S&P 500 by 15.2 percent.

Still, most people without the time or the know-how are more than happy to follow the “set it and forget it”
mentality and only 15 percent of investors made any change to their 401 (k)s last year. But with more baby
boomers nearing retirement, analysts predict this trend may increase. The average 60-year-old in the U.S. has
only $114,500 in his or her 401 (k), and half have less than $37,300.
President Obama announced today that he will call on Congress to pass a one-year extension of the Bush tax Matt DeBord,
cuts, but only for families making less than $250,000. Above that threshold, rates would increase to 1990s
levels. Republicans, on the other hand, want an extension on all of the Bush tax cuts, regardless of income
level. What does that mean for you? Call in and ask how you’d fare under either plan as Patt parses the
proposals with KPCC business reporter Matt DeBord.
Garrison Keillor
There are few names in public radio better known than that of the host of "A Prairie Home Companion's,"
Garrison Keillor. The homespun radio variety show brings music, comedy, lighthearted radio drama and a bit
of Midwestern small town values to more than 4 million weekly listeners on more than 600 public radio
stations.

00:09

00:17

The show wasn’t always a hit. The first performance debuted in July of 1974 to an audience of about twelve
people who paid $1 to see the show. As A Prairie Home Companion grew in popularity, its format changed
some and it moved venues, and Keillor once mothballed the show for two years in 1987. But the two hour
weekly program has been produced in its current home, St. Paul, Minnesota’s Fitzgerald Theater, since 1993.
Along the way there have been countless guests, songs, parodies and skits with subject matter ranging from
the dark political satire to faux commercials for archaic food products. As he approaches his 70th birthday in
August of 2012, Keillor has flirted with retiring more than once, but has stated as recently as December of
2011 that he has reconsidered hanging up his mic and famed red sneakers because he still enjoys hosting his
signature program - and for his legion of fans, that’s good news from Lake Wobegon.

7/9/12 POLI

A number of states are facing Federal challenges to new voter restriction laws put into effect since 2008, and Keesha Gaskins, Tim
today, Texas begins five days of deliberation on theirs in a federal appeals court.
Eaton
Texas likes to do everything big, and their voter identification laws are no exception. In 2011, Texas
instituted laws that state that everyone who votes in person must have a government-issued photo ID.
Acceptable documents include a driver’s license, a U.S. passport military ID, a U.S. citizenship certificate that
has a photo, a voter card from the Texas Department of Public Safety or a concealed handgun license. Mail-in
ballots and disabled voters are exempt.
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British Airways recently announced a plan to launch a program called “Know Me,” where the airlines
Emma Carr, Alex
employees will use Google to find images of passengers so they know what they look like in advance of their Williams
trip on the airlines.

00:18

The “Know Me” program was directed to better serve VIP passengers, and will also search histories of
passengers in records to see their travel history, meal requests or if they’ve previously had problems with
flights from British Airways.
“We’re essentially trying to recreate the feeling of recognition you get in a favourite restaurant when you’re
welcomed there, but in our case it will be delivered by thousands of staff to millions of customers,” Jo
Boswell, head of customer analysis at BA, told the London Evening Standard. “This is just the start — the
system has a myriad of possibilities for the future.”
Privacy advocates think the system could be rife with abuse, and an invasion of privacy. British Airways
doesn’t ask for passengers consent before signing up for the program.
Emma Carr, deputy director for Big Brother Watch, a UK-based organization that protects individual privacy
and civil liberties, said if the airline wants this information in order to better serve their customers, they
should simply ask for it.
“They need to be very transparent and explicit about who’s going to have this information, how they’re going
to access it and especially how this information is going to be stored,” she said.
Carr explained that within the United Kingdom the Data Protection Act insures an individual’s information is
protected. The new British Airways service may be in violation of that very law if they access information
without “explicit permission from individuals,” Carr said.
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How do rape victims cope with their violations? Author and performance poet Sapphire, who garnered
critical acclaim for her novel “Push,” explores this topic in her new book “The Kid.” “Push,” was the
inspiration for the 2009 film, “Precious” based on the character of the same name. Sapphire’s new book is a
sequel of sorts, following the life of Precious’ son, Abdul, and his tumultuous upbringing through foster care
and Catholic orphanages. This harrowing and fearless story looks at a life un-parented and impoverished yet
told stylistically as only Sapphire can.
President Obama and Congress are set to clash over extending the Bush-era tax breaks. The cuts are set to
expire at the end of the year.
At the end of this month more than 10,000 athletes will compete for the gold at the London Olympics. Many
of those U.S. gold medal hopefuls train right here in Southern California, including the women’s water polo
team with three-time Olympian Brenda Villa.
Christian Hosoi, skateboarding star turned pastor, joins the show to discuss his life and new book.
On Thursday the CA Supreme Court ruled that when a child traveling without a car seat dies, the siblings may
be removed from the home by child welfare authorities. USC Law Professor Tom Lyon walks us through the
specifics of the case.
Hundreds of the world's top ocean scientists are meeting to discuss a potential environmental crisis. They're
worried about the health of coral reefs.
If you're shopping for something, you probably go online to websites like Yelp or Amazon to check out the
reviews. But, how do you know if those reviews are trustworthy?
Today is likely to be one of the warmest days of this week-long heat wave.
Police commission considers driver training for officers.
Two former Border Patrol agents are on trial in San Diego.
Los Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca considers ways to ease overcrowding in jails.
Miramonte Elementary parents sue the LAUSD over accusations of a teacher molesting their children.
A popular Latino film festival is suffering money troubles.
The crime rate in Los Angeles is down according to LAPD Chief Beck.
Police officer Manuel Ramos was fired by the City of Fullerton.
Californians won't see a November ballot measure for pension overhaul.
Californians won't see a November ballot measure for pension overhaul.
LAUSD teacher is arrested after leading police on a chase.
LAUSD teacher is arrested after leading police on a chase.
UCLA medical researchers are studying copper as a way of fighting hospital staph infections.
FDA approves clinical trials for new stem cell therapy for heart attack patients.
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A Border Patrol station in Riverside will close in the next six months.
Miramonte Elementary parents sue the LAUSD over accusations of a teacher molesting their children.
LAUSD teacher is arrested after leading police on a chase.
The San Diego Padres were supposed to be sold by the All-Star break.
State ends fiscal year on strong note with higher revenue than expected.
San Bernadino to vote on bankruptcy protection
San Fernando Councilman that is target of recall vote resigns
Firefighters make headway on Panorama Fire in the San Bernardino Mountains.
Scientists are busy tracking tsunami debris arriving from Japan.
U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder opposes photo ID law for voters in Texas.
The City of San Bernardino files for bankruptcy protection.
The City of San Bernardino files for bankruptcy protection.
Prince Fielder of the Detroit Tigers won last night's Home Run Derby in Kansas City.
The Los Angeles County jail system currently holds 18,600 inmates – up from around 15,000 a year ago -making it the country’s largest. Part of that number is due to the city’s high population, but the recent spike
in jail numbers is due to California’s “realignment” program.
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After the U.S. Supreme Court ordered that conditions must be improved in overcrowded California state
prisons, California’s response was to move inmates from state facilities to county jails. The Sheriff’s
Department predicts that they will run out of space for housing by Christmas, so officials are currently in
talks with other parts of the state to deal with the overflow.
Shafter and Taft, two cities in Kern County with currently empty jails, could conceivably house 1,000 of L.A.
county’s low-level offenders. This plan may even extend all the way to the Central Valley, with Coalinga and
Delano taking on another thousand. The cost of housing a prisoner in one of these jails is around $61 a day –
around half the cost in the L.A. facility.
Law enforcement officials are dedicated to making sure every class of criminal serves at least the minimum
allotted time, and they hope for a deal to be struck in the fall, before the system begins to overflow.

7/10/12 SPOR

It was a basketball fan’s dream back in 1992, when Magic Johnson, Charles Barkley, Larry Bird and Michael
Jordan led the U.S. to Olympic gold in Barcelona.
For the first time, Team USA featured NBA players, creating what is arguably the greatest team of athletes
ever assembled. The U.S. has dominated the court in nearly every Olympic contest since, thanks to a steady
supply of NBA ringers. Now, NBA commissioner David Stern has proposed an age limit of 23 and under for
the Olympics that would effectively end the “dream team” tradition after London.
His reasons? Team owners worry that summer injuries could sideline their best players when NBA season
comes around. The players and the league don’t make any money on the Olympics. And the NBA no longer
needs the international publicity it gained from the original dream team; NBA games are now seen in over
200 countries around the world. Since the NBA includes many foreign players who are free to play for their
home countries during the Olympics, barring American pro-ballers puts us at big disadvantage – unless Stern
can succeed in establishing the age limit.
Should senior NBA players stay out of the Olympics? What would a younger version of Team USA look like?
Can the U.S. win the gold without a “dream team”?
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7/10/12 EDUC

At Eagle Rock High School, this year’s valedictorian and salutatorian were separated by a mere five
hundredths of a point in their grade point averages. While obtaining the rank of salutatorian is still an
impressive feat, don’t tell that to the parents of Elisha Marquez. Marquez, whose 4.5 GPA was edged out by
the valedictorian’s 4.55, is headed to Stanford next year for college. Her parents, meanwhile, are threatening
to take their child’s high school to court.

Carol and Nelson
Marquez, Salutatorian
Elisha Marquez

17:00

They claim Marquez’s late nights studying were all for naught and that they didn’t want Elisha to be “a loser.”
(Apparently, Stanford University decided to settle on the poor girl…) While their legal argument is flimsy at
best, this does raise the issue of whether or not it makes sense to keep the traditional valedictorian system in
place. After all, the word comes from the Latin form of saying farewell, not cramming for tests. The
proliferation of AP and honors courses has seriously skewed the GPA system, so that “regular” classes are
shunned and avoided.
7/10/12 LAW

Privacy is a thing of the past — according to statistics on cell phone surveillance. In the first measure of its
Chris Calabrese, Joseph
kind, cell phone carriers reported just how often law enforcement seeks information on mobile phone users. Cassilly

16:00

In 2011 alone, at least 1.3 million requests were made for cell records, according to Congressman Edward
Markey (D-Mass) who queried wireless companies for the data. Markey calls the number "startling."
He adds, "We cannot allow privacy protections to be swept aside with the sweeping nature of these
information requests, especially for innocent consumers." Information shared with police and FBI includes
data such as a geolocation information, text messages, wiretaps and "cell tower dumps." Those dumps show
all the phone numbers that connected to a cell tower during a specific period of time. (It's unclear how long
officials keep that information.)
Wireless companies devote significant resources to gathering the data and have concerns about the process.
Sprint explains: "There is no statute that directly addresses the provision of location data of a mobile device
to the government. … Given the importance of this issue and the competing and at times contradictory legal
standards, Sprint believes that Congress should clarify the legal requirements for disclosure of all types of
location information to law enforcement personnel."

7/10/12 SCI

The American Civil Liberties Union says there is a remedy: "Fortunately there are two bipartisan bills in
Congress (one in the House and one in the Senate) that do just that, by requiring law enforcement to secure a
warrant based on probable cause before obtaining location information. They are both called the GPS Act...."
Summer is the time for sunshine, but with heatwaves sweeping the nation, it's a little too hot to handle. In the Gavin Schmidt, John
last week, more than two thousand U.S. heat records have been broken, with temperatures in the triple digits. Abraham

17:00

The extreme weather has exacerbated wildfires and power outages, and focused attention once again on the
impact of climate change. Yet climatologists are at odds over whether the extreme weather can be solely
blamed on global warming.
Do you think there is a direct link between climate change and extreme weather? In your own life, how have
you seen the weather change? Are you concerned about the changes in weather? Or do you see it as part of
the natural evolution of the planet?
7/10/12 LIT

Long before Columbus, land-bound civilizations stood on the shore and gazed across the waters, wondering
what lay beyond. Over 50,000 years ago the first explorers set out for those distant shores, piloting bamboo
canoes across the Java Sea, guided by nothing but the stars.
The urge to go to sea has become a rite of passage for every coastal civilization since then; to set foot on a
new land, bring home its treasures, conquer the waves and live to tell the tale. Brian Fagan’s new book takes
us along on those ancient journeys, mapping centuries of water routes, letting us hear the creak of the mast
and feel the slap of water against our boat. From Aleut seal hunters to Phoenician traders, from Chinese
merchants to Norse fishermen, all succumbed to the urge to see what’s over the horizon.
How did ancient mariners find their way before navigational instruments? How did they perfect their vessels
and develop their seafaring skills? What led them to risk everything in the search for new worlds?
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7/10/12 YOUT

The Romney campaign has officially released its June fundraising numbers, revealing a total of $106.1
million. One the one hand, the campaign wants to tout that impressive number as evidence that Americans
want a change. On the other hand, it also wants to maintain its underdog fundraising image. In a memo
released yesterday, the Romney campaign argues that despite the numbers, they remain at a fundraising
disadvantage to the President, who they claim began the de facto general election cycle in April with a
massive cash advantage of $100 million and that since Mitt Romney became the presumptive nominee, the
Obama campaign outspent them by nearly 3 to 1 in television advertising.

Bill Allison

The campaign also notes that they are limited to spending only their primary campaign money until after
Romney becomes the official nominee at the end of August, while Obama faces no such spending limitations.
We check in on the presidential money race.
President Obama renewed his call for higher taxes on people making more than $250,000 per year,
David Mark, Scott
yesterday. But not everyone in his party is on board. Some Congressional Democrats want to keep more of
Winship
the Bush tax cuts in place. Senate candidate Tim Kaine of Virginia would like to see taxes go up for those
making $500,000. New York Senator Chuck Schumer favors a millionaire’s tax, but has signed on to the
President’s plan.
“Where are you working this summer?” is a traditional question asked of American teenagers on the last days Chris Thornberg
of high school before summer break. But in the aftermath of the economic downturn of 2008 that crippled
the national economy the answer may now as often as not be “nowhere.”

00:13

00:17

00:17

With unemployment rates holding at 8.2 percent nationally for people over 16 years of age, many jobs
traditionally held by younger workers are now performed by older, more experienced people who are
struggling to stay afloat. Although the number of teens getting jobs is now the highest in six years, the teen
jobless rate is still over 20 percent. This means that many young workers looking for their first job may not
be able to join the workforce at all.
Technological advances have also left many teens out in the cold; it is now possible for consumers to pump
gas or check out at the grocery store without ever interacting with a human worker, and many of those kinds
of low-skill jobs were held by younger employees.
7/10/12 ECON

Does having large amounts of money make us less humane? In this month’s issue of New York Magazine,
author Lisa Miller dives into several studies that finds that money essentially makes people more
unsympathetic and selfish: having money, getting money, and thinking about money makes people
solipsistic, or selfish.
A recent study by the law firm Labaton Sucharow found that a quarter of Wall Street executives see wrongdoing as a key to success. Of the 500 senior executives from the U.S. and the U.K. that were interviewed, 26
percent said they had first hand knowledge of wrong-doing in the work place, a quarter reported that in
order to be professionals and succeed in their business, it was necessary to engage in unethical or illegal
conduct, and 16% said that they would commit insider trading if they believed that they could get away with
it.
A new field of study has emerged to investigate the current era of income inequality, using experiments at
traffic stops and board games to see the effects of increased wealth on human psychology. And the verdict
isn’t so kind to the wealthy.
They’re more likely to be not stop at stop signs, be mean during games of Monopoly and steal candy from a
bowl designated for children. As Paul Piff, researcher of the effects of money at UC Berkeley wrote, “The Rich
are way more likely to prioritize their own self-interests above the interests of other people. It makes them
more likely to exhibit characteristics that we would stereotypically associate with, say, ---holes.”
Caller Albert from Long Beach details his personal experience with money and personality: "I became more
isolated, more depressed. I took on some mannerisms that just weren't healthy…. My point is, I do think that
money has a lot of effects on a person's personality. From what I saw of my own experience, I would never
have expected it. It really shocked me."
Lisa Miller, writer and senior editor at Newsweek, recounts a study that dealt with money and time.
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7/10/12 MEDI

Should Verizon have the ability to decide which websites you can and cannot access on your phone? It thinks Rob Frieden
so. The Telecom giant filed in federal court last week against the Federal Communications Commission's
Open Internet Order, which put net neutrality regulations in place for Internet service providers. The Open
Internet Order says that, as a provider of broadband Internet, Verizon can't block or slow access to legal
online content, regardless of whether they disagree with its message or are being paid by an outside party to
do so.

00:08

Verizon argues that, similar to a newspaper editor, it has the constitutionally protected right to decide which
content you, as a Verizon customer, access, from its court documents: “In performing these functions,
broadband providers possess "editorial discretion." Just as a newspaper is entitled to decide which content
to publish and where, broadband providers may feature some content over others.” Patt checks in on the
case and what its implications could be.
7/10/12 ART

The Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) has fired its chief curator, Paul Schimmel. Some
Blake Gopnik
doubt his departure, while others support it. This sparks the debate about whether the museum should be an
institution that caters to a specific crowd or available to a wider audience.

00:17

The Daily Beast art critic Blake Gopnik argues that museums are about bringing great art together, rather
than primarily concerned about the bottom-line. He believes that museums should not be only about pushing
profits and increasing attendance and membership.
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Founding Chairman Eli Broad, in a Los Angeles Times op-ed, defends the decision and sets the record
straight. He says that in today’s difficult economic time, museums must be “fiscally prudent” and provide
cost-effective exhibits for a broad audience. He stands by director Jeffrey Deitch and the board in their efforts
to right size staff and ensure a balanced budget.
Marcus Erikson
There are 1.5 million tons of tsunami debris being carried by currents from Japan. One man who has taken
on the challenge of tracking the debris is Marcus Erikson, a researcher at the Algalita Marine Research
Institute in Long Beach.
The fight for control of the U.S. Senate may have gotten a little easier for Republicans. The Nevada seat was
Jon Ralston
considered a toss-up in the November election. Or was considered a toss-up, until yesterday, when the House
Ethics Committee announced an investigative panel to determine if Democratic candidate Shelley Berkley
had used her political influence to help her family's business. Joining us for the political fallout of this
investigation is Jon Ralston, columnist for the Las Vegas Sun columnist.
For years, educators and politicians have encouraged students to go into the sciences where young talent is Matt Salzberg
supposedly in high demand. But recently, science and technology graduates are finding themselves in the
same boat as many other Americans, they're unable to find work. However, new opportunities are arising for
scientists to fund their own research through crowd-sourcing services similar to Kickstarter.

6:56

7:23

8:04

For help navigating the world of "netiquette," Madeleine talks to Alexandra Samuel, who blogs about social
Alexandra Samuel
media for the Harvard Business Review and on her own site, AlexandraSamuel.com
Writer and producer Dan Bucatinsky joins the show to talk about his new book, the funny and heartfelt,
Dan Bucatinsky
“Does this baby make me look straight? Confessions of a Gay Dad.” In it, Bucatinsky describes his adventures
in parenting his two adopted children with his partner, screenwriter Don Roos.
Music critic Drew Tewksbury is back for another installment of New Music Tuesday. This week, he reviews
the album "Swing Lo Magellan" from Dirty Projectors.
The City of San Bernardino files for bankruptcy protection.
Humans cause most fires in Southern California.
Mayor of Los Angeles pledges the city won't file for bankruptcy as others have.
Steve Nash signs with the Los Angeles Lakers.
Animal rights activists take issue with circuses.
Animal rights activists take issue with circuses.
The crime rate in Los Angeles is down according to LAPD Chief Beck.
Governor Brown signed a new law to stop lenders from foreclosing on homeowners trying to modify their
mortgages.
The City of Santa Monica is moving forward with a new smoking ban affecting apartment renters.
Ethics watchdog says Congressman Darrell Issa has broken the law.
Forecasters say we can expect another hot day before tempatures dip in time for the weekend.
An anti-nuclear group wants the State Attorney General to create a safety committee to oversee the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station.
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House votes to repeal health care reform.
Governor Brown hopes more California cities won't file for bankruptcy.
Forecasters say we can expect another hot day before tempatures dip in time for the weekend.
New state law allows drivers to park at broken meters as long as they follow posted time limits.
Foreclosures are on the rise in California.
San Bernardino city attorney holds news conference after bankruptcy protection vote
LAUSD teacher is arrested after leading police on a chase.
Governor Brown signed a new law to stop lenders from foreclosing on homeowners trying to modify their
mortgages.
Iconic donut shop marks sixty years in business.
Iconic donut shop marks sixty years in business.
Steve Nash signs with the Los Angeles Lakers.
Orange County Great Park and the City of Irvine consider new proposal to develop homes and a sports
complex.
Governor Brown signed a new law to stop lenders from foreclosing on homeowners trying to modify their
mortgages.
San Bernardino has become the third California city to decide to file for Chapter 9 bankruptcy protection in
the span of about three weeks. This city of about 210,000 people is the second largest city in the country to
file for bankruptcy; Stockton, California with a population of almost 300.000 is the largest to seek bankruptcy
protection.
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Inland Empire economist and Vice President of Economics and Politics, Inc, John Husing, says older cities
with strong service unions and declining property values and retail sales are also at risk for filing for Chapter
9.
So, why are municipalities deciding to file for bankruptcy and will other struggling cities follow suit? Was the
recession to blame or dysfunction politics? How will the move affect wages, pensions and other entities
working with the city?
7/11/12 POLI

Over the past few months, the Obama campaign has painted Mitt Romney as an outsourcer of jobs. Now,
Romney and other Republicans are retaliating in force.
Romney has labeled Obama the “outsourcer-in-chief,” and the Republican National Committee launched a
website that claims Obama used taxpayer money as part of the 2009 stimulus package for a variety of
companies in other countries, such as Mexico, Denmark and South Korea. Obama is also subject to criticism
from the left, as liberals insist he should have circumvented Congress to revise U.S. visa rules and adopt
more stringent policies towards China.
The Obama campaign responded with a six-page rebuttal to the Republican website, which stressed the
President’s commitment to creating a level playing field for American workers and discouraging corporations
from shipping jobs overseas.
Does this Republican argument hold any water? Which candidate is more likely to suffer the slings and
arrows of these attacks? What’s the factual evidence on both sides?
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7/11/12 ENV

Is there anything as magical as the circus? There are daring acrobats, hilarious clowns and often exotic
animals. But not everyone is so thrilled by the Greatest Show on Earth.

Catherine Doyle,
Catherine Doyle

23:00

Tonight, the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus arrives for a seven-night run at the Staples Center,
followed by a stint at the Citizens Bank Arena in Ontario and the Honda Center in Anaheim.
Animal activists, who have long protested the use of wild animals in circuses, will be out in force tonight.
“In essence circuses are inherently cruel for wild animals, whether it’s Ringling or any other circus,”
Catherine Doyle, spokesperson for In Defense of Animals, said. “These animals are separated from their
families, brutally trained to perform unnatural tricks, they’re chained, confined to small cages and pens, and
transported around the country in cramped train cars and trucks for months at a time.”
Doyle is opposed to any form of circus, saying that the humane treatment of animals cannot be done in those
conditions.
“If you cannot meet the animals needs. If you cannot meet their physical, social and psychological needs, you
should not hold those animals,” she added.
Circus owners say that the handlers do not mistreat the lions, tigers and elephants in their care, and that
handlers are animal lovers who take excellent care of their charges and make their welfare a priority.
“We are very, very proud of our animal care and to have the ability to showcase these animals to families
around the country who really can’t see them in any other forum except ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’,” said
Stephen Payne, vice president of corporate communications for Feld Entertainment, which owns Ringling
Bros. Circus.
7/11/12 ENT

When the clock struck midnight last night, Viacom channels dropped from DirecTV. That means no
SpongeBob, Snooki or Jon Stewart for DirecTV customers. Contract negotiations between the two companies
have become a public battle. Viacom exploiting celebrities and funny clips from MTV, Comedy Central and
Nickelodeon to win over customers’ opinions.

Andrew Wallenstein

8:00

Today, the house again voted to defund or eliminate portions of the Affordable Care Act. Since January 2011, Tamara Keith, Sarah
Kliff
when the Republican Party took control of the House of Representatives, more than 30 bills have been
introduced to repeal portions of the health care overhaul, despite the unlikelihood of passage. In January
2011, it was the ‘Repealing the Job-Killing Health Care Law Act’, In May 2011, H.R 1213 was voted on, which
would have repealed mandatory funding provided to state governments to establish health benefits
exchanges.

00:13

DirecTV spreading its own propaganda with Twitter hashtags such as #DirectvHasMyBack. Facebook
postings and tweets are ripe with vitriol against both companies this morning. While disputes between
programmers and distributors are becoming common – such as the ongoing feud between Dish and AMC –
it’s surprising to see so many major channels pulled from a major distributor. Both could suffer which might
be why it’s gotten so ugly so quickly.
Why does public opinion matter in all of this? Is it just to avoid irritating customers? Or could it influence the
deal? Could a deal come quicker if customers call those 1-800 numbers? How long might this fight and the
Dish-AMC fight last?
7/11/12 POLI

In December 2011, it was the the ‘Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2011’ which would have
cut funding to the public health prevention fund. Despite the failed attempts, Republicans vow to keep
fighting the bill.
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Presumptive Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney was facing a tacitly polite crowd this morning
Alonzo Bodden
while giving a campaign speech in front of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). Romney was speaking at the NAACP’s annual convention in Houston, Texas and the event was seen
as an opportunity for the former Massachusetts governor to reach out to the African American community,
which nearly uniformly supported his opponent Barack Obama in the 2008 election. Things were going well
for Romney and he was garnering some reserved but supportive applause from the audience, at least until
eleven and a half minutes into his nearly 24-minute speech when he announced plans to “eliminate every
nonessential expensive program I can find. That includes ‘Obamacare.’” The mere mention of President
Obama’s lightning rod bill intended to reform America’s health care system drew a loud chorus of boos and
shouting from the audience. Romney smiled quietly, waited out the disruption and resumed his stump
speech.

00:10

7/11/12 SPOR

The Summer Games in London are less than a month away and while many will be looking forward to
watching Team USA perform and achieve in basketball, swimming, and gymnastics, there will be one sport
no one will perform in.

Jennis Finch

00:07

A new study by researchers at Kuopio University Hospital in Finland found that kids who grow up with pets
in their home get sick less often. The study took a look at 397 children from pregnancy through their 1st
birthdays and found that kids with a dog in their household had 31 percent fewer respiratory tract
infections, 44 percent fewer ear infections and needed 29 percent fewer prescriptions for antibiotics. Those
kinds of stats mean that parents may spend fewer dollars spent on medication and fewer hours seeing the
doctor with their wee ones. Houses with cats had similar, but less pronounced results.

Michael Chill, Dog
behaviorist and animal
trainer

00:17

It’s time for Ask the Chief, your monthly opportunity to put your law and order questions to top cop Chief
Charlie Beck. Patt gets the latest on the ongoing hunt for the “Teardrop Rapist,” the recent eight shootings in
six hours in South L.A., and the arraignment hearings of the two suspects charged with murdering USC
students Ying Wu and Ming Qu. Chief Beck also responds to the report out this week that called LAPD police
shooting data “misleading” and took a look at officer related traffic incidents, which now account for 25
percent of all suits filed against police officers, and a lot of taxpayer money.
Ever hear of a pheromone party? People looking for love – or at least a great conversation – try to find their
perfect match using their noses. These shindigs are loosely based on scientific research on pheromones,
hormones we emit as scents that can create strong attractions between people. Before the event, partygoers
sleep in a clean shirt. Purists insist that they wear no perfume, cologne or deodorant. Upon arrival, guests
rate one another solely based on their pheromones, inferred by sniffing the t-shirt samples, later to learn the
identity of their love match.
Kyla Ross of Aliso Viejo is the first-ever student from Gym-Max Gymnastics to make it to the Olympics.

Charlie Beck

00:31

Judith Prays, Denise
Hamilton

00:16

That sport will be women’s softball. That sport’s most recognizable figure, Jennie Finch, has something to say
about it. Finch is a gold and silver medalist in the sport and is known as the most famous softball player in
history. Her combination of athletic skill, beauty, and charm has given rise to her prominence and influence
as an athlete and allowed her to become a strong voice for women’s sports. Now Jennie Finch is looking to
use that voice to fight for the reinstatement of women's softball as an Olympic sport.
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In just a couple of weeks, the 2012 Olympic games will kick off in London. And its not just gold, silver and
Ann Killion
bronze the athletes will be competing for — but green. Olympic sponsorships have become a multi-billion
dollar business. But how much of that cash do the athletes actually see? Not much, according to journalist
Ann Killion, who wrote about this for Ad Week.
Safe to say, Mitt Romney was not the most popular guy in the room this morning at the NAACP Convention in Sophia Nelson
Houston. He spoke before an audience that overwhelmingly supports his opponent, President Obama. In
2008, Obama received 95 percent of the black vote. But, things were going alright this morning until Romney
vowed to stop spending money on programs like 'Obamacare,' which led to sustained boos from the crowd.
Despite that hiccup, could Mitt Romney make a dent in Obama's black voter advantage?
Prescription drug abuse now kills 40 people each day across the nation, according to the Centers for Disease
Control. While addicts often get a hold of pills illegally, the troubling rise in painkiller abuse is also posing
thorny questions for physicians who prescribe the drugs. The California Report's Michael Montgomery
profiles a Bay Area doctor who's one of the state's most proilific prescribers.
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Last night, the San Bernardino City Council voted to seek bankruptcy protection. City officials said without
bankruptcy, San Bernardino — saddled with a budget deficit of at least $40 million — could miss next
month's payroll, according to KPCC. Mayor Pat Morris and other officials blame the budget crisis on soaring
salary and benefit obligations, plunging property tax returns and the loss of an estimated $30 million in state
redevelopment funds.
Luke Burbank, host of the radio show and podcast "Too Beautiful to Live" brings us his wrap-up of the
week’s awesome and not awesome news.
One very large donut has a very big birthday today. Randy's Donuts, the iconic Inglewood pastry shop with a
donut on the roof, turns 60 years old today. It was built in the 1950's when eye catching signs for roadside
restaurants were all the rage.
Street prostitution has been a long-standing problem in unincorporated Walnut Park.
The Los Angeles County Sheriff Department is destroying more than eight thousand weapons it has seized.
RealtyTrac says the number of California properties on the verge of foreclosure is going up again.
More than one-hundred thousand people invade San Diego for Comic-Con.
Investigaiton into San Bernardino finances under way
San Bernardino is reeling from the city council's decision to seek bankruptcy protection.
California Governor Jerry Brown won an incremental victory on Monday when a Sacramento County superior
judge ruled that his tax proposal will appear first on the ballot in November. Molly Munger is a proponent of
a competing tax proposal who had filed suit against the governor to change the order of the eleven ballot
measures and ensure that Brown’s initiative wasn’t at the top of the ballot, but her challenge failed in court
even after her attorneys accused Los Angeles County elections officials of botching the tallying of signed
petitions.
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In California, initiatives appear on election ballots in the order in which the state certifies them after counties
count and verify signatures on petitions. Many election experts believe that appearing higher on a paper
ballot can increase a candidate’s or law’s chance of passing as fickle voters lose interest and their eyes move
farther down the ballot.
Associate professor of political science at UC Irvine, Carole Uhlaner, said she does not believe the order of
ballot proposals on the voting ticket matters. She acknowledged that “order matters” when dealing with
candidate races because many voters will “drop off” -- or suffer from voter fatigue -- and tire when looking at
a long list of names.
However, Uhlaner asserts the phenomenon of drop off does not apply to ballot propositions in the same way.
“When you’re dealing with propositions, people aren’t picking out of the ten or twelve propositions, they’re
looking at it and they’re voting yes or no,” she said. “It’s a completely different dynamic.”
Citing statistical information from the 2008 presidential election and the 2010 general election, Uhlaner said
when it came to voting on ballot measures, the number of votes cast for the measure first listed was fairly
even with the number of votes cast for the last listed measure.
Stanford professor, Jon Krosnic, has done extensive research on voter habits including during the 2000 BushGore election dispute. He said order does matter because apathetic voters may be uninformed and vote
based on where candidates appear on the ballot. Even “very engaged voters” can face a dilemma when
casting their vote and could be swayed based on candidacy order, Krosnic said.
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Top officials at Penn State University have been criticized for turning a blind eye to sex abuse allegations
against football coach Jerry Sandusky.
Health care as a team sport? That’s how it should be, says patient advocate Martine Ehrenclou.
While most Americans these days feel that any tax is too high, some could be taking such resentment to the
next level.
Family vacations might seem like a good idea at first. But sometimes, the competing agendas and stress,
outweigh the benefits for parents as well as kids.
The Wild West is not dead – it lives on in the vast Mojave desert north of Los Angeles.
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7/12/12 ECON

Yesterday San Bernardino became the third city in California to declare Chapter 9 bankruptcy in three weeks. Matt DeBord, Cate Long
New California law requires cities considering bankruptcy to first submit to a "neutral evaluation" process,
and several economists are hinting that San Bernardino could look a lot worse than either Stockton or
Mammoth Lakes, the other two cities that have already filed for Chapter 9. That’s because of reported
allegations that the city has been padding its budget numbers, prompting some to wonder whether it could
be the “next Bell,” referring to that city’s misappropriation of funds uncovered in 2010.

00:23

Another catalyst for the San Bernardino’s apparent fiscal emergency is rising public pension costs. In San
Bernardino, the city's pension obligations nearly doubled since 2007. In three years, those costs are
projected to account for 15% of the budget.
For the city of about 200,000, what does that mean for all its debts? So far the news doesn’t seem to have
impacted the market and it is exceedingly rare for cities to default on investment-grade municipal bonds, but
could they? Do big investors fare better than small ones? And do they get paid?
7/12/12 SCI

NASA is sending another rover to Mars, and this time they’re using what amounts to a mini-movie – a
disaster film without the disaster. It’s called “Seven Minutes of Terror” and it’s set to dramatic music. The
video debuted on YouTube on June 22 to surprising popularity. With deadpan drama, it maps the precise
chain of events that needs to occur – correctly – for the Curiosity rover to enter Mars’ atmosphere, land on
the Red Planet, and work.

John Beck

00:07

The general public has embraced this drama; so far the video has garnered almost 600,000 hits. Under fifty
percent of Earth’s missions to Mars have been successful – starting with one by the Soviet Union nearly 50
years ago -- but that didn’t stop President Barack Obama from setting the goal of a manned Mars mission by
2030. Patt talks to the director of the video, as well as one of the engineers responsible for Curiosity.
7/12/12 POLI

7/12/12 ENT

Journalist Nicholas Shaxson, author of “Treasure Islands: Uncovering the Damage of Offshore Banking and
Nicholas Shaxson
Tax Havens,” joins Patt to talk about his Vanity Fair article looking into Mitt Romney's offshore financial
dealings. How do they work? And what’s a blind trust?
Fifty years ago today, a nascent version of rock legends The Rolling Stones played their first live performance David Fricke, Steve
ever – at the Marquee Jazz Club in London, England. On that summer night in 1962, the band had to borrow Hochman
money from singer Mick Jagger’s father for equipment and played a set of 18 blues standards as a fill in band
for the regular Thursday night act at the club.

7/12/12 LIT

In the ensuing half-century, the Stones would go on to sell an estimated 200 million albums and become one
of the biggest, most influential and most profitable bands in history. Perhaps most amazing thing about their
legacy is that the band is still together after lineup changes, drug problems, infighting and other requisite
conflicts of a cultural phenomenon of that magnitude.
Dr. Dan Morhaim
We often praise modern medical science for providing advanced treatments that save lives using methods
beyond what was once thought possible. Physicians are able to monitor, regulate and even engineer the
human body more effectively with each passing year. These advancements in health management, however,
have brought along new dilemmas to face when navigating our mortality such as deciding how, when, and
where we die.

7/12/12 LAW

7/12/12 LAW

In his new book, author and practicing physician Dr. Dan Morhaim explores end-of-life care and the tough
decisions that we must make as we prepare to depart our existence. Morhaim informs readers about
considerations such as where to find readily available living wills and advance directives and why it is
important to use them.
The results of Penn State's internal investigation into the Sandusky scandal, led by former federal judge and Anne Danahy
FBI ex-director Louis Freeh is set to be released today. The report runs over 200 pages and more than 400
people were interviewed for it, but former Penn State coach Joe Paterno was not one of them. The report may
answer many of the troubling questions swirling around one of the worst scandals in sports history.
Though Louis Freeh, the former federal judge and former FBI director, investigated the Sandusky scandal for Max Kennerly
more than eight months, Freeh doesn't have the power to arrest everybody. But his 267-page report paints a
damning picture of a cover-up of Sandusky's abuses by the most senior officials at Penn State.
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7/12/12 LAW

In the United States, there are four cities that have at least 2 million residents: New York, Chicago, Houston
Rina Palta
and Los Angeles. According to LAPD Chief Charlie Beck, LA is the safest of them all. And if current trends
hold, 2012 will be the tenth year in a row that crime numbers in Los Angeles have gone down. Madeleine
talks to KPCC's Rina Palta about LA's crime statistics.
John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world. John Moe

4:38

7/12/12 ART

Jim Dawson's new book, "Los Angeles's Bunker Hill: Pulp Fiction's Mean Streets and Film Noir's Ground
Zero!" explores the shadowy history of the area, from its film noir past to the current era of re-development.

David Kipen

7:08

7/12/12 SPOR

Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of comedy and sports podcast "Sklarbro Country," and History Channel's new
show, "United Stats of America," join the show to talk about the latest in the sports world.
The Orange County Fair in Costa Mesa offers plenty of carnival rides through the middle of next month.

Randy and Jason Sklar

8:30

CC

:14

Hollywood union offers solution to uproar over U.S. Olympic uniforms beng made in China.
Disputes over police behavior during ArtWalk protests.
Yesterday [Thursday], artist John Baldessari resigned his post on the board of the Museum of Contemporary
Art.
Iconic American designer Ralph Lauren, who arguably embodies the nations “spacious skies” and “amber
waves of grain,” was tapped to design official uniforms for this year’s U.S. Olympic team, as he was in 2008.

Watt
Palta
Christopher Knight

:54
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Shopping online versus in a retail store has always been an either-or proposition; either you pay a little more
to get it now, or you pay a little less and wait for it to show up.
Posting on Pinterest could say more about you than your taste in LOL cats – it could be an indication of your
voting preferences.
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Claudia Puig, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon to review this week's
new films.
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7/13/12 FILM

Whether it’s spirits taking control over bodies, aliens haunting a small town or just an old-fashioned ghost
story, what movies particularly shook you to your core?

7/13/12 LAW

The LAPD arrested 17 people last night after altercations between both officers and Occupy LA protesters
during Thursday night’s Art Walk near the corner of 5th and Spring in Downtown Los Angeles. Four officers
were injured. What prompted this clash? Sidewalk chalk drawings. “Vandalism has always been illegal,” said
Mayor Villaraigosa. Given last night’s events, we examine the Occupy movement and the cities response to it.

7/13/12 POLI

After weeks of missing votes, Illinois Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr. announced through his office in late June that he
was on medical leave for exhaustion. Yesterday, his office revealed that he is being treated for a mood
disorder. Whether it’s Vice President Dick Cheney’s heart condition or former San Bernardino County
Assessor Bill Postmus, who disappeared before revealing a substance-abuse problem, there are countless
examples of publicly elected officials keeping medical information from their constituents.

Allan Mayer

00:18

7/13/12 HEAL

Ina Jaffe
National Public Radio’s journeyman reporter Ina Jaffe has a new job. As of Wednesday, July 11, 2012 Jaffe
will be covering the newly created aging beat for NPR. According to an NPR spokesman, “In this new role, Ina
will cover all aspects of aging: from finances and work life, to health care, relationships and the broader
demographic realities facing the country.” With the baby boomers getting older, Jaffe will not be at a loss for
stories to cover.
Today is National French Fry day. Many Americans equate French fries with Americana probably because
Tony Peyser
people don’t relate fried potatoes to France as much as they do to McDonalds. The home of the golden arches,
a sponsor of the London Olympics, could be in the deep fryer itself, however, after its recent power play
against The London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG).

00:13

7/13/12 FOR

A major sponsor of the games, McDonald's exerts an extraordinary amount of control over who serves what
nosh. McDonald's has a lock on the french-fry business with exclusive rights to sell the savory side dish to
spectators and is expected to serve some 10 percent of all meals at the games. Adding salt to the wounds of
its competitors, McDonald’s has also managed to ban competing food vendors from selling French fries as a
standalone item.
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7/13/12 DIV

It’s summer vacation season and for many of us, that means “road trip.” As recently as the 1960s, however,
African American motorists traveling in America were often guaranteed less-the-welcome receptions in
many parts of the country. Traveling could be downright dangerous.

Isabel Wilkerson,
Nsenga Burton

00:13

In 1936, a postal worker and activist named Victor H. Green took matters into his own hands and started
publishing “The Negro Motorist Green Book.” “The Green Book,” along with similar publications, acted as
guidebooks, identifying safe zones and “tourist homes” – private houses where African Americans could
spend the night while on the road. Calvin Alexander Ramsey, whose play “The Green Book” features a couple
spending the night at the house of a Holocaust survivor, remembers traveling with his parents between
Baltimore and Roxboro, North Carolina and having to pack a huge picnic lunch in order to avoid any risky
stops.

7/13/12 ENT

Green published the last issue of his book in 1964, but these travel experiences continue to be within the
living memory of many African Americans.
The Internet has revolutionized how people watch TV. No longer are consumers beholden to the whims of
Jim Pagels, Mary H.K.
networks and the rigid structures of calendars and airtimes. Americans now watch TV on their computers,
Choi
smart phones and on their living room sets — and they watch their favorite shows when they want to watch
them.

00:17

Television is now largely an on-demand medium and that has lead TV junkies to develop some interesting
viewing habits. One of these newer practices is the rise of “binge-watching,” which occurs when a viewer
might consume many hours of a particular program in one sitting, one episode after the other.
Proponents of binge-watching say, for example, that viewing the entire 3rd season of AMC’s “Breaking Bad”
in a weekend allows viewers to be totally immersed in the universe of the show. But there is also a rising
chorus of those who believe that the serial nature of television programming dictates that a TV show must be
best appreciated with days between episodes to properly digest, mull and discuss the many plotlines,
characters and subtle details involved in the story arc of a season.
7/13/12 LIT

The art of magic is a lot more than just pulling a rabbit out of a hat or sawing a person in half. It is a timehonored tradition that uses the limitations of the human mind and body to make people believe that they’re
seeing things they know to be impossible.

Alex Stone

00:17

Karen Thompson
Walker
Hunter DrohojowskaPhilp
Mike Roe

10:19

When amateur magician Alex Stone made a spectacularly poor showing at the Magic Olympics in 2006 he
initially vowed to hang up his cape for good. But he found he couldn’t bring himself to put down the wand
and decided to combine other skills from his bag of tricks to become an elite practitioner of the art form.
Apart from being a struggling magician, Stone was also a journalist and held a master’s degree in physics;
these disciplines put him in a unique position to deconstruct the closely guarded skills and secrets of
magicians and illusionists and take a look at the science behind the trickery.
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In his new book, “Fooling Houdini: Magicians, Mentalists, Math Geeks, and the Hidden Powers of the Mind,”
Stone takes us on his journey through magic tournaments, conventions, lectures, shows and encounters with
eccentrics, skeptics, scholars, cheats, criminals, geniuses, legends and prodigies on his odyssey to peel back
On a seemingly ordinary day in California, the impossible happens... the rotation of the earth suddenly begins
to slow. The days and nights grow longer and the environment is thrown...
Artist John Baldessari is stepping down from the Museum of Contemporary Art's board of trustees. We talk
with author Hunter Drohojowska-Philp about the museum.
There's nothing more pop culture-y than Comic-Con. The annual festival of fantasy, featuring legions of fans
dressed as their favorite characters is in full swing down in San Diego...
Tariq Abu Khumra on his experience working for the U.S. military as a translator in Iraq and his move to Los
Angeles.
KPCC's Dinner Party hosts join Madeleine Brand to talk pop culture, Andy Warhol, and the dubious legal
claims of one of rap's biggest stars.
Meghan McCarty brings you a number of ways to get into the Los Angeles scene, including a Bastille Day
celebration and the L.A. regional air guitar championships.
Richard Schave is the co-founder of Esotouric--a group that gives weekly bus tours to the old, dirty heart of
Los Angeles. He writes with a commentary on what the closing and planned renovation of the King Eddy
means for a constantly self-reinventing Downtown Los Angeles
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Tonight, Mark, Charley, and the cast are preparing for the first read-through of the pilot episode of "Hogan’s
Heroes." Before they begin, cast members study their lines, prepare their accents, and place googley-eyed
sock puppets on each hand.
I was the world’s least likely sports dad, until my 7-year-old uttered the four most powerful words in the
English language: "Dad, will you coach?"
Some called him a Robin Hood, but the feds indicted him for 19 murders. Not a very good fella.
KPCC's Mike Roe is covering the biggest pop culture convention this side of the universe. San Diego's ComicCon sold out in less than an hour, a record for the event. Thousands of fans are packing the San Diego
Convention Center, making it difficult to get a spot for any of the events or panels happening throughout the
weekend.
One cultural snob called him "A kitschmaster glitteringly and preposterously back in fashion." But from
Vienna to Brentwood, the rest of us are celebrating the life and work of Gustav Klimt. This spring, for his
150th birthday, Vienna was bulging with Klimt. From the Albertina museum in the old Imperial city center to
the vastness of the Belvedere Palace, the streets were hung with yellow Klimt banners and streamers, and
they were showing everything from his early drawings to his wondrously four-square Alpine landscapes to
his masterpiece portraits of the grandest ladies of the old Empire in gold and oil-paint mosaic.
Off-Ramp host John Rabe talks with Jim Meskimen, YouTube sensation, actor and man of a thousand voices,
including Robin Williams, Kirk Douglas, Charleton Heston, Woody Allen, Droopy Dog, President George W
Bush and Harvey Keitel.
In honor of Bastille Day - when angry French revolutionaries stormed The Bastille on July 14, 1789 - we
present Allan Sherman's ode on the event. Enjoy.
The Pasadena Conservatory of Music could be the city's next iconic landmark. Hidden behind shady trees a
block north of Pasadena City College, most locals have never heard the robust music inside the building's
closed doors. But in the past month the Conservatory has raked in a cool million in just two grants alone and
hopes to raise much more.
High-profile court cases can suck a lot of us in - heck, there's even a whole television channel devoted to
broadcasting trials. We're drawn to lawyers' fiery words, jurors' sympathetic faces and the judge's strong
voice echoing over them all, deciding a person's fate.
LA County sheriff's deputy suspended amid excessive force investigation
San Bernardino council meets; could declare fiscal emergency
Cal State trustees consider contingency plans in the face of a $250 million dollar shortfall.
NASA counts down to a landing on Mars.
The Rose Bowl renovation project is facing a funding gap of more than thirty-six million dollars.
California tops a new list of America's foreclosure hubs.
Cal State trustees consider contingency plans in the face of a $250 million dollar shortfall.
Kayakers will be able to paddle along a small stretch of the Los Angeles River.
Firefighters in San Luis Obispo are battling a 640 acre wildfire near the town of Santa Margarita.
High rates of home foreclosures persist in California.
CalPERS barely earned money during the fiscal year that ended on June 30.
Brad Sherman is outpacing Howard Berman in the race for money for their congressional races.
A border agent and two others have been arraigned in San Diego on charges of human smuggling and
bribery.
LAUSD teacher placed on unpaid leave after sex crime charges.
Veterans have hurdles to jump to qualify for new college benefit program.
The Getty Center is making changes to its parking policy.
The Low Down
Congress threatens funding unless the U.S. Forest Service resumes night flying to battle wildfires.
Life is pretty good for Jane Harman after serving in Congress.
The tattoo industry in California faces new health regulations.
The tattoo industry in California faces new health regulations.
The tattoo industry in California faces new health regulations.
Governor Brown will soon sign legislation that approves billions of dollars in state bonds to launch a high
speed rail system in California.
An affair between a couple of San Fernando City Council members has ended badly.
The San Bernardino City Council is expected to declare a "fiscal emergency" in order to file for bankruptcy.
Scientists from around the country are gathering in Oakland to attend the North American Congress for
Conservation Biology.
Actress Celeste Holm has died at the age of 95.
The Angels and Dodgers had tough weekends.
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Congressman Adam Schiff is waiting for the U.S. Forest Service to decide whether to allow firefighting flights
to take place at night.
The judge in the Tribune Company bankruptcy finally says he'll approve a plan for the parent company of
the Los Angeles Times to exit Chapter 11 protection.
NASA counts down to a landing on Mars.
The California Supreme Court reversed the death penalty for a man who killed two women.
Adult film industry leaders say they will consider moving production outside of Los Angeles County if
performers are required to wear condoms on-set.
Los Angeles Parks and Rec worked through the spring on a restoration project for the south lawn of City Hall.
New study counters belief that Medicare patients use emergency rooms unnecessarily.
Firefighters continue to battle flames near Placer County.
Hurricane Fabio shift sends larger than normal swells to southern California.
Republicans scored a political victory this weekend in their ongoing fight over voter eligibility and election
fraud.
It's been three years since the devastating, deadly Station Fire. The Forest Service promised a report on what
could have been done better, but has yet to deliver.
Could a genetically modified apple change whether we reach for a piece of fruit or for a candy bar?
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Drivers still do it, but texting while driving has been illegal in California for more than three years.
Curt Augustine
To some, he’s a video game-playing British college student who started a search engine out of his dorm room. Julia O'Dwyer, Mike
Robinson, Mitch Stoltze

"Why is the Penis Shaped Like That? And Other Reflections on Being Human" offers a rumination on all the
parts that make up who we are.
As the final stretch of the United States presidential race nears, Americans are increasingly curious about
who presumptive Republican nominee Mitt Romney will select as his running-mate.
The two most likely contenders to potentially become the next vice president of the U.S. are widely
considered to be former Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty and Ohio Senator Rob Portman. Rumors that the
Romney campaign wants to recruit former secretary of state Condoleezza Rice for the job have also been
widespread. Other individuals thought to be under consideration for the position are South Dakota Senator
John Thune, Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal and House Budget Chairman Paul Ryan.
Romney will be traveling to London, Israel, Poland in the coming weeks and may announce his decision
before his departure next week.
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7/16/12 SAC

On Friday, California Governor Jerry Brown signed a new law which will allow drivers to send texts using
hand free voice dictation technology after January 1, 2013.

Assemblyman Jeff
Miller, Mike Harris

00:10

David Wallechinsky

00:17

Assemblyman Jeff Miller, (R-Corona) sponsored the new law after being approached by the auto industry in
Detroit to make their newer technology-enhanced vehicles legal to sell in California.
“You have to speak and you have to listen, you can’t touch anything. And as long as you have this new
technology, under my bill, you would be in compliance with the law,” Miller said.
In the case of texting while driving, a law went into effect in California in 2009 that made it illegal for drivers
to operate hand-held mobile phones regardless of whether they were talking or texting.
“The safest thing you can do behind the wheel is drive,” Mike Harris, public information officer for the
California Highway Patrol, Southern Division, said.
According to the Safe Transportation Research and Education Center at the University of California at
Berkeley, traffic fatalities went down 22 percent in the aftermath of the 2008 law, and fatalities attributed to
drivers using handheld cell phones dropped 47 percent.
Miller admits there are a lot of distractions for drivers but says that texting is just one of them. He and the
other sponsors of the bill worked closely with the CHP in crafting the new law. His goal is to make driving
safer.
Harris, for his part, says that even if you are in compliance with the laws, if you are driving in an unsafe
manner you can still be pulled over.
7/16/12 SPOR

The Olympic Games allow athletes from countries around the globe to gather peacefully and compete in a
myriad of sporting events. The competitors may be apolitical, but the countries that send them are most
certainly not.
Countries have boycotted the games numerous times throughout history, notably the United States’
boycotting of the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow in protest of the U.S.S.R.’s invasion of Afghanistan on
December 27, 1979.
Four years later, the Soviet Union boycotted the 1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles citing safety
concerns for their athletes. By the time the Cold War ended in 1989, the major states had all returned to
compete, but internal politics marred the 1996 Summer Games in Atlanta when a domestic terrorist set off a
bomb in Centennial Park, killing two people and injuring 111 others.
The bloodiest Olympic controversy took place during the 1972 Summer Olympics in Munich, West Germany
when the Palestinian terrorist group Black September took members of the Israeli Olympics team hostage
and ended up murdering eleven of them.

7/16/12 POLI

“What’s been your biggest mistake?” is an evergreen question asked of presidents nearing the end of their
Allan J. Lichtman, Bill
first terms. President George W. Bush couldn’t think of an answer and during CBS’s interview, which aired in Schneider
full this morning, President Obama said his biggest mistake “was thinking that this job was just about getting
the policy right” and not so much to “tell a story to the American people that gives them a sense of unity and
purpose and optimism…”
Patt looks back at how this answer has changed over time with the expectations of presidents.
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Caltech, home of Nobel Prize and Fields Medal winners … and a technically naughty sports program. The
Caltech Beavers baseball team has lost 227 games in a row, while the men’s basketball team recently
snapped a 310-game conference losing streak – so striking an event that President Obama called to
congratulate them, even though Caltech had beaten the president’s alma mater, Occidental College.

Frank Girardot, Vanessa
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Now it turns out that the athletic program is in hot H2O over NCAA infractions – and on top of that, the
school turned itself in. Nowadays NCAA infractions usually mean cars and cash lavished on football players
at behemoth programs like USC or Ohio State. In this case, the culprit is a paper one -- Caltech’s own class
registration system.
NCAA athletes have to be fulltime students to play, and at Caltech, at the start of each trimester, students can
“shop” for classes before being required to register for them. And that, Caltech says, means they are not
technically fulltime students. Some 30, in fact, have played in the last five years without meeting that
eligibility technicality. Wouldn’t you take your time in deciding between a class on muons and another on
string theory? Thought so.
Caltech faces a one-year postseason ban for sports in which ineligible players competed as well as a one-year
ban on off-campus recruiting, three years of probation and a $5,000 penalty. It’ll be a crushing blow to the
NBA and its recruitment of very tall chemistry majors, we’re sure.
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The Guardian columnist Simon Hoggart says that the

7/16/12 ECON

Candidate Mitt Romney is on the defense over his tenure of Bain Capital. The Obama campaign says he was
in charge of the firm during the years when it outsourced jobs. Another aspect...

William Cohan
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The Tour de France is one of the most grueling sporting events in the world. A three week ride through 2,000
miles of French countryside.
The beach city has long banned the use of noisy leaf blowers, but that doesn't mean that the practice of using
them has stopped.
In his new book, Monkey Mind: A Memoir of Anxiety, author Daniel Smith traces his anxiety back to his
childhood and looks at the ways it shaped him as an adult.
Sarah Aujero tweets in the voice of Glen Bearian, the 400 pound California black bear that is known to roam
the streets of Glendale., California.
Unemployment is still high, foreclosure filings have increased, and by all accounts, there is still a long time
for the economy to see a full recovery. But what exactly would it take to fix the economy? Tax breaks, tax cuts
and economic stimulus? More jobs, less debt and increased home values? Ideas mostly originate from the
same two places, Washington and Wall Street, but what if solutions for job creation came from 'Mom and
Pop' businesses on Main Street? That's the question reporter David Brancaccio set out to answer in his new
documentary, "Fixing the Future"
Fullerton police officer involved in Kelly Thomas incident no longer with department
San Bernardino is reeling from the city council's decision to seek bankruptcy protection.
Researchers at CSU Monterey Bay and NASA are testing a new way to help California farmers decide how
much water their crops need.
Two female boxers from Japan and Mexico to hold highly publicized fight in Los Angeles.
An LAUSD teacher has his credentials suspended after being charged with multiple felony counts of
molesting a fourteen-year old girl.
Cal State trustees approve pay packages for campus presidents.
Pennsylvania State Attorney General talks about the Sandusky case.
The San Bernardino City Council is scheduled to vote on whether to declare a fiscal emergency and move
toward bankruptcy.
Sports network ESPN has cut a deal to continue televising the yearly Rose Bowl college football game.
Metro officials want state regulators to clarify details about an order to replace a troublesome section of track
along the Expo Line in downtown Los Angeles.
Yahoo!'s new chief executive is expecting a baby in the fall.
The City of Walnut's English-only proposal goes before the Justice Department for review.
Cal State trustees approve pay packages for campus presidents.
Defense cuts could hit California hard.
A second Fullerton police officer involved in the beating death of Kelly Thomas has been fired by the
department.
The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation plans to improve rehab programs for inmates
and parolees.
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The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation plans to improve rehab programs for inmates
and parolees.
Pennsylvania State Attorney General talks about the Sandusky case.
Governor Brown has signed legislation that allows trial assistance for victims of child pornography or sex
trafficking.
The United States is expanding the world's busiest land port of entry.
Jose Luis Orozco is a rock star among the toddler and preschool set.
The recall election for three members of the San Fernando City Council is set for November 6.
The Los Angeles County Sheriff Department has opened a criminal investigation into one of its deputies.
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Metro officials want state regulators to clarify details about an order to replace a troublesome section of track
along the Expo Line in downtown Los Angeles.
The owners of the weight loss surgery centers named in seveal wrongful death lawsuits have stopped
soliciting money online for a charity they started.
The Los Angeles Police Department has launched a thorough investigation into clashes with protestors at last
Thursday's downtown Art Walk.
CSU criticized for campus presidents raises before they start the job

7/17/12 POLI

It used to be that only death and taxes were inevitable. Now, there are the partisan battles.

7/17/12 ECON

In what is being trumpeted as a rare coup for the struggling tech giant, Yahoo has named Marissa Mayer its
new chief.
You’ve scouted out the hottest new restaurant and pored over the menu to make sure it’s appropriate for all Allen Klevens
parties.
Peter Gleick, Sandhya
By the middle of July, corn and soybean fields across America’s agricultural Midwest are usually a sea of
deep green, but not this year. Weeks of record heat and a lack of rain have plunged as much as 80 percent of Dirks
the country into a severe drought.
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In Colorado, wildfires have claimed thousands of acres, hundreds of homes and several lives. In agricultural
states like Iowa and Illinois, authorities are concerned that the drought will have long term effects on the
local, regional and national economies. And California isn’t exempt. Although California’s drought isn’t as
severe, nine counties have been declared disaster areas due to the ongoing dry conditions, which is the worst
since 1956 on a national scale.
Its logo tops the tallest skyscraper in downtown, but today the city of Los Angeles is suing US Bank for
Carmen Trutanich,
illegally allowing 150 foreclosed properties to fall into disrepair.
Stuart Gabriel
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Neighbors near some of the homes in El Sereno described rodent infestations and hot beds for gang and drug
activity in the abandoned properties. The lawsuit, which City Attorney Carmen Trutanich is filing on the
heels of an 18-month investigation, seeks an injunction and millions of dollars in penalties and restitution.
This is the second time the city has accused a major bank of being a slumlord.
US Bank said in a statement that they are “extremely disappointed that the City Attorney’s office has chosen
to file this lawsuit,” and claim the city attorney “has chosen the wrong party” because banks are not “owners
of the properties, nor are we responsible for the servicing of the properties.
7/17/12 LIT

In the digital age, information travels faster than ever thanks to texting, e-mailing, and social media. As a
result, word of mouth or word of Twitter, are increasingly vital for companies looking to establish trendy
reputations among consumers. Some companies such as Apple Inc. have managed to win over many
consumers’ trust, loyalty, and adoration through clever marketing techniques.
Author Fran Hawthorne, however, questions the ethical standards practiced by the beloved companies
behind some of America’s most popular brands, including Apple, American Apparel, Trader Joe’s, Tom’s of
Maine and more. Hawthorne investigated these companies and reveals her intriguing findings in her latest
book. Some brands seem to project progressive socially responsible images, but how progressive and how
ethical are they really?
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This morning the Boy Scouts of America announced that after a two-year long internal review, the policy not Zach Wahls, Zach
to "grant membership to individuals who are open or avowed homosexuals" will stand. The policy has been Wahls
under protest both internally -- BSA Vice President Randall Stephenson has mentioned wanting to change the
policy from within -- and externally, via lawsuits and petitions from people like Jennifer Tyrell, a former den
mother dismissed in April for being a lesbian.

00:23

The Boy Scouts made the announcement after a two-year long review conducted by a committee of 11
volunteers and professional leaders to determine whether the policy is still in the organization’s best
interest. The committee came to an “unanimous consensus,” according to Scouts’ spokesman Deron Smith.
The Boy Scouts’ policy first came under fire back in 2000 when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on the side of
the organization in a lawsuit involving a former assistant Scoutmaster who was gay, referencing the
protections of the First Amendment.
7/17/12 HIST

7/17/12 LIT

They say the Winchester rifle won the West, but some beg to differ. In many ways, air conditioning won the Stan Cox
west, allowing millions of people to live in almost uninhabitable deserts. Patt celebrates the 110th
anniversary of modern air conditioning and takes a look at how it forever changed development in the
western United States. Tune in to learn about its earliest origins in ancient Egypt, Benjamin Franklin’s
experiments with evaporation as a means of cooling, and the first large-scale electrical air conditioning
invented in 1911 by Willis Haviland Carrier.
Authors don’t usually get the chance to do a “director’s cut” of their earlier works, but success has its perks. It Chuck Palahniuk
was the David Fincher-directed adaptation of Chuck Palahniuk’s first book, “Fight Club” that put the author
on the literary map, but Palahniuk had penned two other books before Fincher’s movie got released three
years after the book was originally published. Due to Palahniuk’s relative obscurity in the interim, his third
book, “Invisible Monsters” was only released in paperback form.

00:07

00:17

In his post-“Fight Club” notoriety, Palahniuk wrote nine more books, including “Choke,” “Rant” and “Lullaby”
but felt that the first edition of “Invisible Monsters” didn’t fully realize his original vision for the work. The
newly released 2012 hardcover edition of the revamped book is called “Invisible Monsters Remix” and it
provided Palahniuk the opportunity to add additional scenes and use an innovative pacing that finds readers
jumping between chapters to follow the plot that blurs the line between fiction and fact.
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Marissa Mayer, now one of Silicon Valley's most powerful female executives, starts her new job today as CEO Lis Belkin
of Yahoo. Marissa Mayer was employee #20 at Google, and a top executive there. Now, she's among the few
women to break the glass ceiling in the male-dominated tech sphere, joining the ranks of Cheryl Sandburg of
Facebook and Meg Whitman of Hewlett Packard. Mayer is now also the first CEO of a Fortune 500 company
to be pregnant.
The LA City Attorney's Office filed a lawsuit against US Bank, alleging that the bank illegally allowed
Stuart Gabriel
foreclosed homes to deteriorate into slums and "public nuisances". The Los Angeles Times says problems
were found with US Bank's handling of 1,500 foreclosures, which included some 150 homes that have fallen
into disrepair. The city is seeking an injunction, financial penalties and restitution from the company.
Leaf blowers are loud, obnoxious and they spew dangerous emissions. But inventive entrepreneurs are
developing technologies they hope will help.
White abalone are large sea snails that used to be found in large numbers in rocky reefs and kelp forests
along the Southern California coast. A recent study from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration says white abalone could soon be extinct.
NPR music critic Ann Powers is back with new music from Frank Ocean and The Very Best.
Tom Hanks' newest project, "Electric City," is a departure from what viewers expect.
Designer and building owner work with new Salon Meritage owner to reopen the business which was the site
of Orange County's worst mass murder.
Gas prices rise slightly after almost two months of decline.
The two men suspected of killing two USC graduate students from China pleaded "not guilty" in court.
Defense contractors were on Capitol Hill to explain how budget cuts will affect their industry.
Compton is considering filing for bankruptcy.
University of California regents have voted to freeze tuition rates this fall.
Cudahy City Councilman pleads guilty to multiple charges.
A handful of film critics have received death threats for negative reviews of the latest Batman movie.
Los Angeles County health officials have confirmed the first local human case of West Nile Virus.
Governor Brown has signed a bill which authorizes eight billion dollars for the the first section of a high
speed rail system.
University of California regents have voted to freeze tuition rates this fall.
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The Orange County Fair in Costa Mesa offers plenty of carnival rides through the middle of next month.

Joyce
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7/18/2012 EDU

California education officials have finished an investigation concerning leaked standardized test information
online.
The City of San Bernardino files for bankruptcy protection.
The London Summer Olympics is bringing out the patriotism of Los Angeles' community of British
expatriates.
The logging company Sierra Pacific Industries has settled a lawsuit filed by the federal government to
reclaim losses resulting from a 2007 wildfire.
The logging company Sierra Pacific Industries has settled a lawsuit filed by the federal government to
reclaim losses resulting from a 2007 wildfire.
A flying French boat prepares to break the Transpac sailing record.
Another California city is in financial hot water.
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Police estimate there are 17 different prostitution "tracks" in Los Angeles.

7/18/12 ENER

The Navajo Generating Station is a coal-fired plant in Northern Arizona that supplies electricity beyond the
state’s borders, into California and Nevada.
Despite those clamoring for his tax returns, presidential hopeful Mitt Romney has steadfastly refused to
release other than the past two years.
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It’s a phrase that has firmly ensconced itself in popular language, particularly when talking about parenting.

Nancy Segal

20:00

7/18/12 POLI

As Mitt Romney tries to shift the national conversation away from his personal wealth and details over his
time at Bain Capital, his campaign often turns to former New Hampshire governor John Sununu. But
yesterday Sununu’s firebrand rhetoric caused a stir when he said he wished President Obama would “learn
how to be an American.”

Michael Dukakis,
George Lakoff

00:13

He almost immediately tried to walk back the comments, saying he referred to Obama’s policies in spurring
American business growth. And while it might not have been the message Sununu intended, the light
reproach from the campaign suggests that Mitt Romney’s team is walking a fine line between critiquing the
President’s policy prescriptions for America and questioning his American-ness
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Viagra, Rogaine, Cialis and Propecia are some of the marquee brand names for big pharma’s never ending
array of drugs, but the list goes on and on. There is Evista, Essure, Velcade, Alora, Levitra, Zubrin, Meridia,
Xigris, Strattera and Humira. And let’s not forget RePro, Velcade, Humalog, Vree, ZipWik and GemZar.
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It’s a dizzying cavalcade of blandly inoffensive names for drugs that may or may not mean anything, yet
sound subtly suggestive of what they might actually do. Picking a name for a new drug is a complicated
proposition, and pharmaceutical companies spend around $3 million to come up with a name like Viagra and
get it approved. Given that regulators reject as many as 50 percent of the names that are proposed — and it
isn’t uncommon for a multi-million dollar advertising campaign to back up a new product — a lot of time and
research goes into conjuring up these monikers.
Jerry Philips, president and CEO of the Drug Safety Institute, a subsidiary of Brand Institute, drug consulting
company and former FDA official, says that there actually is some science and creative strategy behind a lot
of the names. Lipitor, for example, derives from "lipi" which refers to lipids, or fats, and "tor" which comes
from the name of the generic version of the drug, atorvastatin. The name begins to provide an image of what
the drug is going to be used for.
"There are other names that I would call 'blank canvas' names," says Philips. "They don't really have
meaning at all. If you think about the name Prozac, for example, everybody knows what Prozac is and
everyone has a meaning associated with Prozac today, but when it was developed, it really had no meaning at
all. it acquired a meaning once it was introduced into the marketplace."
Andrea Carla Michaels, head namer at ACME Naming, a branding firm in San Francisco, recommends the
book "Word Craft" by Alex Frankel. It has a whole chapter on drug names, focusing on how Viagra came to
be, one step at a time.
Michaels finds that in coming up with a name for a product, it's necessary to separate out the perimeters: is a
consumer-friendly name right for a product? Should it have high integrity specifically for doctors? Or if the
drug itself is used for serious treatment, should it have a friendly name?
7/18/12 ENT

The Dark Knight Rises will be released Friday, and fans are clamoring for every detail about Christopher
Nolan’s third Batman film. So much so that a critic who panned the movie has received death threats, even
though the review was a fake.
Rotten Tomatoes, meanwhile, disabled user comments on the film for a few weeks, until more fans have seen
it and settled down.
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Mexico is the world’s largest per capita bottled water consumer. Decades of suspicion about the water
system means that Mexicans consume four times the amount of bottled water we do in the US. And despite
repeated assurances from public officials about the safety of the tap water, Mexicans families reportedly
spend up to 10 percent of their income on bottled water. Given that countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean region have invested a total of roughly $2.8 billion a year on improved water and sanitation since
1990, is it merely perception that keeps Mexicans spending huge sums of money on something that is
available for free?
Val Patterson’s July 10th obituary in the Salt Lake Tribune read as follows:
“As it turns out, I AM the guy who stole the safe from the Motor View Drive Inn back in June, 1971. I could
have left that unsaid, but I wanted to get it off my chest. Also, I really am NOT a PhD. What happened was
that the day I went to pay off my college student loan at the U of U, the girl working there put my receipt into
the wrong stack, and two weeks later, a PhD diploma came in the mail. I didn't even graduate, I only had
about 3 years of college credit. In fact, I never did even learn what the letters "PhD" even stood for. For all of
the Electronic Engineers I have worked with, I'm sorry, but you have to admit my designs always worked
very well, and were well engineered, and I always made you laugh at work. Now to that really mean Park
Ranger; after all, it was me that rolled those rocks into your geyser and ruined it.”
The obit has gone viral on email and Facebook, prompting conversation about what the current trends are in
obituaries. Are they longer? More personal? Has social media been a catalyst for any changes?
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7/19/12 POLI

Did you know swimming is the third most popular sport in the U.S.? Or did you every stop to think about
how it’s the only sport humans play in a different element?
Join Patt as she talks with author Lynn Sherr about the history of swimming, from Julius Caesar to Michael
Phelps; the science of spandex and the evolution of swim suits. Find out how the fluid activity uses every
large muscle group and helps build lean muscle mass and why swimming is arguably the most sensuous
sport.
A 97-year-old Hungarian man is in custody today, after being accused of being the most wanted Nazi war
criminal in the world. Laszlo Csatary is suspected of having helped deport thousands of Jews to death camps
during the Holocaust. Csatary has admitted to those charges in the past, though he claimed his role was
minimal.
Gunfire in the streets of Damascus today following a strike at the heart of the Assad regime. At least two key
members of the Syrian military are dead after a suicide bombing in a meeting of senior government leaders
in Damascus.
The Justice Department's suit against Maricopa County, Ariz. Sheriff Joe Arpaio heads to court this week,
related to charges that his office unlawfully discriminated against Latinos and disregarded basic
constitutional rights.
Every Boy Scout pledges an oath when joining: "To do their best ... do their duty ... and obey the Scout law."
Well, that law means excluding gay men and boys from their ranks.
Luke Burbank, host of the radio show and podcast "Too Beautiful to Live" brings us his wrap-up of the
week’s awesome and not awesome news.
University of California regents have voted to freeze tuition rates this fall.
The Dodgers win in dramatic fashion.
Emmy Award nominations are out today.
Emmy Award nominations are out today.
The Senate Judiciary Committee has approved the nominations of a judge from Azusa and the California
brother of Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer.
State prison system looking for ideas on how to beef up its inmate rehabilitation programs.
The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum faces millions of dollars in losses this year.
California lawmakers want gay marriage plank in the platform for the Democratic Party.
A number of Pasadena police officers are under investigation for abuse allegations.
The latest report from the Pew Forum cites religious affiliation rather than country of origin as a point of
distinction among the Asian-American population.
A century-old European cycling tradition will roll out in Pasadena.
Federal regulators say faulty computer modeling led to problems with steam generator tubes at the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station.
The number of whooping cough cases in the U.S. has risen at an epidemic rate.
Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano addressed the House Judiciary Committee.
Eleven piglets born at the Orange County Fair are doing well despite the loss of their mother.
The attorney for a Santa Ana City Councilman wants sexual assault charges tossed out.
Law enforcement seeks more information about the recent stabbings of three homeless people.
Cudahy City Councilman pleads guilty to multiple charges.
Cudahy City Councilman pleads guilty to multiple charges.
The U.S. Navy plans to propel its future with California-made alternative energy products.
The U.S. Navy plans to propel its future with California-made alternative energy products.
Yang resigns from the police commission.
University of California regents have voted to freeze tuition rates this fall.
The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum Commission is projected to lose millions this year stemming from a
pricy corruption scandal and pending lawsuit.
The number of single mothers in the United States is rapidly increasing, as marriage rates decline and births
out of wedlock rise.
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Larry and our talented trio of Orange County journalists riff on the latest news from the O.C.

7/19/12 HEAL
7/19/12 POLI

A ten year study into the treatment of prostate cancer says surgery is not always the best option.
In Sacramento, lawmakers are close to passing a bill that grants limited immunity on drug charges when
someone calls 911 for medical help with an overdose.
We’ll talk with leading critics to get their reactions to the Emmy nominations and yours.

7/19/12 MEDIA
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Syria is a collapsing state. Government loyalist and opposition forces continued their deadly fighting today in Liz Sly, John Walcott
the capital, Damascus. It is the fifth consecutive day of lethal violence in the city. In the United Nations
Security Council today, Russia and China have vetoed a resolution sponsored by Britain that would have
penalized Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s government with sanctions for failing to implement a peace
plan negotiated by Kofi Annan, the special Syria envoy.

00:13

There are published reports that government attacks have become more ferocious the day after a bomb
killed a high-ranking government minister, which furthered suspicions that the Assad government is close to
losing power over the country. In the US, Obama administration officials have begun work on contingency
plans for the fall of the Syrian government.
The Supreme Court is possibly the last un-scandalized governmental institution. The court’s still-firm grip on Greg Storh, Marc
decency and respect within the public forum is due in large part to the general reticence of sitting justices to Sandalow
saturate the airwaves with their images and opinions. There is a tradition of justices resisting the
opportunity to become media characters. This tradition of judicial media exposure restraint contrasts starkly
to many of their colleagues in the executive and legislative branches, who the public - perhaps not
coincidentally - often regard as bozos.
For the past 25 years, BongHwan Kim has advanced social and economic development throughout the many BongHwan Kim
diverse communities of Los Angeles, first as an executive director of the MultiCultural Collaborative and the
Korean Youth and Community Center, and most recently as the general manager of the city’s Department of
Neighborhood Empowerment.
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But now, he’s moving to San Diego. Patt talks with Kim about the civil rights legacy he leaves behind in Los
Angeles and how he’s seen the community transform over the last several decades.
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The 2010 proposed renovations to the Rose Bowl have ballooned in costs to $177-million dollars, $25
million more than the original price tag. Facing a current funding gap of over $37 million, published reports
say Rose Bowl officials are considering postponing $14 million worth of the planned remodel until more
funding can be secured.
With private donations, public bond interest, and BCS championship revenues all being funneled into the
project, is the Rose Bowl remodel turning into a murky black hole where monies public and private are sunk,
never to be seen again?
The remains of one of the most famous women in history may have been found at an old convent in Florence,
Italy. A team of archaeologists headed by art historian Silvano Vincenti say they have possibly found the
skeleton of Lisa Gherardini, widely believed to be the model for Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. Vincenti and
his team now hope to match the skeleton’s DNA with the confirmed remains of Gherardini’s sons. If the
skeleton does belong to Gherardini, the team’s ultimate goal is to piece together the actual bones behind that
famous and historic smile. But one man’s archaeologist is another man’s grave robber. The ancestors of Lisa
Gherardini and others in the art community have protested the endeavor, calling it inappropriate and
sacrilegious.
After Syrian rebels bombed a high level security meeting in the capital Damascus Wednesday, rumors were
swirling that the Syrian leader Bashar al Assad was injured or missing.
The situation in Syria is already so dangerous that most of the Western reporters covering the conflict are
doing so from outside the country - either on the Turkish border or from...
Presumed Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney released his 2010 tax returns, and an estimate of
his taxes for last year.
There is a new 12,000 square foot exhibition at the Reagan Library in Simi Valley called Disney Treasures.
Comedians Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of the podcast Sklarbro Country and History Channel's "The United
Stats of America," join the show to discuss the latest in sports.
Comedian Maria Bamford joins Madeleine Brand in studio for a discussion about her guest appearance on
tonight's episode of the FX show "Louie" and her career in comedy.
LAPD searches for person suspected of stabbing three homeless people.
Members of the OccupyLA movement and the LAPD are at odds over a First Amendment concern.
A deadly mass shooting occurs at a midnight screening of "The Dark Knight Rises".
Profile of Los Angeles-based Olympian Lashinda Demus.
A San Bernardino jury awards thirty-one million dollars to a man who was hurt in a collision.
Josie Huang reports outside Arclight after shooting at Colorado theater
QA with San Diego UT reporter Pauline Repard on family of Colorado shooter
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A midnight screening of The Dark Knight Rises went tragically awry last night in Aurora, Colorado.

Justin McHeffey, Larry
Rosenthal, Dr. Stanton
Samenow, Ed Joyce,
Commander Andrew
Smith
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Wade Major and Peter Rainer to discuss the tragic shooting at a midnight Edmund Lee, Karen
screening of The Dark Knight Rises.
Trinidad, Hal Kempfer,
Dr. Rosalind Dorlen,
Howard Pankratz,
Wade Major, Peter
Rainer
We don’t know much about James Eagan Holmes, the alleged perpetrator of this morning’s shootings at the
Jeffrey Simon,
premiere for “The Dark Knight Rises,” in Aurora, Colorado. We know that he is white, from San Diego, and
was enrolled, however briefly, in a PhD program neuroscience at the University of Colorado Denver, although
he withdrew from the program last month. But there are people who specialize in the psychology of such
killers, and today Patt speaks to such a profiler.
The recent mass shooting that took place in Aurora, Colorado had many people inquiring about the future of Adam Winkler
gun control laws and regulation.

47:00

47:00

00:13

00:34

According to ABC News, Colorado shooting suspect James Egan Holmes legally purchased his firearms — an
AR-15 assault rifle, a Remington 870 12-gauge shotgun and two .40 caliber glock handguns — from multiple
local gun shops over the last few months.
Colorado’s gun policy states that an individual doesn't need a permit or registration to buy a rifle, shotgun, or
handgun. In keeping with the gun policy, it is also legal to carry concealed weapons with the proper permits.
Guest Adam Winkler, law professor and author, gives his thoughts on the worst mass shooting in United
States history and the impact that it will have — if any — on future gun control laws.
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Do you have tickets to see “The Dark Knight Rises?” After this morning’s events in Colorado, are you still
planning to go?

Sharon Waxman, Josie
Huang

00:13

Ben Gomez, Dwayne
Crenshaw
Dwayne Crenshaw

00:09

Warner Brothers certainly hopes so, but at the same time the company needs to be sensitive to the grieving
families and shocked public. Warner Brothers has already decided to cancel the Paris premiere of the film
and pull a movie trailer that had been running along with the "Dark Knight" — the trailer, for “Gangster
Squad”, features four men opening fire in a movie theatre.
This type of spin control is common enough — in 2001, distribution companies postponed the release of
“Donnie Darko” after the events of 9/11 — but how are the decisions made and do you feel they are effective
or even necessary?
7/20/12 MIL

This weekend’s San Diego LGBT Pride parade will have unique costumes, but they might not be what you
expect. For the first time, the Department of Defense has granted permission for active service members to
march in military uniform.
Ordinarily, the Department does not allow its members to wear their uniforms while marching in support of
political causes, although department policy allows for local commanders to occasionally make different
decisions because of their “unique knowledge of the conditions in their community.”
According to the DOD, its decision was the result of both national media attention and the fact that the
parade’s organizers had already been working with the military to dedicate a specific portion of the parade to
service members. The decision is for Saturday’s parade only.
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State Parks Director Ruth Coleman resigned this morning and at least one subordinate employee has been
fired after officials learned the department has been sitting on nearly $54 million of hidden excess funds for
as long as 12 years.

Matt Weiser
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Reuel Golden

00:17

Megan Verlee

10:01

The resignation and firing come in the wake of a scandal, revealed by The Sacramento Bee on Sunday, in
which a deputy director at State Parks carried out a suspicious vacation buyout program for employees at
department headquarters last year.
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That buyout cost the state more than $271,000 at a time when the department was thought to be nearly
broke and even considered closing dozens of California parks.
London is the subject of Taschen’s most recent edition of their “Portrait of a City” series. The big book of
pictures is positively resplendent with magnificent and memorable color (and black and white) images of
London spanning from the Victorian Era to 2012.
London native Reuel Gordon is the editor of the 552-page volume.
Colorado Public Radio reporter Megan Verlee joins the show for an update on the Aurora, Colorado theater
shooting from outside suspect James Holmes' apartment building.
News of the tragic shooting at a movie theater in Aurora, Colo. during a midnight screening of "Dark Knight
Rises," is rippling across the country. Reporter Josie Huang went out to the ArcLight Cinema in Pasadena
today to survey the scene and find out how local moviegoers are reacting.
How might the shootings in Colorado effect the Presidential campaign, and the debate over gun control?
The tragic shooting at the theater in Aurora, Colo. bears an eerie resemblance to the subject matter of the
film, The Dark Knight Rises, which features a villain in a gas mask like...
Colorado has been in the headlines all summer. Massive wildfires burned hundreds of homes there last
month. The US Forest Service spends about two billion dollars a year preparing for...
In the wake of the shooting at a Dark Night Rising screening in Colorado, some theaters are considering new
security measures.
This Sunday, Galco's Soda Stop in Highland Park will hold a soda tasting to benefit the Southwest Museum,
which was closed due to lack of funding.
There’s something my third-grade teacher told me about homework that my wife recently repeated to me in
bed. If you have to do something anyway, you might as well give it your best effort. That’s why I wrote The
Modern Depression Guidebook.
Rabbi, Rabies, Raimi ... the curse of being named Rabe (pronounced RAY-bee) has followed me my whole life.
Now, I speak out about my suffering in "Call Me Rabe," which, if not the best "Call Me Maybe" parody on the
web, is certainly the shortest.
There is a new 12,000 square foot exhibition at the Reagan Library in Simi Valley. It's called Disney
Treasures. Among the Mickey, Goofy and Donald memorabilia, there are several items highlighting the
longstanding friendship between Walt Disney and the Gipper.
It's a logistical nightmare: open an amusement park the likes of which the world has never known. Then
have the plumbers go on strike and scoundrels counterfeiting the tickets. Then, try to do a live broadcast
with dozens of cameras. Then, discover one of your hosts is making out -- on camera -- with one of the
dancers.
Pole dancing has a lot of names. Some call it dancing, some call it striptease — but after a decade-long rebranding, more and more women who attend America's hundreds of pole studios have dubbed it everything
from pole fitness to pole sport to sexy yoga.
David Misch began his long comedy career as a standup in Boston and New York, got his first TV gig writing
for the sitcom "Mork and Mindy," and wrote many episodes of a great cartoon series starring the voice of
Jason Alexander, "Duckman."
Following up on my recent effort to convince Rabe that we should start thinking about human rights for
robots, I headed down to his high-tech recording studio-slash-office to convince him that we should
reconstruct our economy to favor happiness over blunt growth.
On any given day in LA County more than 50,000 people are homeless. That’s the population of Glendora, or
Rosemead, or Cerritos. Men, women, and children living on the streets, in their cars, in motels, or on the
floors at their friends’ houses.
The students of El Sereno's Woodrow Wilson high school wait somewhat indifferently for a guest speaker.
They line the bleachers of their school's gymnasium, talking among themselves until an administrator quiets
them down and introduces them to Francisco "Franky" Carrillo, a man who until March 2011 spent the
previous 20 years in prison.
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Brian May and Elena Vidal have just published the first complete book of TR Williams's c. 1850 photos of an John Rabe
English village. But these aren't just any photos ... they're stereo cards, and Williams was a master of the art.
"A Village Lost and Found" is the culmination of forty years of longing for May, the guitarist for Queen.
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Tom Hanks' Hollywood résumé is as impressive as anyone's, with roles in "Philadelphia," "Forrest Gump,"
"Saving Private Ryan," a number of romantic comedies with Meg Ryan, all the way back to the classic TV
show "Bosom Buddies."
Bills introduced in the House are in response to the growing threat of wildfires.
Elder abuse disproportionately affects low-income Latino immigrants.
A fatal incident on a film set thirty years ago set off changes in child labor laws and nighttime film
production.
Governor Jerry Brown's tax initiative faces competition from local tax measures.
Orange County Registrar uses art competition to increase civic engagement.
The Loh Down
Anaheim police implicated in two officer-involved shootings.
The suspect accused of killing a dozen people at a Colorado movie theater makes his first court appearance.
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Anaheim police implicated in two officer-involved shootings.
Anaheim police implicated in two officer-involved shootings.
California education officials have finished an investigation concerning leaked standardized test information
online.
A bill that would limit California law enforcement agencies from cooperating with federal immigration
authorities will soon land on the governor's desk.
Anaheim police implicated in two officer-involved shootings.
Anaheim police implicated in two officer-involved shootings.
Hollywood studio holds back on box office reports following the shooting at a Colorado movie theater.
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors consider a proposal to extend their term limits.
Southern California will receive millions of federal transportation dollars.
Sally Ride, the first American woman in space, has died.
Anaheim police bracing for more protests.
Reaction by local community to death of Manuel Diaz.
Sally Ride, the first American woman in space, has died.
A man has been charged with the stabbing deaths of three homeless people.
Advocates say they'll fight Proposition 32.
The London Olympic Games begin.
LAPD deals with staffing shortage in handling a backlog of fingerprint evidence.
Parents in San Bernardino County have won the right to fire a local school district.
Sally Ride, the first American woman in space, has died.
LAUSD teachers and adminisrators begin training sessions.
Chinatown stakeholders consider the advent of Wal-Mart.
The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power plans to bring a major solar project up and running ahead
of schedule.
New ordinance places restrictions on short-term housing rentals in Manhattan Beach.
California energy officials are preparing for the possibility of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station being
offline in 2013 and 2014.
USC scientists have developed a new way to track vitamins believed essential to marine life.
New California law bans people from running for public office if they've been convicted of certain felonies.
Today, James Holmes appeared in court for the first time since the midnight mass shooting in Aurora, CO.
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In August, the Republican Party faithful will gather in Tampa, Florida for the official crowning of Mitt
Tom Del Beccaro,
Romney as the GOP's presidential candidate.
Jonathan Collegio, Ted
Frank
Have you ever wondered if the businesses you frequent share your political views?
Robert Winsor
A deal was struck between DirectTV and Viacom early Friday, restoring 26 networks to subscribers including Andrew Wallenstein
MTV, Nickelodeon and Comedy Central.
Not everything you hear through your television set is ‘real sound.’ Even in the Olympic Games.
Peregrine Andrews
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In 1999, Dave Cullen was part of the first wave of reporters to descend on Columbine High School after is
Dave Cullen
was attacked by students Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold. By his own account, as a reporter at the time, Cullen,
“ran with the pack that created the myths we are still living with.”

00:13

Just as the media rushed to an incorrect conclusion there — that the shooting boiled down to two outcast
loners exacting revenge against the school jocks for relentlessly bullying them — Cullen cautions against
sealing the file on James Holmes. Most often, he argues, a killer is not what he seems.
“We have this idea in our mind of what these guys are like and we have this profile, with loner being one of
the key things, of someone being an outcast on the fringe of society, somebody who is different than us …
and our friends,” Cullen said. “It’s really imaginary.”
Cullen went onto explain that the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Secret Service have released
comprehensive reports analyzing the character traits of these mass murders, only to find there is no single
profile.
Rather than a single profile, there are four major types of personalities associated with mass murderers like
Holmes. There is the deeply depressed —probably the most common of the four personality types; there is
the clinical or sadistic psychopath, which we saw in Eric Harris with the Columbine shooting; there is the
deeply mentally ill like Seung-hui Cho of the Virginia Tech Massacre, a rarely seen personality in association
with these mass killings; and there is the terrorist, someone who carries out mass murder for political
reasons with a clear intent and clear message.
However, Cullen said there is not enough information to support an analysis of Holmes’ character and he
would not say which category or personality type Holmes fell into.
But it is human nature to want to understand tragedy and the motives of others, Cullen said, which explains
our desire to diagnose Holmes prematurely.
Our listeners tuned in and some couldn’t help but hypothesize on whom Holmes is or why he carried out the
mass shooting Friday morning.
7/23/12 MEDI

The quickest reports from the scene of the tragic shooting in Aurora, Colorado didn’t come from the police or Mathew Ingram, Tom
traditional media; they instead came from social sites like Twitter and Reddit.
Rosenstiel
Reddit quickly became a go-to spot for wide-ranging information about the shooting, from a comprehensive
timeline of police activity to posts from people who were injured in the movie theater. One person on Reddit
who claimed to be at the movie theater even uploaded pictures of a bullet wound and bloody T-shirt from
the incident.
It wasn’t social media’s first foray into journalism this month, Twitter and Reddit was also a comprehensive
source for a shooting at a block party in Scarborough, Ontario.
Technology magazine, GigaOM, writer Mathew Ingram said there has been an increase in the role social
media is playing in breaking news even before reporters enter the scene. It could be argued because of the
immediacy and availability of eyewitness accounts via social networking sites like Reddit, that social media
could be a news source “as good or possibly better than traditional news source,” Ingram said.
Journalist and director of the Project for Excellence in Journalism, Tom Rosenstiel said social networking
tools are able to “complement” already existing media technologies, giving us the opportunity for much
better journalism, but it does not make journalists obsolete.
“The reason you see this networked journalism or user generated content come into play during times of
crisis like this is because eyewitness, citizen reporting of what they saw or what happened to them or what it
they felt like fits very well and adds dramatically to the potential richness to what we can learn,” he said.
Rosenstiel pointed out many journalists may feel intimidated or in competition with new media such as
social networking, but rather than aiming to win the “race” to break news, it’s important journalists remain
accurate.
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The Penn State football program has been slammed with unprecedented sanctions in the aftermath of the
Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal. The NCAA today announced a set of severe sanctions, which includes
fines of $60 million, a four year postseason ban, four years’ worth of scholarship caps and five years of
probation.

Chris Dufresne,
Jonathan Mahler

00:17

The ruling also vacates 112 Penn State victories, 111 of which were victories by their once lauded coach, Joe
Paterno. Before today’s announcement, Paterno was the winningest coach in college football, but his name
now stands sullied by the findings of an investigation led by former FBI Director Louis Freeh that discovered
that he and other Penn State officials knowingly covered up details of Sandusky’s ongoing sexual abuse of
young boys to protect the Penn State football program.

7/23/12 LAW

The NCAA opted to not implement the ‘death penalty,’ which would have suspended the school’s entire
football program, saying that they didn’t want to punish those who were not involved in the scandal. College
football is a colossal revenue generator for schools and their local economies and today’s penalties will
decimate Penn State’s football program for a decade or more.
Two men were shot and killed in separate officer-involved shootings in Anaheim over this past weekend, and Ed Joyce, Jarret Lovell
area residents are protesting a string of police-involved shootings dating back to 2009.

00:13

A group of protesters bombarded the lobby of the Anaheim police station on Sunday afternoon after a man
identified as Manuel Diaz died after he was shot by an officer on Saturday evening. The second officerinvolved shooting occurred after the protest late Sunday night following a car chase just east of Interstate 5,
but little other information has been made public.

7/23/12 FOR

The Anaheim police “are not judge, jury and executioner,” Theresa Smith, whose son was fatally shot by
Anaheim police in 2009, told the Orange County Register at the protest on Sunday. City Manager Bob
Wingenroth announced that Anaheim will commission an independent investigation of these kinds of major
police incidents last month “in order to maintain the trust and confidence that our residents have in our
police department.”
"Meh.” That’s been the general reaction of fashion moguls to Ralph Lauren’s reboot of the U.S. Olympic
uniforms.
"What else did we expect from all-American Ralph Lauren, beyond some preppy gold-buttoned blazers and
plenty of Hamptons white,” wrote style blogger, Maura Judkis, at the Washington Post.
Apparently, some expected Ralph Lauren to buck the general clothing industry trend towards manufacturing
out of the country. Instead, the designer went with China, causing furor on both sides of the political aisle.
“It matters a lot right now because we’ve been stuck in this economic morass for three years. Unemployment
isn’t getting any better, people wants jobs and so this was a reminder that we sent far too many jobs in areas
that Americans can do overseas simply for the sake of profits,” said Dana Thomas, contributing editor for the
Wall Street Journal and author of “Deluxe: How Luxury Lost Its Luster”.
Democratic Senator Harry Reid demanded that the clothes be burned (which some protesters have taken
action on), while Republican Representative John Boehner stated that Ralph Lauren “should have known
better.”
The company promised to have the 2014 uniforms manufactured in-house, but that didn’t stop multiple
senators from crafting legislation that would turn the promise into a guarantee — the "Team USA Made in
America Act” requires that future Olympic uniforms be made in the U.S. and the U.S. alone.
Even with the outcry from public officials, the reality that most clothes are no longer Made in America really
isn’t something new or surprising.
“It’s been like that for about 30 years. We’ve been outsourcing labor, not just in garment manufacturing but
all manufacturing to the far east, to central America, north Africa, to any place that has labor that costs less,
brings down cost, and raises profit,” said Thomas.
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At this Friday’s opening ceremonies for the 2012 Summer Olympics, thousands of athletes from 204
countries will parade before throngs of spectators in London’s Olympic Stadium.

David Wharton

00:09

As each delegation passes the box where world leaders are seated most countries’ delegations dip their
nation’s flag as a show of respect. The American flag, however, has traditionally not dipped — at least not
since 1908 when shotputter Ralph Rose refused to lower the staff as he marched in that year’s London
Olympics ceremony.

7/23/12 LIT

“This flag dips for no earthly king," was the reason given by Rose, but his motivations may not have been so
patriotically simple.
As voters prepare to elect the next president of the United States later this year, the political atmosphere
George Lakoff
across the country is becoming more polarized than usual. In such a partisan environment, some Democratic
party members struggle to articulate their positions on hot button issues including health care, taxes and
community values.

00:13

That is why George Lakoff, a professor of cognitive science and linguistics, and Elisabeth Wehling, a political
strategist and author, have written a new book in which they offer guidance to Democrats in need of effective
language to voice their ideas.
The authors aim to help Democrats support their policy-based assertions with correlating moral values.
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The American physicist, first American woman, and youngest American to enter space died today after a 17
month battle with pancreatic cancer. She was 61 years old.
Writer William McGowan joins the show to discuss his lengthy reporting piece for Slate about an extortion
ring that preyed on prominent gay men during the 1960s.
Race walking may look funny, but it is no joke. Olympian race walker John Nunn walk tens of miles as fast as
top runners, swiveling his hips, pumping his arms to maximize speed. Watch video of him teaching a
reporter how to race walk.
NPR correspondent Mike Pesca joins the show to discuss NCAA's penalty decision against Penn State
following the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal.
The Midwest may seem far removed from California, but the drought in the nation's middle will have a ripple
effect that could impact that Golden State.
James Holmes, the 24 year old suspected of shooting movie goers in Colorado, appeared in court this
morning. He had dyed orange hair and appeared somewhat dazed.
In 1948, London played host to the Olympic games just three years after World War II had devastated
Europe.
Marla Gibbs talks about death of Sherman Hemsley
LA City Council votes to ban medical marijuana dispensaries
Demonstrators protest outside Anaheim council meeting after weekend fatal police shootings
LA City Council votes to ban medical marijuana dispensaries
Demonstrators protest outside Anaheim council meeting after weekend fatal police shootings
Anaheim activists want the State Attorney General to investigate an officer-involved shooting.
The Santa Monica City Council will vote on the fate of one of its last trailer parks.
Another night of protests in Anaheim after a deadly officer-involved shooting.
Relatives of slain restaurant employee appeal for help.
The Los Angeles City Council will vote on whether to ban medical marijuana dispensaries.
The El Monte City Council will consider declaring a fiscal emergency so it can place a proposed tax on sugary
drinks on the November ballot.
The Los Angeles City Council is expected to weigh in on USC's one billion dollar redevelopment plan.
Congress considers an anti-hazing measure.
The Santa Monica City Council is scheduled to vote on an ordinance that would ban smoking in apartments
and condos.
Police hope a reward will help identify the person who shot and killed a restaurant cook in Sherman Oaks
last month.
Mitt Romney uses Sen. Feinstein's words to attack President Obama.
An anti-nuclear group wants the State Attorney General to create a safety committee to oversee the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station.
California experienced the lowest number of mass layoffs in four years.
Downtown business owners told the Los Angeles City Council that OccupyLA and other protest groups are
threatening the area's fragile economic renaissance.
The Los Angeles City Council voted to ban medical marijuana dispensaries.
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The Los Angeles City Council voted to ban medical marijuana dispensaries.
The Los Angeles City Council voted to ban medical marijuana dispensaries.
Community leaders are making a single demand of Anaheim City Hall in the wake of two officer-involved
shootings.
New report says foreclosures in California have dipped to a five-year low.
El Monte city officials are hoping a soda tax will help the San Gabriel suburb avoid financial insolvency.
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Scientists discuss a cure for AIDS at international conference
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Last week, San Francisco transportation officials inched one step closer to taxing drivers for every mile they
log in the region.
Does teacher merit pay merit another look?
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The Santa Monica City Council is scheduled to vote today on an ordinance that would ban smoking for new
tenants in apartments and condos.
Online retailer Amazon has long been able to win the race to the bottom on the prices of merchandise
through a number of ways, like being able to purchase merchandise in bulk and low operating costs, but
their biggest competitive advantage could be avoiding state sales taxes.
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While a physical store on the street in Los Angeles County has to charge an additional 8.75% for state and
local sales tax, Amazon has been able to sidestep sales taxes by moving distribution centers to states like
Nevada, and offering free shipping to boot. But now, the House Judiciary Committee will hold a hearing on a
bill that will allow states to collect sales taxes from companies that sell to their residents. And to the states’
taxes rescue is an unexpected ally, it’s Wal-Mart, who few people would expect to come to the aid of momand-pop brick and mortar stores. But only 2 percent of their sales come online, and with Amazon expanding
same-day delivery, Wal-Mart might soon see their own competitive advantage declining.
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President Obama recently agreed to not use James Holmes’ name in the media, in hopes of avoiding giving
Holmes more notoriety than he has already received. But should there be a ‘code of ethics’ in the media as
well? Some hope that media outlets that cover events like the Aurora shooting would also be careful to not
bring more attention and infamy to suspects.

Robert Wright, Leo
Braudy

But in the age of the 24-hour news cycle and Twitter, the public is hungry for as much information as
possible, and as fast as possible. People are eager to learn what could have driven James Holmes to commit
such a horrible act. Some of the victims’ families have been outspoken against publicizing victims and their
stories, and not glamorizing what James Holmes did.
The number of human beings living on the planet surpassed 7 billion last year, and as the number continues Kenneth Weiss
to grow, observers are increasingly questioning how we are going to feed and support our constantly
expanding population and what impact this growth will have on overall human existence.

00:17

00:17

Los Angeles Times journalist Kenneth R. Weiss has documented this global phenomenon with a series of
reports appearing in the Times this month entitled “Beyond 7 Billion.” Weiss points out that one of the most
alarming statistics is that the population is growing the most rapidly in countries least equipped to support
such growth.
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Despite the ravages of AIDS and malnutrition, the population of the African continent is expected to double
by the middle of this century. Experts predict the world’s population to reach 9.3 billion by 2050. Join Patt as
she checks the mounting numbers and the social implications for our species.
With an extra 4.6 million overseas visitors expected in London for the Olympics, it should come as no
Mike Hillman, Brian
surprise that the city is in a panic over the fact that the firm tapped to provide its security has less than half Jackson
of the number of staff it originally promised to deliver.
GS4 won a contract worth 284 millions pounds after promising to deliver 13,700 guards; as of Friday, the
firm has only confirmed hiring a total of 4,000 people.
On Thursday, GS4 sent out a Hail Mary request to the National Association of Retired Police Officers stating
that it is “currently and urgently recruiting for extra support for the Olympics.”
Both the Guardian and the Daily Mail have also reported concerns over the quality of training that the 4,000
confirmed employees received.
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What’s more culturally important, Kate Middleton’s wedding gown or the most obscure of Linux
Mary Gardiner
distributions? For Wikipedia editors, Linux distribution wins hands down, with over 100 articles. As for the
wedding dress, someone flagged it for deletion—on the day of the royal wedding itself. The entry was
ultimately saved by a group of editors worried about the Wiki-community’s persistent gender gap, including
Wikipedia co-founder Jimmy Wales.

00:17

While plenty of female editors also scoffed at the entry, and representatives of both genders rolled their eyes
over the notion that an entry on a dress could correct Wikipedia’s hormonal imbalance (only 9% of the site’s
editors are female), the incident raised questions about how much influence Wikipedia’s gender gap actually
has on its content.
When it comes to documentary filmmaking, there are two eras: BKB and AKB. That would be “before” and
Ken Burns
“after” Ken Burns.

00:17

Burns revolutionized the form through his attention to detail, his use of music, and his sweeping pans that
gave motion to still photographs (hence the Ken Burns effect in Apple’s iPhoto slideshow toolkit).
Burns has a special penchant for Americana -- his first documentary was on the Brooklyn Bridge and
subsequently he has covered the Civil War, jazz, baseball, and the country’s National Park system.
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Burns’s latest documentary on the American Dust Bowl will air in November on PBS. He came to Los Angeles
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Dust Bowl’s poet laureate, Woody Guthrie, and stopped by to talk
with Patt about his newest project.
Gov. Jerry Brown on Tuesday is expected to announce plans to build a pair of enormous tunnels to move
water from the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta region.
The presidential campaigns seem to be steering clear of global warming. Energy and environment
correspondent for National Journal Coral Davenport joins the show to tell us why.
Can a few words dramatically increase the economic value of a yard sale castaway? Joshua Glenn and Rob
Walker invited people to write stories about unimportant trinkets and knick-knacks found in thrift stores for
"Significant Objects," and to re-sell the objects on eBay.
The Los Angeles City Council is considering a proposal today that would shut down all 800 medical
marijuana dispensaries in L.A. Hundreds of activists on both sides of the issue are expected to descend on
city hall to make their case.
Not many staples of the silver screen can boast over 100 years in the film business. But one famous rock
formation in Agua Dulce California has been working in the movies since 1905. It's been in hundreds of
pictures, playing everything from a distant planet to a pre-historic town. Reporter Sanden Totten has more
on this Hollywood legend.
How do you talk to your kids about cancer? Diane Ronnau had to find out the hard way. She has stage 4
pancreatic cancer. It's in remission now. But learning how to raise children while struggling with her own
illness was one of the biggest challenges of her life.
The cast of a hit situation comedy claim their contracts violate state law which prohibits certain agreements
from extending longer than seven years.
The mother of a man shot to death by Anaheim police has condemned the violence connected to the ensuing
protests.
Express lanes are coming to the 10 and 110 freeways.
Governor Brown unveils plans to build a fourteen billion dollar pair of tunnels to move water down the state
to Southern California.
The mother of a man shot to death by Anaheim police has condemned the violence connected to the ensuing
protests.
Governor Brown downplays the state parks scandal.
State budget reserve may be tapped to pay for the fighting of wildfires.
State budget reserve may be tapped to pay for the fighting of wildfires.
Pomona Valley Hospital is accused of conducting medical experiments on patients without their knowledge.
Public hearing was held in Mission Viejo to discuss the environmental impact of the proposed Cadiz Valley
water project.
Public hearing was held in Mission Viejo to discuss the environmental impact of the proposed Cadiz Valley
water project.
Governor Brown unveils plans to build a fourteen billion dollar pair of tunnels to move water down the state
to Southern California.
The Dodgers debut of Hanley Ramirez last night started with a bang.
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Last night, amid sometimes-violent protests, Anaheim’s City Hall voted to ask federal authorities to
investigate the city’s recent police shootings. “Violence will not be tolerated,” said Anaheim Mayor Tom Tait
at a press conference this morning. “Our response will be swift and appropriate to violence, arson and
vandalism.”
An effort to pump groundwater from an aquifer in the eastern Mojave Desert and sell it to local water
agencies will be discussed during a public meeting tonight in Mission Viejo.
The Los Angeles City Council voted unanimously (14-0) last night to ban marijuana dispensaries in the city,
where the number of pot shops have mushroomed in recent years.

Ed Joyce, Tom Tait,
Lorri Galloway, Corey
Moore
Seth Shteir, Scott Slater
Frank Stoltze, Jose
Huizar, Charlie Beck,
Jane Usher, Joe Elford
David Browne
Laurie Levenson, Jose
Moreno

Just exactly when did the sixties end, and the seventies begin?
Large crowds gathered in downtown Anaheim last night to protest a string of police officer-involved
shootings in the area. The demonstration resulted in 24 protesters being arrested. Protesters pelted officers
with glass bottles and rocks and over 20 businesses were vandalized as. Officers adorned in riot gear used
batons, pepper balls, and beanbag rounds to disperse the angry crowd with five officers sustaining injuries.
The protests come as city council members voted yesterday to invite the U.S. attorney's office and the FBI to
investigate multiple officer-involved shootings that ended fatally and in one case provoked a $50 million civilrights lawsuit.
For years, Visa, Mastercard, and other card-issuing banks have been charging fees to merchants for access to Heidi Moore, Eric
their payment networks.
Grover
Attorneys representing more than 7-million retailers, however, have argued that there has been no
reasonable competition to keep the credit card swipe fees in check and were about to go to trial over the
practice in September, until last week when banks agreed to a settlement. In addition to paying out $6 billion
in damages, the banks will also reduce fees and even stop prohibiting retailers from imposing credit card
surcharges onto customers.
Big box powerhouse Wal-Mart has expressed some doubts about the settlement and has called for retailers to
reject it. Some economists predict the settlement will help smaller businesses, but no one knows yet exactly
how this settlement will impact consumers and the general economy in the long run. One development that
is clear about the settlement is that it marks a sizable loss for credit card companies in terms of profits and
market control.
As the pending antitrust settlement goes forward, former Citigroup Chairman and CEO Sandy Weill has
publicly called for all big banks to be broken up in order to prevent them from being ‘too big to fail.’
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Lawrence Schiller’s resume reads like few others. He has directed, produced and written for television and
movies; he has worked for Life magazine, Time, Newsweek and The Saturday Evening Post and he
collaborated with the iconic writer Norman Mailer.

Lawrence Schiller

00:17

Arthur Leahy

00:30

Although Schiller worked for years as a photojournalist, he didn’t begin to exhibit his own photographs until
2007. The seeds of his newest book, “Marilyn & Me” were sown when Schiller was hired to take pictures of
the legendary actress Marilyn Monroe when he was just 23-years-old.
He ended up shooting Marilyn several times near the end of her career, on movies sets and even after her
untimely death at the age of 36 in 1962. “Marilyn and Me” includes Schiller’s photographs and personal
recollections of the troubled superstar.
He was gracious enough to join Patt in-studio where he talked about his personal Marilyn anecdotes and
insights into the life of this Hollywood legend.
Interview Highlights
On his first meeting with Marilyn:
“I was a young photographer emerging in that field and lo and behold I got this dream to photograph Marilyn
Monroe. I had seen her in college on the cover of Time magazine and I have to tell you, in some ways it
irrevocably changed part of my life.”
On Marilyn’s ability to photograph well:
What few people understand...is that she had been basically trained by a photographer in the late 40s and
50s, Andre de Dienes, a Hungarian photographer that she lived with, that nurtured her. He took her out into
the desert and the barns, the farms, he put a big mirror next to his camera always so she could see what she
looked like when he was photographing her.”
On Marilyn’s fear of the film camera:
“Marilyn in front of the still camera was in total control. I mean just total control. But in front of the motion
picture camera she was so insecure it was unbelievable.”
7/25/12 TRAN

It’s a busy time for the LA Metro office and its chief, Art Leahy. With Carmaggedon II quickly approaching, a
state high speed rail approved, subway projects all over the city, and new toll roads being initiated on the
Harbor Freeway this year, it’s a wonder how Leahy has time to answer our questions.
Recently, the Metro’s regional connector was given a huge stamp of approval this last month from the
Federal Transit Authority and coming in at a $1.37-billion budget. Metro has called the connector "one of the
region’s most significant transit projects."
Also this last month, construction began on the Crenshaw Light Rail Line which would serve the Crenshaw
Corridor, Inglewood, Westchester and parts of LAX. The $1.72-billion project and the labor agreements state
that the agency’s contractors must hire union workers with 30 percent of the workers coming from ZIP codes
with high unemployment rates. However, with all the good comes the alarming.
The Expo/Blue Line junction in Downtown LA has run the risk of the trains jumping off the tracks. The Metro
and the Expo Construction Authority claim that safety has never been compromised.
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Yesterday the LA City Council voted 13-1 to ban medical marijuana dispensaries in the city.

Doug Fine

00:17

Because the vote wasn’t unanimous, it was scheduled to come back next week for a 2nd vote until the lone
dissenting councilman flipped his vote, negating need for a 2nd vote.
That means the ban now goes into effect in Los Angeles in about 45 days. Patt hears from several voices on
the issue including Doug Fine, who spent a year researching cannabis and what the lucrative plant business
might mean for the U.S.
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For his research, he examined the green marijuana belt of Humboldt county, where the economics of medical
pot turn things on their heads; where pot growers voluntarily pay taxes that haven’t been levied. He joins
Patt to talk about his year of research and his solution of taxing cannabis like alcohol.
The City Council voted unanimously yesterday to shut down all of L.A.'s 762 marijuana dispensaries.
Frank Stoltze
Opponents of the ban have vowed to fight against the ban, either by lawsuit or ballot initiative.
The medical marijuana industry may have suffered a blow with the ban on dispensaries in Los Angeles, but Jonathan Caulkins
the movement to decriminalize marijuana has been gaining momentum in several other states.
While dispensaries in LA might be shutting down, licensed patients will still be allowed to grow their own
marijuana, share marijuana in groups of three.
While the Anaheim City Council listened to hours of public comment Tuesday evening about the deadly
shootings that have sparked unrest in the city, protesters and police faced off for a few tense hours outside,
and multiple people were arrested and injured.
Luke Burbank, host of the radio show and podcast "Too Beautiful to Live" brings us his wrap-up of the
week’s awesome and not awesome news.
Author Andrew Blackwell traveled to the world's most polluted places and wrote about them in his new book
The Los Angeles City Council voted to ban medical marijuana dispensaries.
Three witnesses in the class-action lawsuit against Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio said his office
discriminated against them.
There's a new round of water wars.
Seven inmates at Men's Central Jail in downtown Los Angeles were taken to the hospital after being injured
in a racially-charged brawl.
Undocumented immigrants younger than thirty years of age and without criminal records can apply for relief
from deportation.
Union workers at dozens of Rite Aid locations in southern California have voted to authorize a strike.
Seven inmates at Men's Central Jail in downtown Los Angeles were taken to the hospital after being injured
in a racially-charged brawl.
A federal appeals court has agreed to hear a challenge to California's practice of collecting DNA samples from
anyone arrested for a felony.
Pasadena police are working with the State Department on international drug trafficking.
California cities dominate a new list of the top U.S. metro areas with the highest foreclosure rates.
California cities dominate a new list of the top U.S. metro areas with the highest foreclosure rates.
New electricity transmission line is dedicated in San Diego County.
President Barack Obama kicked off what he promised would be a national discussion about gun control.
Governor Jerry Brown and Interior Secretary Ken Salazar will announce a proposed plan today to build two
massive tunnels that would carry water south from the Sacramento River.
It happens every day. You surf over to YouTube to check out an interview with a politician or a new music
video and then you get sucked into the abyss that is the comments section.
Greek triple jumper Voula Papachristou saw her Olympic dreams dashed yesterday after a flurry of
controversy surrounding her Twitter feed.
In the aftermath of last week's shooting rampage in Colorado, gun violence has been on everyone's minds,
front pages and newscasts.
Followers of the Dow Jones industrial average know how skittish the index can be, sharply veering up and
down on an hourly basis. This morning, stocks soared after Mario Draghi, the president of the European
Central Bank, promised to “do whatever it takes” to keep the euro intact.
Guest host Brian Watt talks with Matt DeBord about the U.S. market’s current sensitivity to Europe’s financial
woes, as well as whether or not Facebook will outperform or under-perform when it comes to earnings
expectations at the close of its first quarter.
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African-American voters remain a key voting block for President Obama. After failing to appear in person to Dr. Franklin Gilliam
address the NAACP conference earlier this month, the president was warmly greeted before his speech at the
Urban League last night in New Orleans.

00:17

In his speech, he announced the new White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for AfricanAmericans. The president also came close to admonishing black students for not working as hard as their
Indian and Chinese counterparts.

7/26/12 FOR

Despite the sometimes strongly-worded speech, the president enjoyed an enthusiastic reception from the
mostly black audience.
Baja California has been in the throes of an image crisis for much of the last decade, mostly because of
increased reports of drug and cartel violence. Tourism is back on the rise, however, and with an increase in
interest from the food and wine industry, it’s time to reconsider the jewels of our neighbor to the south.

Juan Tintos Funcke,
Mariano Escobedo,
Ruxandra Guidi

00:17

Daniel Durbin, Rich
Sands

00:13

A New Yorker article published in January featured Chef Javier Plascencia’s one-man crusade to redefine
Tijuana’s culinary industry, and Anthony Bourdain recently filmed an episode of his show “No Reservations”
in Baja’s Guadalupe Valley featuring several of the region’s wineries.
A peninsula where desert meets sea, Baja is also host to several of the West Coast’s only calving grounds for
grey whales and some incredible kayaking. How much do you know about the state below, and how willing
are you to explore it?
Baja California’s Secretary of Tourism, Juan Tintos Funcke said that the peak of cartel crime in the area was
during 2007 and 2008, but new security measures have made Baja the tourist destination it was before.
“There hasn’t been any tourist related incidents in our state like there has been, unfortunately, in other states
in Mexico,” he said.
Funcke said there are numerous measures taken to insure visitors to Baja are safe and comfortable, including
bilingual police, highway services, and tourist information services available 24 hours a day.
And for those who dread the return across the border, which often takes hours, there are currently steps to
remodel the border crossings. In a year, movement between Mexico and the US through border control and
customs could take less than an hour.
But added conveniences are not enough to erase the nation’s problems or completely or quell tourist
apprehensions.

7/26/12 SPOR

The 2012 Olympics get underway tomorrow with opening ceremonies that start at 1pm California time.
Along with the closing ceremonies, the inauguration of the Olympic Games is a gargantuan spectacle with
much on the line for the host country when it comes to bragging rights.
The 2012 ceremony in London will feature a dedication by The Queen of England and the traditional lighting
of the torch - along with speculation that celebrities like soccer star David Beckham, Paul McCartney and
Mary Poppins will make appearances. The current James Bond, actor Daniel Craig, is slated to appear in a
taped short film from Buckingham Palace. Director Danny Boyle and games chief Sebastian Coe promise a
celebration befitting the nation of Britain. But this grandiose production wasn’t always the case.
The first opening ceremony took place in Athens in 1896 and didn’t feature the pyrotechnics of modern
opening ceremonies. The torch relay that saw the flame begin in Greece and end at the ceremonies in the
host city of Berlin, Germany began in 1936. The 2008 Olympics in Beijing, China set the bar pretty high with
nearly 14,000 participants and an awe-inspiring show.
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For some, betting is like breathing. Devoted gamblers will wager anything like whether or not it will rain or a Rupert Adams
roll of the dice at a casino. But the biggest draw for people who favor chance is sporting events, and the
upcoming summer Olympics provide a veritable feast for those looking to place bets.
Opportunities range from the absurd – like whether or not the torch bearer will trip as they make their way
to the flame – to the marquee – like whether or not the Jamaican Usain Bolt will retain his title as the fastest
man in history in the 100-meter dash. Online gambling on the Olympics is prohibited in the U.S., but it is big
business elsewhere in the world… really big business. The online betting realm is a $9 billion industry in
Britain alone.
It is hard for celebrities to live their lives entirely in the public eye. But in the rarefied air of superstardom,
perhaps the Jackson family lives in the biggest glass house of all.

00:13

Allison Samuels,
Andrew Blankstein

00:22

In the aftermath of the death of the most famous Jackson, pop icon Michael, who died in 2009, the Jacksons
still can’t keep the family drama out of the press.
This past week has found their internal strife in the bold font of tabloid headlines. With the conflicting
reports and accounts of the whereabouts of Katherine (the family matriarch and guardian of Michael’s
children), her children’s reported squabbling over their brother’s estate, brother Marlon crying on TV, Paris
tweeting to the world asking to see her grandma, and the authorities being called to investigate an assault, it
makes one wonder just what might happen next.
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Who would’ve thought that MJ was the glue that held this talented family from Gary, Indiana together?
For most Americans, Anaheim is known as the home of Disneyland. But it's also a real city, home to 350,000 Gustavo Arrellano
people, with more than half of them Latino. Just a generation ago Anaheim was predominantly a white town,
but the emergence of a Latino majority has not meant a greater role in the city's leadership, and political
structure.
There's a new study on obesity that caught our eye this morning. It makes the bold claim that modern day
hunter hatherers in East Africa burn as many calories a day as sedentary office workers here in America. The
study compared populations and found that both groups tend to use the same amount of energy, suggesting
that America's obesity has more to do with what we eat — not how much we sit.
John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world. John Moe

7:30
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The dozens, it's a name for a style of joking that focuses on insults or put-downs. It’s a style of humor that
Elijah Wald
many music scholars say has paved the way for modern rap. Elijah Wald has studied this type of humor for a
book called "The Dozens: A History of Rap's Mama."
For her new book, journalist Janet Reitman spent 5 years researching Scientology – one of the world’s most secretive religions – gathering candid interviews with current and former members of the church.
There's been another officer-involved shooting in Anaheim.
LAUSD Police Chief is rethinking discipline policies.
New study suggests the proposed high speed rail project could have big environmental benefits for
California.
New study suggests the proposed high speed rail project could have big environmental benefits for
California.
Ray Goren is a twelve-year old blues guitar sensation.
Central Avenue Jazz Fest revives the days when the avenue was the spot for musicians.
New electricity transmission line is dedicated in San Diego County.
There's been another officer-involved shooting in Anaheim.
Los Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca and his second-in-command may be grilled when they appear before the
Citizens' Commission on Jail Violence.
In 2008, when he was still a new face to many Americans, 12 % thought Barack Obama was a Muslim,
according to the Pew Research Center.
Yesterday, the folks at Facebook released their first earnings report after going public nearly two months ago.
To say the least, the results were a mixed bag for the Menlo Park social media giant who are still trying to
find its way through Wall Street.
All eyes are on London with the opening of the Olympics, but where there are high profile athletes, the
conversation soon turns to performance enhancing drugs.
Our guest host David Lazarus is joined by KPCC film critics to review this week’s new films, including The
Watch, Ruby Sparks, Dark Horse and more.
In the new film“Step Up Revolution,” a crew of street dancers is pitted against the world’s best hip-hop
dancers.
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The name Wal-Mart can be polarizing. For some, it’s their Graceland. For others, it’s a low-paying, anti-union
juggernaut that robs mom-and-pop stores of their customers. Regardless of your feelings towards the
company, they are persistent, and there’s a new strategy afoot.

Stephen Restivo, Burt
Flickinger

Instead of building the gargantuan stores they are famous for, the company will be launching a sleeker,
sexier version: Wal-Mart Neighborhood Markets, meant to bring affordable groceries to underserved
markets. There are already 200 such stores across the country, and Wal-Mart plans to open 80 more this
year, including its first California location, which opens today in Huntington Beach. Because of the expansion,
the company is also on track to create nearly 1000 jobs in Orange County alone. Critics argue that Wal-Mart’s
Neighborhood Markets have the potential to kill smaller local businesses, but some locals welcome WalMart’s price point.
There are some official Olympic sports like rhythmic gymnastics, synchronized diving and curling that are
Taylor Bigler
not always the most highly regarded. While some doubt the importance of these sports as Olympic events,
there have been official events in the history of the Olympics that are downright absurd. Previous bizarre
sports included sculpture at the military patrol from 1924 through 1948, tug of war at the 1900 Paris Games,
and perhaps the most preposterous of all was the 1936 event of town planning.
Imagine you have no money, no friends, no car, and no house. Imagine you have nothing but a computer and Joe Garner
a connection to Craiglist.
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Could you survive for a month based only on want-ads for gigs, rides, and friends? Would you be trusting (or
naïve) enough to try?
Joseph Garner did, and the experience took him all across the United States. Garner compiled his experiences
into a new documentary called "Craigslist Joe."
“I noticed pretty early on that the people I was meeting and interacting in were way more interesting than
me," said Garner on the Patt Morrison show. "In editing, I wanted to kind of remove myself as much as I
could from the film and just let the viewer experience it like they were along for the ride.”
7/27/12 POLI

The Department of Justice estimates that as many as 725,000 rifles, pistols and shotguns may be purchased
by California residents this year, nearly doubling the amount purchased five years ago.

Henry K. Lee, Jeff
Bregman

00:19

Statistics say that crime is down across the board but gun sales are still going up. Even in the severe
economic downturn that began in 2008, gun sales have steadily increased.

7/27/12 HEAL

Events like the theater shooting last week in Aurora, Colorado generally produce short-term spikes in gun
purchases, but what could account for the increase over a longer timeline?
Dr. Howard Brody, Jon
Like many Americans, some of Aurora’s 58 wounded did not have health insurance, and now face huge
medical bills. No one knows the exact number of how many of the shooting victims lack health insurance, but Myers
nearly one in three Coloradans have inadequate or no health insurance at all.
Who will pay the cost? Warner Brothers, the studio behind the Batman movie where the shooting took place,
has pledged $2 million to help victims. And three of the five hospitals treating victims announced on
Wednesday that they will lower or completely eliminate the cost of treatment.
But for victims that need long-term treatment, will this be enough? Are current victim compensation
programs adequate?
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It’s an age-old conundrum incited by a question that everyone dearly hopes remains hypothetical. Its also the Foster Huntington
question posed by a new book by Foster Huntington called “The Burning House.”

00:17

The book began its life as a conversation at a dinner party. That one four-word question caused people to
look inward and truly consider what items in their life had the most value.
The discussion soon blossomed into a blog, and then into a project so all encompassing that Huntington quit
his job in New York and set off on a journey around the American West to seek out and document the
answers of a diverse set of people.
As the project gained momentum, Huntington compiled hundreds of pictures submitted with respondents’
lists — and it is those pictures that make up “The Burning House.”
Images in the book include items that are practical (wallets, passports and shoes), valuable (laptops, musical
instruments and jewelry), sentimental (photographs, family heirlooms and books), and intangible (loved
ones and pets).
All of them provide intimate details about thoughts and values rarely shared with others: What irreplaceable
items would you take if your house was on fire?
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This is part of KPCC’s "L.A. To London” series, which will be exploring local connections to the 2012 Summer
Olympics. View the series and follow the series on Twitter at #latolondon...
This year's Olympics will feature exciting events like track and field and gymnastics, but they also have some
of the less well-known: trampoline, badminton, and pistol shooting.
LA Sheriff Lee Baca and his controversial chief deputy are being grilled today by a panel investigating
violence in the county jails.
There's a reason that it's known as THE TALK. It's perhaps one of the most important conversations a parent
can have with a child. It's also one of the most daunting. The sex talk strikes a deep fear in many moms and
dads, but it doesn't have to be that way. That's what Deborah Roffman argues in her new called "Talk to Me
First: Everything You Need to Know to Become Your Kids' "Go-To" Person about Sex."
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam of KPCC's Dinner Party join Alex Cohen to talk about the
birthday of Bugs Bunny, Fifty Shades of Gray replaces the bible, and a museum of trash...
What happens to all those great scripts that never make it to the screen? Nothing, usually. But for a few truly
terrible scripts, there is a life after studio rejection... it's called Magnum Opus theater.
Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi - a roundup of the best entertainments in Southern California.
This week, to commemorate the opening of Grand Park on Bunker Hill, try out...
The city of Downey has a rich history of musical talent. It spawned The Carpenters and Metallica's front man
James Hetfield. The town's newest addition to the roster is an 84-year-old rapper named Kwayzar.
If you've never heard of Ian Whitcomb, don't call yourself a die-hard fan of the ukulele. Not until you listen to
this radio feature, anyway.
Over 25 years ago, the El Segundo Blue Butterfly was near extinction. After years of habitat destruction, the
rare species numbered the low five hundreds, limited to a few small patches of land near LAX. In 1976, it
became the first ever insect on the federal endangered species list.
Earlier this year, two teenagers died in separate incidents while riding their skateboards downhill in San
Pedro. In May, Los Angeles City Council begun exploring a measure to ban downhill skating in response. The
proposed ordinance, which could be approved by the city council before the end of August, would prohibit
skateboarders traveling over 25 miles an hour.
As even more Los Angeles diners crave locally grown produce, several restaurants in Los Angeles meet the
demand by growing their own fruits and vegetables in house. Off-Ramp contributor Sonata Lee Narcisse
visited several restaurants--and their in house gardens.
There’s something my third-grade teacher told me about homework that my wife recently repeated to me in
bed. If you have to do something anyway, you might as well give it your best effort. That’s why I wrote The
Modern Depression Guidebook.
California's public stem cell agency awarded more than $150 million dollars to advance research of eight
diseases.
A free health clinic is returning to the Los Angeles Sports Arena in September.
Date gardens were once plentiful in the Coachella Valley prior to the real estate boom of the 1990s.
Elysian Park is home to southern California's oldest arboretum.
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A bill in Sacramento would allow student athletes to receive academic scholarships even if they lose their
athletic scholarships due to injury.
The Loh Down
A bill in Sacramento would allow student athletes to receive academic scholarships even if they lose their
athletic scholarships due to injury.
The Service Employees International Union is traveling the country to reach out to Latino voters.
A woman from El Monte is bringing home Olympic gold again.
The 605 connector to the 405 South is closing for repairs and expansion.
Protests continued for the ninth day in Anaheim.
Community leaders are making a single demand of Anaheim City Hall in the wake of two officer-involved
shootings.
Protests continued for the ninth day in Anaheim.
A woman from El Monte is bringing home Olympic gold again.
The connector between the 605 and 405 Freeways to be closed for construction.
Popular balladeer Tony Martin has died.
U.S. Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta admits international sanctions have not stopped Iran from pursuing
its nuclear agenda.
Study from the Urban Land Institute concludes Pasadena should pass on allowing the NFL move into the
Rose Bowl temporarily.
Committee meets to discuss how the proposed Farmers Field football stadium will impact the Los Angeles
Convention Center.
Pomona Valley Hospital is accused of conducting medical experiments on patients without their knowledge.
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Former Los Angeles County Sheriff deputy to be sentenced on DUI charges.
Video game expo works out a deal to stay in downtown Los Angeles.
Los Angeles County Sheriff deputy stands accused of perjury and falsifying a report.
The EPA says the view across the Grand Canyon is hindered due to pollution from nearby power plants.
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A fifteen-year old boy is due in court on murder charges.
The California Democratic Party endorsed Governor Brown's tax proposal over a rival measure.
Lynwood councilman faces sentencing on corruption conviction.
California law says a judge can recognize only two legal parents per child.
California law says a judge can recognize only two legal parents per child.
For the first time, a committee has approved a gay marriage plank to the Democratic Party platform.
Anaheim activists want the State Attorney General to investigate an officer-involved shooting.
At a campaign breakfast this morning for wealthy Republican donors in Jerusalem, GOP presidential
candidate Mitt Romney weighed in on the economic disparity between Israel and Palestine.
The storm swirling around California’s state parks system has now moved off-road. Why?
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The 2012 summer Olympics kicked off last Friday with the “Isles of Wonder” themed Opening Ceremony in
London.
The height of summer conjures images of long lazy days lying by the pool or ocean — but if swimming is the
only sport that can save your life, why are pools closing?
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Barack Obama was elected in part due to the fact that his message of hope and change struck a chord with
James Mann
the idealistic side of voters.
Tensions between Latino residents and police are still on the rise in Anaheim. Today, Latino political
Roberto Lovato, Eric
advocacy group Presente.org is calling for a state investigation of the Anaheim Police. This demand comes as Carpenter
the city has already asked the Office of Independent Review from Los Angeles and the FBI to review six
officer-involved shootings, including two fatal shootings a week ago. Nine people were arrested yesterday as
protesters banged drums and drew with chalk on the pavement at the Anaheim Police Station on Harbor
Boulevard. Protests began on July 21st after Anaheim police officers shot and killed an apparently unarmed
25-year-old Latino man who police say was a suspected gang member.
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The cell phone may be replacing the driver’s license as the American teenager’s stereotypical badge of
Brandon Schoettle
freedom. In 1982, only 13% of teenagers skipped out on getting a driver’s license. In 2010, a full 30.5% of 19year-olds polled by the U.S. Census and Federal Highway Administration lacked the ability to drive legally,
and it looks like the trend will continue.

00:22

For some, the drop-off has to do with the ease of mass transit compared to traffic headaches. Industry
insiders also point towards the lack of inspiring vehicles marketed towards teenagers. As analyst Joe Phillipi
of AutoTrends Consulting told NBC News, “I used to always work on my car, changing the oil or the
sparkplugs.” With today’s cars, Phillipi continued, “unless you’re a computer geek,” you can’t work on them.
A recent study by researchers at the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute highlights an
even more pertinent competitor: many young people are satisfied with substituting conversations over
Twitter and other digital media with the face-to-face contact that car culture used to provide.

7/30/12 GEND

There are many ways to protest in societies in which citizens have the rights to do so. In the turbulent 1960s Carly McGehee, Charlie
in America, many groups staged “sit-ins” to protest things like the Vietnam War, equal rights and other
Joughin
issues.
In 2011, The Occupy movement staged another version of such opposition by camping out in parks and
government buildings.
In the wake of Atlanta-based fast food chain Chick-Fil-A’s CEO Dan Cathy’s statements in opposition to gay
marriage last week, political activist Carly McGehee decided to stage a newer, more amorous kind of protest.
It’s called “National Same Sex Kiss Day,” and the event encourages same sex couples to go to a Chick-Fil-A
restaurant this Friday night at 8 p.m. and kiss.
Cathy’s statements set off a firestorm of controversy with opposing groups threatening boycotts and events
in support of Chick-Fil-A.
The Mayors of Chicago and Boston made public statements that the popular chicken fast food restaurants
were not welcome in their respective cities. Republican politicos like former Arkansas Gov. Republican
presidential candidate Mike Huckabee and former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin have jumped into the fray in
support of Chick-Fil-A.
“We’re calling on, not only same-sex couples, but couples all around the country to show up at their local
Chik-fil-a restaurant and have a smooch with their same-sex partner, their friend, their boyfriend, girlfriend,
spouse, to show our — sarcastically — thanks for their continued support of love, equality and the “real”
definition of family,” McGehee said.
With a flurry of criticism — as well as support — it’s impossible to ignore possible safety risks. Same-sex
marriage and LGBT rights issues create passionate responses from people on both sides of the issue, so what
is Wednesday’s controversial lip-lock results in something much darker?
McGehee said she isn’t concerned.
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Former President Bill Clinton is scheduled to give a primetime speech at the Democratic National Convention Josh Gerstein, Neil King
in Charlotte, NC, the evening before President Obama formally accepts the nomination as the Democratic
Party candidate for president. It’s a big reversal for the former president’s role within the Democratic party.

00:13

During former Vice President Al Gore’s presidential campaign in 2000, Gore sought to distance his campaign
from Clinton, who was embattled in his second term with impeachment proceedings, and was an unpopular
figure in America. But Clinton’s post-Presidential career has been lauded, his reputation has rebounded and
he’s now considered one of the most popular politicians in the country, according to a recent poll from CNN.
In 2008, Clinton played a key figure in President Obama’s campaign for president, publicly backing Obama
for president after a drawn-out primary battle between his wife, Hillary Clinton, and Obama. The Obama
campaign is hoping the former President will make an impact with undecided voters, and will be able to tout
Clinton’s economic legacy.

7/30/12 SPOR

Olympic boxing has been a springboard for numerous prizefighters to championship careers. Pugilists such Kevin Baxter, Tom
as Muhammad Ali, Sugar Ray Leonard, and Oscar De La Hoya represented the stars and stripes in the
Looney
Olympic Games before going on to change the face of boxing. Now, U.S.A. Boxing has a local boy with his own
aspirations: South El Monte’s own Joseph Diaz Jr. Diaz’s motivation has been to help his family get out of the
everyday struggle and win the gold in London. At 19 years old, Diaz is the youngest member of the US men’s
Olympic boxing team. With his father coaching him, Diaz’s Olympic journey reiterates the idea that sports
can be a way out from the troubles of poverty and unemployment.

00:18
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Mexican-American film and television actress Lupe Ontiveros, known for her roles in “Selena,” "The Goonies," Tony Plana
"As Good as it Gets," and "Desperate Housewives," died Thursday in Whittier, Calif., due to liver cancer. She
was 69 years old. Ontiveros was best known for her role as Yolanda Saldivar, who was convicted as the
murderer of singer-songwriter of Selena Quintanilla-Pérez, in the 1997 film “Selena.” One of Ontiveros’ first
roles was as Dolores in Luis Valdez's play, "Zoot Suit," and reprised the role on Broadway, a first for a
Mexican-American theatrical production. Actor Tony Plana worked with Ontiveros on “Zoot Suit,” and would
also cross paths with the actress in other projects, like “Deseperate Housewives.”

00:17
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Presumptive Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney arrived in Poland Monday. It's the latest stop in
an overseas tour that has provided its fair share of gaffes, as well as some...
#NBCFail - that's the Twitter hashtag critics of NBC's Olympics coverage are using.
On Sunday, NASA's latest rover touches down on Mars. The machine — nicknamed "Curiosity" — will use a
super-sonic parachute, heat shields and a hovercraft to stick the landing.
Court proceedings begin today in a suit by tech giant Apple against Samsung over copyright infringement of
its popular iPhone and iPad products.
Being threatened by a shark? Just punch it in the nose, right? Wrong. Humorist Cole Gamble challenges some
traditional survival strategies.
Director Benh Zeitlin joins the show to discuss his film "Beasts of the Southern Wild" and his inspiration for
the film's uniquely dreamlike atmosphere.
The first 626 Night Market in April was a logistical nightmare. But despite all the problems, the city gave
organizers a second chance. Josie Huang reports.
An impressive collection of Olympic memorabilia is housed on the grounds of a stately mansion in Los
Angeles' West Adams neighborhood.
South El Monte boxer has a shot at an Olympic medal.
The Los Angeles City Council conisders marking an intersection in honor of fallen Officer Ian Campbell.
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The latest business stories with Mark Lacter.
Public health officials are investigating fourteen nursing homes across California.
Women's preventive care provision in health reform bill kicks into effect.
Burbank police say a body found by hikers may be that of a missing FBI agent.
China's teen swimming sensation smashes a world record at the London Olympic Games.
Home prices rose across the U.S. and climbed for yet another month in Los Angeles.
The cost of basic health care is about to drop for more than five million California women.
The U.S. Women's Gymnastics Team won the gold medal at the London Olympics.
California Student Aid Commission released a list of for-profit schools that no longer meet eligibility
standards for program participation.
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Los Angeles City Council offers reward for information about the murder which resulted in a severed head
being discovered in Griffith Park.
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors consider a proposal to extend their term limits.
The U.S. Supreme Court is being asked to weigh in on the topic of gay marriage.
Community leaders are making a single demand of Anaheim City Hall in the wake of two officer-involved
shootings.
Community leaders are making a single demand of Anaheim City Hall in the wake of two officer-involved
shootings.
The Cal State University system and its teachers have reached a tentative agreement on a new contract.
NBA free agent Matt Barnes was arrested in Manhattan Beach.
Anti-nuke folks say ratepayers shouldn't foot bill for San Onofre nuclear plant.
A massive power outage in India left more than six hundred million people without electricity for several
hours.
UC Irvine professor is facing felony charges in a series of arson fires which targeted an Irvine high school.
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A private foundation has awarded UC Riverside five million dollars to study questions surrounding
immortality and the afterlife.
Two candidates for Mayor of Los Angeles are running evenly on the money trail.
Feds indict former LA union boss.
Union workers at dozens of Rite Aid locations in southern California have voted to authorize a strike.
NASA's newest rover looks for the building blocks of life on Mars.
Californians will soon receive notices of a new fire protection fee.
California's Proposition 30 campaign released its fundraising numbers for the first half of the year.
Californians will soon receive notices of a new fire protection fee.
If Republicans win both the White House and Congress this fall, it could mean drastic changes to the
Medicaid program.
All eyes are on the Olympics, and by default, on ads for Coca-Cola, McDonalds and Ralph Lauren. And billions
of dollars in ad revenue is changing hands.
Author and journalist Jonah Lehrer has resigned from his position as staff writer for The New Yorker amidst
controversy surrounding the originality of his work.
“Live ammo! Real explosives! Real danger!” So promises retired General Wesley Clark, the host of NBC’s
newest reality show, in the trailer for “Stars Earn Stripes.”
Should Holmes’ doctor have warned police about his psychotic tendencies? Could a tragedy have been
averted?
Even though North Korea’s government won’t admit they exist, the country’s prison camps can be seen via
satellite imagery.
Being a woman in America is about to become a little more affordable. Starting tomorrow, American women
will receive free access to preventive care through their insurance companies as a stipulation of the
Affordable Care Act. Free services and provisions will include domestic violence screenings, FDA-approved
contraception, breast feeding supplies and related counseling.
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In California, the implementation of the policy will provide free preventive health care and supplies to more
than 5 million women, according to Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius.
The Affordable Care Act remains as a divisive federal policy despite last month’s ruling by the U.S. Supreme
Court mostly upholding the Act. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said he will continue to press for
the repeal of the new health care laws while California Democrat Barbara Boxer responded by saying “the
Republicans today have relaunched their war against women.”
7/31/12 EDU

One of the great galvanizing experiences of American youth is griping about algebra. Even if you displayed an Andrew Hacker, Dima
aptitude for it, the majority of us who learned it never saw a practical use for it, and never pursued it in any Shlyakhtenko
remotely professional manner. Algebra has grown from a mere mathematical discipline into a larger symbol
for academic rigor for academic rigor’s sake. There are millions of successful American professionals who do
not use algebra to maintain their success, perform their jobs, run their lives, or anything else of consequence.
Yet no one proposes that the teaching of algebra should go away.
Until now. Professor Andrew Hacker writes in a recent edition of the New York Times that algebra and math
erect an unnecessary impediment to educational success to many students. Professor Hacker says because of
this, algebra specifically, and mathematics more generally, need not be universally taught in schools.
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Presumed Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney is wrapping up a foreign tour that found the
candidate getting unfavorable press along the way. In the lead up to the Olympic Opening Ceremony on
Friday last week, Romney insinuated that London wasn’t ready for an event of the magnitude of the
Olympics.

Arnold Steinberg
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Cooper,
Jonathan Wilcox,
Darry Sragow
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Then, in Poland on Tuesday, despite an endorsement from the labor movement Solidarity’s founder Lech
Walesa, the current leadership of the organization issued a statement criticizing Romney and the
Republicans for their position on trade unions.

7/31/12 POLI

Finally, leaving Europe for an event in Jerusalem, the former Massachusetts governor was criticized by
Palestinians for statements he made about the role of culture in economic success. But all of these perceived
missteps took place far from the attention of many voters. With less than one hundred days to go until
Election Day is anybody but avowed political junkies tuning in?
Two months after President Barack Obama reversed his position and personally endorsed same-sex
marriage, Democrats appear closer than ever to including it in the party’s official platform. Party officials
approved the first step at a meeting over the weekend in Minneapolis, and the entire platform committee will
vote on the issue in two weeks. If approved, the vote moves to the convention delegates in Charlotte, N.C. for
final approval. The proposed platform language includes a condemnation of the Defense of Marriage Act,
which prohibits the federal government from recognizing same-sex marriages.

7/31/12 ENT

As you would expect, social media has been a large part of the discussion of the London Olympics, and - as
Mark Sullivan
exemplified by the hashtag NBCFail - online users have been outspoken about their discontent with NBC’s
Olympics media coverage. NBC spoiled the victory of Missy Franklin’s gold medal by broadcasting a promo of
her interview before they aired her winning the gold, and has delayed airing the Olympics on prime time.
Twitterverse ran with the promo spoiler and took to the tweets. On top of this, Guy Adams, journalist and Los
Angeles bureau chief of The Independent, had his account temporarily suspended for releasing the email of
NBC executive Gary Zenkel. Adams had vocally criticized NBC’s coverage of the Olympics with his Twitter
account; NBC filed a complaint that Adams breached privacy policies by releasing the email. However, NBC
announced that it was Twitter who first brought it to their attention. With all the media backlash, NBC has
now retracted the complaint, and Adams’ account is restored. However, this leaves users wondering how
well Twitter upholds its policy of free speech on the net.
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NBC’s co-hosts for the Olympic Opening Ceremonies on Friday night, Meredith Vieira and Matt Lauer were
tasked with coming up with witty banter for an hours-long television broadcast that a billion people were
watching.

00:16

Justin Peters

Some aspects of Britain’s big Olympics show contained elements of the country’s history that were likely lost
on most viewers, like the British National Health Service fever dream segment. But it was Vieira’s repeated
admissions that she didn’t know anything about a given aspect of director Danny Boyle’s elaborate
production that drew the ire of many viewers.
When Lauer described the effect of using small screens at every seat in the stadium as pixels that turned the
entire venue into a giant screen, Vieira replied, “One more thing I don’t understand.” Vieira is no idiot, and
both she and Lauer undoubtedly had a staff present to make them look sharp on-air, so why would a host
play dumb in front of a billion people?
7/31/12 FOR

7/31/12 SPOR

In India, 620-million people are without power after three regional power grids collapsed, creating one of the Maggie Loerth-Baker
world's biggest-ever blackouts. The blackout has raised concerns about the country's outdated electric
system and its inability to meet the huge energy demand.
Olympic officials have relented, and will allow a Saudi woman to to be part of the Judo competition while
Liz Clarke
wearing a traditional hijab. It's the latest controversy involving women, and what they wear as athletes.
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Texas Tribune reporter Julian Aguilar joins the show to discuss the Democratic party's decision to select San Julian Aguilar
Antonio Mayor Julian Castro as the keynote speaker for the Democratic National Convention.

6:48

7/31/12 SPOR

As the Olympic games take place in London, reporter Jed Kim takes us inside the world of the unusual and
not-so-well known sport of the Filipino martial art of Eskrima.
Comedia Teresa Strasser talks about getting through her second pregnancy, and the differences from her
first.

-
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Jonathan Lethem joins the show to discuss his new book "Fear of Music," about his personal love affair with
the Talking Heads album of the same name.
California builds the largest prison medical facility in the nation
There are federal and county investigations underway into the recent Anaheim police shootings that killed
two Latino men.
Author and playwright Gore Vidal dies in Hollywood
Congresswoman Richards hit with ethics violation
Federal Reserve officials wrapped up two days of discussions about how to help the country's economic
health.
The Los Angeles City Council has agreed to add Armenian, Russian and Farsi to election ballots.
Prisoner realignment has an impact on inmate firefighters in California.
The Labor Department releases its national employment report for July.
Community leaders are making a single demand of Anaheim City Hall in the wake of two officer-involved
shootings.
UC Irvine professor apparently made plans to kill students at an Irvine high school whom he blamed for his
son's recent suicide.
An appeals court has overturned the criminal conviction of the former mayor of Compton.
Los Angeles County settles lawsuit over deputy shooting of an unarmed man.
Caltech professor Alexei Kitaev has won the inaugural Fundamental Physics Prize.
Medical insurance premium rebates are heading to almost two million policyholders in California.
Medical insurance premium rebates are heading to almost two million policyholders in California.
Public health leaders in California are touting the benefits of the federal health care reform law for AfricanAmericans.
New PPIC poll shows forty-six percent of likely voters approve of Governor Brown's job performance.
UCI studies the effect robotic harp seals have in cancer treatments.
Laura Richardson pleads guilty to ethics violations.
Wildfire moves quickly in Murrieta.
Police make arrest in the three decades-old murder of a former Inglewood councilman.
Southern California Olympian medal tally growing
CSU and its faculty union have reached a tentative agreement on a four year contract
CSU and its faculty union have reached a tentative agreement on a four year contract
The labor union that represents professors and other faculty has reached a tentative contract agreement with
the CSU system.
A raucous group demonstrated outside a Chick-fil-A restaurant in Hollywood.
A raucous group demonstrated outside a Chick-fil-A restaurant in Hollywood.
Tabulating the cost of bankruptcy for the city of Vallejo.
A new poll from Quinnipiac University reveals that Barack Obama is ahead of Mitt Romney in Pennsylvania,
Ohio and Florida. In Pennsylvania, the lead is a substantial 11 percent, while Florida and Ohio both give
Obama a 6 percent advantage.
While Obama won all three states in 2008, the real reason for his lead is probably due to the fact that voters
feel like they know more about him than they do Romney. For instance, 15 percent of Ohio voters wanted to
know more about Romney, while only 2 percent said the same for Obama. Both campaigns will have to
capitalize on this information to get their candidates into the White House this November, and you can bet
your bottom dollar on the fact that they’ll turn to the trusted and traditional approach politicians have taken
for decades: negative ads. It looks like Obama’s team is coming out on top with its use of negative messaging,
but that may be a matter of political physics. For instance, in a recent NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll,
zero percent of voters said they didn’t know how they felt about Obama.
Obama has already been vetted as a candidate and president, so any attack ads Romney runs are unlikely to
change anyone’s mind. However, that’s clearly not the case for anti-Romney ads, as a sizable amount of
voters are still unsure about him. This explains why a study from Vanderbilt University shows that Obama’s
ads calling out Romney’s record while at Bain Capital led to a 16 percent lead in independent voters, while
Romney does not enjoy a similar bump with any of his ads.
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As part of New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s push to make New Yorkers healthier, city hospitals will
restrict and monitor the distribution of baby formula to mothers starting in September.

Deborah Kaplan,
Katherine Mangu-Ward

16:00

The “Latch On NYC” initiative, aimed at promoting breast feeding, was launched in May by New York City
Health Commissioner Thomas Farley. It asks city hospitals to voluntarily agree to limit promotion, restrict
and track access to, and discontinue distribution of free formula.
While mothers won’t be completely denied access to the breast milk alternative, they will be required to
listen to a counseling session with a nurse before they’re able to “check out” any formula.
Deborah Kaplan, with the New York City Health Department, said that the initiative is specifically for mothers
who decide to breastfeed.
"If a mother comes in and says I want to formula feed my baby, that is her choice and that will be respected,
and she will not in any way be denied formula," she explained. "If a mother comes in and decides she wants
to breastfeed, which in New York City is about 90 percent of mothers, the conversation will be about: 'How
can the nurse or the other hospital staff support her decision?'"
Kaplan added that with 90 percent of mothers in NYC choosing to breastfeed their newborns, it is imperative
that hospital practices focus on supporting a mother's decision.
"Mothers, pregnant women these days are bombarded by marketing materials, by email, by mail, in
magazines, by the infant formula industry. When a mother comes to a hospital, the last thing she needs is
more marketing," she said.
New York Health and Hospitals Corporation already banned formula from promotions and gift bags in 2007,
as did the state of Rhode Island in 2011, and Massachusetts just this July. While many health advocates have
shown support for the initiative, some moms are miffed.
Reason Magazine Managing Editor Katherine Mangu-Ward opposes the campaign, though she doesn't
completely disagree with their mission.
8/1/12 SPOR

Michael Phelps got the gold yesterday, winning the 800-meter freestyle relay along with teammates Ryan
Lochte, Conor Dwyer and Ricky Berens. The medal is Phelps’ 15th gold; his two silver and two bronze make
him the most-medaled Olympian ever.
Team USA scored gold in women’s gymnastics as well, winning handily over Russia by over five points. And
host country Great Britain got its first gold in women’s rowing. But the real fun is in the flaps, isn’t it?
Four pairs of female Badminton doubles players - two from South Korea, one from China, and one from
Indonesia — were disqualified for attempting to lose matches to manipulate their place in the tournament. In
the round robin format of these Badminton matches, losing a match can actually lead to getting an easier
opponent later. Crowds booed the players as they deliberately played beneath their skill.
Meanwhile, South Korean fencer Shin A-Lam argued that time was against her in her loss of the gold medal to
Germany’s Britta Heidemann. Heidemann won on a final touch with one second remaining. Except it wasn’t
really just one second.
The timing mechanism for the bout got stuck, giving Heidemann extra time to beat A-Lam. Though she lost
the competition for the bronze medal as well, the International Fencing Federation is awarding A-Lam a
“special medal” for her sportsmanship.
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By 2014, President Obama’s landmark health law is expected to extend coverage to more than 300,000
people in California’s Inland Empire. But that new coverage might not actually translate to increased care.
Why? Because there aren’t enough doctors to go around.

25:00
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Lindsey

In California, Riverside and San Bernardino counties already suffer from the worst doctor shortage in the
state. With the expansion of Medicaid, those few doctors will be stretched even further. And coverage
without doctors might equate to no care at all.
Similar problems are expected to occur in the Mississippi Delta, Detroit, and parts of Phoenix. An estimate by
the Association of American Medical Colleges posits that the U.S. will have 62,900 fewer doctors than needed
in 2015.
Though medical school enrollment is increasing, it can’t keep up with the pace of the expanding population.
And those that do make it through the 10 years of medical training required might make the choice to
become specialists instead of primary care doctors, as specialists are often paid twice as much.
As baby boomers get older, they will put increasing amounts of pressure on the doctor shortage as they
become part of the growing number of elderly patients.
Provisions within the health care law include money for the training of primary health care doctors and
rewards if they work in underserved communities. But these incentives are but a drop in the bucket.
8/1/12 POLI

Proposition 8 may finally get its day in high court.

John Eastman, Laura
Brill
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Yesterday, opponents of gay marriage petitioned the Supreme Court to look at the case. Attorneys for the
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), part of the legal team for ProtectMarriage.com, asked the Court to
reverse the 9th Circuit ruling that called a same-sex marriage ban unconstitutional.
ADF general counsel, Andrew Pugno told KQED, "It's actually a relief to finally get to where we think we're
going to have a fair hearing." The petition has been a long time coming. The voter-approved ban on same-sex
marriage has been through California courts, federal court and federal appeals court.

8/1/12 ECON

If the Supreme Court decides to hear the case it will certainly impact California, but how it would affect other
states is anyone’s guess. How would each side argue the case? Which states-rights cases would petitioners
use? Which civil-rights cases would gay marriage proponents cite?
The U.S. Federal Reserve wrapped up a two-day meeting today in the wake of ongoing disappointing
Matt DeBord
economic news. The financial recovery has been happening very slowly, the unemployment rate has been
stalled at 8.2% and economic forecasts for this year have already been downgraded as concerns linger over
spillover effects from the European debt crisis.
Due to the political gridlock in Congress, Democrats have been pushing Federal Reserve chairman Ben
Bernanke to take some sort of action in an effort to spur the economy. However, after the meeting concluded
officials said that the Reserve will not be initiating any new steps towards recovery at this time.
What does this mean for the economy? Are members of the Federal Reserve just scared of meddling further
in the economy? What can and should the Fed to do stimulate the economy and ease unemployment? Is it
time for another round of stimulus?
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For all the ageless jokes about big business having politicians in their pockets, a new pair of smart phone
Jon Fleischman, Mat
apps by the Romney and Obama campaigns are giving voters the opportunity to do just that. Both campaigns Honan, Patrick Ruffini
released new smart phone apps this week, and each candidate is hoping that their app will help them reach
more voters in their battle for the White House in November.

00:31

The Romney campaign said this morning that it will announce the choice of the former Massachusetts
governor’s vice presidential running mate on their app before the news hits the mainstream media,
undoubtedly prompting reporters everywhere to download the free application. The Obama campaign tried
to get ahead of the technology curve in 2008 by announcing its pick of Joe Biden for vice president by text
message, but the choice was leaked to the press and the text didn’t have much of its intended impact.
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Four years on, there are now 80 to 100 million smart phone users in the U.S., and Obama and Romney are
eager to reach them. The Obama app has many features designed to get the Democratic candidate’s ground
game going, including the ability for users to donate, register voters and find places to organize and
volunteer. Although it does have a donation feature, the Romney app’s main purpose seems to be as a
Former Texas Solicitor General Ted Cruz has won the Texas Republican primary for Senate, and will face off
against Democratic nominee Paul Sadler in the November general election. Cruz is widely expected to defeat
Sadler in typically conservative Texas. Once considered a long-shot in the race, Cruz now is riding a wave of
momentum and is being considered by pundits as a rising star in the Republican party, along with fellow
Latino Republican Marco Rubio. At the onset of the Senate race, Cruz wasn’t even considered the favorite in
his own party. The Republican establishment had supported David Dewhurst. But Cruz’s tea party ties and
fiscal conservatism resonated with Texan voters in the runoff election. Cruz defeated Dewhurst by 14
percent in the runoff election, after coming in second to Dewhurst in the May primary, despite being
outspent by Dewhurst by a margin of 3-to-1 and political figures like Texas Gov. Rick Perry publicly backing
Dewhurst.
For many Americans, November’s presidential election will come down to one thing: the economy. That
means jobs, and the numbers have been less than sunny. While earlier in the year some analysts predicted
an unemployment rate of less than 8% by November, last month’s number was 8.2%. Congress is
particularly concerned with the impacts of the upcoming sequestration cuts on jobs with the Department of
Defense. Deputy Defense Secretary Ash Carter has said that the cuts could lead to a either a hiring freeze or
unpaid furloughs for the DOD civilian workforce, as well as cuts on the non-defense discretionary side,
including 16,000 teachers, nutrition assistance, and funding for Head Start programs. The new jobs report
comes out Friday. Guest host Mario Solis-Marich checks in with current U.S. Secretary of Labor, Hilda Solis, to
get the skinny on what’s expected, as well as Boeing’s Communications Director Dan Beck and Congressman
Xavier Becerra, D-CA’s 31st district.
Chivalry. Gallantry. Heroism. Words that evoke selflessness and a certain type of moral code, such as “women
and children first” or “the captain must go down with the ship.” According to a study performed by two
Swedish economists using the records of eighteen different shipping disasters, however, more often than not
the slogan in the midst of crisis amounts to “every man for himself.” The study was a test of humankind’s
magnanimity in times of duress, and apparently, we flunked. Yet at the same time, we see examples like
those of Jon Blunk, Matt McQuinn, and Alex Teves, all of whom died shielding their girlfriends at the Aurora
shooting.
The American author, playwright, essayist, and provocateur, who’s been cited as one of the most influential
writers of the 20th century, died at his home in the Hollywood Hills yesterday due to pneumonia. He was 86
years old.
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Vidal‘s first breakout work was “The City and the Pillar,” a novel published in 1948 about an openly gay man
in post World War II America. Vidal’s other works included “Narratives of Empires” a seven-novel series
considered to be his most famous writing, as well as 2009's “Gore Vidal: Snapshot’s in History’s Glare.”
"A good deed never goes unpunished."
– Gore Vidal
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Los Angeles’ car culture and rage-inducing traffic jams tend to get a bad rap. But hundreds of diehard bicycle
fans routinely challenge that image - sometimes in the middle of the night.
For two days, more than 600 million Indians were without power due to the electric power system
collapsing. New Dehli-based reporter Tinku Ray joins the show to talk about how people are coping.
New polls released today show President Obama leading in three battleground states: Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Florida. President Obama took all three states in the 2008 election.
A titan of the American literary scene has died. Gore Vidal passed away at his Hollywood Hills home
yesterday at the age of 86.
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After centuries of watching Mars in the sky, humans have only just begun to understand the red planet.
KPCC's Sanden Totten recaps what we know about it so far.
Instead of the traffic snarl that Londoners expected, most lanes are flowing freely and traffic is down by 30
percent. It’s good news for commuters but bad for cabbies. Revenues are down and the tourists just aren’t
showing up.
Luke Burbank, host of the radio show and podcast "Too Beautiful to Live" brings us his wrap-up of the
week’s awesome and not awesome news.
Community leaders are making a single demand of Anaheim City Hall in the wake of two officer-involved
shootings.
Families of JPL prepare for the landing of Curiosity on Mars.
San Bernardino is reeling from the city council's decision to seek bankruptcy protection.
San Bernardino is reeling from the city council's decision to seek bankruptcy protection.
Laura Richardson pleads guilty to ethics violations.
Laura Richardson pleads guilty to ethics violations.
Chick-fil-A president Dan Cathy set off a firestorm when he publicly aired his anti-same-sex marriage views.
The company has since attempted to distance itself from Cathy’s comments, issuing a statement saying they
would “leave the policy debate over same-sex marriage to the government and political arena.”
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But the damage has been done — or has it?
When gay rights supporters clamored for a proposed boycott, former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee
responded by declaring Wednesday, August 1st “Chick-fil-A Appreciation Day.” He did the company a huge
favor: customers swarmed the fast-food outlets throughout the country, making it a record day for sales for
the chain.
But wait, there’s more. Mayors of several cities with large LGBT populations have spoken out against having
Chick-fil-A in their cities; Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel said the company’s values “are not Chicago values.
They disrespect our fellow neighbors and residents.” Meanwhile, same-sex couples are encouraged by the
LGBT community to swarm their local Chick-fil-A and commit a Public Display of Affection on Friday,
designated "National Same-Sex Kiss Day at Chick-fil-A.”
Does the controversy help or hurt the chain? Should corporations stay out of public policy debate? Or are
they right to air their values and count on the support of the portion of consumers who share them?
8/2/12 MEDI

Orange County journalists’ roundtable: Larry and our talented Orange County journalists riff on the latest
Ed Joyce, Norberto
news from the O.C.: feds enter the fray in the Anaheim police shooting investigation, e-mails sent by UC
Santana
Irvine professor charged with arson point toward plans for a mass shooting, the repair bill for the San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station mounts up and more fallout from the Carlos Bustamante sex scandal.
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Arnold Schwarzenegger, former governor, action star and body builder, can now add another occupation to
his resume. He has co-founded a new think tank at the University of Southern California, called the USC
Schwarzenegger Institute for State and Global Policy.

Bonnie Reiss

13:00

Schwarzenegger will also serve a dual role as the Governor Downey Professor of State and Global Policy and
the chairman of the advisory board for the group.
The organization will be bipartisan in nature, and its objective includes a focus on education, energy and
environment, fiscal and economic policy, health and human wellness and political reform. The former
governor has personally committed $20 million to the think tank, and will surely be involved in future
fundraising efforts as well.
The Global Director of this new think tank, Bonnie Reiss said she has faith in Schwarzenegger because of his
work “across the aisle” during his time as governor, citing his work on environmental policies and
California’s stem cell institute.
But more importantly, Reiss pointed to the political fatigue citizens are feeling as their representatives
become more and more divided.
“What we’re seeing from all the different studies and polls...is that there are extremes on both sides in our
state and in our nation, but the overwhelming majority of people, whether they’re registered Democrats or
registered Republicans or registered Independents, really are in the center and really do seek common
ground on dealing with issues that we care about,” she said.
The USC-Schwarzenegger partnership will benefit the public through symposiums, research in tandem with
the university and students, as well as through fellowship programs which aim to bring in young, innovative
minds to work on policy.

8/2/12 POLI

But as it stands now, the Board of Advisors for the Institute is made up of seasoned politicians and arguably
lacks the “freshness” it’s touting.
Sports fans, social media addicts and television producers have been cursing Twitter during these Olympics. Adam Sharp, Chris
Spoilers rip across the globe and tweets overload networks to the point of jamming TV signals. That little
Cillizza, Julia Clark
birdy and its billions of 140-character posts are edging in on all major events. And now Twitter wants to
capitalize on that data by getting in the polling game.
Yesterday, it launched a tool that tracks mentions of President Barack Obama & his opponent Mitt Romney.
The “Twindex” churns out a daily approval rating of the presidential candidates based on positive or negative
tweets. Mitt is at 26 (+ over yesterday). Barack is +10 over yesterday to 44.
So what, right? Not so fast. The Washington Post's Chris Cillizza says, "Ignore the 'Twindex' at your peril."
So how does it work exactly? How does it compare to old-fashioned polling? Is it accurate? If not, what are
the consequences? Can it detect sarcasm? What would Twitter be without sarcasm?
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Those who hide behind an anonymous online name are known as ‘trolls’ – waiting beneath a bridge with
their laptops, ready to hurl vitriol disguised as opinion at any passing target.

Karen North, Kevin
Bankston
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Their insults, rants, threats and name-calling show up in the comments section of blogs, articles and
Facebook walls, sometimes with lightning speed, on a daily or even hourly basis. Who are these virtual
haters, and what drives them to such heights of spite?
It’s the combination of anonymity, access and audience that brings out the worst in people, writes Lisa Selin
Davis in Salon. As for who they are, nobody knows. Anyone with an e-mail account can hit “send” and
express their deepest, darkest biases for all to read, without fear of reprisal. It’s what psychologists call the
“disinhibition effect,” and it can make for a very toxic online environment.
But should that be allowed? The internet promises personal privacy along with a platform for democratic
discourse, but does that make online trolling fair game? Does the First Amendment protect online
commentary to the point of threats, slander or worse? Would those who indulge in the practice be as free
with their language if their names were public as well as their insults? Have you ever left an anonymous
comment that you wouldn’t voice in person?
8/2/12 SEC

Jim Harper, Dave
The U.S. Senate voted today to cut off debate of a watered down cybersecurity bill being pushed by the
McIntyre
Obama administration. Although the bill had bipartisan support, both Republicans and a handful of
Democrats voted 52 to 46 against continued debate of the bill, essentially leaving it dead in the water with
eight fewer votes than it needed to bring it to a final vote. Cybersecurity experts have warned for years that
the U.S.’s technology infrastructure is in grave danger of attack and in February of 2012, a group of senators
led by Independent Connecticut Senator Joseph Lieberman sponsored the bill along with members of the
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee. Objections to the original bill by the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, the ACLU and Republican lawmakers prompted changes last month that watered down the bill.
The new, less restrictive version won the support of the ACLU, but not the business lobbying groups. The
White House responded with a statement that the vote was “a profound disappointment.”
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Badminton, an often overlooked sport is now making international headlines.

00:25

In the ultra-competitive Olympics, all winning points of strategy must be considered. For China, South Korea
and Indonesia, this is what they did. But for the officials, they deemed it cheating.
The eight competitors who were ousted lost the rounds on purpose in order to enter the knockout round
with a lower seeding. The point is to avoid having a more talented team early in the tournament.
The top-seeded pair from China, Wang Xiaoli and Yu Yang were ousted. Two pairs from South Korea were
too: Jung Kyung-eun and Kim Ha-na as well as Ha Jung-eun and Kim Min-jung. Greysia Polii and Meiliana
Jauhari of Indonesia were also disqualified.
However, this controversy leads many to question which side is fair. Japanese women’s soccer team was
instructed to not score in their final group game Tuesday against South Africa, which gave them a more
favorable match-up in the next round. Michael Phelps admitted to not swimming his best in the trials to save
energy. Yet officials issued no punishment in these two situations. Why is there a difference for badminton?
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At a press event with the president of Turkey in 2006, then Senator Barack Obama made the comment that
Reza Aslan, David L.
the United States was no longer simply a Christian nation — that America had become more ecumenical and Holmes
was comprised of a diverse set of faiths.

00:23

Obama was widely criticized for his remark at the time, but this week the National Association of
Evangelicals echoed his comments with the results of a survey of selected evangelical leaders. When asked
whether or not the U.S. was a Christian nation, 68 percent of them said no.
The association’s president, Leith Anderson, added “Much of the world refers to America as a Christian
nation, but most of our Christian leaders don’t think so.” Other members of the organization gave different
reasons for their answers that ranged from rejecting the idea that a nation can be solely Christian to a
position that America once had been, but is no longer a nation of Christians.
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But many of them were in agreement that more domestic missionary work was required to put the country
back on the Evangelical path.
The Consumer Federation of America released its annual report of consumer complaints this week, and it
seems no business sector was left untouched. Shady mechanics, hidden credit card fees, missing-in-action
contractors and straight-up fraud are just a few of the complaints on the list.
New this year, are real-estate-related complaints like high-pressure timeshare sales and assisted living
facilities that misrepresent their services. The report also indicates grievances about cockroaches are being
overrun by complaints about bedbugs. Positively, the 290,000 complaints resulted in a recovery of nearly
$147 million for the parties involved.
Investors suffered through a bit of déjà vu yesterday, as a computer glitch affected the routing of shares of
around 150 stocks, causing big swings in some share prices.
Health officials have taken extraordinary measures to monitor travelers making their way to and from the
Games. Their focus sounds like something closer to a movie thriller than a public health concern.
Craigslist is used by millions a day, but it can be a chore to go through piles of listings to find the best deals.
Small-time programmers have built free applications to make it easier to navigate Craigslist. But Craigslist
isn't having it. I
Lots of action coming up in the Olympics today. The US men's basketball team goes up against Nigeria. So far,
the U.S. team has been blowing out the competition. And in tennis, players move into the quarter final round
of the singles competition.
Engineer Gordon Henderson expected a pleasant early morning walk, but ended up face to face with a
predator.
Our planetary next door neighbor, Mars, has inspired musicians, filmmakers, writers and even animators to
muse about what life would be like there.
John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world.
The Loh down
The discussion over presidential hopeful Mitt Romney’s refusal to release his tax returns heated up after
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid accused Romney of not paying any taxes for the past ten years.
Though the popularity of shows like Teen Mom might suggest otherwise, teen pregnancy rates have dropped
nationwide.
This Sunday night at 10:31 pm, the “Curiosity” Mars rover will land on the “Red Planet.”
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Wade Major and Claudia Puig to review this week’s new movies.
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This Sunday marks the 50 year anniversary of the death of Norma Jeane Mortenson, more commonly known Wade Major, Claudia
as Marilyn Monroe.
Puig
The U.S Labor Department released its latest jobs report. The U.S. economy added 163,000 jobs in July, which Dave Levinthal, Jerry
beat the expectations of many economists, according to KPCC’s Matt DeBord. Despite the addition of 163,000 Nickelsburg
jobs, the unemployment rate slightly increased from last month’s 8.2 percent to the current figure of 8.3.
percent. But what does that actually mean for the labor market?
The jobs report includes a lot of figures that don’t quite definitively indicate which direction the economy is
headed. President Obama is stating that his vision for the economy has made a positive impact, "That means
that we've now created 4.5 million new jobs over the last 29 months, and 1.1 million new jobs so far this
year," Obama said in Washington D.C, this morning. GOP presidential candidate Mitt Romney attacked
Obama’s economic record, "We've now gone 42 consecutive months with the unemployment rate above 8
percent," Romney said in a statement.
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President Obama’s newest campaign ad states that Mitt Romney plans to reduce income tax rates across the
board by 20 percent, giving big breaks to high-income households. The ad, based off a new study by the Tax
Policy Center, suggests the wealthy will pay less in taxes while the middle class receives a tax hike.

Rob Farley
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The plan would “provide large tax cuts to high-income households, and increase the tax burdens on middleand/or lower-income taxpayers.” In response, the Romney campaign has accused the Tax Policy Center study
of bias due to the fact that one of the co-authors of the study had worked for the Obama administration. The
Obama camp countered by pointing out that one of the authors was an aide in the George H.W. Bush White
House.
8/3/12 HIST

Fifty years ago Sunday, the body of singer, actress, model and icon Marilyn Monroe was found in her
Brentwood home on the west side of Los Angeles. She died at the untimely age of 36, which means that the
world never got to see her get wrinkles. Monroe’s visage is locked in our collective consciousness as the
original youthful beauty ideal of a blonde bombshell.
Monroe’s legacy has influenced countless female entertainers like singers Madonna, Gwen Stefani and Pink
have channeled the starlet's style and image.
Since Marilyn’s death, the beauty ideal has become more focused on waif-thin models and it is worth noting
that Monroe’s dressmaker listed her measurements as 36-22-35, which is more hourglass than stick figure.
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Best selling author and journalist Johan Lehrer sent a shockwave through the realm of intellectuals when he Sharon Waxman
resigned his position at The New Yorker on Monday following a scandal that involved fabricated quotes from
music legend Bob Dylan. When another journalist confronted Lehrer about Dylan quotes he felt were
invented in his latest book, “Imagine,” Lehrer initially attributed the error to unintentional misquoting,
thereby deepening the ruse. Lehrer came clean early this week and thus began the headlines.

00:21

Lehrer’s actions and attempted cover up led to widespread criticism and prompted his publisher to pull
“Imagine” from bookstores and e-book retailers. Journalism is a profession of information built on the
bedrock of truth, and Lehrer had made a name for himself writing books and magazine articles on heady
topics like psychology, neuroscience and how science and the humanities intersect. But Lehrer is only 31
years old and had only been writing for The New Yorker for less than two months.
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Intelligent and insightful as he may be, he is from a generation of Internet natives for whom ideas like
intellectual property are an archaic concept. Modern artists - more than ever before - freely borrow from
each other and from work that came before, blurring, and even rejecting, genre lines along the way.
Here’s a story of a lovely lady…actually, it’s the story of another 70s reboot. Vince Vaughn has announced
Todd VanDerWerff
plans to return to “The Brady Bunch,” which aired originally from 1969-1974. Like CBS’s version of “Hawaii
Five-0,” the plotline will take place in this century, however. The show will follow a divorced Bobby Brady
(not Mike), who marries a divorcée with her own children. Reboots and remakes have had varying success;
the most popular being Syfy’s “Battlestar Galactica.” On the other hand, after several feature-length films, the
“Charlie’s Angels” 2011 television series fizzled out with nary a whimper.
A new Labor Department report shows the nation created more than 160,000 jobs in July - a big jump from
previous months, and more than economists expected.
The Curiosity rover is set to land this Sunday. It hopes to answer some of the questions posed by a
mysterious meteorite from Mars that was discovered here on Earth.
In Hollywood, the summer has brought a few blockbusters, and more than a few stinkers. Studio revenues,
and profits are generally lower than a year ago.
Is this the year that women’s soccer will finally get on the radar in England? KPCC's A Martinez joins
Madeleine Brand in studio with more.
Brendan Francis Newnam and Rico Gagliano join the show for their weekly segment, "The Dinner Party."
There's now an audiobook for the best-selling adult lit novel "Fifty Shades of Grey." It's read by a veteran of
Young Adult audio books, Becca Battoe.
Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments around Southern
California so when people ask what you did over the weekend, you won't have to answer…
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The Olympics games have gone so well lately it's startling to remember when politics collided with the hopes John Rabe
of Olympic athletes in 1980 and 1984. After the Soviets invaded Afghanistan in 1979, President Jimmy Carter
called a US boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow, and more than 60 countries followed our lead.
Four years later, the Soviets boycotted the Summer Olympics in Los Angeles and took 14 countries with
them. What did the boycotting countries do instead? They created their own Olympics.

8/4/12 LIT

Frankenstein’s movie monster was immolated by raging peasants. "Blade Runner’s" replicants were shot by
Harrison Ford. The android hero of a new non fiction book simply vanishes in the most mundane possible
way.
Pacific Standard Time is the huge art project that tells the story of Southern California's rightful place as a
leader in Modern Art. One of the featured post-war trailblazers is Karl Benjamin, who lives in Claremont and
who painted in what came to be called the Hard Edge style.
I imagine this scene: Thousands of years ago, a guy and his buddy – we’ll call them Fred and Barney – drive
down to Fairfax and Wilshire. They find parking, and then after they pick the bugs out of each other’s hair,
they poke around. They go look at the big rock at PreLacma. It’s not a rock, somebody tells them; it’s art.
They don’t get it. Fred says, “I got one of those. I use it for a dining room table.”
Philip K. Dick, author of “Martian Time-Slip” and the Mars-set story “We Can Remember It for You
Wholesale,” which comes out in a new movie adaptation entitled "Total Recall" next week (but without the
Mars setting of Arnold Schwarzenegger's 1990 movie of the same name). As any Dickhead could tell you,
Dick couldn’t make any meetings of the Science Fantasy Society either. In 1939, his father was taking him to
the World's Fair in San Francisco, where he saw such seemingly benevolent gifts from the future as the TV
and the cyclotron.
The Olympics games have gone so well lately it's startling to remember when politics collided with the hopes
of Olympic athletes in 1980 and 1984. After the Soviets invaded Afghanistan in 1979, President Jimmy Carter
called a US boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow, and more than 60 countries followed our lead.
Four years later, the Soviets boycotted the Summer Olympics in Los Angeles and took 14 countries with
them. What did the boycotting countries do instead? They created their own Olympics.
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The economy and the demand for fresh, healthy food have helped boost the number of open-air farmer
markets.
Teen pregnancy rates in the U.S. have declined to their lowest level in three decades.
Bill would allow out-of-work teachers in California to collect unemployment benefits while training in high
demand subject areas.
Budget committee discusses the costs associated with OccupyLA's encampment on the City Hall lawn.
The Fairplex in Pomona has about 200 seasonal positions left to fill for the Los Angeles County Fair.
The Fairplex in Pomona has about 200 seasonal positions left to fill for the Los Angeles County Fair.
Recent officer-involved shootings bring greater scrutiny on festering problems within the community of
Anaheim.
"Plain Jane" bandit expected to be charged today.
"The Dark Knight Rises" sits atop the box office for a third week.
State lawmakers return to the Capitol to deal with a number of health-related bills.
State lawmakers return to the Capitol to deal with a number of health-related bills.
California state agencies are starting the week facing stricter accounting standards.
Police release more information about the Sikh temple shooter in Wisconsin.
Insurance giant AIG has agreed to settle claims of toxic pollution at Los Angeles public school sites.
The City of San Bernardino officially filed for emergency bankruptcy protection.
New study recommends a 45-miles per hour speed limit on the 110 freeway through South Pasadena and
Highland Park.
Pasadena police chief is trying to change the way his department handles internal officer reviews.
The Los Angeles City Council will vote on whether to outlaw the practice known as skateboard bombing.
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The federal judge overseeing the shooting case in Tucson has confirmed there is a change in the case.
The Los Angeles Convention Center is a financial burden for the city according to the top budget official.
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A man accused of killing his two sons and their mother is scheduled to be arraigned in Santa Ana.
CSU reduces transfer enrollment.
Senate President pro Tem Darrell Steinberg is killing a bill that would change California's municipal
bankruptcy process.
California's Democratic State Senate leader explained why he decided to give raises to hundreds of legislative
staff.
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People in the San Fernando Valley will tell federal representatives how they feel about helicopters that hover
over their neighborhoods.
Bill would allow out-of-work teachers in California to collect unemployment benefits while training in high
demand subject areas.
JPL celebrates after landing the Curiosity Rover on Mars.
JPL celebrates after landing the Curiosity Rover on Mars.
JPL team updates on Curiousity Mission.
JPL scientists were able to get an impressive shot of Curiousity midlanding.
People will get to sound off about helicopter noise.
People will get to sound off about helicopter noise.
Orange County Muslims react to WI Sikh temple shootings
Triple digit temps prompt heat advisory.
CSU reduces transfer enrollment.
Did you stay up to watch the Mars rover landing? Will an increased fascination with space exploration and
space travel lead to more funding for NASA, and more missions?
Yesterday, the world was anxious to see whether Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt would once again electrify the
100-meter final.
Look! Up in the sky! It’s…another annoying helicopter. While they are definitely part of the culture in Los
Angeles, that doesn’t mean that citizens accept them unconditionally.
For the baby boomer generation, being “born to be wild,” as the freewheeling Steppenwolf 1960s anthem
declares, is a double-edged sword when it comes to addiction.
Six people and a gunman are dead after a shooting at a Sikh temple in Wisconsin.
The human animal’s nesting instinct has been evolving since the days of the hominids, and continues to
reinvent itself today.
An update on the latest out of Oak Creek, WI, where 40-year-old Army veteran Wade Michael Page allegedly
opened fire on a Sikh Temple yesterday, killing six people and injuring three before he was shot and killed by
police. Authorities announced at a press conference this morning that they are attempting to identify another
person, a white male, who they described as "a person of interest. We also hear reaction from local Sikhs.
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James Holmes was being treated by a psychiatrist who warned University of Colorado officials about his
behavior, according to one report, but no action was taken because Holmes began the process of dropping
out of graduate school. The case has reignited a debate about when therapists or counselors should or should
not breach doctor-patient confidentiality. Professionals are legally and ethically required to break
confidentiality when they believe an identifiable victim is in imminent danger; however, making this
determination can be a less than straightforward process. Whether or not a patient has a history of violence
is often a key factor in deciding when to breach confidentiality, warn the appropriate parties, and possibly
recommend that the patient be hospitalized. No therapist can predict a patient’s future behavior, but how
should they go about determining whether or not to violate their patient’s confidence, if ever?
8/6/12 SCI

Phil Plait, Greg Villar
Shortly after 10pm PDT last night, NASA’s latest robotic Mars explorer hurtled through the Martian
atmosphere and landed safely on the surface of Mars. Since leaving Earth in late November of last year,
Curiosity had travelled roughly 350 million miles at an average cruising speed of nearly 8,000 miles per hour
on its way to Mars. But it wasn’t easy to get from interplanetary space to Mars’ red soil. Curiosity had to
successfully complete an elaborate automated landing sequence that captured imaginations of Earthlings and
gave scientists fits. As Mars’ gravity began to influence the capsule, Curiosity accelerated to the breakneck
speed of 13,000 miles per hour before hitting the planet’s atmosphere and utilizing a complex choreography
of heat shields, parachutes, rocket motors and a “sky crane maneuver” that gently lowered the rover to the
Martian surface. Now that the perilous trip is over the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) - Curiosity’s official
name - can begin its mission. Objectives for the $2.5 billion mission include a range of experiments designed
to determine if Mars could have ever supported life. The one-ton unmanned rover will also study Mars’
climate and geology to set the stage for an eventual human mission to Mars. Is sending such an expensive
and complicated piece of machinery to another planet worth the cost? How will humans reach Mars, and
someday beyond?
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LA Times reporter David Wharton brings us the latest from London and the Olympics, as it prepares for the David Wharton
second week of competition. Olympians will jump out of the swimming pool and head to the track, as Track
and Field events highlight most of the schedule for the second week. Usain Bolt has already claimed the title
of ‘Fastest Man on Earth,’ after setting the olympic record in the 100 meter sprint. China leads the U.S in total
medal count, can the US bounce back to take back the lead? What event are you most excited to see in the
second week of the Olympics?
Earlier this year, Caltrans maintained that bay area bridges such as the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge,
Charles Piller
were safe to drive across, but privately, the agency may not be so confident about the integrity of the bridges,
according to a new report from The Sacramento Bee. As far back as 2004, a technician named Duane Wiles,
who no longer works for Caltrans, is suspected of having falsified data on multiple safety tests of towers,
called piles, which support the bridges. Caltrans is investigating the test irregularities, but will not know how
problematic the falsified data is until the investigation is complete. Caltrans’ actions following the Wiles
controversy have reportedly jeopardized federal funding of state highway projects. The California Senate
Transportation Committee has scheduled a public hearing on August 14 to address issues raised in The
Sacramento Bee’s ongoing investigation of bridge testing. Is Caltrans concealing information related to the
safety of bridges? How should the Federal Highway Administration oversee the situation?
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Many of Hollywood’s elite are known for their long standing support of left-leaning candidates and causes.
Ted Johnson
President and Democrat Barack Obama has snarled traffic and drummed up sizable donations at L.A.
fundraising events where the guest lists have included names like Clooney, Spielberg, Damon and Parker that
have been long associated with liberal ideals. But some big names in Hollywood lean the other way — most
notably legendary actor and director Clint Eastwood, who has long been associated with a California-tinged
version of conservatism. Eastwood’s famous ‘Halftime in America’ 2012 Super Bowl commercial got people
talking about which candidate Oscar winning director and star of the Dirty Harry movies would endorse in
2012 after supporting and campaigning for Republican John McCain in 2008. Last week, Eastwood threw his
well worn hat into the ring for Mitt Romney, but how much company does he have in Tinseltown? Could
Clint Eastwood’s recent endorsement of Mitt Romney be an indication of the traditionally-liberal Hollywood
scene supporting the Republican party in the future? How can celebrity endorsements help or hurt
Presidential candidates?
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In 1932, the Olympic Games in Los Angeles brought the first Olympic village for athletes, a victory podium
for medal-winners and the debut of the first photo-finish camera in races. In 1984, the Los Angeles Games
turned a profit of more than $200 million, the most financially successful Olympics in history. What would
another Los Angeles Olympics bring to the city? Investment in infrastructure and green-lit transit projects
around the city to prepare for an influx of visitors? Or heavy debt and venues that will sit empty soon after?
Bidding for the 2024 Summer Olympics will begin in 2015, with the selected city to be announced in 2017,
and Los Angeles could be a candidate. London’s Olympic price tag was expected to be $3.8 billion, but is
expected to now cost roughly $15 billion. Security alone accounts for $1.6 billion of that figure, with new
venues, like the $850 million Olympic Stadium, $426 million Aquatics Center, and $166 million Velodrome,
and support for transit systems supporting bigger budgets adding to the cost. Would you like to see the
Olympics back in LA?
NASA's rover Curiosity, successfully landed on Mars late last night. KPCC's Sanden Totten was at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory and he joins the show to fill us in on the scene.
WTMJ's Dan O'Donnell joins the show with an update on the Sihk temple shooting in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.
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Madeleine talks to a Sikh minister from Bakersfield to get local reaction to the Wisconsin shooting.

Gurujodha Singh Khalsa 7:40

8/6/2012 SPOR

Reporter Jed Kim takes us inside the world of some lesser-known, and unusual sports. Today, he conquers
bicycle polo with the Los Angeles Bicycle Polo crew.
When New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg proposed a ban on super-sized sodas and sugary drinks, he
touched off a debate on government's role in preventing obesity. That same debate is now taking place in one
California city that will ask voters to raise the tax on sugar-sweetened drinks.
Bill Temko was 18 years old when he went to the Olympics on a lark and ended up working as a volunteer
with ABC News. When the hostage situation broke out, Temko snuck into the Olympic Village dorms to get
some of the closest photographs of the terrorists on record.
Candidates for LA County DA square off in debate
The top two candidates for Los Angeles County District Attorney meet in their first head-to-head debate
tonight.
The latest business stories with Mark Lacter.
The Fullerton City Council considers dismantling the city's police department.
The U.S. Census Bureau is trying to count the nation's Hispanic population more accurately.
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Metro has scheduled public meetings in the San Gabriel Valley on the 710 Freeway.
Metro has scheduled public meetings in the San Gabriel Valley on the 710 Freeway.
President Obama anounces solar and wind projects to be expedited.
California lawmakers want the state auditor to review the way education agencies and schools are working
with anti-harrassment statutes.
The Los Angeles Police Commission has chosen a veteran member as its next president.
Anaheim police cancel National Night Out for safety reasons.
The California Area Resources Board has compiled a list of the largest emitters of greenhouse gases in the
state.
Pasadena participates in National Night Out.
More than one hundred members of the Sikh community chanted for protection from violence and to honor
those killed during a shooting in Wisconsin.
Residents weary of helicopter traffic and noise overhead had a chance to complain to FAA officials.
Residents weary of helicopter traffic and noise overhead had a chance to complain to FAA officials.
Ahead for the city of San Bernardino is a new economic reality of more budget cuts until the city can get its
finances back in order.
The shooter who killed six people at a Wisconsin Sikh temple yesterday was a known white supremacist with
financial troubles and a questionable military record.
For over forty years, the plan to connect the 710 freeway to the 210 has been debated fiercely.
He was a prolific composer who dazzled audiences with his unforgettable score of the Broadway musical, “A
Chorus Line” and the scores to the films “The Way We Were,” “The Sting” and...
In the 2011 fiscal year, the United States budget reached nearly $3.6 trillion dollars, and brought in $2.3
trillion in revenue.
Los Angeles’ Blue Line has the distinction of being the first light-rail in the nation, running between
downtown L.A. and Long Beach. It also has a checkered safety record, with an average of fifty-one accidents
during its first twelve years of operation (1990-2002). For the last decade, the numbers have been relatively
low, but statistics from the first half of this year show a disturbing increase: twenty-two accidents and six
fatalities, four of which were ruled suicide. County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky, also a Metro board member,
described the accident record as an “open sore” to the Los Angeles Times, and stated that it is “long past time
to take a look at what’s going on.” Why are numbers increasing, and what can Metro do to improve the
situation?
Mobile phone exposure limits and testing methods should be re-evaluated, according to a Government
Accountability Office (GAO) study released today. The report also concludes that the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has not formally coordinated safety precautions with the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) or the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The FCC first established exposure
standards back in 1996, but now, in the smartphone era, consumers are using mobile devices significantly
more often and for longer periods of time than they were at the end of the last millennium. Last year, a World
Health Organization report raised concerns about cellphone radiation (a concern not addressed in the GAO
report) and Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio) introduced a bill yesterday that would require radiation warning
labels on the devices as well as tap the EPA to study the effects that radiation has on the human body. How
concerned are you about the potential adverse impact that mobile phones may have on your health? Should
manufacturers be required to include radiation warning labels on their products?
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Jeff Sheng
President Obama signed into law the repeal of the U.S. military’s controversial “don’t ask, don’t tell policy”
that prevented homosexuals from openly serving in the military on December 22, 2010. In America, gay
rights advocates have been making great strides in equality of sexual preference, and public perception is
shifting to being more accepting of same-sex marriage. But there is one aspect of American culture that has
been very reluctant to accept gays, and that is the world of sports. Just try and name a single ‘out’
professional or collegiate football, basketball or baseball player. American artist Jeff Sheng created a new tenminute video expedition that features photographs from over 150 lesbian, gay, transgender and bisexual
athletes that he hopes will change some entrenched ideas about gays in sports. The project is called
“Fearless” and it is on display through the close of the 2012 summer Olympics in London. How can gay
athletes feel free to be open about their sexuality in the world of competitive sports? Why is the sporting
world so reluctant to accept gay athletes?
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Jared Lee Loughner plead guilty today to going on a shooting rampage at a political gathering in a Tucson, AZ Marc Klaas, Laurie
parking lot last year, a move that former Rep. Gabrielle Giffords’ husband Mark Kelly says will help victims
Levenson
and their families move on. Giffords and Kelly said in a joint statement, "Avoiding a trial will allow us – and
we hope the whole Southern Arizona community – to continue with our recovery." It also spares Loughner
the death sentence. Mavy Stoddard, who lost her husband in the massacre in Arizona last year and who has
recovered from three gunshot wounds in her leg, said "I don't really want the death penalty. I would love to
see him either put in a mental institution or life in prison with no parole.” Guest host Alex Cohen talks with
former federal prosecutor Laurie Levenson and Marc Klaas, whose daughter’s murderer is currently on death
row, about how guilty pleas impact court proceedings and victims’ families.
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Varying cultures have different comfort zones as far as personal space in public places. Americans generally Esther C. Kim
prefer to keep a small buffer zone around them, which can lead to some interesting interactions in cramped
places with lots of people like public trains and buses. Yale sociologist Esther Kim was studying these sorts
of human interactions and decided to do a little research, so she rode coach buses for three years to gather
data about the techniques people use to avoid each other in places where space is at a premium. She logged
thousands of miles on buses and studied people’s habits and interviewed them about the kinds of techniques
they use to keep the seat next to them empty. These strategies included things like avoiding eye contact,
pretending to be asleep and employing something called “the hate stare.” How far will you go for a little extra
space? How close is too close when it comes to strangers?
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With an 8.3 percent unemployment rate in the U.S, it’s not uncommon that job searchers are now taking to
unorthodox methods to snag a job and beat out other applicants. But does anyone know the competition
they’re up against? HR representatives and recruiters are swamped with applications, what does it take to
actually land a job, or even an interview? Eric Auld, a partially-employed 26-year-old with a master’s degree
went to craigslist, an internet classifieds website, to find the answer. Auld decided to post a fictitious
employment ad for an administrative assistant position in Manhattan to see the range of candidates that
typically applied for jobs. “At 2:41P.M. on Friday — exactly 24 hours after I posted the ad — there were 653
responses in my inbox,” Auld wrote on Thought Catalog, where he posted his findings from the experiment.
Auld said the test left him with one mantra in his job hunt, “No matter how much you want this job, there are
652 other people who want it, too.”
The massive fire that engulfed the Chevron oil refinery in Bay-Area Richmond Monday night could cause gas
prices to rise.
Expect more hot summers like the current heat wave that's plaguing Southern California, says a new
scientific paper published yeseterday by the National Academy of Sciences.
The Penn State football program is up and running again. The Nittany Lions held their first practice Monday
after being hit with sanctions by the NCAA for their mishandling of the Jerry Sandusky sex abuse scandal.

Eric Auld

00:17

You may have never heard of Marvin Hamlisch. But you've no doubt heard his music.
Walmart is getting ready to move into a space in Los Angeles's Chinatown. But the retail giant is facing
opposition, including an official appeal to its permits.
Music critic Drew Tewksbury is back for another installment of New Music Tuesday. This week, he reviews
the album "Researching the Blues" from Redd Kross.
Human's closest relative may be the chimpanzee. But when it comes to how we set up our society, we look a
lot more like ants.
Dear Sugar' is the name of the wildly popular online advice column. It's been described as the 'ultimate
advice column for the Internet age.' And recently, the person behind the column revealed something else: her
identity.
Los Angeles County transportation leaders are starting a long-term effort to create a new Union Station.
State assemblyman from Inglewood holds hearing on school districts in fiscal crisis.
A moderate earthquake shakes Los Angeles.
A bear and her two cubs took a dip in a backyard pool in Pasadena for the second night in a row.
Hundreds of people showed up to express their anger over a fire at the Chevron refinery near San Francisco.
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Hundreds of people showed up to express their anger over a fire at the Chevron refinery near San Francisco.
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Investigators are still looking for the gunman's motive for killing six people at a Sikh temple in Wisconsin.
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Olympic beach volleyball final will bring gold to the Golden State.
Investigators are looking into the recent fire at a Chevron refinery in Northern California.
Woman faces arraignment in baby kidnapping case.
UCI professor is arraigned on arson charges.
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Los Angeles City Council designates the Sherwood Forest neighborhood in Northridge.
Temperatures across the country have skyrocketed and it's no different in Southern California.
California's Fish and Game Commission President has lost his leadership post.
Temperatures across the country have skyrocketed and it's no different in Southern California.
ArtWalk organizers aim for a peaceful event after last month's disruptions.
The Shuttle Endeavour arrives in the Southland next month.
Officials from both sides of the Tijuana border met to discuss ways to improve the region's environmental
health.
Heavy metal bands in Orange County promoting hate in their lyrics helped to radicalize the man responsible
for Sunday's Sikh temple shooting in Wisconsin.
A new study shows tribal gaming casinos have a seven-and-a-half billion dollar impact on California's
economy.
A new study shows tribal gaming casinos have a seven-and-a-half billion dollar impact on California's
economy.
A serious heat wave continues to bake the Southland and prompt health warnings.
LAUSD teacher pleads "not guilty" to charges of molestation and evading police.
Misty May-Treanor and Kerri Walsh Jennings win their third straight Olympic gold medal in beach volleyball.
Some California lawmakers want to waive taxes on prizes and medals won by Olympians.
Business groups are speaking out against a bill that would create a retirement plan for private sector workers
in California.
Business groups are speaking out against a bill that would create a retirement plan for private sector workers
in California.
The Shuttle Endeavour arrives in the Southland next month.
The top two candidates for Los Angeles County District Attorney meet in their first head-to-head debate
tonight.
The fire at the Chevron oil refinery in Contra Costa County has been contained, but consumers could soon be
feeling the burn.
A new campaign ad from GOP presidential hopeful Mitt Romney targets welfare programs across the country.
Chances are, you’ve seen or felt at least some of the effects of the Great Recession on your check book.
According to 2010 United States Census Bureau statistics, Asian-Americans account for more than five
percent of the country’s population, with the fastest growth of any ethnic group in the U.S. since 2000.
What is the “American dream?” Is it a big house and two cars in the garage? A big screen TV? Education and a
stable job?
In addition to being a white supremacist, Wisconsin shooter Wade Michael Page was also a musician who
was a member of a few different bands in the music genre known as hatecore. In April, the Southern Poverty
Law Center, a non-profit civil rights advocate group, reported the number of right wing militias and white
power organizations firmly increased after Barack Obama’s election in 2008. Experts and movement leaders,
however, claim these groups are more fragmented than ever.
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Some reformed white supremacists claim to have been originally won over by hatecore music. As it turns
out, hate groups don’t have rally cries as much as they do have rally songs. In the underground world of
hatecore music, bands with names like Blue Eyed Devils and Intimidation One spew their own brand of anger
and animosity for a specific group where their message can be spread much farther than a white power
leader at a podium.
Millions of tired parents are regularly kept awake night after night by the sound of a crying baby and are
Dr. Harvey Karp
desperate to lull their babies to sleep through the night or at least most of it. Desperate parents can now turn
to child sleep expert Dr. Harvey Karp’s new book “The Happiest Baby Guide to Great Sleep: Simple Solutions
for Kids from Birth to 5 Years” for guidance. Dr. Karp provides tips such as using strong white noise to
induce good sleep while debunking sleep myths like the belief that a sleeping baby should never be woken.
Long-term debt at not-for-profit universities in America has been growing at 12% a year, according to a new
study. The costs of financing that debt are being passed along to...you guessed it: Students.
To cover the tab, schools are raising tuition and expanding enrollment. But the currents rates of increase in
both areas are clearly unsustainable. Is rising institutional debt just as calamitous as student debt has
become over the past decade?
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Xavier Veilhan, Barbara
What’s the first thing you think when you see an airplane towing a blank, ivory banner through the sky?
Lamprecht
Can’t wrap your mind around it? Well, that’s one indication you’re dealing with modern art. This airborne
performance will open “Architectones,” a new exhibition in Richard Neutra’s VDL Research House, located in
Los Angeles’ Silverlake neighborhood. Neutra, one of the most significant historical figures of modernist
architecture, built the glass and metal house with the financial backing of Dutch philanthropist Dr C.H. van
der Leeuw (VDL) seventy-five years ago. As an homage to Neutra, figurative and abstract artist Xavier
Veilhan has created a new series of installations for the house, on view starting Wednesday, August 8.
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From elementary schools to the workplace, day-to-day life in America involves a lot of sitting. Lately,
research has come out from a variety of places praising the ‘standing desk,’ illustrating that individuals who
stand at desks during school or the workplace not only burn a significant amount more calories during the
day, but also improve “attention, on-task behavior, alertness and engagement,” according to Monica Wendel,
director of the Center for Community Health Development at Texas A & M’s University’s Health Sciences
Center.
The upcoming November election for President will hinge on swing states that both candidates are focusing
on to secure the 270 electoral votes necessary to win the presidency. One such state is Colorado, where new
polls out today from Quinnipiac College, CBS and the New York Times show candidate Mitt Romney leading
President Obama by 5 points.
A new iPad app by L.A. Times travel writer Chris Reynolds maps and documents off-beat places to visit in
Los Angeles.
The race for the Los Angeles County's chief prosecutor entered a new phase last night when Chief Deputy DA
Jackie Lacey and Deputy DA Alan Jackson met in their first face-to-face debate since the primary election
June 5. KPCC's Frank Stoltze breaks down the showdown.
The FBI announced this morning that Wade Michael Page, the man who killed six people at a Sikh Temple in
Wisconsin Sunday, died of a self-inflicted gunshot to his head. Authorities are still trying to determine his
motive, which may never happen, but Page left clues. He was apparently a white supremacist. For years he
played in so-called 'Hate Rock bands' including one here in Orange County.
Starbucks and Square are rolling out a deal to let customers pay for coffee with their smartphones via the Pay
with Square app.
Tomorrow night, the NFL will make history by putting the first female referee on the field. Shannon Eastin
will officiate the preseason opener between the San Diego Chargers and the Green Bay Packers.
Two US women's volleyball teams are competing for Olympic gold. We speak with Dan Glenn, he coached
two of the players when they were still in high school.
Landing on Mars was only the beginning of the mission for the Curiosity Rover.
Summer high school students help scientists advance stem cell research.
State and federal officials have an ambitious plan to restore the Ballona Wetlands near Marina del Rey to
their former glory.
About 250 people turned out for a special Anaheim City Council meeting.
California had fewer foreclosures last month.
California had fewer foreclosures last month.
Sikh vigils continue at temples across CA following Wisconsin shooting.
Protests, pastels and patrons to align during the August ArtWalk
Protests, pastels and patrons to align during the August ArtWalk
High temps trigger a flex alert.
Lawmakers call for an edit of the fund for county mental health programs.
Lawmakers call for an edit of the fund for county mental health programs.
UC teachers are underpaid versus their peers.
Nasa releases first color panorama from Mars rover Curiousity.
Anaheim is not changing its voting system.
It's not only that hot, it's humid too.
Status of National Dream University, a program of the UCLA Center for Labor Research for undocumented
college students launched early in the month.
Water polo match generates Olympic hopes in the Southland
Water polo match generates Olympic hopes in the Southland
FBI busts alleged Inland Empire sex trafficking ring.
Occupy Laexpects to mix it up with downtown LA Artwalk again.
First gold medalist in Olympic women's boxing is an American.
Lawmakers want guarantee special funds balances now accurate.
LA air is still dirty, but car pollution has dropped dramatically study says.
US beat Japan to win gold medal in women's soccer.
LA air is still dirty, but car pollution has dropped dramatically study says.
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LA Superintendent Deasy delivers State of the Schools speech
An audit finds LA lacks a complete inventory on parking lots in the cit limits,
Accused Salon Meritage killer Scott DeKraai scheduled in court for pre-trial hearing at 8:30 am Friday.
Lawmakers held oversight hearing today to investigate the state's special funds accounts.
84 Olympian calls attention to coach-on-athlete sex abuse.
CA had fewer foreclosures last month.
CA had fewer foreclosures last month.
During a special council meeting, the Anaheim City Council voted three to two to reject a ballot proposal that
would create voting districts that would help increase Latino representation. In its stead, council members
decided to create a citizens advisory committee that would be used for feedback on elections and community
involvement.
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The decision was delivered to a large group of community members after hours of heated debate and
testimony and angered many of the attendants. Anaheim is the largest city in California to practice at-large
voting, and though Latinos make up close to 52% if the city’s 336 thousand residents, only a few have ever
been elected to council seats.
Anaheim’s mayor, Tom Tait, Councilwoman Lorri Galloway, and Disneyland Resort all backed the proposal,
along with scores more of the city’s residents. The council’s vote was enough to incite outrage, but Anaheim
was already in turmoil after a string of heated demonstrations over fatal police shootings of two Latino men.
How will the decision play out? And when will this city’s woes finally rest?

8/9/12 ECON

A week after announcing its very first default payment, the U.S. Postal Service said it will miss its next
payment due to the Treasury due to a $5.2 billion loss in the third quarter. An independent government
agency that doesn’t receive tax money to fund its operations, the U.S.P.S. still operates under congressional
control and is required to fund retirement benefits for its employees, including those who have yet to retire.

Angela Greiling Keane

8:00

Those benefits, accounting for $3.1 billion, coupled with rapidly declining first-class mail volume have
accounted for much of the losses and financial burden, but the Postal Service has also tried to end Saturday
delivery and close low-revenue offices around the country. The Senate passed a bill in April to reduce annual
health payments and provide an $11 billion boost, but the House has yet to make a move.
Will Congress ever make a move? Is there any hope for the Postal Service? If so, what will do the trick?

8/9/12 ENT

This Sunday, the Mark Taper forum opens its new show ‘Red,’ starring Alfred Molina as Mark Rothko. The
play takes place during the 1950s, when Rothko has been commissioned to do a new set of paintings for the
Four Seasons restaurant.
Molina is joined by his co-star Jonathan Groff, who plays the artist’s new assistant. Rothko, self-aware of the
rising generation of younger artists and the threat they pose to him, becomes obsessed with his work and
flexes his aesthetic muscle in an effort to stave off the day when, as he says in the play, “the black will
swallow the red.”
Molina’s first encounter with Rothko was in the 1970s, when he noticed a poster of one his paintings on a
girlfriend’s wall. But obviously the actor had to expound upon the idea that Rothko was simply a guy who
made big black pieces of art before taking the stage to portray him.
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Throughout these 2012 Olympic Games, we’ve heard many stories, stories griping about NBC’s coverage,
stories of hope and praise for those athletes who’ve overcome adversity to compete, and stories of
controversy surrounding possible acts of cheating.
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But there has also been a plethora of stories with a very tabloid-esque spin. Anything from Ryan Lochte’s
intelligence and Gabby Douglas’ family finances, to Lolo Jones’ media prowess and McKayla Maroney’s oncamera attitude has been fodder for the media.
Associate Professor of Marketing at University of Delaware's Alfred Lerner College of Business & Economics,
John Antil says the celebrity-like gossip is, “very unfortunate and unfair,” but, “to be expected,” when athletes
enter into the public eye.
“It’s human nature to want to know more about a person — what are they really like?” he said. Antil
explained that information regarding many athletes can help humanize them and flesh out their personalities
for fans and spectators. For example, the Douglas families’ finances were able to paint a picture of a mother
who made endless sacrifices for her daughter, highlighting the heavy price tag on the Olympic dream.
“It’s certainly not relevant except it’s part of the background story of how difficult it can be for an athlete to
reach that level of expertise,” Antil said.
Director for the International Centre for Olympic Studies at Western University in Ontario Canada, Janice
Forsyth, says there are two major reasons we see athletes making the tabloids: an increasing interest in
athletes and the advent of social media.
“What we see with the women is a very long history of feminization or sexualization of female sports,”
Forsyth said. “With female athletes it’s important that they look good first and they be good second. … None
of this is new, but what is new is the spin social media is putting on it and it can go viral as it did with Lolo
Jones.”
Listeners online and on the phones seemed fairly split on whether or not athletes were fair game when it
came to celebrity-like gossip.
8/9/12 LIT

As Americans, we’re faced with situations every day that seem completely illogical and absurd. We see the
D.L. Hughley
same things happen again and again in the media, with pundits saying the same talking points over and over,
and no real progress is being made. It can make you want to scream and shout, but then people might think
you’re crazy.
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Fortunately for us, comedians don’t have to worry about that. D. L. Hughley, one of the original Kings of
Comedy, is now the author of a new book, “I Want You to Shut the F#ck Up!” Being a touring comedian for
decades means that Hughley has seen every corner of this country, as well as the diverse types of people that
make up our citizenry. And Hughley isn’t so sure that the great melting pot has any idea what it’s doing.
Nothing is off-limits when Hughley has the floor: America’s role as the drunk guy at the bar, the power of
guns over cops, why black men don’t feel sorry for other black men and how Republicans can win some of
the black vote. What insights does Hughley have for America, and how would he suggest we get back on the
right track?
8/9/12 TECH

Google has agreed to pay the largest penalty ever imposed on a single company to settle charges filed by the Sara Forden, Joseph
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) that it evaded the default privacy settings on Apple’s Safari browser. The
Turow
$22.5 million is a drop in the bucket in comparison to $2.8 billion Google posted last quarter but
unprecedented nonetheless. The charges stemmed from Google’s overriding of Safari browser settings. Safari
automatically blocks files that follow user’s movements and logins that ad networks like Google rely heavily
on to measure success and promote ads functions. When the FTC caught Google in the act, they disabled the
override settings to become compliant. How comfortable are you with a company tracking what you do
online? Should the settlement have been more money considering how much Google makes?
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The Founding Fathers didn’t include specific language in the Bill of Rights regarding Facebook. Now, the
ACLU has teamed with the social media giant to appeal a court ruling that said “liking” something on
Facebook is not protected speech. The lawsuit stems from a man who was fired after he “liked” the Facebook
page of a candidate who was running against the man’s boss, the sheriff of Hampton, Virginia. Is “liking”
something on Facebook protected under the First Amendment?
More Gold today for U.S. Women. 17-year-old boxer Claressa [ cla RISS ah ] Shields beat her Russian
opponent today to capture the gold medal in the 75 kilogram weight class. She is the only person on the 12member national boxing team to capture gold, and is the youngest boxer to win a gold medal since 1924,
according to Reuters. Despite being the winningest nation in the history of Men’s Olympic boxing, the U.S.
men failed to take home a gold for the first time ever.
Tonight marks the return of the Downtown LA Art Walk since last month's ‘Chalk Walk’ incident, when
Occupy LA and other protesters staged a demonstration that ended in violence and arrests by police. Occupy
is expected to return to the Downtown LA Art Walk tonight with a larger group of protesters, though they
assert that will be peaceful. “This is a non-violent, peaceful family event” states the Facebook event page for
tonight, “we plan on confining it to Pershing Square and we hope the city can allow us this day to celebrate
art and community, unobstructed.” Hostility began last month at Art Walk after protesters wrote messages of
protest in chalk on the sidewalk in front of police. According to the LAPD, that constitutes an arrestable act of
vandalism, LAPD began taking protesters into custody, which ignited the crowd and spurred violence. Art
Walk was caught in the middle of last month's clash between LAPD and protestors, which damaged the
atmosphere, according to its director, Joe Moller. "We were co-opted; there was a lot of collateral damage," he
says. "The concern is that now people think that Art Walk is about something other than art and that
downtown isn't a safe place where they want to spend their time,” Moller told the LA Times.
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Customers headed to local Bank of America branches in southeast San Diego Tuesday might have found
Paul Habibi, David
themselves obstructed by junk furniture such as the old sofa that local protesters dumped in front of one
Lagstein
location to protest the banks’ neglect of foreclosed homes. Members of the Alliance Of Californians For
Community Empowerment, a homeowner advocate group, want Bank of America and other property owning
banks to clean up and maintain vacant property. The group is even pushing for a city ordinance that would
create a registry of foreclosed properties, and fine banks who did not maintain foreclosed homes.

8/9/12 DIV

Thirty years ago today, depending on which historian you talk to, Diet Coke made its somewhat inauspicious
debut. But thirty years on, Diet Coke has become the second most popular soft drink in the world. Only Coca
Cola’s flagship Coke sells more. Its eventual success story of becoming the second most popular soft drink
was far from assured, however. In 1982, Diet Coke was introduced to the world as a diet soft drink,
marketing it to consumers who were concerned about their waistlines. After years of creative marketing and
brand growth, Diet Coke even overtook Coke’s main rival, Pepsi, in sales. Diet Coke was a favorite of
President Bill Clinton before he reformed his notorious junk food diet, and it was also ubiquitous during
Barack Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign. Although many nutritionists have made claims that aspartame the artificial sweetener that gives Diet Coke its sweet taste and low-calorie count - researchers have tried,
without luck, to prove that it’s measurably unhealthy. Do you drink Diet Coke? How has it changed your diet and the beverage industry?
This week, Jamaican Olympic sprinter Usain Bolt crushed his competitors in the 100 meter dash. But he also
crushed another record after finishing the race with a time of 9.63 seconds, a record in the Olympics. Viewers
are already looking forward to Bolt's next race to see if he'll put his name in the record books once again in
the 200 meter dash, when he squares off against fellow Jamaican sprinter Yohan Blake. But his 100 meter
run caused many to wonder something else, just how fast humans could ever run, and would there ever be a
time that could not be broken.
Air conditioning. For some it's the best invention in the modern world. For others it's an example of
American wastefulness and decadence.
If your air conditioning just isn't doing the trick, you can always go out and get yourself a nice, icy treat.
Madeleine talks to Eddie Lin from Deep End Dining about some of the most delicious ways to cool down
around LA.
Just how hot was it yesterday? Hot enough to fry an egg on the pavement? KPCC's John Rabe braved the
triple digit heat in the San Fernando Valley to find out, and, well, it didn't exactly turn out as well as he
planned.
John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world.
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Robots are crawling all over Las Vegas this weekend. Not for the inevitable robot uprising, but instead for the
39th annual Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International's North America trade show, or the
Drone Expo as it's being called.
Jason Sklar, co-host of comedy and sports podcast "Sklarbro Country," and History Channel's, "United Stats of
America" with twin brother Randy, joins the show to talk about the latest in the sports world.
Willy Wonka director dies in LA.
Curiousity Rover will be moving her arms and stretching her wheels on Mars after next software update.
LA Lakers acquire Dwight Howard from the Orlando Magic.
Ticket scalpers may face a dry spell in LA.
Ticket scalpers may face a dry spell in LA.
This American Life contributor David Rakoff dies of cancer at 47.
Federal government stops a new highway project east of San Diego.
How one homeless woman handles the head- a spritz of orange helps.
Feds & Anaheim police make gang sweep in OC and LA country; arriesting 33 people, raids also target area of
recent police shootings.
Dead pig parts dumped at the future Chino mosque prompt call for federal investigation.
Dekraai trial moved to next year; defense need more prep time, will ask for a change of venue.
JPL team will begin installing software to use scientific tools on the rover.
A shower of stars creates a show this weekend.
Howard is officially a Laker.
Union Station Homeless shelter part of cooling effort.
Ballot language on Prop 34 will remain the same.
Girls in LA County detention get makeovers.
One person killed in small plane crash West LA.
After a fire at a Chevron refinery in Northern CA, gas prices are climbing in the Southland.
Aghan policeman opens fire on coalition forces in Afghanistan.
Republicans gather in LA for a state party convention as GOP reg continues to decline.
Lawmakers call for a closer look into the fund for county mental health programs.
Cal-Iso has been asking people to conserve electricity due to heat.
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8/10/12 ENV

It's expected to be <="" a=""> in the Southland today. Parts of the inland valleys reached 109 degrees
Steven Greenlee
yesterday, according to the Weather Service. It's all taxing on the power grid, so a statewide alert has been
sounded.
California's electricity grid operator issued a Flex Alert yesterday that will last through today, but wasn't
expected to last through the weekend. Businesses and homes are asked to "take three simple actions: turn off
all unnecessary lights; postpone using major appliances until after 6 p.m.; and adjust your air conditioning
up to 78 degrees or higher or use a fan."
Adding to the power pains, a large power plant in Ventura County went offline unexpectedly yesterday.
GenOn Energy, which owns the Ormond Beach Generating Station, said the outage was caused by an electrical
fire. A CAISO spokeswoman told the L.A. Times that the outage "was definitely a big factor in why we
triggered the Flex Alert."
The peak air conditioning rush hour, as it’s called, is between 4 and 6 p.m. in the afternoon which is when
officials are particularly concerned about energy use.
"A lot of people come home and they want to cool down their homes and so they start cranking up the AC
which pulls a lot of juice," said Steven Greenlee, spokesman for the California Independent System Operation
(CAISO).
Not all residents feel that the Flex Alert is their problem. Scott from Beverly Hills says that it’s not our job to
suffer in order for the power grid to work correctly.
“It’s the job of the people at the power company to make sure we all have sufficient AC,” he added.
Greenlee says that the Flex Alert is voluntary and that most consumers have been responsive to the program
which has helped the power companies save energy.
He is also confident in the current grid system which experienced chronic blackouts in 2000 and 2001.
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A fast-moving game of NBA chess has been playing out over the last few days, with players being moved
from square to square in order to build what their owners hope will be the perfect team. The end game?
Bringing Orlando Magic star center Dwight Howard to the Lakers, beefing up their already promising lineup
and virtually guaranteeing a shot at the finals in 2013.
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If approved by the league, the eight-player, four team maneuver would move Lakers center Andrew Bynum
and Orlando Magic guard Jason Richardson to the Philadelphia 76’ers, 76’ers forward guard Andre Iguodala
to the Denver Nuggets and Arron Afflalo, Al Harrington, Nikola Vucevic and one other future first-round pick
from each of the three teams to the Magic. Got all that?
The shuffle still has to be approved by the NBA, but all that’s expected to be settled today. Lakers owner Jim
Buss and general manager Mitch Kupchak are betting that the combination of Howard, Kobe Bryant and the
newly acquired Steve Nash will reinvigorate the team. The news has certainly given Lakers watchers
something to high-five about. Let the games begin!

8/10/12 SPOR

Some ticket scalpers may soon be banned from peddling tickets at Los Angeles’ largest venues.
City Attorney Carmen Trutanich filed an injunction against 17 individuals on Monday, asking to bar them
from selling tickets outside venues including Dodger Stadium, L.A. Memorial Coliseum, L.A. Live and the
Staples Center. Prosecutors maintain the scalpers intimidate citizens, create traffic congestion and suck up
scarce law enforcement resources.
“At just L.A. Live alone, the Los Angeles Police Department has spent over 1,500 hours, in the last three years,
policing illegal scalping at that venue. Same thing happens at Dodger Stadium. The same thing happens at the
Coliseum and the Galen Center,” Trutanich said on AirTalk. “We’re spending a lot of police resources to catch
the same people, and catch and release doesn’t work. So, we need a better mousetrap in order to help us save
money in law enforcement and put our resources where they’re better needed.”
If the Los Angeles Superior Court approves the suit, the individuals listed in the injunction could face up to
six months in jail and/or a $2,500 fine for each offense, if he or she violates the order. According to
Trutanich, the harsher punishment means more efficient policing.
“Now, you don’t have to wait and watch and see a transaction. When you’ve got 17 people who have been
arrested 99 times, and they don’t live in the area of the venue, you know that when they’re at that venue,
they’re there for only one reason, and that’s to sell illegal tickets,” he continued.
Trutanich said that law enforcement conducted a similar crackdown on drug dealers posing as homeless
people on Skid Row and peddling drugs where people were seeking recovery. But Senior Staff Attorney Peter
Bibring at ACLU said the injunction is too harsh.
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This week, moviegoers will see Zach Galifianakis and Will Ferrell square off in ‘The Campaign.’ Of course,
Americans have been watching Barack Obama and Mitt Romney go at it for months now, not to mention the
grueling Republican Primary season which has been going on basically since Obama was elected in 2008.
Politics are now truly a part of everyday life, and unfortunately, it doesn’t look like they’re going anywhere.
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Rainer
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31:00
17:00

With that in mind, today on FilmWeek we’ll take some time to look at the world of political films. Campaigns,
the Cold War and even movies about lobbying will all be covered by guest host David Lazarus and our KPCC
critics. What are you favorite political movies of all time? What do the good ones get right and the bad ones
get wrong? Can these movies be both informed and entertaining?
8/10/12 POLI
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This coming Wednesday over 350,000 California DREAMers – formerly undocumented immigrants without
the right to work – will become eligible to join the state’s labor force as a result of President Obama’s
“deferred action” policy. The president announced the policy, which allows immigrants who meet certain
conditions work permits, in June of this year.

Muzaffar Chishti,
Steven Rafael, Jose
Alberto Saldivar

The policy has been criticized both for the possibility that it will create a “second-class citizenship,” as well as
for its timing, as it potentially adds more workers to an already struggling job market. Proponents point out
that the numbers of work permits due to be issued in California are merely a drop in the bucket, and that
many of those eligible are already working. The new policy will allow them to take jobs that are not under
the table, as well as pay taxes.
America’s past is littered with infamous killers like Lee Harvey Oswald, John Wilkes Booth, John Wayne Gacy, Brian Palmer
and most recently, Wade Michael Page, who committed a mass shooting at a Sikh temple in Oak Creek,
Wisconsin. Slate’s Brian Palmer, no middle name, looked at why history’s notorious murderers often become
known by three names.
Sometimes, jumping into the maw of the modern commercial airline-industrial complex can leave you feeling Brett Snyder, Patrick
more than just jetlagged and irritable. Especially when you arrive at your destination and your bag does not. Smith,
The airline industry has been struggling in the economic downturn but it hasn’t received much sympathy
from its customers as it has pushed off numerous charges like baggage fees and fuel surcharges onto
travelers. And still they lose bags. But believe it or not, the airlines are losing your luggage at the lowest rates
since statistics have been kept.
According to SITA, the airline-owned entity that tracks baggage handling mishaps, better than 99 percent of
all passengers received their bags in the right place at the right time in 2012. That’s an error rate of nine lost
bags per thousand, down from the high of 18 per thousand in 2005. And from January to June of this year,
the 15 largest air carriers also set a record for on-time performance. Are airlines doing a better job of arriving
on schedule and keeping track of millions of bags a year?
One of the ongoing and growing controversies in the new academic reality in the aftermath of the No Child
Amy Katz, Leonard Sax,
Left Behind reforms is the proliferation of single sex public education. Proponents believe that separating
Edward Colación
boys and girls for certain classes in mixed gender schools allows the curricula to be catered to the way they
believe each gender learns.
Dr. Leonard Sax, founder of the National Association for Single Sex Public Education believes that with proper
teacher training for single-sex educational environments, girls are more likely to take classes in math and
science and boys are more interested in subjects like music, drama and foreign languages. But the opt-in
practice has its detractors as well; including the American Civil Liberties Union, which has launched a
national campaign called Teach Kids, Not Stereotypes and sent cease-and-desist letters to schools in five
states that are implementing the practice.
Critics say that schools that are currently implementing single-sex public education are doing so in a way
that violates both the U.S. Constitution and Title IX, a federal statute that protects against sex discrimination
in schools. Parents and school officials want the best for kids, but how can putting boys and girls in separate
classes improve their education?
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The average American would probably be thrilled to win a Silver medal at the Olympics, but American
gymnast McKayla Maroney looked less than thrilled — almost downright unhappy — on Sunday, despite
winning silver in the women’s vault.

Chuck Klosterman, Art
Markman,

00:18

Bill Cooke

00:09

Maroney’s reaction exemplifies Cornell psychology professor Thomas Gilovich’s research of Olympic
medalists, which indicates that athletes who place third are usually happier than those who place second.
Most silver medalists are discouraged by analyzing what mistakes kept them from winning a gold medal,
while most bronze medalists are content to have won anything at all, according to Gilovich’s research.
The psychology professor has said that silver medalists often become more appreciative of their second
place finish over time.

8/10/12 SCI

The Perseid meteor shower is our solar system’s annual free fireworks in August.
The celestial show has a theoretical peak of 90-100 meteors per hour at more rural locations without light
pollution. Because it is the busiest summer meteor shower the Perseids bring thousands of sky watchers out
to places like the Griffith Park Observatory’s annual viewing event to lie on blankets and crane their necks
skyward.
The Perseids begin slowly every July and build to a peak around every 12th.
So why are 2012’s Perseids anything special?
In 2011, the event fell on the night of a full moon, which meant that most of the ‘shooting stars’ — actually
particles of interplanetary dust left over from the comet 109/P Swift-Tuttle that generate streaks of light as
they pass through Earth’s atmosphere — were washed out by the bright light of the moon.
But this year the show is ripe for viewing; in California the 2012 Perseids peak just before dawn on Sunday,
August 12th, which falls only a handful of days from the darkness of a new moon.
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For the best possible show be prepared to drive far from Los Angeles’ considerable light pollution, however.
Joshua Tree, anyone?
The resurgence of former president Bill Clinton - Bloomberg News' political analyst Margaret Carlson joins
the show to discuss his role in this year's presidential campaign.
There is one place in Los Angeles where you can drive without abandon, where you can go as fast as you can
without the worrying about tickets or traffic jams. Reporter Jed Kim takes us inside the K1 Speed go-kart
racing track in Torrance, Calif.
Humorist, essayist and longtime "This American Life" contributor David Rakoff has died of cancer at the age
of 47.
Performer Heather Woodbury's latest one-woman play is "As the Globe Warms," about global climate change.
She'll be presenting a 40-minute preview of the whole 12-hour opus at Redcat's New Original Works Festival
here in L.A.
Madeleine Brand finds out the latest conversation starters with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam,
the hosts of KPCC's "Dinner Party."
LA Laker fans still celebrating the recent acquisition of All-Star guard Steve Nash can keep smiling.
Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments in Southern California,
so when anyone asks you how you spent your weekend, you've got a good alibi...
George Edward Cryer was the 32d mayor of LA, serving from 1921 to 1929, when the city added more than
40 square miles and rose in population from 570,000 to more than a million.
The L.A. City Council voted unanimously last Friday to officially name a neighborhood in Northridge
"Sherwood Forest." It's a little trapezoid just southeast of Cal State Northridge, bounded by Nordhoff on the
north, Balboa on the east, the Southern Pacific railroad tracks on the south, and Lindley on the west.
As of this Sunday it'll be a week since six people were killed in a Sikh Temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.
Authorities say 44 year old Wade Michael Page opened fire on the unsuspecting group of paritioners before
taking his own life after a short firefight with police. The FBI now says they've reason to believe Page's
biography may have played a part in the shootings--it's a story that involves loud music, white supremacist
rallies and the city of Orange, California.
Keya Hossain, 11, is used to introducing herself to strangers. She and her younger sister Linna, who’s nine,
are veteran salesmen. Only they aren’t selling anything.
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Break out the lawn chairs and your best sweater this weekend, because the annual Perseid meteor shower
will be gracing the night sky.
I don’t like visiting my in-laws in Georgia. When an Atheist Jew wanders amongst Fundamentalist Christians
awkward hilarity and mutually derisive judgment ensue. But my wife asked me to accompany her to her
parents’ fiftieth anniversary party, and I couldn’t refuse. I sailed blithely through it … Up to a point.
"Wine spritzer" — two words that strike fear, rage, anxiety, and contempt in the hearts of cocktail mavens
and wine enthusiasts everywhere.
Off-Ramp's John Rabe talks to Eat LA Contributor Linda Burum about one of the most underrated, edible
animals on the farm: the noble goat.
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Gas prices are climbing in the Southland after a fire at a Chevron refinery in Northern California.
"Bourne Identity" outdid Batman to land the number one spot at the box office this weekend.
Los Angeles City Councilman Richard Alarcon's preliminary hearing starts two years after he was arrested
for voter fraud and perjury.
School is back in session for many districts.
The Loh Down
The Los Angeles Dodgers begin a series this afternoon against the Pittsburgh Pirates.
The Angels lost two of three games at home over the weekend.
Under the Obama Administration, a record number of deportations has led to more than five thousand
children going to foster care.
The Olympics drew to a close in London.
Olympic athletes are making their way home after the games' closing ceremonies in London.
A caravan that's traveled across Mexico to call for an end to the deadly drug war there has made its way to
Los Angeles.
President Obama congratulates the NASA/JPL team on the success of Curiosity.
President Obama congratulates the NASA/JPL team on the success of Curiosity.
Phase two of massive cleanup of Skid row gets underway in downtown LA
Parents attempt to navigate new school district boundaries.
ACLU sues Disney over an employee's right to wear religious garb in the workplace.
Newly coined phrases show up in the Merriam Webster Collegiate Dictionary.
Athletes with physical disabilities gear up for London's Paralympic Games.
UCLA study finds meditation staves off feelings of loneliness and illness in older adults.
A caravan that's traveled across Mexico to call for an end to the deadly drug war there has made its way to
Los Angeles.
California revenues fell way below projections last month.
Chiang says revenues are below projections
The California Legislature passed a bill that would ban interruptions to mobile phone or wireless service
without a court order.
CA lawmakers pass bill that would ban cell phone interruptions without court order.
Athletes with physical disabilities gear up for London's Paralympic Games.
One of the "Onion Field" killers has died in prison.
Olympic athletes are making their way home after the games' closing ceremonies in London.
Influential behavioral scientist Robert Duncan Luce dies.
BP sells its Carson refinery to Tesoro.
Pasadena residents gather to discuss plans for the 710 Freeway.
Southland Muslims head to Skid Row to help homeless people.
National Alzheimer's expert shares hands-on advice with caregivers in a free Orange County workshop.
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The Seattle-based real estate website Zillow has opened an office in Irvine.
California's Proposition 37 would require foods containing genetically-modified ingredients to be labeled.
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Meterologists says wwe can only expect a few degrees of relief as heat wave continues in SoCal this week.
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Appalachain Trail shifts again.
London Games over with lots of medals for the Yanks.
Last minute school supplies shopping.
Onion Field killer Gregory Powell dies.
School year starts earlier during hot summer.
IE school board member could stand trial for rape & pimping charges.
Flash flood watch for Riverside County.
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A bill that pays for middle class college scholarship program has squeaked through the CA Assembly.
Over the weekend, presumptive Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney announced his pick for vice
president: it’s Wisconsin representative Paul Ryan, 42, a seven-term congressman who started his career as a
19-year-old intern and rose to become a major architect of the GOP’s fiscal platform.
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In choosing Ryan, Romney has put the nation’s debate about the role of the federal government front and
center in the campaign. Ryan’s budget proposal last year called for an overhaul of Medicaid, allowing states
to switch to a voucher system that many feel imperils seniors. It also advocated Social Security reform,
allowing younger workers to allocate their contributions to the stock market instead.
Those squarely in Romney’s camp might cheer the selection of this young, charismatic self-made man who
still lives in his hometown of Janesville, Wisconsin and talks farm bill on his cell phone while deer hunting.
But is Romney effectively adopting Ryan’s fiscal proposals? And how will that play with seniors, especially in
retiree-heavy states like Florida? A recent AARP survey shows for those nearing retirement, financial
security and health care costs top the lists of worries. The number of swing voters – independents and those
undeclared – is nearing a third of the electorate.
8/13/12 SPOR

As Olympic athletes pack up from the London 2012 Summer Games, the focus now turns to the 2016 Rio de
Janeiro.
The UK games were a resounding success and NBC, who took a beating on social media for its delayed, edited
coverage, had such great television ratings that the network will actually make a small profit for its coverage.
American women athletes also cleaned up in the medal count – for the first time, there were more female U.S.
athletes than male athletes.
Maureen Smith, Professor of Sport History at CSU Sacramento, said that the numbers of girls in sports have
been continually on the rise, as well as the number of women watching the Olympic Games.
"A lot of people talk about how women really love to be Olympic viewers and they say it's because women
want to hear these personal stories. I would suggest maybe women are watching because it's one of the few
times they actually get to watch women play sports on TV," she said.
Smith added that NBC should continue airing women's sports, and groups like the U.S. Olympic soccer team
should capitalize on their current popularity. "With the world cup in Canada in two years, I think it would be
great if people – men, women, kids – were able to see woman's soccer more than every four years," she
continued.
The women also raked in the gold with 29 top-of-the-podium medals. If matched as a country, the U.S. would
have ranked behind China’s 38 gold medals and tied with Great Britain, which took home 29.
David Wallechinsky, president of the International Society of Olympic Historians, noted that unlike other
countries with major medal wins, the U.S. had medals concentrated in two sports. "Specifically, 60 percent of
the medals won by Americans were in either swimming or track and field. If you look at Russia, China,
Germany – it's more divided among different sports," he detailed.
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Voters in Florida are considering amending their state's constitution.
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Currently, Florida law bans state funding of faith-based institutions. But the Religious Freedom Amendment
(a.k.a. Amendment 8) seeks to change that. It stems primarily from a pending court case in the state.
A humanist organization says taxpayer money is funding Christian ministries in Florida prisons in violation
of the state's constitution. Juan Zapata of "Yes on 8" says many religious charities provide high-quality
services and sometimes are the only willing provider of services to those in need. He points to Habitat for
Humanity, the Salvation Army, food pantries and the myriad religiously-affiliated hospitals.
Opponents to Amendment 8 say it would violate the separation of church and state. They also believe it
would lead to taxpayer-funded religious schools. Rabbi Merrill Shapiro told Fox News, "[Ultimately] Muslims
will be paying for Catholic education. Catholics will be paying for Hindu education. Hindus will be paying to
educate Buddhists. Buddhists will be paying to educate Presbyterians. Presbyterians will be paying to
educate Jews....We'll all be forced into this."
Shapiro, who also serves as the President of the Board of Directors of Americans United, said those against
the amendment “want to makes sure a Christian prison ministry does not tout or attempt to influence the
people it is serving to a certain religious point of view.”
But the contention around the proposed amendment is not solely about faith-based service programs, but
about the educational voucher system. Shapiro cited the 2006 case, Holmes versus Bush, that is at the center
of the current amendment 8 dispute.
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Bill Schneider,Robert
Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney has chosen Wisconsin representative Paul Ryan as his
Bixby
running mate, arguably for his extensive background in fiscal policy. As chair of the House Budget
Committee, Ryan proposed privatizing Social Security and is known for his ambitious budgets, first his
Roadmap for America’s Future in 2008, and then in 2011 and 2012. At the same time, Romney seems to be
distancing himself from the notorious Ryan Budget Plan. In a campaign stopover this weekend in North
Carolina, Romney told reporters, "I have my budget plan and that's the budget plan we're going to run on."
Patt talks with a fiscal expert and a political analyst about what to expect as the campaign solidifies its tax
and budget platform.
In 2005, Paul Ryan credited novelist Ayn Rand on his personal philosophy in politics. “The reason I got
Jennifer Burns
involved in public service, by and large, if I had to credit one thinker, one person, it would be Ayn Rand,” said
Ryan, during a speech to the Atlas Society, an organization of Rand devotees. Ryan even required his staffers
and interns to read her novels.
University of Virginia Assistant Professor Jennifer Burns, author of “Ayn Rand biography, Goddess of the
Market,” says that Ryan’s reaction to reading Rand’s books, such as “Atlas Shrugged,” is a common one.
“For many people there is no turning back. They read Ayn Rand, their view and philosophy on life is set. And
many of them, like Ryan, are really motivated to go into politics and to try to change the world, to bring it
more in line with that depicted in Rand’s novels,” said Burns.
Though Ryan has distanced himself in recent years from her controversial philosophy, Rand’s ideals of
laissez-faire capitalism and self-interest still remain a prominent figure in conservative circles.
“The fact that she wrote fiction is one of the reasons we’re still talking about her today. She’s a fairly engaging
writer...millions of people have been really drawn in by these books. In a way that they’re not drawn in by a
dry text on political philosophy or something that’s maybe more learned, more academic. And so again she
creates that ideal that really inspires people,” Burns added.
Jack Kemp, a former senator and VP nominee in ’96, who was Ryan’s political mentor, also had said to be
influenced by Rand. Former Senator and presidential candidate Barry Goldwater wrote a letter to Rand back
in 1960, thanking her for defending conservative positions in an interview she had with Mike Wallace. And
former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan was also a close friend and admirer of Rand.
One of the more controversial aspects of Rand’s philosophy, for the conservative movement, is her pro-
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Olympic medal winners bring home medals of gold, silver and bronze, but their shiny medal isn’t the only
Don McNay,
kind of gold they receive for their accomplishments. The U.S. Olympic Committee awards athletes a cash
Assemblyman Curt
purse for medals as well: $25,000 for gold, $15,000 for silver and $10,000 for bronze medals. Medal winners Hagman
are liable for taxes on both the prize money and the medals themselves. A tax bill for earning a gold medal
can be as high as $1,450 in state taxes alone. Years of training for Olympic sports is a very expensive
proposition, and some Olympic athletes and their families get themselves in financial hot water long before
they become national icons for their performances. Swimmer Ryan Lochte’s divorced parents reportedly are
facing a lawsuit because they stopped making payments in 2011 on a $258,000 mortgage from 2007, and
gold medal winning gymnast Gabby Douglas’ mother filed for bankruptcy earlier this year. Several
lawmakers at the federal and state level have been moving on bills that would ease the tax burden on these
athletes, but what to do about the larger debt that athletes incur to compete for their country?
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Last week a group of anonymous female journalists and former ABC News anchor and presidential debate
Robert Thompson
moderator Carole Simpson demanded that at least one of this year's presidential debates be moderated by a
woman. That hasn’t happened since 1992, when Carole Simpson moderated the debate between George H.W.
Bush, Bill Clinton and Ross Perot. Three 16-year-olds from New Jersey also gained notoriety on the subject
when they posted the online petition, “It’s Time for a Female Moderator,” and got more than 100,000 people
to sign in support. When they tried to deliver the petition to the Commission on Presidential Debates, they
were told no one was available to meet with them. Today the Commission announced Jim Lehrer of PBS, Bob
Schieffer of CBS, Candy Crowley of CNN and Martha Raddatz of ABC will be the moderators. Critics still think
Crowley got the short end of the stick; she’ll be moderating the Town Hall debate, which relies almost
entirely on audience questions.
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Much like those of their fellow print publications, newspapers, the sales of magazines are in the midst of a
precipitous decline. Last week, the Audit Bureau of Circulations reported that newsstand circulation in the
first half of the year was down almost 10 percent, continuing a multi-year slide. According to David Carr of
the New York Times, the drop in sales has hit every genre of magazines. "People" was down 18.6 percent,
and "The New Yorker" had a similar drop, declining by 17.4 percent. "Vogue" and "Cosmopolitan" did slightly
better, but "Time" fell by 31 percent.
Tiger Mother (noun) : a strict or demanding mother who pushes her children to high levels of achievement, Jesse Sheidlower
using methods regarded as typical of childrearing in China and other parts of East Asia
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Guyliner (noun): eyeliner that is worn by men
Whovian (noun): a fan of the British science-fiction television series Doctor Who
These are just three of the new words to enter the Oxford Dictionaries Online. The ODO adds new words
every three months; this last batch took place in May. For culture watchers, it is mostly significant because it
confirms our obsession with food, including where it comes from (both locavore and frankenfood made the
cut).
The ODO is a sort of more hip and current version of the venerable Oxford English Dictionary (OED). Some of
the words that the ODO adopts might eventually make their way into the older, established OED but many do
not.
“Another way of looking at it is that it’s a place where you put words that you know are interesting right now
... One of the advantages of online dictionaries is that you can put things in, you are not limited by space
reasons. So as soon as you think anyone is going to care at all you can put it in,” said Jesse Sheidlower, editorat-large of the Oxford English Dictionary.
There is not a set process for what makes it in or not. Sheidlower says the most important thing is that a
word is part of the real language that is being used by someone. Once a word makes it in to the media or
starts popping up frequently online, the ODO will consider it.
Don’t worry, for those of you ready to bemoan the degraded quality of the English language. Whatevs, obvs,
and jeggings are now legal Scrabble options, provided you play with the ODO as your dictionary of choice.
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Long before the fictional Carrie Bradshaw, there was the definitively flesh-and-blood Helen Gurley Brown,
author of "Sex and the Single Girl" and editor of Cosmopolitan for over three decades. Gurley Brown died in
Manhattan Monday, August 13, 2012, at the age of 90. The writer and editor shocked 1960s America by
writing that not only did single women think about sex, they acted on those thoughts and enjoyed their
actions. Lauded for forcing mid-twentieth-century America to think of women as sexual actors and reviled for
upholding other stereotypes (such as the need for a slim figure), Gurley Brown's legacy continues to thrive.
Long before the fictional Carrie Bradshaw, there was the definitively flesh-and-blood Helen Gurley Brown,
author of "Sex and the Single Girl" and editor of Cosmopolitan for over three decades. Gurley Brown died in
Manhattan Monday, August 13, 2012, at the age of 90. The writer and editor shocked 1960s America by
writing that not only did single women think about sex, they acted on those thoughts and enjoyed their
actions. Lauded for forcing mid-twentieth-century America to think of women as sexual actors and reviled for
upholding other stereotypes (such as the need for a slim figure), Gurley Brown's legacy continues to thrive.
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Over the weekend Mitt Romney announced Paul Ryan as his running mate, ramping up the Presidential race. Craig Gilber
The choice of Wisconsin congressman Paul Ryan as a running mate has delighted both the conservative base
of the Republican party and Democrats, who paint him as a radical extremist.
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Paul Ryan has said he was inspired to go into politics after reading Rand's two bestselling novels,
Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged.
The 2012 Olympics are over, but the state of California is still aglow from its gold medal wins. How did
California stack up with other states? Well, let's just say - its athletes made a lot of trips to the podium.
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Famous painter Thomas Kinkade died earlier this year after an accidental overdose of valium and alcohol.
Now, his girlfriend and estranged wife of 30 years are battling over his estate. San Jose Mercury News
reporter Julia Prodis Sulek joins the show to discuss today's court hearing.
Author Brian Castner starts out his new book, "The Long Walk," with a simple confession:
A look at the first day back at the school that was rocked by a sex scandal.
2 San Bernardino schools to let out early after air conditioners break during heat wave.
DMV Computers down across the state.
UC Irvine makes magazine's top 10 list of coolest schools for efforts to solve climate problems and
sustainable operation.
A caravan that's traveled across Mexico to call for an end to the deadly drug war there has made its way to
Los Angeles.
Nasa's curiousty team says mission to Mars is going well.
Actor known as Horshack on 70's sitcom Welcome Back Kotter dies.
Modesto Congressman steps down early.
Aug 15 kicks off for Dream Students.
Judge says prop 32 "prohibits" direct campaign contributions by unions, businesses; orders change.
4 days of deliberation & jury still out on man suspected of setting deadly 2003 Old Fire.
Pasadena Leaders oppose Metro's 710 freeway extenstion plans.
600 parking meters have been removed in San Pedro and Wilmington.
605-405 southland bound connector now open after 2 week closure.
Exiled teachers return to Miramonte.
Judge says prop 32 "prohibits" direct campaign contributions by unions, businesses; orders change.
Some CA lawmakers have given support to am undocumented immigrant's bid to become a lawyer.
Wildfire prompts evacuations near Hemet.
Lumber sales are slightly up in California, after the housing collapse brought sales to record lows
Lawmakers say immigration status should not prevent someone for a law license.
LA County supes consider contract to ship inmates to other counties
Study finds LAUSD school construction not yeilding significant benefits to all students
Enviromental groups put pressure on the State to set new standards for a toxic chemical in drinking water.

Julia Prodis Sulek
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8/14/12 EDU

If it seems like summer gets shorter and shorter every year, you’re not imagining things. Today is back-toschool day for students throughout the Los Angeles Unified School District – the first time on a new, twosemester schedule.

Tom Waldman

13:00

The school board first adopted an early start date for high schools in order to align them with college
semesters. It then followed that it made sense to bring the younger grades in as well. One advantage?
Students now have extra time to prepare for state exams – and a winter break that’s study-free. Nevertheless,
it somehow feels fundamentally wrong to send kids back to classrooms during the dog days.
Has the early start disrupted your family’s summer? Did you have to forgo a vacation, or jettison your kids’
plans for camp? Or are you happy to send bored, mopy kids back to air conditioned classrooms, and have the
beach to yourself?
8/14/12 ECON

Over the last few years, parts of Los Angeles has seen parking meter rates increase and old coin meters
Joe Buscaino, Tej
switched out to high-tech credit-card-accepting meters. But this week, San Pedro and Willmington have
Sundher
started ripping out 645 parking meters. The move hopes to increase traffic to local businesses; the increased
sales tax revenue is projected to make up on the money lost on parking fees in the area.

18:00

So, how do parking meters and parking accessibility affect local businesses in the city? Can adjusting parking
improve sales? What Los Angeles parking issues would you like to see addressed?
8/14/12 ECON

It’s become part of the restaurant table setting: knife, fork, napkin and cell phone.

Mark Gold

17:00

Distracted dining is the new norm with customers constantly texting friends, tweeting an Instagram photo of
the meal they’re about to chow down or emailing the boss. For many smart-phone users, it’s hard just to
focus on the meal and company at hand.
Now, one restaurant in Los Angeles is giving diners a reason to turn off the digital world, by offering
customers willing to check their phones at the door a 5-percent discount on their bill. Owner/chef Mark Gold
of Eva Restaurant, located on Beverly Boulevard near N. Gardner Street, hopes this gives customers a way to
truly sit back and relax, enjoy their meal and actually talk to with friends and family in-person.
"For us, it's really not about people disrupting other guests. Eva is home, and we want to create that
environment of home, and we want people to connect again," he explained. "It's about two people sitting
together and just connecting, without the distraction of a phone, and we're trying to create an ambience
where you come in and really enjoy the experience and the food and the company."
Gold said instating the suggestion reminds him to keep cell phone usage at bay, too. "I'm guilty of it as well.
When [my wife and I] go to dinner it seems like the cell phone is part of the table setting now. Every table
you look at, it's a wine glass, the silverware and the cell phone," he joked.

8/14/12 FOR

The husband and wife team runs Eva, a 40-person space with European flair. Gold said a little less than half
take advantage of the deal, and no one has gotten upset about it.
Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi replaced several top military leaders on Sunday, sharply shifting Egypt’s Michele Dunne, Jeffrey
balance of power. At the top of the list was Field Marshal Mohamed Hussein Tantawi, a crucial ally of ousted Martini
president Hosni Mubarak’s who has served in the post for more than two decades.
Morsi also vowed to scrap a constitutional declaration put in place by the military before his June 30
inauguration that had essentially stripped the authority of his office. To some observers, Morsi’s actions are
seen as the rightful assertion of a civilian-run government. Others see it as an aggressive power grab aimed
at giving the Muslim Brotherhood unchecked influence over the military, parliament, and the presidency.
So far there has been no sign of a counter-coup or backlash by the armed forces and there have been some
reports that Morsi’s reshuffle was actually made in consultation with the military council.
Do Morsi’s moves reveal a split within the senior leadership of the Egyptian military? Did Morsi just make
himself a dictator? What will happen now that Morsi has claimed all the power? What are the implications
for the U.S.?
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With Barack Obama and Mitt Romney running nearly neck-and-neck at this juncture (the president has a
Linda Killian
slight lead in the polls), the 2012 presidential election may very well be decided by the ‘swing vote.’ In states
that require voters to declare party affiliation, both Republican and Democratic enrollment has dropped
slightly, while independent enrollment has increased.

21:00

This would seem to indicate that independents and decline-to-staters could make up close to a third of the
electorate in November. They can be found all over the map, muddying the solid reds and blues we’ve gotten
used to. With die-hard Dems and Republicans likely to cancel each other out, those voters without a country
will be more important than ever.
The first question to ask might be, who are they? Linda Killian traveled the country interviewing
independent voters, and has identified four types: “NPR Republicans,” the “Facebook Generation,” “Starbucks
Moms and Dads” and “America First Democrats.”
Catchy monikers aside, who are these inscrutable, undeclared voters? What issues are most important to
them? How do they differ, and where do they come together? If you're a swing voter, what can the candidates
do to lasso your vote?
8/14/12 POLI

8/14/12 RACE

8/14/12 ECON

As news of Paul Ryan’s pick as Mitt Romney’s running mate has set in, Democrats are hunkering down to vet
him and decide their counter strategy. Patt checks in with one former political foe, Ryan’s 2010 Democratic
Congressional opponent, John Heckenlively. Heckenlively ran against incumbent Ryan for Wisconsin’s 1st
Congressional District seat--one that Ryan had held since the age of 28. Patt talks with Heckenlively and a
local political reporter who has covered Ryan for fourteen years.
A 24-year-old Muslim woman says she unfairly lost her job at a Disneyland cafe because she refused to
remove her hijab. With the help of the ACLU, Imane Boudlal is suing Disney for discrimination.

John Heckenlively,
Chuck Quirmbach

00:13

Lawrence Rosenthal,
Richard Foglesong,
Mark Rosenbaum
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Disney says it offered Boudlal — a naturalized U.S. citizen — other roles where wearing her hijab would not
have violated Disney’s employee appearance policies. ACLU attorney Mark Rosenbaum says “if you’re a
Muslim, Disneyland is not the happiest place on Earth.”
In a capitalist society the market dictates everything, and even death is not immune. Every year, thousands of Chris Ledlie, Dustin
people take out life insurance policies to protect their loved ones in the event of their untimely passing, but Miller
what if the payout of a policy would be more effective while the policyholder was still alive?
For example, a terminally ill person could use the money to pay for family to stay near them during their
final few weeks or months, or someone with extensive medical bills could use the money to defray debt left
to their heirs.
An industry has built up around the trading of life insurance policies, but it brings up some interesting moral
questions; is it right when a third party stands to benefit from the death of a beneficiary rather than the
loved ones of the deceased?
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The last decade has seen a preponderance of scientists and intellectuals arguing that we'd be better off
Scott Atran, Michael
without religion, but a different group of scholars wants to know whether religion is as much a part of human Shermer
survival as binocular vision and bipedalism.

00:26

Contrary to voices like the late Christopher Hitchens, who asserted that religion “poisons everything,” and
biologist Richard Dawkins, who equates the tendency towards religious belief with the suicidal impulses of a
moth, these scientists believe that those who argue religion has a negative overall effect just don’t have the
evidence to support their claims.
"I think that religion basically was instrumental in getting large-scale societies in place in the first place," said
anthropologist Scott Atran on the Patt Morrison program. "Religion provides a sort of transcendental reason
for societies to hold themselves together and gives a purpose, a meaning in life that's greater than one's self.
But in modern times there are other ways to do this."
Under the loose identification of “evolutionary religious studies,” Atran and his colleagues point to research
that indicates societies are actually more successful when religion is present: people are more generous,
commit less crime, and are considered more empathetic.
Although there's no hard evidence that stone-age societies believed in deities similar to the gods people
worship today, there is still evidence that ritual and religion became important as societies developed.

8/14/12 ENT

Do you find yourself much more suave after watching a James Bond film? Researchers from Ohio State
University examined what happened to people’s personalities and decisions after reading a fictional story,
and found that individuals tended to take after the characters they resonate with.

Geoff Kaufman
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In fact, people would change their own emotions, behavior and thoughts to match characters in stories they
read, according to the research. But it doesn’t happen in every instance.

8/14/12 ENT

"You have to be able to take yourself out of the picture, and really lose yourself in the book in order to have
this authentic experience of taking on a character’s identity,” says Geoff Kaufman, the lead researcher on the
study.
At 6’2”, Julia Child could command a room, but she was most famous for making French cooking less
intimidating. Her first cookbook, “Mastering the Art of French Cooking,” took American home cuisine by
storm; her subsequent foray into television pioneered the way for most Food Network programs. The 100th
anniversary of Julia’s birth is tomorrow, and yesterday was the eighth anniversary of her death.
Chef Jacques Pépin, who frequently collaborated with Julia, including as a co-host of “Julia Child & Jacques
Pépin Cooking at Home," joined Patt to share his memories of Julia.
"She was very opinionated, but at the same time very generous. She was funny, she was demanding, she was
tough and she was gentle at the same time. We had a lot of arguments. She was frustrating, but she was very
vibrant and eloquent," said Pépin on the Patt Morrison show. "But anyway we had fun and we always ended
up around the table with a glass of wine and whatever we cooked."
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The scandal-ridden Miramonte School in South LA is undergoing something of a reboot; there's a new
principal, and a majority of the former teachers are returning. Vanessa Romo reports.
The majority of UC and Cal State students have another month of summer to enjoy before they head back to
campus. When they get there, fewer class offerings and longer waiting lists will be waiting.
Wednesday may prove to be a monumental day for an estimated 1.2 million young undocumented
immigrants. They'll be able to apply to live and work in the U.S. legally for at least the next two years.
Depression strikes 10-20 percent of women at some point during pregnancy, but the treatment options are
rarely discussed for fear of harming the baby.
They're not quite invaders from Mars, but millions of species that are foreign to California are washing up on
West Coast shores due to the recent Japanese tsunami.
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At 28,251 feet, K2 is second to only Mount Everest as the tallest mountain in the world. Though 778 feet
shorter than Everest, it's also much more dangerous, with a higher death rate than its taller counterpart. Four
years ago, 11 climbers died during an attempt to scale the mountain, the deadliest recorded day in K2's
history. The accident received widespread attention, but the extraordinary rescue that followed went
unreported.
It's Tuesday and NPR music critic Ann Powers is back with new music from Dylan LeBlanc and Blonds.

Peter
Zuckerman, Amanda
Padoan
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N/A

7:04

LA County and feds unveil newly-completed restoration project in San Fernando Valley
Wildfire prompts evacuations near Hemet.
Julia Child's friend remembers her on what would have been her 100th birthday.
Wildfire prompts evacuations near Hemet.
Julia Child's friend remembers her on what would have been her 100th birthday.
Astronomers discover new galaxy that churns out stars hundreds of times faster than usual
A young immigrant applies to Deferred Action mostly so he can work and drive legally
New program for undocumented immigrants attracts many applicants
Suspected Old Fire arsonist convicted on multiple counts of murder.
UCI Professor pleads not guilty at arraignment on arson changes
City of Cerritos wants sex offenders banned from parks
Lightening sparked the Buck Fire in Riverside County.
Temps go up, so does crime
Feds asking clinics to share patients occupations
A young immigrant seeks help in applying for Deferred Action
Clinics worry about federal request for patient data
Unmanned craft crash holds lessons for military
Governor Brown has launched his campaign for tax increases
Former L.A. Mayor Richard Riordan calls for an overhaul of the city's pension system
Brown launched campaign for tax increases.
Gov. Brown says California has two choices: approve Prop 30, or see schools and higher edu. Lose billions of
dollars
State lawmakers are looking for a bill that would create a new health insurance program for low-income
families.
A bill would create a new public funded health insurance plan.
Rural communities, including those in CA, have higher tobacco use rates
Inglewood Unified board meets to discuss ideas to avoid bankruptcy
City Atty Orders Pot Shops Closed
Some California counties are seeing an increase in lumber sales.
It’s hard enough for a driver to find one parking space in this city. If you’re a business owner, the law says
you need to find several. Businesses in Los Angeles have been stymied by the city’s parking requirement
rules, which date back to the 1940s.
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Office buildings, retail establishments, restaurants and apartments are all required to provide a minimum
number of parking spaces in order to open. For every 1,000 square feet it occupies, an office-type business
must provide two parking spaces, a retail store needs four and a restaurant must come up with 10.
As a result, small business in many areas has dwindled as shops shutter and new owners fail to find the
required allotment of spots.
A new parking initiative, spearheaded by Eastside and Central City council members, aims to change that
dynamic by relaxing the rules and reducing the number of required spots. The program would divide up the
city into zones where each community would be able to enact, through a series of votes, what works best for
their area.
Councilman Ed Reyes, who voted in favor of the initiative Tuesday night, sees this as a positive development
for many areas of L.A. that he represents. However, for other areas, particularly in West Los Angeles, the idea
of easing restrictions in already congested areas is not popular for many residents. Neighborhood activists
fear that the initiative will bring more traffic to overcrowded streets, leaving cars cruising the surrounding
streets for a space.
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8/15/12 EDU

In the 1960’s, UC Berkeley became well known as the birthplace of the campus free speech movement. Now, Sarah Anne Minkin,
some University of California students see a threat to free speech brewing.
Richard Barton

23:00

It started two years ago, when a number of disturbing incidents on UC campuses made big news. A group of
Muslim students loudly interrupted the Israeli ambassador’s talk at the Irvine campus, prompting an outcry
by Jewish and Muslim students. During Black History Month, a UC San Diego frat house sent out Facebook
invitations to a “Compton Cookout”; after black students complained, a noose was found hanging in the
library.
These and other incidents of perceived racism or anti-Semitism prompted UC president Mark Yudof to form a
task force to assess the racial, cultural and religious climate on campuses. The 17-member Advisory Council
on Campus Climate, Culture and Inclusion visited UC’s throughout the state to meet with students and talk
about their concerns.
The council’s report, delivered to Yudof last month, suggests a campus-wide need to foster a more inclusive
climate. Among their recommendations: diversity training for faculty and students, attention to the dietary
and worship needs of Muslim and Jewish students, a review of student organization activities and the
adoption of a “hate speech-free” campus policy. But the report has raised questions by students, faculty and
civil rights groups. The National Lawyers Guild, the Council on American-Islamic Relationas and an ad hoc
student-faculty group have all sent letters to Yudof questioning the study and its recommendations.

8/15/12 POLI

Today marks the beginning of President Obama’s “Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals” immigration
policy. The plan allows for illegal immigrants who were brought to the United States as children to stay
legally, via an authorization to work and a two-year deferral from deportation.

Linett Luna, Russell
Jauregui, Jessica
Vaughan

13:00

More than 1.2 million young immigrants could benefit from this program, and some estimates even range up
to the 1.7 million mark. The “Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals” plan was adopted in lieu of the even
more comprehensive Dream Act, which would have granted legal status to the same group affected here, but
stalled in Congress in 2010.
Here in Southern California, a ceremony was held at 9 a.m. at the office of the Coalition for Humane
Immigrants Rights of Los Angeles to roll in the new policy, which will be followed by information sessions
for the 500 or so expected to attend on the application process.

8/15/12 EDU

Who exactly is affected by this administration’s immigration reforms? What does it mean for Los Angeles
and the rest of California?
With the rising costs of higher education, students are often graduating with mountains of debt. Dave
Jeff Keltner, Nathan
Girouard saw this debt as a burden to the potential of future entrepreneurs. So, he left his post as the head of Sharp, Matt DeBord
enterprise at Google to launch Upstart (based in Palo Alto).

17:00
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The idea is to fund recent college graduates with entrepreneurial or artist dreams, but wouldn’t have the
resources to launch a creative endeavour and pay back loans. So, Upstart is giving money to eligible grads in
return for a percentage of their future income about $30,000. Here’s how it works. Grads put up a profile and
Upstart rates them according to an algorithm.
Everyone is prepared to be skeptical of Wikipedia, but what happens when even the most reputable news
Ryan Holiday
sources can’t be trusted?
“They’re gonna put y’all back in chains.” Vice President Biden may have thought he was talking about
Ange Marie Hancock,
Republican economic policy in front of an audience with several African Americans in attendance, but to
Allan Lichtman
many, he was talking about race.

17:00
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The mention of chains — especially in the presence of African Americans — is powerfully evocative of the
era of chattel slavery of black people in the US. It is also, potentially, in poor taste. Yet the Vice President
received an enthusiastic response from the audience when he said it.
Mr. Biden has subsequently said he used the word “chains” extemporaneously, citing the use of “unshackle”
and “unchain” as a common Republican verb choices in describing GOP-proposed rollbacks of economic
regulatory laws.
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Los Angeles’ unique mix of mountains, oceans and deserts can bring residents into close proximity with
Joanne Moriarty
nature, but the reverse is the case for P-22, a three-year old male mountain lion who found his way to Griffith
Park.

00:08

Residents near the park have long told stories of big cats in the area, but until a remote-controlled camera got
a picture of P-22 in February, there was no definitive proof. Recently, officials trapped the big cat, placed a
radio collar on him and ran a preliminary genetic analysis that determined his relation to other big cats in the
nearby Santa Monica Mountains. National Park Service biologists suspect that to get to Griffith Park, the 140pound cat would have to have crossed freeways and traversed populated areas.
"The fact that he had to cross over two freeways and probably numerous secondary roads — that's just an
amazing feat," said Joanne Moriarty of the National Park Service. "In the last couple of years, we've actually
had two mountain lions attempting to cross the 405 freeway, and both of them were hit right on the first side
of the freeway they tried to cross."
P-22 is still not fully grown, and wildlife experts believe that although Griffith Park is America’s largest
municipal park, its eight square miles do not provide a large enough habitat for an animal of his size.
"One male mountain lion can use almost the entire [Santa Monica] mountain range, so these young lions,
when they get to a certain age and feel they need to get out of the male's mountain lion home range, they
start looking for new territories," Moriarty explained.
The biologist added that the mountain lion that was shot and killed in Santa Monica late May was probably
on the same mission as P-22, but far less lucky.
To find more room to roam, P-22 will have to cross more freeways, putting him in danger of being hit by
traffic. But Moriarty said the puma is content where he is for now.
According to Moriarty, patrons of Griffith Park shouldn't worry about P-22 showing his face in public.
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Roger Guenveur Smith is an Obie-award winning actor, director, and writer known for his portrayal of Black
Panther leader Huey Newton in "A Huey P. Newton Story."
"Rodney King," his newest work, plays at L.A.'s Bootleg Theater through August 19. Guenveur Smith joins
Patt to talk about the challenges of his current role.
Some classic luxury brand names are flunking a new crash test. BMW, Mercedes, and Lexus received poor
marks on a new type of safety test, according to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.

Roger Guenveur Smith

00:17

Jonathan Welsh

00:13

Only three out of eleven 2012 luxury brand models tested passed the test, which is designed to simulate an
off-center, head-on collision with an object such as a pole or a tree. Some experts think that if luxury cars
perform poorly, the more modestly priced models are also likely to suffer from bad results.
Is your high-end car not the safety investment you thought it was when you signed on the dotted line?
8/15/12 POLI

A Pennsylvania judge has rejected claims that the state’s controversial voter-ID law disenfranchises poor,
Richard Hasen
urban voters. As a result, the state’s 8.2 million registered voters will be required to present a state-approved
voter ID when they head to the polls on November 6. Groups including the ACLU and the League of Women
Voters sought a preliminary injunction to block the law, which they say violates the state constitution
guaranteeing the right to vote and could keep up to a million registered voters who lack necessary ID from
the polls. The ruling makes Pennsylvania the 30th state to enforce voter ID laws, up from 24 states in the last
election. Meanwhile, the U.S. Justice Department is continuing its review of the law and whether it violates
the U.S. Voting Rights Act. The case is most likely headed to the Supreme Court.
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Does the chance of getting caught affect how likely we are to cheat? Under what conditions are you most
likely to cheat? Does working with others make us more or less honest? These are questions that behavioral
economist Daniel Ariely dove into with over 30,000 people. He learned that most of us think of ourselves as
honest, but in fact, we all cheat. With his research he also disproved the general assumption that cheating,
like most other decisions, is tied to some rational cost-benefit analysis. According to Ariely’s findings, it's
actually much more dependent on irrational forces—like whether we’re tired or hungry, or we’re suffering
from “ego depletion”—that often determine whether we behave ethically or not. He also found that once we
start cheating, it’s more difficult to stop.
67 years ago today, Japan surrendered and World War II ended. The surrender came about a week after the
Americans dropped two atomic bombs on the cities of Nagasaki and Hiroshima. Every year on August 15,
Hiroshima remembers that day that killed about 200,000 people. Though 65 years have passed since that
day, the two Japanese cities still fight for nuclear non-proliferation.
Today, President Obama's policy that lets young, undocumented Latinos avoid deportation goes into effect.
President Obama's move is being welcomed by Latino activists as a good first step to legalizing the millions
of illegal immigrants here.
Many high school students in Southern California are still enjoying summer vacation, but high school football
players are already suiting up and engaging in pre-season practice. While there haven't been any games yet,
college recruiters have already begun scouting players, some as young as 14 years old, in hopes of spotting
the next college football superstar.
With the steady rise of prescription drug abuse across California, young pill addicts are succumbing in
increasing numbers to another vice: heroin.
SB9, a bill expected to be voted on in the Assembly, would allow juvenile lifers to petition the court for resentencing after serving 15 years.
Luke Burbank, host of the radio show and podcast "Too Beautiful to Live" brings us his wrap-up of the
week’s awesome and not awesome news.
The first atomic bomb blast is remembered in the southland.
Congressional Hearing on LA courthouse
United Way and Chamber of Commerce led campaign commits money to permanently house 1000
chronically homeless people.
United Way and Chamber of Commerce led campaign commits money to permanently house 1000
chronically homeless people.
A new government report gives mixed results on U.S. housing construction
Federal Court clerk accused of leaks
Air Bag Thefts in North Hollywood
LAUSD and its teacher's union debate performance evaluations.
LAUSD and its teacher's union debate performance evaluations.
18 million dollars worth of knockoff shoes seized in Long Beach.
A new bike safety bill aimed at improving conditions.
35th Anniversary of Presley's death
35th Anniversary of Presley's death
US Forest Service to resume night helicopter firefighting after public and political pressure.
Reward for murder in San Michel.
Courts overturned a sentence to a gang member who shot and wounded rival as a teen.
Pressure's on for lawmakers to enact pension reforms.
US Forest Service to resume night helicopter firefighting after public and political pressure.
A pair of identical health insurance bills passed.
A pair of identical health insurance bills passed.
A new poll shows greater support for tax measures.
Residents of fire scorched are near Hemet allowed to return home.
Report says students in CA should do more learning online.
Baseball owners approved the sale of SD Padres.
Time is running out for several bills in Sacramento.
Report says students in CA should do more learning online.
San Onofre Nuclear plant had security violation in 2011, since corrected.
2 Californians contract a deadly virus. One dies.
Reward for murder in San Michel.
Local girl winds gold medal in all-girl internation math competition.
Lawmakers put Olympic tax break bill on the back burner.
Charitable health care is falling under the microscope at the state capitol
Public content period extended for Ballona Wetlands restoration.
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As students head back to Los Angeles schools, district leaders and the teachers union continue their longstanding battle over performance evaluations.
Larry and our talented trio of Orange County journalists riff on the latest news from the O.C.
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A group of former U.S. intelligence officers and military operatives launched a media campaign yesterday
admonishing President Barack Obama.

8/16/12 ECON

Daily deals seem to be on their way out. Their demise is heralded by the recent fiscal failings of Groupon, the Matt DeBord, Rawkesh
site that sells discounted package deals for anything from spa trips to burgers to reading glasses.
Agrawal

15:40
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In an interesting turn of events, Ecuador has granted asylum to Australian media bad boy, Julian Assange.
Carol Wise, Linda
The WikiLeaks founder has more or less been on the run since late 2010 when a European Arrest Warrant
Rabben
was issued by Swedish police. Swedish law enforcement called Assange in for questioning regarding a sexual
assault investigation involving two different women. Assange voluntarily surrendered himself to English
authorities and spent 10 days in prison. Assange appealed a decision by English courts to extradite him to
Sweden, but the decision was upheld by the High Court in late 2011. Assange has reportedly been living in
the Embassy of Ecuador in London since mid-June and asked the country to grant him political asylum.
Assange has expressed concerns that if he were extradited to Sweden, he would then be extradited to the
United States where he could be tried for espionage stemming from the release of several hundred thousand
secret diplomatic cables on WikiLeaks in 2010. Ecuador’s foreign minister has said Assange was granted
asylum “because of the fears expressed by Mr. Assange, we believe that his fears are legitimate, and there are
threats that he could face political persecution if the measures aren’t taken to avoid them.” So now that the
country has granted him asylum, the question remains – why? What does Ecuador stand to gain or lose by
making such a move? What could this mean for Ecuador’s diplomatic relationship with Ecuador?
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Thirty five years ago today, the King left the building one last time. But Elvis Presley lives on. Not only are his
music and movies still popular, the influence of Elvis is felt right here in Southern California in places as
diverse as Palm Springs and Bel Air. What is so alluring about Elvis Presley’s enduring popularity? What are
your favorite memories of the King?
Privacy takes a back seat to national security. That was the ruling of a U.S. district court judge who threw out
a lawsuit against the FBI and the U.S. Government. The suit was filed on behalf of Muslim Orange County
residents by the ACLU and the Council on American-Islamic Relations. They are planning to appeal the ruling.
The lawsuit says the FBI indiscriminately targeted Muslims for surveillance based on their religion. A convict
who worked for the FBI posing as a Muslim, and doing the spying, has gone public with his story. His
allegations of not being given specific targets by the FBI – instead engaging in a “dragnet” investigation – are
central to the lawsuit filed against the government. Is this any different from spying in other eras, when the
targets were communists or other dissenters? Or has the post-9/11 and post-Patriot Act legal climate actually
resulted in the erosion of privacy rights?
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Political strategists have gazed into their crystal balls for decades trying to divine who will win a given
Jonathan Alter
election. But the reality of the metrics they use is more math than voodoo. For example, if traditional logic
holds, Barack Obama will lose to challenger Mitt Romney in November because no sitting president has won
reelection with an unemployment rate above eight percent. With less than 100 days until Election Day, the
national unemployment rate is 8.3 percent. The American economy seems to be recovering slowly but recent
economic indicators have been mixed and barring unforeseen catastrophes a drastic change in the un-andunderemployment rates is not expected before November. As Bill Clinton’s 1992 campaign strategist James
Carville famously quipped, it’s “the economy, stupid.” Are the traditional election bellwethers effective in a
post-‘great recession’ reality? How can either candidate connect to voters in this year’s divisive election
climate?
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Back in February, the European press was calling Pussy Riot, an all-female Russian punk band, “the latest
Miriam Elder, Michelle
symbol of young Russian discontent.” If that’s the case, then the anti-Putin youth of Russia now consider
Ringuette
themselves on trial. Pussy Riot functions as a collective, with a rotating cast of characters who wear brightly
colored balaclavas to conceal their specific identities. No longer anonymous, three members of the band
await sentencing in Moscow on charges of “hooliganism motivated by religious hatred,” with a verdict due
Friday. The group entered the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour on February 21 and took over the altar to
perform a version of their song, “Virgin Mary, Mother of God, Expel Putin!” The prosecution initially asked for
a seven-year prison sentences; insiders currently say that the maximum sentence would be three years.
Since their arrest, Pussy Riot has become a cause célèbre, with artists like Franz Ferdinand, the Red Hot Chili
Peppers, and Madonna demanding the band members’ freedom and Amnesty International naming them
prisoners of conscience. Band member Nadezhda Toloknnikova issued a closing statement that the “entire
state system of the Russian Federation” is on trial. So what will it mean if they only get a slap on the wrist? If
they receive the full sentence? How dire is the need to protect freedom of speech in Russia?
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China is the future. And it knows it. The once-closed off, forbidden Chinese capital city of Beijing is now the
urban epicenter of the world’s fastest growing economy and a cornerstone in the world’s cultural and
economic future. Author Tom Socca’s “Beijing Welcomes You” explores and defines the most important city
of the still-evolving era of Chinese global preeminence. Have you been to Beijing? What is China’s role on the
world stage in the new millenium?
Korean pop music, K-Pop for short, is finally finding a mainstream audience in the U.S., but does it really
have crossover appeal?
Mitt Romney's choice of Wisconsin Congressman Paul Ryan as his running mate has put the Medicare debate
front and center in the presidential race. Madeleine talks about the candidate's positions on the issue with
Margot Sanger-Katz, the health care correspondent for the National Journal.
The trial for an Army psychiatrist charged in the deadly 2009 Fort Hood shooting has been delayed because
of his objection to being forcibly shaved. Madeleine will talk about the delay, and the trial at large with
Eugene Fidell, Yale law professor and military expert.
Four years ago, as a senior adviser to Sen. John McCain, Steve Schmidt made the fateful decision to push
Sarah Palin for VP. As everyone knows, that didn't go according to plan. But Schmidt's services as a
Republican strategist continue to be in hot demand, as does his opinion on the choice of Paul Ryan to be Mitt
Romney's running mate.
John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world.
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Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of comedy and sports podcast Sklarbro Country, and History Channel's, United
Stats of America, join the show to talk about the latest in the sports world.
South LA teens get a taste of island life on remote nature preserve.
One of Fullerton City Councilman recalled in wake of Kelly Thomas beathing is running for office again;
council considers Ron Thomas lawsuit against city.
Unemployment rate remains unchanged.
Rajan Zed trying to defuse interfaith conflict, asks for Hindu prayer before city council meetings
One Pakistani-American couple observes Ramadan.
Health insurance changes under the Affordable Care Act just moved closer to being implemented in
California starting in 2014.
Controversial bill that's been stuck for more than a year has squeaked out of the California Assembly
Controversial bill that's been stuck for more than a year has squeaked out of the California Assembly
July California jobs report: Golden State leads the nation
Afghan security forces attack coalition troops again.
Federal grand jury indicts former Border Patrol Union head
A pro-medical marijuana group sues the city of Los Angeles to stop the ban on pot shops
Pasadena Pops names new principal conductor to take over for the late Marvin Hamlisch
Pasadena Pops names new principal conductor to take over for the late Marvin Hamlisch
The ratings agency appears to be getting more worried about the debts of California cities
L.A. City Council today passed a resolution endorsing Prop 35.
The recent spike in Southland gas prices has leveled off, just in time for the weekend.
Ontario forming airport authority to advance bid for Ontario airport
Congressional hearing on buolding new federal LA courthouse
Bankrupt San Bernadino faces off against creditors
Congressional hearing on buolding new federal LA courthouse
Pot shops sue
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Is the Family Research Council a hate group? The head of the conservative Family Research Council says outsized rhetoric and its inclusion on a list of hate groups contributed to the shooting of an unarmed security
guard at their headquarters earlier this week.
A working group in L.A.’s City Administrative Office has issued recommendations on how the city should
enforce the mandatory use of condoms in adult films.
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8/17/12 FILM

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon to review this week’s
new films.

8/17/12 FILM

Ever since the financial crisis of 2008, the economy has been on the forefront of every American’s mind.

8/17/12 POLI

The Obama campaign has made Mitt Romney’s refusal to release more than two years of this tax returns a
rallying cry in this election. In their first joint-interview, VP pick Paul Ryan defended Romney saying the
Democrats were just trying to rouse us a big “distraction” from the real issues. On Friday, Obama campaign
manager Jim Messina reached out to the Romney campaign, offering what was perhaps intended as an olive
branch: If Romney releases five more years of tax returns, the Obama campaign says it will stop criticizing
the presumptive GOP presidential nominee for his refusal to disclose more information.

8/17/12 ECON

Saudi Arabia has long been the world’s largest petroleum exporter, and on the other end of the supply chain, Michael Levi
the United States was the largest importer, and most of America’s oil comes from Saudi Arabia.
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The U.S. had been on a downward trend with importing Saudi oil, but recent unrest in the Middle East,
including heightened tensions over Iran’s nuclear program has seen that trend turn around.

8/17/12 ENT

U.S. politicians stump about American energy independence, but given the decades long political alliance
with Saudi leadership the reality of weaning America off its dependence on foreign oil is much more
complicated than speeches can make it sound.
How long will it take before the Hollywood exodus is complete? Los Angeles has been losing film industry
jobs for years, but recent data about the number of television dramas produced in the city has raised new
concerns. According to the Los Angeles Times, only two of the twenty-three new shows this fall will be shot
in Los Angeles County, which means a loss of approximately 20,000 jobs and hundreds of thousands of
dollars in income.
In 2005, 80 percent of network dramas were based in L.A.; this year, only 10 percent. While plenty of halfhour comedies and reality shows are still shot here, it’s the hour-long dramas that industry insiders consider
the real prize, due to their bigger budgets, crews, and eight- to nine-month shooting schedules.
"What this means is you've got all of the secondary employees here ... who are all dependent on these
productions and they don't have work," Kevin Klowden of the Milken Institute said. "The longer this goes on,
the [more these] effects will ripple. In the long-term, it's especially deadly because television production is
really the core of entertainment industry employment here in Los Angeles Country."
Klowden says it's expensive to film everywhere, but the problem lies in California funding policies.
"California does not give tax breaks or any kind of film credits to hour-long network dramas, which most of
the other states and Canadian provinces do," he explained.
Los Angeles City Councilmember Eric Garcetti said that legislators need to understand the importance of the
business to California.
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The belief in God, or gods, is changing and some new research shows that the practice is on the decline
worldwide.
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According to a new poll by WIN-Gallup International, the percentage of Americans who identify as “religious”
dropped 13 points — from 73 to 60 percent since 2005. The number of Americans who identify as atheists
jumped from 1 percent to 5 percent in the same period.
The poll posed the same question to 50,000 people in 57 countries and five continents: “Irrespective of
whether you attend a place of worship or not, would you say you are a religious person, not a religious
person, or a convinced atheist?”
“When we say religious, the definition of religious and religiosity has changed, especially for Americans. And
so you ask the question, ‘Are you more religious?’, the answer may be that I’m not religious or as religious or
more religious but I’m spiritual,” Dr. Carolyn Gordon, associate professor of communication and preaching at
Fuller Seminary, told Patt Morrison.
Critics of the study say that the changes took place too rapidly to be taken seriously; for example, Ireland saw
a decline of 22 percent in just seven years — the second biggest drop and only a point behind Vietnam’s 23point dip.
Whether the results of the study hold up over time and further testing, the increase in self-identifying
atheists is a positive trend for Daniel Dennett, professor of philosophy and co-director of the Center for
Cognitive Studies at Tufts University.
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The Patient Care Alliance sued the City of Los Angeles today to block the ban of marijuana dispensaries
within the city limits, scheduled for September 6. Last month, the L.A. City Council voted unanimously to shut
down storefront clinics that sell medical marijuana as well as allowing collectives no more than three
patients or caregivers to grow their own. David checks in with KPCC’s reporters about what chance the
lawsuit has and what’s most likely to happen next.
Why does it always seem like all of your Facebook friends are doing something more interesting than you
are? Social networking was supposed to allow us to stay connected to our loved us, but more recently it
seems like the online trend is less about connecting and more about...bragging? It might not be social media’s
fault, however—a difficult economy, a competitive job market and the daily pressures to excel make it clear
that people must do well and show others their success.
The Army reported a record number of soldier suicides last month. Thirty-eight soldiers are suspected of
killing themselves in July — more than one service member a day.
Don Lipstein lost his son, a Navy veteran, to suicide last year. He says no one's to blame, but everyone could
have done more to prevent his death.
As the street price of powerful pain pills like Oxycontin has soared, many teens and young adults are turning
to another narcotic to get a cheap high, heroin.
A week from Monday, Republicans will gather in Tampa, Florida for their party convention. Their first order
of business? Voting on the party's official platform. It's a formal statement of the party's basic principles.
Hundreds of people have spent months creating the document and the sad truth is that few, if any, will
actually read it. Madeleine talks to KPCC's A Martinez about the history of the platform and what goes into
writing it.
Today, members of the the Russian punk band Pussy Riot, were sentenced to two years in prison for
hooliganism.
Madeleine gets the topics for your next party with Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the hosts of KPCC's
Dinner Party. On tap this week, the Darwinian explanation for popularity of blonde hair, what exactly is the
"Who's Your Daddy Truck," and a very old lunar hoax.
Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments in Southern California
... so if anyone asks you on Monday morning where you were over the weekend, you'll have something good
to tell them.
Cooper was born in Taft, California and lived all over California. Her friends in Stockton - where she was
happily ensconced in the local theater scene, a big fish in a little pond - kidnapped her and brought her to
Hollywood. In 1953, she made her first movie, but she shot her first television episodes that same year, and
it was in TV that she made her career.
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How come live theatre's in trouble? The standard arguments say we're not optimizing social media, ticket
prices are too high, we're not reaching into other communities, and the LA Times does a lousy job covering
local theater. But that's not the real problem.
After 30 years in businesses, Southern California based Bird Talk Magazine is printing their last ever issue.
It's one of the only magazines of its kind in the world--devoted to birds and bird owners alike.
Sonos Studio is a gallery--acoustically-designed--celebrating the art of listening. It hosts exhibitions, intimate
concerts, and parties geared to tickle eardrums. The slanting walls and foam pyramids look cool, and make
the room sound great. And from now until the end of August, the Bottle Tones installation by composers
Luke Rothschild and Bennett Barbakow provides a playful introduction to the space.
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Eric Nuzum works for NPR as the Vice President of Programming. He oversees shows like Wait Wait Don't
Tell me, worked with Car Talk, Fresh Air, Marketplace. Before all that, though, Nuzum's early life was nothing
short of chaos: he lost friends, lost money, took too many drugs, and almost took his own life. He ended up in
a mental ward before finally turning his life around.
Heart of Los Angeles, also known as HOLA, is an after school academics, athletes, and art program geared
James Kim
towards students living in and around MacArthur Park. This past Sunday, kids in the program decorated
paper-mache masks, put up their ceramic art and performed an improvised dance on the Levitt Pavilion
stage at MacArthur Park. They called it We Are Talking Pyramids.
USC Campus has beefed up safety after two grad students from China were shot and killed last semester
CC
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The California state Senate has passed a bill that would penalize parents if their kids openly display a BB gun CC
in a public place
A new Field Poll that suggests that support for the federal health care law is getting stronger in California
CCN
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NASA announce new Mars mission - Insight - that will study Martian core
Fire season in California is only about half-over, but the state already has spent more than two-thirds of its
93 million dollar firefighting budget
With just two weeks left in the legislative session, some business and labor groups are pushing to change
California's Environmental Quality Act
With just two weeks left in the legislative session, some business and labor groups are pushing to change
California's Environmental Quality Act
CA Innocence Project petitions to release a jailed man
You can hear the The Loh Life on Mondays during Morning Edition and All Things Considered . . . And
anytime online at KPCC
LA Sanitation workers head back to skid row for second cleanup
USC Reopens with beefed up safety following double murder
Medical Marijuana advocates in Santa ana collecting signatures to qualify initiative to create registration
process for pot shops
Suspected Old Fire arsonist convicted on multiple counts of murder
Alhambra Unified's "Fresh Start" program helps get kids ready for high school
The Expendables 2 muscles The bourne Legacy for the top of the box office.
Construction begins this week on extending Expo train line to Santa monica
Dodgers host Giants with first place up for grabs
Tony Scott commits suicide in LA
Tony Scott commits suicide in LA
NASA's rover zaps a rock on Mars
Long Beach Unified holds hearing on revoking charter school
Phyllis Diller passed away yesterday (Mon)
Innocence Project petitions CA Atty Gen to free "third strike" convict
As the number of students enrolled in American colleges grows, it might be no surprise that a majority of
that growth comes from Latinos.
Long Beach Unified holds hearing on revoking charter school
Long Beach Unified holds hearing on revoking charter school
As the school year begins, more than 800 California school districts are offering transitional kindergarten for
the first time
There's a hearing later this week for a terminal at the Port of Long Beach
Climate change and drought have complicated the job of the people responsible for ensuring that LA has
enough water
Los Angeles to have city-themed pavillion at garment trade show
Los Angeles to have city-themed pavillion at garment trade show
Adult film industry shutdown temporarily due to syphilis outbreak.
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Congressman Akin refuses to end bid for Senate seat.
Phyllis Diller passed away.
Groups pushing to change CA's Environmental Quality Act.
Groups pushing to change CA's Environmental Quality Act.
A week ahead of the Republican National Convention, a group of 112 delegates are meeting today to draft the
party’s official platform.
According to the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence’s website, California holds the top spot in the
strength of its gun laws, scoring 81 out a possible 100. But could they be stronger?
Think creativity equals starving artist? Think again. Not only are the more creative among us raking in more
cash, they’re reshaping our businesses, cities, and culture. They’re probably also the key to a more stable
economic future.
After more than three quarters of a century, women will for the first time be included on the membership
rolls of Augusta National Golf Club, one of the most exclusive clubs in the world and the host of the Masters.
Former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and executive Darla Moore were the first two women chosen to
be allowed to play at the course.
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Throughout its history, Augusta has been under fire for its less-than-widely-inclusive membership practices;
Augusta had refused to include black members until 1991.
In 2002, the club’s leadership clashed with Martha Burk, then president of the National Council of Women’s
Organizations, over its male-only membership policy. At the time, Augusta National chairman Hootie Johnson
had this to say, “Our membership is single gender just as many other organizations and clubs all across
America. These would include Junior Leagues, sororities, fraternities, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and countless
others. And we all have a moral and legal right to organize our clubs the way we wish.”
The executive editor of Golf World Magazine, Ron Sirak, said today’s announcement was “an inevitability.”
“There are many, many more women in power in the business world,” he said. “Augusta finally had to take
this issue on.”
The issue of gender discrimination at Augusta came to a head after the Club did not allow female IBM CEO
Ginni Rometty to join them earlier this year, despite IBM’s membership with Augusta.
But the admittance of women into Augusta is much bigger than just a round of golf — frankly, it was never
just about golf.
“This is about business, old boys’ clubs at the very highest levels of corporate America and keeping women
out,” said Katherine Spillar, executive vice president of the Feminist Majority Foundation and the executive
editor of Ms. Magazine.
Spillar went on to explain that Augusta is about access and networking — it’s about being on the field with
some of the most powerful men from the U.S. and around the world.
8/20/12 POLI

“Forget super PACs... which can take unlimited contributions but must name their donors. More money is
being spent on TV advertising in the presidential race by social welfare nonprofits, known as 501(c)(4)s for
their section of the tax code, than by any other type of independent group.” That’s the crux of Propublica
reporter Kim Barker’s investigation into dark money nonprofits.
They are technically nonprofit organizations enjoying a tax-exempt status, but they are funding political ads
with millions of dollars and influencing what people think about the upcoming election. What do they tell the
IRS & FEC they’re doing and what do they actually do? Barker looked into their activity and she joins guest
host Alex Cohen to explain how the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision paved the way for their activity.
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One of the most celebrated and influential female standup comediennes of all time has passed away. Sadly,
Phyllis Diller died today in Los Angeles at the age of 95.

Paula Poundstone
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Sen. Lou Correa, Brett
Weiss, Lloyd Dix

00:19

She is best known for telling self-deprecating jokes from the perspective of an American housewife.
Throughout her life, Diller appeared on television countless times (including an appearance on “The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno” in 2007), co-starred with Bob hope in three films and also appeared in the 1961 film
“Splendor in the Grass,” which starred Warren Beatty and Natalie Wood.
The comedy icon wrote her autobiography in 2005, titled “Like a Lampshade in a Whorehouse” and is often
credited with blazing a trail for female comics such as Elayne Boosler, Kathy Griffin, Paula Poundstone and
Joan Rivers who established their careers in the wake of Diller’s success.
8/20/12 ECON

Tough times have meant extreme measures for the debt collection industry. In the aftermath of ‘The Great
Recession,’ tactics used to get debtors to pay up have included threats, incessant phone calls and calls at
strange hours, lying about arrest or incarceration and others… and some are illegal. California Senator Lou
Correa (D-Santa Ana) discovered that he was the victim of a false debt collection pursuit when he noticed
that his Senate paycheck was being garnished for a lien on a debt to Sears owed by a different Luis Correa even though the other Correa had a different first name, address and Social Security number.
The debt collection agency admitted the mistake in Sen. Correa’s case, but aggressive tactics and
questionable legal practices are now more commonplace in an economic climate where 50 percent more
Americans are in financial hot water than in 2003. The stakes are high and so can be the profits. Even with
debt payment returns that can be pennies on the dollar the debt collection industry recovered $55 billion in
debts in 2010. To muddy the issue, unpaid debt can be bought and sold so the company that hounds debtors
may not be the company that they originally owed.

8/20/12 SCI

Between 1968 and 1974, researchers from Stanford University studied delayed gratification in 650 four-year- Tanya Schlam, Ph.D.,
olds by offering them a single marshmallow. Once given the marshmallow, the children were told they could Dr. Harvey Karp
eat it immediately or wait a few minutes and receive two instead. Then they were left alone in the room.

00:11

On average, most children didn’t wait for more than three minutes, but close to 30 percent managed to wait
15 minutes for the researcher to return with their second marshmallow. As the children have grown up,
follow up studies have been conducted yielding some interesting results: the children who were able to delay
gratification when they were four generally scored higher on the SAT, exhibited more social competence, and
were better at planning and handling stress. But the latest research, conducted by researchers from the
University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, has found that the children who waited are
less likely to be overweight or obese as adults.
For each minute the subjects delayed gratification as children, there was a 0.2 point decrease in their body
mass index. While the difference was not astonishingly large, University of Wisconsin researchers said the
presence of such a correlation after so many years should be noted. Other research has also indicated that
delayed gratification can be taught, meaning children can actually learn to have more willpower.
8/20/12 LIT
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Craig Brown
Imagine a game of Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon that winds through a series of interlinked connections
between hundreds of historical figures and you start to get a picture of Craig Brown’s clever new book “Hello
Goodbye Hello: A Circle of 101 Remarkable Meetings.” Brown’s premise references a series of actual
meetings between people in which the second person in the meeting is the first in the next, creating an
interconnected circle of encounters that skips around decades and across continents.
Along the way, all manner of interpersonal connections are made and every meeting has a story; songwriter
Leonard Cohen shares an intimate moment with Janis Joplin, Elvis Presley meets Richard Nixon at The White
House and Marilyn Monroe meets Frank Lloyd Wright to convince the famed architect to design a mansion
that never gets built. To add another element of inspired literary prowess, Brown wrote every chapter to fit
into a neat numerological pattern – the circle begins with Adolf Hitler, progresses through 101 meetings,
with each chapter composed of exactly 1001 words that winds its way back to Adolf Hitler to close the circle
101,101 words later.
One month after the killings in Aurora, Colorado, a community is still reeling. 12 people were killed and 57
Megan Verlee
were injured when alleged shooter, James Holmes, burst into a theater and fired into the audience. Holmes,
faces more than 140 counts of murder and he's in jail, due in court later this week.
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"Top Gun" director Tony Scott died yesterday from an apparent suicide. He was 68 years old. We take a look Thom Geier
back at his life and career with Thom Geier, senior editor at Entertainment Weekly.
Madeleine Brand speaks with writer Andrew Smith, the author of "American Tuna." They discuss the history Andrew F Smith
of tuna, and how it became American's favorite fish.
When you think of dog sledding you probably imagine a winter activity. We did too - until we heard about
N/A
urban mushing. KPCC's Mary Plummer grew up dog mushing in Alaska. So we sent her out to investigate.
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8/20/2012 POLI

The vice presidential candidates often are able to say things the presidential candidates can't... or won't. They Joel Goldstein
can be the attack dogs of the campaign or perhaps the ids to their running mates' super egos.
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8/20/2012 SPOR

This year fantasy sports are expected to generate $3 billion dollars. We speak with RotoWire's Peter
Schoenke about where that money comes from.
Starting this fall, the University of Colorado system will allow students to carry concealed weapons onto
campus.
NASA announce new Mars mission - Insight - that will study Martian core
Giants beat Dodgers to regain first place
City decides to ban Medical Marijuana dispenseries
So Cal Edison to lay off 730 employees at San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Bomb squad responds to San Fernando Valley warehouse that may be marijuana grow site
Slight chance of rain and thunderstorms in LA and San Bernadino county
National Weather service has issued a Red Flag Warning
Mars Rover Curiosity is getting ready to go on its first test drive
A San Fernando city councilwoman has pleaded not guilty to abusing her boyfriend
California's unemployment rate expected to drop to single digits by this time next year.
Xavier University students says LAPD officers hit him repeatedly in the head
CA Senate approves two-year extension of film, tv industry tax credits
Federal judge in Phoenix hears arguments about heart of Arizona's immigration law
Women heart attack symptoms often don't include chest pain causing failure to get help
Edison's San Onofre workers worry who'll get pink slips
State lawmakers approve bill that prevents landlords from requiring online-only rent payments
Bill in State legislature would prevent colleges from asking prospective students for their social media log-ins
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Videorecorded beating incident raises questions about racial profiling in Venice
State Senate could weigh in on teacher evaluations soon
Los Angeles city leaders consider how to proceed with pension reform
Lifers sentenced as juveniles get chance for parole
CSU says it's forced to accept more international and out-of-state students over California students starting in
January
Students are headed back to USC this week, with Freshmen moving into the dorms tomorrow (Wed)
California lawmakers are chipping away at more than 500 pieces of legislation
Business and construction groups are pushing to change California's environmental law with just two weeks
left in the legislative session
38 Percent of California voters polled say they strongly support the Affordable Care act, and more than half
favored the law in General
LAUSD football coaches get concussion training
No corruption in Fullerton PD, but investigator cites culture of complacency
Investigator on Fullerton PD: No corruption, but "culture of complacency"
Deferred Action youth can apply for driver's license.
Special investigator to present final report in death of Fullerton homeless man while in police custody.
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Mars Rover Curiousity flexes arm for first time.
Curiousity Rover goes for its first spin on Mars.
San Fernando city councilwoman has pleaded guilty to abusing her boyfriend.
As the debate over whether or not to circumcise rages on, the number of circumcisions continues to drop.
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What causes Mitt Romney, Barack Obama and you or me to change our minds?

8/21/12 FOOD

We check in with Eva restaurant owner Mark Gold, whose policy of offering a 5-percent discount for
customers who give up their cell phones went viral last week.
Once the epicenter of violent spillover from Mexico’s drug wars, Ciudad Juarez has seen a precipitous drop in Molly Molloy, Eric
the number of homicides.
Olson
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Two thirds of them are registered to vote, and an overwhelming majority says the government plays an
important role in their lives.
Harry Shearer, who made a name for himself in “Spinal Tap” and “The Simpsons,” is lending his many talents
to a new album.
After his incendiary remarks on “legitimate rape,” Republicans want Rep. Todd Akin to drop out of the race
for the Missouri Senate. By law, he has until 5 pm Central Time today to do so, but he’s already told radio
show host Mike Huckabee that he won’t do that. The GOP has been distancing itself from Akin since he told a
local TV reporter over the weekend that in cases of "legitimate rape, the female body has ways to try to shut
that whole thing down.” The National Republican Senatorial Committee says it won't spend the $5 million it
has reserved for Missouri TV ads if Akin stays in the race and conservative outside-spending group
Crossroads GPS has already pulled its ads from the Missouri race.While his words drew quick criticism from
Republicans, Akin was defending the same position on abortion that the Republican Party adopted at a preconvention meeting today, calling for a ban on abortion without exception for rape. Will it be more difficult
for Republicans to move ahead with that platform if Akin refuses to drop out of the race? Could social issues
such as abortion overshadow issues like the economy and sway undecided voters?
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Dan Engberg
When it comes to the effects of athletics on lifespans, most would expect physical sports like football or
mixed martial arts could lead to shorter lives. Despite the rigorous athletic training and proper nutrition
these sports require, the substantial hits athletes take in these sports could theoretically mean a shorter life
after retirement compared to less physical sports. But in a recent story by Grantland, Bill Barnwell found that
athletes who had played in the MLB were more likely to die than their NFL counterparts. But why? Baseball’s
love affair with chewing tobacco could be an issue. Plus, the longer MLB schedule of 162 near-daily regular
season games, compared to football’s 17 weekly games, leads to more time away from home, nagging injuries
and less healthy habits.
After 41 hours, 45 minutes, and multiple jellyfish stings, 62-year-old long distance swimmer Diana Nyad’s
Lynn Sherr
attempt to swim from Cuba to Florida has come to an end. Nyad faced lightning, wind, hypothermia and other
challenges on her fourth attempt to complete the swim in nearly 35 years. She was reluctant to stop her
effort to become the first person to become the first person to cross the Flordia Straits without a shark cage.
Every year since 1998, Beloit College in Wisconsin has published a ‘Mindset List’ for the incoming class of
freshman who aim to graduate four years later. The list compiles a set of cultural touchstones that set the
new generation apart and also serves as a sort of reality check for older generations who view the youth of
the day with the same questioning eye that was once cast their way. But time marches on, and references to
Monty Python skits and the origin of Biblical quotations like ‘‘forbidden fruit,’’ ‘'the writing on the wall,’’
“good Samaritan,’’ and ‘‘the promised land’’ may largely be lost on the incoming college freshman class of
2016. These youths, born around 1994, are more attuned to things like The Daily Show, and they’re
constantly connected via technology - and can’t remember a time when they weren’t. In their lifetimes Los
Angeles has never had a professional football team. Quentin Tarrantino’s genre-redefining crime flick Pulp
Fiction is as old as they are. For those about to sit down in their first college classroom, Academy Awardwinning actor Robert De Niro is a Focker and not a Corleone, taxi driver or boxer. What will be the unifying
cultural events for the class of 2016? How do we decide what’s important for the new generations to know?
In the classic movie Casablanca, Humphrey Bogart’s character never says “Play it again, Sam.” Nor did his
love interest, played by Ingrid Bergman. Really. Look it up. What Bogey’s American expatriate, Rick Blaine,
really said is "If she can stand it, I can. Play it." The latter may be correct, but the former sounds better to our
ears and therefore has been repeated in our society until it sounds right. The human brain’s penchant for
order and consonance is also to blame, so it is not uncommon for famous quotes such as these to get tweaked
over time. The information superhighway doesn’t discriminate; incorrect information can travel just as far
and as fast as the truth on the Internet. Oft quoted sources like Shakespeare, Mark Twain, political figures,
books, songs and countless movies all fall victim to our collective selective memories. So, why do misquotes
become real quotes when released into the wild? How can we help ourselves from perpetuating something
someone never said or wrote?
Hundreds of domestic workers are converging on Sacramento this morning, to push for the passage of the
Domestic Workers Bill of Rights in California. The Calif. Senate is expected to vote on the bill next week,
which has already been approved by the Calif. Assembly.
Despite over 900 million active users, Facebook's has been struggling. On Monday, their stock price hit an alltime low, $18.75 — a 51% decline from its initial public offering earlier this year.
Republican party leaders want Missiouri Senate candidate Todd Akin to leave the race by the end of the day,
after he said, "From what I understand from doctors [pregnancy from rape] is really rare. If it’s a legitimate
rape, the female body has ways to try to shut that whole [pregnancy] thing down.”
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The tech advances we've seen in the past few years has many people in awe, but for some parents, the smartphone or iPad represents more of a tech question than a tech answer. Should you monitor your children's
tech use, and if so, what's the best way to do it? James Steyer, author of the book, "Talking Back to Facebook,"
tries to answer those questions in his latest book.
It's not quite the end of summer, but it's close enough to do a rundown of the songs of summer. We consult
music critics Drew Tewksbury and Ann Powers, and weigh in with some of our own picks.
LA City Planning Land Use Management on USC's Development Plan
San Francisco wins Game 2 of 3-game stand against the Dodgers.
Scientists name Mars Curiosity's landing spot after science fiction novelist Ray Bradbury
State releases high school exit exam results
Polls show slim majority of voters favor tax hike for schools
Fontana woman down with case of West Nile
Mayoral Candidate Wendy Greuel is endorsed by three high-profile Angelenos
State assembly approves bill that would ban the use of dogs to hun bear, bobcats
State assembly approves bill that would ban the use of dogs to hun bear, bobcats
Fast food chains change suppliers after videos circulate
Polls show slim majority of voters favor tax hike for schools
State Senate approves a bill that would increase many traffic fines by a dollar
State Senate approves a bill that would increase many traffic fines by a dollar
Fallout continues from Skateboarder's altercation with Los Angeles police
State Senate pass bills that would allow nurses to dispense contraception
State Senate pass bills that would allow nurses to dispense contraception
Lawmakers approve dozens of bills ahead of deadline
CA Gov. Jerry Brown lauds JPL scientists for MARS rover
Villaraigosa launches campaign to provide more parks in poor neighborhoods.
California legislature has passed a bill that would prohibit college admissions officers from asking
prospective students for their social media logins.
The California State Senate has passed a bill designed to prevent undocumented immigrants from being
deported for minor offenses.
Within a year, California law enforcement agencies hope to have an on-line database to help track frequently
stolen property.
Some ratepayer advocate suggestions don't go over so well at LADWP
Swimmer Diana Nyad describes searing pain of jellyfish stings.
A wildfire in Northern CA has burned at least seven homes.
A tennis line judge from LA is facing murder charges.
School releases high school exit exam results.
Polls shows slim majority of voters favor tax hike for schools.
Wide ranging health gaps exist among black, Latino and white kids, national study says.
State Senate pass bills that would allow registered nurses to dispense contraception; require a doctor's
signature before parents can opt out of vaccination.
State Senate pass bills that would allow registered nurses to dispense contraception; require a doctor's
signature before parents can opt out of vaccination.
Labor backs lacey.
Inglewood Unified considers wide range of cuts to avoid bankruptcy.
Inglewood Unified considers wide range of cuts to avoid bankruptcy.
Some ratepayer advocate suggestions don't go over so well at LADWP
Yesterday, the deadline passed for Todd Akin to drop out of the race for a U.S. Senate seat in Missouri at 5
PM. This was much to the chagrin of Republican leaders, not just in Congress, but including the GOP’s
presidential nominee, Mitt Romney, as well.
Late-night show host Jimmy Kimmel is getting a new and improved time slot starting January 8, up against
Leno and Letterman, in an effort from ABC to boost ratings.
The end of summer doesn’t only bring school back to session and cooler weather, but some of the very best
fruits and vegetables of the year. And here in California, we have a lot to choose from.
Compared to other countries, American students test poorly when it comes to math aptitude. Over the last
sixty years, the proportion of math majors has declined by half.
With drought increasing and temperatures rising, the realities of global warming are becoming starker by the
year. Scientists are scrambling to find ways to put a chill on the increasing heat.
We’ve all heard it said that it’s a small world. But nobody has said it in as many languages as Richard and
Robert Sherman.
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The Congressional Budget Office’s latest analysis predicts “a significant recession” if planned January 1, 2013 Diana Furchtgott-Roth,
tax hikes and spending cutbacks aren’t delayed. The CBO warned in January of this year that the planned belt- Dean Baker
tightening in the federal budget — known as the Fiscal Cliff or Taxmageddon — would bring negative
economic consequences.
However, today’s updated forecast from the non-partisan CBO is significantly more dire: Unemployment is
predicted to rise to 9.1 percent and stay there into 2014, and the underlying economy is now viewed to be
weaker than anticipated. The last CBO forecast merely predicted a mild recession would hit in the first half of
2013.
Many parties suffer in divorces, but the laws governing ownership of pets are not keeping pace with the rise Christine Garcia,
of animal custody disputes. In California and elsewhere, pets are considered property and are subject to the Michael Chill, Steven M.
same rules. As a result, pets may have the same rights as a sofa and judges often have a lot of leeway in how Wise
they rule who gets to keep Fido or Tabby. And divorces aren’t the only cases of contested ownership. A
recent court case in California involves a French bulldog named Stitch who was given to another family
under a false pretense. A bitter court case ensued and after years in the courts and thousands of dollars in
legal fees an appeal is pending. Stitch may not live long enough to know which home his forever home is.
Was your 3 p.m. appointment in downtown L.A. or near the beach? Maybe your phone can remind you. A
group of computer scientists from the University of Birmingham in England have developed a formula that,
through analyzing cell phone data of a person and their closest friends, could predict where a person would
be at any given time within 60 feet.
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Since the dawn of television, conventional wisdom has held that American regional accents and dialects are Rob Misfud, Aaron
on the wane. The prevailing belief has been that mass media communication has homogenized the regionally- Dinkin
specific diversity of our American English. But a new essay by Rob Misfud says our linguistic diversity is
growing, specifically in something called the North Cities Shift. It’s a vowel-manipulation you hear sometimes
from people native to Chicago, the characters in the movie Fargo, and even Sarah Palin.

00:24

Though attempts to predict locations based on individual’s cell phone in the past were not very accurate, by
including data from friends, results markedly improved. That way, if two people were driving towards a
coffee shop they frequently met at, the formula would be able to predict they were heading there.
The better ability to track an individual could lead to advertising opportunities to track customers and efforts
by law enforcement to track criminals, but privacy concerns are also a large part of the issue.
8/22/12 HEAL

In-N-Out has asserted that treating cattle unethically is not what their ‘hamburger is all about’.
The Irvine based fast-food chain immediately ceased using Central Valley Meat Co. as a supplier after the
privately owned burger chain learned that the slaughterhouse was shut down and under investigation by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
“It’s their way of saying look we have a standard. We think you all respect our standard, it’s why you’ve
loved us as much as you have. We’re gonna show you that this standard is for your benefit,” said Sasha
Strauss, Managing Director for Innovation Protocol.
The department closed down the Hanford site Monday after viewing an undercover video provided by
animal rights group Compassion Over Killing. The footage shows cows being physically abused and
electrically shocked. Central Valley Meat Co. President Brian Coelho said in a statement that his company was
fully cooperating with federal investigators.
In-N-Out also released their own statement saying, “As soon as we became aware of the allegations regarding
Central Valley Meat Company and their handling of cattle, we immediately severed our supplier relationship
with them. In-N-Out Burger would never condone the inhumane treatment of animals and all of our suppliers
must agree to abide by our strict standards for the humane treatment of cattle.” Central Valley Meat Co. was
one of five suppliers In-N-Out used and the company supplied about 20 percent of the meat used in the
burger chain.
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Seeking prosperity and wealth, Chinese immigrants poured into California in the early part of the 19th
century. Los Angeles’ Chinatown was one of the communities that grew from the influx of immigration, but
racial tension soon erupted in the area. Patt talks with historian Scott Zesch about what life was like in that
part of town and the violence that eventually erupted in the tragic Massacre of 1871.

Scott Zesch

00:10

Richard Aoki was one of the Bay Area's most most visible activists, he supplied the Black Panther Party some
of its first firearms and weapons training, and he was the only Asian American to have a formal leadership
role with the group. But he also had a secret. According to a recently released report, he was an undercover
FBI informant.
The Apple vs. Samsung patent case has riveted the tech world because of its potential impact on the future
design of tablets and smart phones, not to mention the fact that Apple is seeking more than $2 billion in
damages.
Diana Nyad says it may be impossible for her to ever complete a swim between Cuba and the Florida coast.
The Southern California swimmer failed in her fourth attempt to swim across the Gulf of Mexico. She battled
stormy waters and extreme exhaustion, but it may have been something much smaller that posed the biggest
challenge: jellyfish.
Author Daniel Wolff traveled to the ninth ward of New Orleans during the first months after Hurricane
Katrina to document the areas struggle to recover from the storm.
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa is pushing for a plan that would create dozens of so called "pocket parks," by
converting small vacant lots or foreclosed homes into recreational space in Los Angeles.
Luke Burbank, host of the radio show and podcast "Too Beautiful to Live" brings us his wrap-up of the
week’s awesome and not awesome news.
Down go the dodgers again to the rival Giants
Two women were electrocuted to death while trying to help car crash victim
Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky announced today he will not run for mayor next year.
Fed, local agents arrest members of methamphetamine ring tied to Mexican drug cartel
New report says LA County is spending more than $26million to hold undocumented immigrants under
Secure Communities program
San Diego County sheriff boots of ICE officers after he realized they were working out of sheriff's offices
without his knowledge
Two former Fullerton cops charged in Kelly Thomas beating back in court Friday
A look at how LA's mayoral race is impacted by Zev Yaroslavsky's decision not to run
Coroner's report reveals drugs, alcohol, heart failure contributed to Rodney King's death
Law enforcement raid targets alleged meth trafficking ring
Homeless man broke into LL Cool J's house charged
Lawmakers don't plan immediate overhaul of California Environmental Quality Act
Does the decision to lay off workers at SONGS mean that nuclear power is a bad business in California?
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Assemblywoman invoes abortion/rape comments by Missouri Rep. Todd akin
At postal workers union convention, members worry about the future
A new documentary by LA Filmmakers sheds light on living with BiPolar disorder
LAUSD band styrofoam lunch trays
CA AG's office announces the largest Medi-Cal Recovery in California history
LA Unified bans Styrofoam trays in school cafeterias
Two major health-related bills passed the state senate yesterday
A bill that would increase many traffic fines to pay for spinal cord research has passed the California state
Senate
Sacramento program hiring new nurses
SF Giants beat Dodgers in three-game sweep.
Yaroslavsky says he won't run for mayor.
LA Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky says he isn't running for mayor of LA.
A wildfire in Northern CA has burned dozens of homes.
Coroner report says drugs, alcohol, heart trouble contributed to Rodney King's death.
Officially, he’s Supervisor Yaroslavsky, holding one of the most powerful positions in local government.
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Looked in the fridge lately? Are molds gathering on last week’s Fettuccine Alfredo or slime lurking on that
heirloom lettuce?
Sacramento is abuzz this week over what not might at first seem like a sexy subject: the state’s
environmental regulation, called the California Environmental Quality Act.
A team of researchers in Iceland has made a genetic discovery that could have major implications for older
dads.
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The correlation between sleep quality and overall health has long been known; lack of shut-eye has been
shown to contribute to health problems such as obesity, diabetes and high blood pressure.
It’s the stuff of daytime soaps, country music lyrics and French cinema, and it usually ends badly. There’s no
good way to cheat on your spouse ... or is there?
The sad saga that began with the 1991 Los Angeles Police Department beating of Rodney King and lead to
the boiling point Los Angeles riots in 1992 has come to a close with the autopsy reports following King’s
death in June. The Los Angeles coroner said that King had both alcohol and marijuana as well as traces of
cocaine and phencyclidine (PCP) in his blood at the time of his death, but that the cause of death was
accidental drowning. King’s girlfriend, Cynthia Kelly, found him face down in the bottom of her pool and
called 911 on the morning of June 17th. King leaves a tormented legacy and a sad story of a man who became
an inadvertent touchstone in a city still struggling with racial problems. What is the legacy of Rodney King?
Is society accountable for his inability to bear the bright light of decades of public scrutiny?
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The middle class has long been the cornerstone of the American lifestyle, but a new report issued by Pew
Winship
Research Center shows a decline not only in size, but in income and wealth of the middle class. The middle
class now accounts for 51 percent of all adults, down 10 percent since 1971. What’s more, based on the
public opinion survey conducted by Pew for the report, the middle class also has less faith in the future.
Eighty five percent of those middle-class Americans polled said it was harder now than it was a decade ago
to maintain a middle-class lifestyle. And when asked who to blame, a large percentage pointed to Congress,
banks, and large corporations, but only eight percent said “a lot” of the blame should be pointed at the
middle class itself. If the middle class is steadily declining now, will the trend continue into the future? And
the as size, wealth, and faith of the middle class shrinks, what could this mean for the presidential candidates
and the 2012 election itself?
In ‘Dearie,’ Bob Spitz gives an in-depth biography of a cook like no other—Julia Child. Who knew that a local Bob Spitz
from Pasadena would grow up to be a world-famous cook? Child’s presence was commanding -- both in her
physical stature (6 feet 2 inches), and with her larger-than-life personality. Spitz follows Child’s privileged
upbringing through the onset of World War II, when she volunteered for government service and was sent
overseas to Ceylon. It was there that she met Paul Child and began a romance that turned into a marriage.
The couple eventually settled in Paris, and the rest is history. Child’s book, "Mastering the Art of French
Cooking," gave her world recognition, and at the ripe age of 50, she went on air as ‘The French Chef,’
providing viewers with the entertaining how-tos of French dishes. Child paved the way for cooking on
television, and Bob Spitz is here to tell us more about who the confident, daring, endeavoring, and endearing
Julia Child really was. What were your memories of her?
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Just how is the economy doing? It depends on who you ask. Recent stock market trends would have you
Selwyn Gerber,
believe that the American economy is churning along and that economic indicators are looking up. Earnings Matthew DeBord
are strong and getting stronger and balance sheets are well into the black, usually signs of a bull market. But
look elsewhere and people are struggling… both with their finances and to understand how Wall Street is
doing so well when so much of the economic news they hear is bad. So are the headlines making the recovery
out to be slower than it is? Or is there a reality disconnect between Wall Street and Main Street in America?

00:13
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Afraid of letting those gleaming white legs loose for the summer? Need a layer of brown to boost your
Bridget Huber
confidence? Don’t worry, you’re in the same boat as millions of other Americans. Despite studies that
indicate indoor tanners have a 74 percent greater risk of developing melanoma (and a recession), the tanning
industry has shown continued growth over the last three years. A new article by FairWarning.org, an online,
nonprofit publication whose mission is to spotlight reckless business practices and lax oversight by
government agencies, argues that industry insiders might be using Big Tobacco tactics to achieve this growth,
such as “portraying doctors and other health authorities as...villains” part of a “Sun Scare Industry” that
conspires to perpetuate a vitamin D epidemic. Other tactics include evading a regulation that forbids tanning
salon operators from making misleading statements about any health benefits or risks related to tanning by
encouraging their representatives to stay quiet while at work, but speaking up for the benefits of tanning
salons while off duty.
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Dwight Yoakam is best known as a country artist, and his honky-tonk credentials back this up. With his boots Dwight Yoakam
and signature cowboy hat pulled low over his eyes, he has scored numerous number one singles, played
countless shows and sold more than 25 million albums. But Yoakam is far from a one trick pony. After
finding it hard to break through with his traditionalist honky-tonk in Nashville’s ‘urban cowboy’ early 80s
period, he headed west to Los Angeles and starting sharing bills with punk bands. This unorthodox career
move eventually led him to stardom with his debut album, “Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc,. Etc.” in 1986. Since then
Yoakam’s ability to endear himself to country music listeners as well as appeal to fans of rock and roll and
other genres has brought him near-legendary status. Cinema fans have also seen his deft work as an actor in
films like Academy Award winner for best adapted screenplay “Slingblade,” “Panic Room,” and 2000’s “South
of Heaven, West of Hell,” which he also co-wrote and produced. Yoakam’s newest album, “3 Pears” arrives on
September 18th and on it he collaborates with genre-hopping performer Beck and extroverted rock star Kid
Rock. What are your favorite Dwight Yoakam songs or movie roles? How do artists like Yoakam maintain
such high artistic standards in an industry where selling out seems to be the norm?

One week in of Obama's "deferred action" immigration law, demand for the program shows no sign of letting
up. KPCC's Josie Huang reports.
The GOP committee agreed to restore conservative language regarding immigration in this year's platform
plank.
It used to be that if you were an entrepreneur looking to fund a new project, you had a few choices. There
was the bank, private investors or your family to provide money to launch a project. But now, people are
turning to crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter as an alternative. Entrepreneurs can pitch their products, some
that aren't even made yet, in exchange for financial backing.
According to a new study, men who want to delay fatherhood may run the risk of having a child with medical
problems. Researchers have found that older fathers pass down the majority of the faulty genes linked to
conditions such as autism and schizophrenia.
John Moe, host of the Marketplace Tech Report, joins the show to talk about the latest news in the tech world.
Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of comedy and sports podcast Sklarbro Country, and History Channel's, United
Stats of America, join the show to talk about the latest in the sports world.
Massive Ponderosa fire in Northern California is still threatening hundreds of homes
California lawmakers pass bill that requires parents to get a note from a doctor before they can opt their kids
out of vaccinations
USC program helps freshmen with remedial education
Last-minute effort at the State Capitol to overhaul California's complex environmental review process for
development projects is dead for the year
President's son arrested on campus for making threats.
"Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over" increase in patrols this labor day weekend.
AAA says gas prices are highest point ever before a Labor Day holiday weekend.
Crime fighting aircraft takes to the skies over Lancaster.
Fatal Shooting takes place near NYC Landmark.
Lawmakers pass bill to limit cooperation between local police & immigration officials.
After 20 years of lobbying Congress for full veteran benefits, Filipino WW2 vets say they will stop their
efforts.
OC judge sets hearing on motion to dismiss charges against ex-cops charged in Thomas death.
Ice and GOP sue Obama over Deferred Action Policy. Dream activists respond.
Puppeteer Jerry Nelson, operator and voice of the Count on Sesame street has died.
Lawmakers approve a bill designed to prevent deportations of undocumented immigrants for minor
offenses.
He was once the most revered and admired cyclist in the world. He beat cancer and came back to win the
grueling Tour de France seven times.
Solid waste collection is about to get even more consolidated. The City of LA has plans to give just a handful
of trash collectors a franchise to pick up the waste from commercial buildings and apartments.

8/24/12 FILM

Larry Mantle is joined by KPCC film critics Wade Major and Claudia Puig to review this week’s new films.

8/24/12 FILM

One of the greatest aspects of life in Hollywood is the unprecedented access its citizens have to the world of
film. Next week, the Cinecon Classic Film Festival kicks off to celebrate movies from the earlier days of the
entertainment industry.
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On Monday, Hollywood lost one of its greatest icons. Phyllis Diller, accomplished stand-up comic and an
actress with a career that spanned decades, was a true pioneer for women in comedy.
The nation was already stunned by two mass shootings this summer: First, 12 were killed and 58 were
injured in the movie theater shooting in Aurora, Colorado. Sixteen days later, six were killed and four injured
when a gunman opened fire on a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin before shooting himself in the head.
But the latest shooting occurred in New York City just outside the Empire State Building. An apparently
disgruntled former employee of an apparel importer shot and killed his former co-worker before he was
killed by police. Eight bystanders were also injured during the incident, but their injuries may have been
caused by police bullets rather than the shooter’s. In any case, these high profile mass shootings have left
many wondering about the future of gun laws in the United States. How should lawmakers respond to these
events? Would stricter gun control laws make any difference when it comes to mass shootings, or should gun
laws just be left as is?
British newspaper The Sun became the first printed publication to release naked photographs of Prince
Harry in a Las Vegas hotel room, despite requests from the Royal Family to respect his privacy. According to
an editorial published by The Sun, the photos had a "clear public interest" to be published, “in order for the
debate around them to be fully informed." The controversial pictures were already released and circulated
around the internet, but the UK’s Press Complaints Commission warned newspapers to not print the photos,
stating it was a violation of PCC code. The Press Complaints Commission has already received over 850
complaints from the public since the photos were published.
In The Sun’s editorial, the newspaper stated "It is absurd that in the internet age newspapers like The Sun
could be stopped from publishing stories and pictures already seen by millions on the free-for-all that is the
web," and has opened debate on freedom of the press in the U.K. Should The Sun and other publications be
allowed to release controversial photos, despite requests from famous figures? Do you feel that the U.S.’s
policy on press is fair or should be more restrictive in private matters?
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Following police activity on radio scanners is a hobby with a long tradition. There are groups around the
country devoted to this time-consuming hobby that allows residents of a community learn just what kind of
untoward activity is happening in their neighborhoods. But the hobby has entered a new age with the arrival
of social media websites like Twitter. Scanner enthusiasts now don’t just sit and wait for the hiss of the radio
to bleat out a robbery or assault – when police activity occurs, they report, tweet and re-tweet what they’ve
heard, in essence giving real time, real crime updates. The Los Angeles area alone has at least three active
monitoring organizations on Twitter and a web based group called the Southern California Monitoring
Association ties the whole thing together. Their motto: “In God We Trust – All Others We Monitor.” How can
Twitter change the way people learn about crime? How can up-to-the second, crowdsourced crime reporting
become a deterrent?
Weather science has improved by leaps and bounds, but without the ability to see the future, it’s impossible Dennis Feltgen, Matt
to pinpoint where a hurricane will hit and with how much force. Current projections for Tropical Storm Isaac Connelly,
look bleak, with the possibility that the storm will hit a vulnerable and still earthquake-ravaged Haiti at
hurricane strength and then move on towards Tampa, Florida, where the Republic National Convention is
due to be held next week. Patt checks in on the path of the storm and the preparations being taken.
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney has been under heavy fire from Camp Obama for only
Lyn Sherr
releasing two years of tax returns. In an interview due out this weekend in “Parade”, Romney fights back,
claiming that releasing the statements will violate his religious privacy. As a Mormon, Romney is obligated to
tithe at least 10% of his income to the church, something Romney considers to be “a very personal thing
between ourselves and our commitment to our God and our church.” Is this a valid reason to withhold
information from the public?
Yesterday, the most famous man ever to ride a bike, Lance Armstrong, announced that he would no longer
Roy Firestone, Wayne
fight the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s (USADA) accusations that he used performance enhancing drugs and
Norman
techniques in his seven consecutive Tour de France titles from 1999 to 2005. In response, the USADA today
stripped Armstrong of all seven Tour titles and banned him from professional cycling competition for life.
Armstrong maintains his innocence and the USADA says they have evidence from more than a dozen
witnesses, leaving the Armstrong’s legacy and the fate of his poplar cancer advocacy organization, Livestrong
up the court of public opinion. Armstrong is far from alone; professional sports have a long history of
scandals. From the Chicago White Sox players who intentionally threw lost games in the 1919 World Series,
Pete Rose’s lifetime ban for betting on games to more modern scandals like Mark McGwire and other pro
baseball players’ dalliances with steroids and Penn State’s legendary football coach Joe Paterno’s disgrace in
the aftermath of assistant coach Jerry Sandusky’s child molestation trial. Where does Lance Armstrong fit
into the history of sports scandals? Is his reputation as an American hero tarnished or bulletproof?
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Lance Armstrong has officially been stripped of his seven Tour de France titles. Madeleine talks to NPR's
Mike Pesca about the case against Armstrong.
Members of the military say they've been betrayed by one of their own
We take you inside the secret world of Tootsie Roll. Wall Street Journal's Chicago bureau chief Jason Dean
tells us about their investigation. Plus, snackologist and comedian Michael Ian Black rates the news.
More than 900 pages of records from Bain Capital have been leaked by the website Gawker. Marketplace's
Heidi Moore discusses what the documents reveal.
LAUSD banned the use of polystyrene trays at lunch. They are opting for a more eco-friendly option. KPCC's
Vanessa Romo reports.
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam, hosts of The Dinner Party, join A Martinez to discuss the hot
conversation starters for the weekend.
Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments around Southern
California, so when people ask you what you did over the weekend, you'll have something...
Quake swarm shakes up Brawley, Imperial Valley.
The Arroyo Seco Parkway - formerly the Pasadena Freeway - is one of the oldest freeways in the west.
Opened in 1940, the narrow, windy road connecting Pasadena and downtown served the city well for
decades. But over the last 20 years both motorists and transit officials have seen the peaceful mountain pass
turn into a high-speed raceway. It's caused a number of accidents and constant headaches for local residents.
"Silence of the Lambs" is about using a maniac to catch a serial killer. It's gruesome and disturbing, and
considered one of the best movies ever made. In 2002, two huge fans of the movie, Jon and Al Kaplan, took
the next natural step, turning it into a musical.
KPCC business reporter and frequent Off-Ramp guest Matt DeBord kept putting it off. He had better stuff to
do than wash his car. In Los Angeles. And him a former auto industry journalist. He'd have been laughed out
of the LA Auto Show, mocked at the River Rouge plant, but he has no shame. He does, however, have some
damn fine cassettes.
Death is one of those things we don't think about much, until someone we know is dying. But Caitlin Doughty
wants to change that. She's a licensed mortician in Los Angeles, and she's taken on a lofty goal: to make death
a part of Americans' daily culture. She's using her blog and YouTube channel to help spread the message. OffRamp contributor Avishay Artsy caught up with her.
The original SketchTravel Book was passed from hand to hand like an Olympic torch in an artistic relay of
almost 75,000 miles. The results represent the personal visions of 70 exceptional illustrators, animators and
comic book artists from North and South America, Europe and Asia.
34 people died during the Watts Riots. Thousands more injured. $40 million in damage. But injuries weren't
just physical: images of the riots travelled far and wide and gave Watts and its nearby areas a reputation
some say it still hasn't lived down.
Lawmakers pnoder bill to require gun owners to report lost, stolen weapons in 48 hours.
Lawmakers pnoder bill to require gun owners to report lost, stolen weapons in 48 hours.
The ipad.
LA looks at who picks up trash.
LA looks at who picks up trash.
Metro is prepping to lock the turnstiles at all it's rail line stations.
Report shows that 40 percent of food is being thrown away in the US.
Mom and pop business hung out to dry by San Bernardino bankruptcy.
Opponents hope to block measures that would rein in Buy Here/Pay Here used car industry.
Opponents hope to block measures that would rein in Buy Here/Pay Here used car industry.
LA to pick over trash hauler policies.
LAPD investigates whether members of elite SWAT unit are gun dealing on the side.
A delegation makes sure the city respects the First Amendment rights of 50-thousand demonstrators.
Chamber of Commerce holds job fair for veterans.
Chamber of Commerce holds job fair for veterans.
Third officer in the Kelly Thomas beating not in the clear yet.
Hundreds of earthquakes across the southland.
RNC gets underway
Collision with the blue line train with a metro bus downtown.
Mars Curiousity has been a triumph for deep space science, but will the US continue to spend big bucks in
exploration?
CAL EMA issues tips after Brawley quake swarm.
Nasa transmits first voice from Mars.
Nasa releases new photos of Mars.
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Leader of state senate says a comprehensive pension reform deal is expected tomorrow.
CA blasting a new workers comp bill.
Not everyone at RNC is promoting Romney.
Miramonte Lawsuits are on hold, attorney's hope to settle.
Pension deal expected tomorrow at state capital.
The Washington Monthly finds CA schools give parents the most bang for their buck.
La police arrest man who allegedly fired a shotgun at a group of construction workers in hollywood.
A fan of Ann Romney speaks.
Expendables 2 tops the box office and anti-Obama doc makes strong showing.
State regulators will take greenhouse gas market out for a spin.
Does local government need a state mandate to curb pension costs?
Quake swarm shakes up Brawley, Imperial County.
New worker's compensation bill circulating through the state Capital isn't going over well with disabled
workers.
New cleanup plans proposed to clean up desert town's tainted water.
$10,000 reward offered to help find killer of Riverside woman.
Gov. Chris Christie gives California Republicans a pep talk at Republican National Convention
Bus and Blue Line train collide near downtown Los Angeles
Former California Governor Pete Wilson says a Romney win could help rebuild the state's Republican party
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Metro Train and Bus collide at Washington and San Pedro
State GOP Chairman says party needs to do a better job of reaching out to non-white voters
Obama campaign swing states during GOP convention
NASA transmits first voice from Mars
Metro Blue Line train and bus collide
Blue Line train crashes into Metro Bus
Ed Joyce reports live on quakes in Brawley
Chris Christie speaks to CA delegation
Metro bus and Blue Line train collide just south of downtown LA
Police evacuate apartment building where man believed holed up with shotgun
Sunset Blvd. shut down after stick of dynamite found in apartment
Sunset Blvd. shut down after stick of dynamite found in apartment
Today marks the beginning of the Republican National Convention in Tampa Bay, Florida.
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California sent two Republican presidents to the White House this century. But in recent years, the party of
Tom Del Beccaro,
Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan has seen a major decline in the Golden State.
Michelle Park Steel
Ron Paul isn’t staging a floor fight for delegates at the Republican National Convention, although some of his Roger Pruyne
supporters wish he would.
As Hurricane Isaac proved to rear its ugly head, GOP convention officials in Florida acquiesced and canceled Jonathan Collegio,
Monday's events.
Jonathan Wilcox
When Todd Akin uttered those ill-fated words about “legitimate” rape and women’s uncanny ability to self- Kellie Fiedorek,
abort in most rape cases; he triggered a firestorm of rebuke from Democrats and Republicans alike.
Margaret Carlson
Who owns immigration policy on the right? It’s one of the most contentious issues out there, and the rift isn’t
just between Democrats and Republicans.
Friday’s ruling against Samsung means Apple will be $1.5 billion dollars richer, but what does that mean for
the rest of us?
The jury found Samsung guilty of violating Apple’s iPhone-related patents, and Samsung’s official statement
summed up the company’s concerns: “Today’s verdict should not be viewed as a win for Apple, but as a loss
for the American consumer.”At minimum, analysts warn that we can expect higher prices due to licensing
fees that will now have to be paid to Apple. Apple argues that this will force the market to be more
innovative, pointing to the Nokia Lumina and the Xperia Arc S as example of phones that do not infringe on
its intellectual property.
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Drawing in $2 billion dollars a year, the tattoo industry has reached staggering heights—even your
neighborhood grocer is living in a world of permanent ink. Recently, however, the FDA and the CDC warned
that there is no law or regulation requiring tattoo inks to be sterile. The inks are considered to be a cosmetic,
which means that ink manufacturers must use pre-market approved ingredients, but little attention is paid to
the ink once it’s been mixed. Last week, doctors in Rochester, New York, diagnosed a young man with a “a
persistant granulomatous rash,” caused by an organism affectionately called Mycobacterium Chelonae, which
the CDC and FDA says came from tainted ink. So far, nineteen cases have been diagnosed, and while all
patients have recovered, both the CDC and the FDA are calling for higher standards within the tattoo
industry.
The ongoing calls for presumptive Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney to issue additional years of
his tax returns haven’t ceased. Romney has faced criticism for his reasoning - that doing so would violate his
religious freedom because it would reveal exactly how much money he has tithed to his Mormon church.
Democrats continue to press the issue, but should they be so vocal about taking a look at charitable
contributions?
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According to philanthropy.com, a website that tracks charitable giving state-by-state, Utah tops the list of
giving, with residents donating 10.2 percent of their discretionary income to charities. Utah is a solidly red
state and went for John McCain 62 percent to 24 percent in 2008 and it has a large Mormon contingent. Blue
state New Hampshire is bringing up the rear with residents of the ‘The Granite State’ donating only 2.5
percent of their discretionary income to philanthropic organizations. But if you tweak the numbers to remove
donations to religious charities the giving evens out some.
In “Sleepwalk with Me,” comedian Mike Birbiglia’s alter-ego Mike Pandamiglio has two loves: comedy and his Ira Glass
girlfriend, Abby. Unfortunately, he has arrived at a point in his life where dedicating himself to one means he
is unable to give the other an appropriate amount of attention. Pandamiglio-Birbiglia’s struggle towards a
decision unwinds against a developing sleeping disorder: sleepwalking. It’s more violent than it sounds, and
fans of “This American Life” and “The Moth” will recognize some of the scenarios Pandamiglio finds himself
in, including throwing himself out a hotel window.
Producer and co-writer Ira Glass stops by to talk to Patt about the film, which screens in LA at the Landmark
theatre this weekend.
The citizens of France may be up in arms over being ordered to carry breathalyzers in their cars, but not for
the reasons you think.
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Astronaut Neil Armstrong’s passing on Saturday at the age of 82 brought about countless heartfelt eulogies of James E. Oberg
the famous astronaut - as well remembrances of the golden age of the American space program that led to
Armstrong being the first man to walk on the moon. Armstrong changed the course of history when he
stepped off the foot of the lunar lander and onto lunar soil on July 20, 1969, but he also set in motion a small
but vocal group of people who don’t believe that humans went to the moon at all – that the entire Apollo
program that put twelve men on the surface of our nearest celestial neighbor between 1969 and 1972 was an
elaborate hoax designed to bolster American influence during a particularly turbulent period in history.

00:22

After learning that the majority of drunk drivers who survive accidents claim ignorance about being over the
country’s drinking limit of .05% blood-alcohol content, the French government now requires drivers to carry
personal breathalyzers or be fined 11 Euros. While some complain the law itself is idiotic, the biggest
concern is its passage, which may have involved the reviled practice of...lobbying. Apparently, Daniel
Orgeval, the man responsible for convincing Parliament to pass the law, is part--time employee at Contralco,
which is the only company in France that manufactures certified breathalyzers.
8/27/12 TECH

By 1999, six percent of Americans questioned in a Gallup poll believed that the moon landings never
happened. A year later a similar poll in Russia revealed that 28 percent of Russians also had doubts that a
man had walked on the Moon. Even after NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter in 2012 sent back pictures of
several artifacts left behind on the lunar surface, including what scientists believe are the American flags left
by Apollo astronauts, some people persistently believe that we never went to the moon.
Neil Armstrong was a notoriously private man, but his co-pilot, astronaut Buzz Aldrin, was never shy about
his trip to the moon. After a 2002 verbal assault during which a leading lunar landing conspiracy theorist
called Aldrin a “liar” and a “coward,” Aldrin famously punched the man in the face.
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This election is expected to come down to a handful of swing states, including Florida. Ever since 2000 Florida has had a special significance in presidential elections.
Tropical Storm Isaac has put a damper on the Republican National Convention in Tampa, Florida. Forecasters
expect the storm to reach hurricane strength and make landfall on the Gulf...
As Isaac heads for New Orleans, we check in with a fisherman who's life was devastated seven years ago
during Katrina.
Katy Sullivan from Burbank, born without legs, explains how she trains for London as her wheelchair-bound
husband recounts their love story.
Aftershocks are still being felt after Sunday's "swarm" of earthquakes here in southern California.
Endurance swimmer Diana Nyad is back in southern California. She's recovering from her fourth attempt to
swim from Cuba to Key West, Florida without a shark cage.
LA Airport officials are hosting public hearings on a plan to modernize and expand LAX.
On Tuesday Lacter talks about the latest business stories.
Investigation into the cause of massive Chevron fire.
Examining a new grade T-K.
Numbers out from Case-Shiller Index showing housing market improving.
CA delegation near Tampa Bay, FL.
First song ever broadcasted from Mars.
First song ever broadcasted from Mars.
3 people contract hantavirus, a rodent-transmitted disease, after staying at Yosemite. Two die.
A new initiative to turn some LA's metered parking spaces into Miniature parks.
A UC Riverside professor thinks it'stime for a Latino political party.
It's beginning to look a lot like the housing market in the US and SoCal is forming a bottom.
San Bernardino city council to debate post-bankruptcy budget.
Suspicious Activity reporting program allows officers to check out activities that aren't illegal but may
connect to terrorism.
Pension system undergoing changes.
State assembling passed controversial Bill.
Beck disappointed with LAPD Swat officers who resold guns.
Pension system undergoing changes.
Funny moments during last week of legislative session.
UC Berkeley study finds temp workers don't make as much as comparable counterparts.
Talking with members of the CA delegation.
Officers arrested 14 registered sex offenders.
Three is no longer a crowd in bill to recognize multiple parents.
Guns, dog hunting, and voter registration on the agenda for the legislature.
LAPD use of force during traffic stop.
LA housing prices improving, but stil behind growth in other cities
Hurricane Isaac continues on path toward Louisiana coast
A new report shows consumer confidence went down again
Villaraigosa speaks at Republican National Convention
Frank Stoltze live from CA delegation breakfast
While weather might have derailed the Republican National Convention yesterday, everything is full steam
ahead today.
On the road with Romney’s California delegates

Tom Brokaw, who has been to 22 separate conventions over the decades, says political conventions are too
expensive and don't serve the voting public.
Mitt Romney arrives in Tampa tonight for the Republican National Convention.

8/28/12 POLI

Former governor of California, Pete Wilson, talks to Larry Mantle about California's role in the Republican
Party, his regret about Prop 187, and why women should give Romney/Ryan ticket a chance.

8/28/12 POLI

AirTalk continues to go in depth with Republican politicians on the ground in Tampa by sitting down with
Darrell Issa (CA-49).
Amid the expected discussion of the economy and health care, and the sudden conversation on rape and
abortion—one major policy area has been missing from the campaigns: foreign policy.
Many republicans in California are pointing to the San Diego contingency as a model for the future of the
national Republican Party, both on fiscal and social issues.
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American military authorities disciplined six members of the Army and three non-commissioned Marine
David Sheldon
officers on Monday for two separate incidents. In one incident, at least four Korans were badly burned after
unnamed Army personnel sent boxes of Korans from a prison library to a burn pit at Bagram Air Base in
Afghanistan. As punishment, Army authorities issued letters of reprimand to those involved in the episode,
but found that the soldiers did not act out of “malicious intent” to disrespect the Koran or Islam. In another
incident, four Marines urinated over what appeared to be the corpses of three Taliban insurgents, which was
video recorded and posted on the Internet in January. The Marine Corps did not release the results of its
investigation, but did say that three non-commissioned officers received “nonjudicial punishments,” which
could include letters of reprimand, a reduction in rank, forfeit of some pay, physical restriction to a military
base, extra duties or some combination of those penalties. Military officials stated the disciplinary actions
were not as light as they might seem to the public as letters of reprimand effectively end most military
careers. The punishments, however, may not satisfy Afghan protesters and President Hamid Karzai, who
have called for a public trial. The Koran burning incident alone ignited days of riots across Afghanistan. Do
you think the military service members should receive harsher punishments? What more can be done, if
anything, to amend the diplomatic damages caused by these incidents?
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Though most deaths during the war in Afghanistan have come during NATO and Afghan National forces
Gary Wilson, Bill
facing off against the Taliban and al-Qaeda, a rising number of NATO soldiers have been killed from Afghan Roggio
soldiers turning their guns against, seemingly, ‘their own team.’ According to Newsweek, members of
Afghanistan’s security forces have killed 40 soldiers this year, which has surpassed last year’s total of 35.
The “green-on-blue killings” have increased since the onset of the war. According to the Long War Project,
insider killings have accounted for 13 percent of NATO casualties in 2012, 6 percent in 2010 and 2011, 3
percent in 2009, and less than 1 percent in 2008.Reasons for the increase of shootings are unclear. According
to the Long War Journal, US commanders have insisted that attacks are due to “cultural differences between
Afghan and Western troops.” Of note is also the Taliban influence in Afghanistan, who have infiltrated
members of the Afghan National army and posed as members. According to CNN, A Department of Defense
report in April stated that " a large majority of green-on-blue attacks are not attributable to insurgent
infiltration of the ANSF [Afghan National Security Forces] but are due to isolated personal grievances against
coalition personnel."
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Representative Paul Ryan’s ascension as the presumptive vice presidential nominee is the first time
Generation X - those born between the mid-1960s to the early 1980s - has had a shot at a seat at the big
table. The public perception of Gen Xers is that they are apathetic, confused, self-loathing, and fatalistic –
hardly the kind of image of the socially conservative and fiscally grounded fitness nut that Paul Ryan
exhibits. Could Paul Ryan be a new symbol for a generation that has suffered through a severe recession
during its prime wage-earning years? Or does Ryan represent another aspect of the misunderstood
generation that has simply been biding its time?
At a press conference in Los Angeles today, Governor Jerry Brown announced a compromise plan when it
comes to pension benefits for new public employees. Last year, Democratic lawmakers disagreed with Gov.
Brown’s proposal to create a pension plan blending defined benefits with a 401(k)-style plan. So what are
the specifics and what’s the reaction to the newest version? Patt checks in with KPCC’s state capitol reporter
Julie Small for an update.
Seven years ago today, the residents of New Orleans were in the midst of the last day before The Storm, as
hurricane Katrina has come to be known by locals in its aftermath. The following day, on August 29th, 2005,
the storm would make landfall as a Category 3 storm with winds reaching 74 to 130 miles per hour and the
gulf coast was hit hard. Levees were breached in New Orleans and over 1,800 people lost their lives in the
storm and ensuing flooding. At an estimated $81 billion, Katrina would be the costliest natural disaster in
U.S. history. Katrina changed the city of New Orleans forever, but the disaster changed our larger culture on
many levels. Criticism of the Bush administration’s response to the storm prompts different responses to
disasters by political leaders today; a generation of young people learned about volunteering by moving to
New Orleans to help rebuild the city; and racial and economic inequality in America was laid bare by the
wind, water and aftermath. How is America different in a post-Katrina reality? Will the lessons learned
continue to be heeded as time passes?
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Before John Galt, there was Jesus. Ayn Rand, the writer responsible for “The Fountainhead,” “Atlas Shrugged,” Anne C. Heller, Michael
and (allegedly) Paul Ryan’s worldview, started – like many writers – at the low rung of the Hollywood totem Phillips
pole. In 1926, the new-to-the-country Russian émigré found herself working as a junior screenwriter for
Cecil B. DeMille on “The King of Kings,” an epic “part-Gospel, part-Technicolor” re-telling of the Passion of
Christ. For $25 a week, Rand toiled away for no credit, until she eventually left for New York, returning to
Hollywood on her own terms in the mid-1940s, when she would see her own novel, “The Fountainhead,”
turned into a film starring Gary Cooper. What is the connection between Ayn Rand’s early years in the moviemaking machine and her later magna opera, and were the films that followed any good?
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The California legislature is winding up its session with a flurry of activity on immigration and pensions.
Lawmakers are pushing to pass four immigration bills through this week. John Myers joins the show with
more.
The Republicans are kicking off the first real day of their convention in Tampa Florida today after
yesterday's proceedings were cut short due to weather concerns over Tropical storm Isaac. And tonight the
schedule resumes with big speeches by Mitt Romney's wife Ann, and New Jersey Governor Chris Christie.
KPCC's <b>Frank Stoltze</b> joins the show to give us a look ahead at the Tampa convention.
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Andrea Seabrook, former Congressional correspondant at NPR talks to Madeleine about her new venture that
translates Washington speak to make it more accesible and interesting to the public.
After an absence of six years, the amazing (if scantily clad) Captain Underpants returns in "Captain
Underpants and the Terrifying Return of Tippy Tinkletrousers."
A new study finds that "the persistent, dependent use of marijuana before age 18 has been shown to cause
lasting harm."
Brad Weté, music critic for Complex Magazine joins the show to talk about R&B and hip-hop releases from
Miguel, Trey Songz and 2 Chainz.
Cinecon classics film festival kicks off.
Inland leaders plan to take control of Ontario airport starting to take flight.
LA County juvenile probation camp learns a better way to teach.
The giant sequoia's need help.
More heat waves could mean more air conditioners along the beach.
Tennis ref pleads not guilty to murder, reduced bail.
City of Compton staves off financial challenges.
National park service is warning health providers nationwide about Hantavirus outbreak at YNP.
Federal law enforcement officials come out in force to bust
Crash injures 9 children near a South LA elementary school.
Little Tokyo community responds to scandal at important ethnic/cultural community center.
In response to the state parks, a bill is sent to the Governor to improve accounting practices.
Self-driving cars could take off in CA.
Federal agents sweep 12 locations including auto repair shop and taco stand and arrest 17 people for drug
trafficking.
Glendale bear sent to shelter.
State Senators approved appeal to the federal government to add comprehensive dental benefits to medicare.
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CA Insurance Commissioner worries that two bills could remove insurance protections for Californians.
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CA Insurance Commissioner worries that two bills could remove insurance protections for Californians.
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Beck downgrades officer who used force at traffic stop.
Bill would allow undocumented immigrants in CA to apply for drivers licenses.
Crash injures 9 children near a South LA elementary school.
San Bernardino city council postpones vote on bankruptcy budget.
Bankrupt San Bernardino to borrow from restricted funds to pay employees.
San Bernardino city council postpones vote on bankruptcy budget.
LA City Council committee will consider changes to its system of trash pickup.
UC Berkeley study finds temp workers don't make as much as comparable counterparts.
Stoltze catcges up with Chino Hills RNC delegate the beach.
Cops arrest 14 registered sex offenders in Wilmingtno
Mitt Romney speaks tomorrow night at the RNC in Tampa
About half-a-million fewer students getting educated at community colleges in California
Wrong way crash kills mother and two children in Hollywod
Tennis ref Lois Goodman pleads not guilty to murder
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Los Angeles continues to lead the country in adding jobs. But the unemployment rate remains high
Tennis referee not guilty to murder
Federal agents sweep 12 locations includin auto repair shop and taco stand and arrest 17 people for drug
trafficking
Frank Stoltze with delegation reax to Ann Romney, Chris Christie speeches
Local, federal police raid targets sex offenders
Frank Stoltze with delegation reax after Romney votes
Last night, viewers of the Republican National Convention were treated to the first round of primetime
speakers.
Larry checks in with KPCC reporter Frank Stoltze who's kicking it beachside with a boisterous group of
California delegates.
Both Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan have decried defense cuts, put in place by the Obama administration, that
are scheduled to start going into effect in January unless overturned by Congress.
Even with seasonal weather patterns threatening to dampen the RNC, the city of Tampa Bay and its Mayor
Bob Buckhorn have delivered on their promises.
Tonight, Paul Ryan will take the stage at the RNC as Mitt Romney’s official vice presidential running mate.
A Southern California native, Richard Grenell has been active in politics for years.
Since the passage of President Obama’s Affordable Care Act, healthcare has been one of the most important,
and contentious, issues for politicians and voters.
Ann Romney and Governor Chris Christie had their moments in the big Republican spotlight last night as the
end-of-the-night speakers at the GOP Convention in Tampa. Which words were spoken when, how they were
spoken, and what went unsaid might tell us something more about the speakers and their messages to the
nation. Does a smile or a blink inform a phrase? What about word choice? Is there really a sin of omission in
a political speech?
The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia recently ruled that the state of Texas’s attempts to
redistrict the state discriminated against black and Hispanic voters in the state. The case is the latest in a
wave of voting rights controversies, where claims of disenfranchisement and voter fraud have led to clashes
throughout the country.
Bill Nye is most widely known for being “The Science Guy,” a TV personality that made science fun and
accessible in 100 episodes of “Bill Nye the Science Guy” that ran from 1993 to 1998. Last week, Nye kicked
the Creationism vs. evolution hornet’s nest with statements made in a video posted to the Big Think website.
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In the video, Nye advocates for evolution, cautions that the teaching of Creationism would make future
generations less intelligent and takes some potshots at Creationists, saying "It's very much analogous in
trying to do geology without believing in tectonic plates. You're just not going to get the right answer. Your
whole world is going to be a mystery instead of an exciting place."
With these comments, advocates for both viewpoints lined up in their usual battle lines and a war of words
ensued.
8/29/12 LAW

8/29/12 SPOR

Chief Charlie Beck
It’s time for Ask the Chief, your monthly opportunity to put your law and order questions to top cop Chief
Charlie Beck. Patt gets the latest on several internal LAPD investigations, including whether members of its
SWAT unit took advantage of their positions to buy and then resell specially-made handguns. Chief Beck will
also speak about the investigation into the use of overly-harsh physical methods by officers at a ‘militarystyle’ boot camp for youth and what the LAPD has done in to beef up public security in the wake of the
Aurora and Wisconsin shootings. Plus, your questions.
The results from personality tests like Myers-Briggs can tell you a lot about a person, but if you really want to Marah Eakin
get a peek inside someone’s soul take a look at their music collection. A quick spin through their iPod or
stacks of vinyl records can provide insight into a person’s temperament, disposition and may give you an
idea of whether or not you’ll likely get along. Granted, music taste is subjective, but an informal poll of Patt
Morrison’s team revealed that you may be being judged by your favorite tunes.
To wit: do you like the indie band Deerhoof (artsy), pop songsmith Aimee Mann (contemplative), country
crooner Taylor Swift (vapid) or grizzled troubadour Tom Waits (experimental and peculiar)?
The world of sports can be especially revelatory when it comes to music tastes… the L.A. Dodgers
organization plays songs selected by specific players when they step up to the plate or onto the pitcher’s
mound, allowing thousands of people to groove to… or suffer through an athlete’s preference for Young
Jeezy.
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Nearly half a million community college students starting school this fall are on wait lists to get into classes,
according to a new survey being released this morning by the state. Jack Scott, the Chancellor of California
community Colleges, joins the show with more.
Los Angeles Unified School District superintendent John Deasy has a modest goal: in four years, every
student will be ready for college or the workforce.
It's opening day at the Paralympic Games in London. Over a dozen Paralympians hail from the Southland,
including a wheelchair fencer who’s hoping to grab gold.
A public health crisis has begun to spread out of Yosemite National Park, where four visitors were infected
with the little-known Hantavirus earlier this month.
Whether or not the glamour (and free swag) ignite party faithful, political conventions have certainly proved
to be fertile ground for aspiring writers.
The Obama administration ushered in a new era of fuel efficiency standards this week by announcing new
regulations aimed at doubling current standards by 2025.
Luke Burbank, host of the podcast "Too Beautiful to Live," gives us the low-down (or as much as he
remembers) from his trip to Vegas.
90-year-old LA County Fair opens Friday
Some burned out by Station Fire still seeking permission to rebuild.
Two Califonia delegates reacted to Paul Ryan's GOP nomination for vice president speech
California delegate were ecstatic over
Foreclosure-related home sales fell 10-percent in California during the second-quarter compared to last year.
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California lawmakers agreed to send a message to the federal government yesterday.
Nine children and two adults are recovering after an elderly man ran into them with his car yesterday
afternoon outside an elementary school in South Los Angeles
KPCC's Frank Stoltze has been speaking with members of the California delegation near Tampa Bay, Florida.
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Riverside mom, children allegedly slain by ex-partner
Fundraising efforts underway to help families of two Good Samaritans pay ambulance bills
New report finds teenagers at greatest risk for pedestrian injuries
Riverside County awarded $2. million to help combat insurance fraud
State health officials announce penalties against 7 Southland Hospitals
CA lawmakers to vote on pensions deal Friday
California officials hold trial auction to test cap and trade system
The AAA's latest travel survey finds airfare with an average cost of 200 dollars per ticket
Some people are still not receiving their unemployment benefits after a State computer glitch stopped
payments earlier this week.
New data show more than 63-thousand foreclosure-related home sales in California between April and June.
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Principal to host meeting with parents following car accident
LA city councilman launches campaign to help pay ambulance fees for two good Samaritans that were
electrocuted to death
California delegates blocked from Paul Ryan's speech Wednesday night
Riverside Police shoot man suspected of killing three people
"Grim Sleeper" homicide case creeps through the court system
Riverside mom, children allegedly slain by ex-partner
Crossing guards apparently absent at school where car hit several bystanders
QA with LA City Fire spokesman Erik Scott on kids hit at South LA school
Man plows car into kids at South LA school
Man plows car into kids at South LA school
Frank Stoltze live on hiccup with CA delegation
Frank Stoltze reports live from Republican National Convention on man who helped shape Romney's speech
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Democrat Debbie Wasserman Schultz weighs in at Republican confab

3:09

Stoltze

Debbie Wasserman
Schultz
Last night, vice-presidential nominee Paul Ryan and Former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice took the Lou Jacobson, Mark
podium at the Republican National Convention.
Barabak
Ron Johnson, Dennis A.
In his nomination acceptance speech, George H.W. Bush famously promised voters “no new taxes.” Mitt
Romney has a different promise: keeping Bush-era tax cuts in place, and adding even more, across all income Ross, William Gale
levels.
While the economy is undoubtedly the biggest issue in this election, one issue which has proven to be
Devin Nunes, David
incredibly significant as well is that of pension reform.
Spady, Dave Low
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If Briana Bilbray sounds familiar, that’s probably because you’re thinking of her father. Brian Bilbray is a
Republican representing California’s 50th district of northern San Diego County in Congress.
Tonight, the Republican National Convention steadies a spotlight on its biggest star, Mitt Romney.

Briana Bilbray, Bill
Jones
Vince Haley, Mary Kate
Cary
A 100-year-old man with a completely clean driving record and valid drivers licence accidentally backed his Jeffrey Spring, Russ
car into a sidewalk in South Los Angeles yesterday afternoon, injuring 11, including nine children. The driver, Rader
Preston Carter, says he lost control of his car. Police say Carter merely made a miscalculation, and was not
under the influence of any substances. Although no one was killed, the incident evokes memories of a lethal
86-year-old driver who killed 10 and injured 63 when he lost control of his car in a Farmers Market in Santa
Monica in 2003. Teenagers pay more in automobile insurance because they are believed to be a greater
accident risk. Does a similar pricing structure affect elderly drivers? Should it? Is there such a thing as ‘too
old to drive?’
The recession impacted the life of Americans far and wide, but perhaps no group was hurt harder than the
Jordan Weissman
Millennial generation. Generation Y has entered a job economy that’s forced them to postpone marriage, and
delay purchasing homes and cars, but their lack of economic growth has also led a decline of birthrates
compared to past generations. The Great Recession essentially led to a pause button on adulthood for
Millennials, according to The Atlantic’s Derek Thompson, and has led to declines of purchases on everything
from diapers to pregnancy kits, child care and education. Are you a member of Generation Y? Have you put
off starting a family or purchasing a home because of economic strife?
Are they born that way? Is it a lifestyle choice? These are common questions surrounding the cultural
Paul Campos, James
acceptance of homosexuality, an acceptance that has evolved significantly in the last half-century. But they
Rainey
also apply to another cultural phenomenon that touches us all: The obesity epidemic. With the appearance –
and ridicule – of obese New Jersey Governor Chris Christie at the GOP Convention this week, the obesity
question is now front and center: Do we as a society accept people as obese? Do we wish to enact laws –
societal priorities – to “cure” the obese as was once thought acceptable for homosexuals? Would we ever
accept an obese person as a national leader, a position that has required a telegenic/photogenic aesthetic
since the dawn of mass media.?
Paul Ryan’s acceptance speech for the vice-presidential nomination yesterday drew applause from GOP
Brooks Jackson
convention attendees, but criticism from other quarters due to questions about the validity of his claims. The
nonpartisan group FactCheck.org delivered a list of at least five of Ryan’s statements that were directly false,
including the story of President Obama failing to deliver on a 2008 campaign promise to keep a Wisconsin
factory open. Should Ryan have stuck with New Jersey Governor Chris Christie’s approach? Apparently,
Christie avoided making any factual claims in his keynote address to the Republican convention whatsoever.
In the long run, how much does accuracy matter in these speeches? Will we see the same attention focused
on the Democratic candidates next week? Do you use sites like FactCheck as a guide?

8/30/12 ECON

Two days ago the Huffington Post issued the following headline: “Obama’s War on Weed in California:
Mark Lacter, Doug Fine
Cannabis Crackdown Has Dire Economic Consequences.” But how dire are the circumstances? Is marijuana
really an under-utilized cash cow in a debt-ridden state? Over the last few years, with the legalization of
medical marijuana and the opening of thousands of dispensaries statewide, California has had the
opportunity to test this theory. What are the results? That depends on what side you talk to: millions of
dollars in taxes, or rising crime and the bills that come along with policing that crime. For some, the Obama
administration’s recent decision to crack down on California is driving a lucrative business with plenty of
legal employees out of state, including out of the city of Los Angeles, where the L.A. City Council voted that all
dispensaries be shut down by September 6th. But is the medical marijuana industry responsible for bringing
in as much as proponents claim? How much potential revenue does California really stand to lose?

8/30/12 YOUT

As writer Lisa Bloom was working on her first book, “Think” -- about how well women are doing in academia
and in the workplace -- she noticed a troubling counterpoint: even as women grow more successful, boys
seem to be falling behind. In her newest book, “Swagger,” Bloom explores how young American men are
medicated, suspended and expelled from schools at quadruple the rate of girls, and are incarcerated more
than any other male group in human history. Patt checks in with Bloom about these issues, as well as how
parents can help.
The conventions give millions of people a chance to tune into the race. But one person who's not tuning in
this week? First lady Michelle Obama.
The President reached out to an influential community that's full of taste-makers, potential donors and those
who make cat videos go viral on YouTube.
Arthur Levine. author of "When Hope and Fear Collide: A Portrait of Today's College Student," takes a look at
the challenges facing the Millennial generation.
Madeleine talks sports with Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of the Sklarboro Country podcast.
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Eleven people were injured after a car driven by a 100-year-old man jumped the curb outside an elementary
school Wednesday, leading some to ask: how old is too old to be driving?
Medical marijuana advocates collected signatures to get a referendum overturning the pot shop ban on the
spring ballot
Video of the woman being beaten being shown to train LAPD officers
Governor Jerry Brown has received a bill that would make it a crime to carry unloaded shotguns or rifles in
publis
Governor Jerry Brown has received a bill that would make it a crime to carry unloaded shotguns or rifles in
publis
Public path to Los Angeles River widens
Two LA City Council committees vote to move the city's trash system to an exclusive franchise.
California lawmakers have approved a bill designed to improve the state's accounting practices.
Councilman plans to launch fundraising campaign for two good Samaritans electrocuted
Activists sue state over law expediting Farmer's Field
A look at the Southland and California jobs picture ahead of Labor Day weekend
90-year-old LA County Fair opens today, sooner than usual
90-year-old LA County Fair opens today, sooner than usual
The mother of a Good Samaritan who was electrocuted speaks about her daughter's bravery.
LA FlyAway bus service from Irvine to LAX stops
The state releases its annual test scores
Alleged officer misconduct in woman's in-custody death.
State legislature approves some help for "the help" in work breaks, mealtimes, and overtime.
The state will release its annual test scores
The California legislative chambers spent Thursday churning through hundreds of bills
Community college bill passed in state capitol
The state is ramping up for the greenhouse gas emissions cap-and-trade market this November
A bill that has passed reduces the empasis on standardized test scores
The latest Triple-A forecast calls for more Californians traveling this Labor Day holiday weekend than last
year.
Democratic Assembly Speaker John Perez's top priority is a pair of bills called the "Middle Class Scholarship"
California delegates react to Mitt Romney's speech
LADP investigates death of woman while being taken into custody by offivers
KPCC's Frank Stoltze tours the RNC convention floor
California Republicans are feeling better about their presidential nominee after last night's speech by Mitt
Romney.
Ramp Jam ends three weeks early along 405 Wilshire Blvd interchange.
Nearly 2 million Southern Californians predicted to hit the road this Labor Day weekend.
Lawmakers approve the packet of pension changes.
Moreno Valley streets still muddy after Thursday's downpour.
Nearly 2 million Californians predicted to hit the road this labor day weekend.
An attorney is unanimously approved to the Los Angeles Board of Police Commissioners
New questions arise on woman's death in police custody
San Quentin guards recovering after Death Row attack.
The state releases it's annual test scores. We provide more info.
Standardized test scores show improvement among California's K-12 students
Lawmaker shelves effort to overhaul teacher evaluations.
Last night was the moment Republicans had been fretting over since the end of the primary season.
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8/31/12 POLI

Did anything over the past few days change the way you think about the election? Call in and let us know.

8/31/12 POLI

With the Republican National Convention coming to a close, the election will be ratcheting it up over the next Frank Stoltze, Jonathan
few months.
Wilcox, Darry A.
Sragow, Lauren Osen

8/31/12 POLI

Wednesday night, former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice delivered a memorable speech at the RNC.
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The 2012 Republican National Convention wrapped up last night with Mitt Romney’s official acceptance of
the nomination for their party’s candidacy for the general election in November.

James Rainey

00:24

This election season’s convention in Tampa, Florida featured a condensed schedule courtesy of Hurricane
Isaac, speeches by a carefully selected number of conservative speakers and a moment of sublime absurdity
provided by the appearance of 82-year-old legendary actor and director Clint Eastwood.
The grizzled and gentle man who brought us "Dirty Harry" and the iconic loner gunslinger in scores of
Westerns has now given birth to a new meme called ‘Eastwooding.’ In his speech, which appeared
immediately preceding Romney’s acceptance speech, Eastwood spoke to an empty chair which was intended
to represent President Barack Obama, saying things like, “Mr. President, how do you handle promises that
you made when you were running for election?"
The chair, of course, did not respond, leaving many viewers befuddled, members of Romney’s staff
scratching their heads and political pundits spinning the awkward moment in various directions. By
Thursday night, the Internet was ablaze with discussion and pictures of people and pets addressing empty
chairs.
8/31/12 MIL

Disabled United States veterans in metropolitan areas face some of the longest response times in the country Aaron Glantz, Stephanie
for decisions on war-related disability claims.
Stone

00:07

An investigation by The Bay Citizen and the Center for Investigative Reporting recently revealed that while
the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs takes an average of eight months nationally to respond to a claim, in
cities like New York, most veterans wait a year or longer. Here in California, wait time averages more than
nine months, with the administrations in San Diego and Los Angeles vying for the title of ‘longest to respond.'
See a map showing the wait times in L.A., California and the rest of the nation here.
For comparison, it takes the V.A. in South Dakota an average of less than six months to respond to a claim.
Since 2012, the V.A. has seen the number of new claims filed annually increase by 48%, but the number of
claims representatives has only increased by five percent.
8/31/12 LIT

Many teenagers feel like outcasts, pariahs and misfits, but in his book “Giving up the Ghost,” NPR’s vice
president for programming, Eric Nuzum, reveals that his teen years were so disturbingly disenfranchising
that he found himself on the brink of suicide. The subtitle of Nuzum’s book concisely sums up its contents:
“A Story About Friendship, ‘80s Rock, A Lost Scrap of Paper, and What It Means to Be Haunted.”

Eric Nuzum

00:17

Nuzum credits his friend Laura with giving him a reason not to end his own life during his tumultuous
formative years and is also thankful to his mother for insisting he check himself into a mental hospital. In his
own account of his coming of age story, Nuzum also describes how his very real emotional struggles
manifested in the hauntingly surreal form of a ghost who visited his dreams. Listen in as Nuzum recalls his
demons and tells Patt how he made it out alive.
8/31/12 POLI

The stakes were high last night as Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney finally took the podium to Dr. Jack Brown
deliver his speech accepting the party’s nomination. Though some would suggest it wasn’t a home run
speech, others say it was effective nonetheless. Was he able to deliver the clear and concise vision for
America’s future that many analysts and voters have said he lacks? Patt checks in on the contents of
Romney’s speech, as well as his delivery.
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If you’ve every baked or eaten a homemade brownie so good you’d be willing to pay for it, you’re in luck. A
Michael Gatto, Mark
new bill moving its way through the California legislature would make it legal for do-it-yourself bakers to sell Stambler
home-cooked foods. Current laws prevent food prepared in anyplace other than a commercial kitchen to be
sold, except in the venerable fundraising bake sale. Home cooked food is a huge industry in the more than 30
others states that already have ‘Bakers Bills’ on their books – to the tune of annual sales of $100 million in
West Virginia alone. In trying economic times, the ability for people to sell their home-cooked foods directly
to consumers has provided a much needed source of extra income for people who know their way around a
cookie sheet or bread oven. California’s bill would still come with regulations, however; permits would still
be required, foods would have to be labeled as homemade, ingredients could not include meat or cream and
would have to be listed, and gross yearly sales could not exceed $35,000, although that ceiling would rise to
$50,000 in 2015. Anyone selling directly to consumers would also have to register with local health
departments and take courses in food handling. Food safety experts are less optimistic and cite concerns
about the kinds of conditions and possible contaminants in home kitchens.

00:17

8/31/12 ENT

An entertainment career spanning over three decades, Jason Alexander has seen and done it all. The film,
Jason Alexander
stage, and television actor is one of the most recognizable figures in the entertainment industry. Alexander is
set to host Paramount Pictures 100th Anniversary this Sunday at the Hollywood Bowl. Patt and Jason will
discuss a century’s worth of stars, awards, and cultural touchstones. Paramount is the only studio company
left to call Hollywood home. Tickets for the event can be purchased at the Hollywood Bowl website.
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Angie Holan is deputy editor of Politifact, a group that vets the claims made by politicians. She joins the show
to review the speeches of the RNC.
Last night at the Republican National Convention, veteran actor Clint Eastwood took the stage. His reportedly
unscripted speech went over time, was rambling and involved chastising...
A titan of the tortilla industry died last week: Roberto Gonzalez Barrera was a Mexican a billionaire who
founded Gruma - the world's largest corn flour and tortilla company. Barrera died from pancreatic cancer at
the age of 81.
Chiles from Hatch Valley, NM have a huge following in California. Fans wait all year to buy hot peppers
ranging from mild to extra-extra hot. We tried the so-called Double X.
The Federal Reserve is hosting their annual meeting of economists and prominent central bankers in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming. Wall Street pays very close attention to the goings on at the meeting, hoping for clues on how
the Central Bank is feeling about the economy.
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Francis Newnam, hosts of The Dinner Party, join A Martinez to discuss the hot
conversation starters for the weekend. On tap this week: chic paper bags, Uncle Sam’s birthday and Ray
Bradbury.
Metro continues its shife to re-usable transit passes
Heading into the Labor Day weekend, gas prices are stable in Los Angeles, but a lot higher than anyone
expected.
Sundance opens first movie theater in West Hollywood.
California is finally starting to see some light at the end of the jobs crisis tunnel.
Lawmakers vote on pension plan.
LA City Council votes on AB 1080, Trust Act.
Metro wants thousands of USC Trojans fans to go Expo.
OC reveals it's latest numbers on hate crimes.
Lawmakers approve the packet of pension changes.
Today might be the day Jones moves off the streets into a place of his own, and Troy could not be more
excited. Troy calls himself a field advocate — armed with a backpack, a pack of cigarettes and a credit card
paid for by a prominent Mid-Wilshire philanthropist, he walks Los Angeles seeking out and helping people
who might otherwise go ignored: a woman passed out against a wall, a man screaming to himself, a couple
sleeping under a tarp.
I have always had a tough time understanding my parents. Not because we’re from different generations, or
born and raised in different countries; it’s that we don’t speak the same language.
Troy Erik Isaac is a homeless advocate who travels all over Los Angeles by foot helping any person he
meets—he almost never ignores a phone call. But maybe even more compelling is his long, sometimes
troubled history.
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John Rabe
Nobody has done as much in recent years to promote the status of Chicano art as Marin, who started
collecting Chicano art years ago because it was cool and affordable, then became an advocate when he
realized it wasn't being treated as great art by the establishment. Since then, he's published books and staged
nationwide tours of Chicano art, much of it from his personal collection, which may be the best in the world.
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Flintridge Preparatory School teachers Tyke O'Brien and Patrick Ferry armed their students with
microphones and recorders and told them to emulate Off-Ramp. We were honored. The students produced
podcasts about the world around them, including this one from Crysti Wang, Jonathan Hagar, and Matthew
Shintaku. The three visited the quirky Cypress Park bike shop called Flying Pigeon. It's Matthew's voice you
hear on tape, with shop co-owner Josef Bray-Ali.
Will Ryan, leader of the Cactus County Cowboys, calls their brand of music "Cowboy Skiffle." They
entertained Mickey Rooney, Margaret O'Brien, Rose Marie, and the rest of the crowd at the Southern
California Motion Picture Council's annual holiday banquet, but Off-Ramp host John Rabe got a special
preview as they were warming up. In this iteration, Ryan -- the voice of Tigger for 16 years -- is joined by
Westy Westenhofer, John "Presto" Reynolds, "Chaparall Katie" Cavera, "Buckaroo Benny" Brydern, and
"Cactus Chloe" Feoranzo.
It’s a cool February night and I’m standing outside LACMA with my headphones on and microphone in hand.
I’m waiting to get in the car of David Fillmore aka Heroman, LA’s only known superhero. We’re going on a
ride along so I can get a glimpse of what he’s about.
The LA Zoo is celebrating Betty White's 90th birthday this month with a cake for the first 900 people through
the gate and a special scavenger hunt. Betty won't be there; she's too busy! We taped this interview last
summer.
OC reveals it's latest numbers on hate crimes.
A look at the LA County Fair Food.
Jason Alexander hosts 100th birthday celebration for Paramount Studios at the Hollywood Bowl Sunday.
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From tar pits to Target, the trajectory of Warhol's soup can images.
A long holiday weekend means police are on the lookout for drunk drivers.
USC takes first step to nat'l title.
Smaller group of Occupy protesters in Charlotte
Pelosi accused GOP of doing nothing
Take back the House day at CA delegation
Villaraigosa to pound gavel tomorrow
Sharon McNary live on 4-thousand acre Williams Fire in Angeles National Forest
CDC and CDPH officials scheduled to arrive in Yosemite Tuesday to further study the Hantavirus outbreak
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Actor Michael Clarke Duncan has died
The Democratic National Convention begins today
West Covina car salesman sets Guinness World Record.
California plans to roll out online voter registration soon after Labor Day
Climate Change means more heat waves on the beaech, study says
Secretary of State's office hopes to roll out online voter registration soon after Labor Day
Mission marks its anniversary with a big party
UCLA Anderson economist explains how in CA, job creation can actually lead to a high unemployment rate
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Riverside County Sheriff opposes TRUST Act
Why Democrats choose Charlotte for convention.
The recession forces one man to switch from furniture maker to therapist
CHP conducting "maximum enforcement" patrols during Labor Day weekend
Bills would force traffickers to fork over profits
Labor Day is a day to not work
The LOH Life iPAD
Rash of home burglaries on 77th street
Fewer guests visit Yosemite this Labor Day weekend due to hantavirus outbreak; rangers getting up to 500
calls a day
Apparel makers begin to bring production back to Los Angeles
Small group of occupy protesters in Charlotte
The CA Health Benefit Exchange is a key pillar of the health overhaul, but hardly anyone's heard of it.
The CA Health Benefit Exchange is a key pillar of the health overhaul, but hardly anyone's heard of it.
CA Delegate sent home.
San Bernardino city council takes up a bankruptcy budget plan to send to a federal judge.
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California Democats talk about candidates on the ballot at the Democratic National Convention
A four-thousand acre wildfire is buring the Angeles National Forest
More than 400 firefighters are trying to get a handle on a wildfire in the Angeles National Forest.
More than 400 firefighters are trying to get a line around a wildfire in the Angeles National Forest
Take back the House day at CA delegation
CDC and CDPH officials scheduled to arrive in Yosemite Tuesday to further study the Hantavirus outbreak
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Actor Michael Clarke Duncan has died
The Democratic National Conventions gets rained out
Fire burns thousands of acres in Angeles National Forest
Fire burns thousands of acres in Angeles National Forest
Fire burns thousands of acres in Angeles National Forest
Fire burns thousands of acres in Angeles National Forest
Fire burns thousands of acres in Angeles National Forest
California is blessed with a wealth of wildly divergent outdoor experiences: from hiking to off-roading, from
surfing to bird-watching to rock climbing. If you’ve ever been to Yosemite, Big Sur, Hearst Castle or Lake
Tahoe, you know some of the beauty and diversity of California’s state parks. But do you know their history?
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In a new two-part documentary, California Forever, producers David Vassar and Sally Kaplan delve into the
beginnings of our vast state park system. The discovery of the giant Sequoias by Augustus T. Dowd in 1852
gave birth to Yosemite, California’s first state park. Since then, it’s grown to nearly 300 parks, encompassing
1.4 million acres, 280 miles of coastline and 3,000 miles of trails. California Forever explores the efforts of
the visionaries who worked to ensure the preservation of our beaches, woods, lakes and deserts for all
generations.
Lately, however, the future of California’s state parks has been threatened by overuse, growing urban
density, lack of funding and bitter conflicts between preservationists and recreationists. The film delves into
those challenges as well. As summer winds down, treat yourself to an exploration of California’s as yet
unspoiled wilderness.
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Tampa was then, Charlotte is now. Following the Republican National Convention (RNC) held in Tampa,
Florida last week, the Democrats are gearing up for their paramount gathering in the Tarheel state, with Los
Angeles mayor Antonio Villaraigosa presiding over the convention. But what can the donkeys learn from the
elephants in terms of convention efficacy? Last week, the GOP garnered attention and headlines, albeit not
always flattering, with big speeches from Republican vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan, conservative
film actor/director Clint Eastwood, and from the presidential hopeful himself, Mitt Romney.
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Charlotte, North Carolina was named for Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, who became the wife of England’s Tom Hanchett
King George III the year before the city was founded. To this very day, Charlotte retains the nickname the
‘Queen City’, although Charlotte is also known as ‘The Hornet’s Nest,’ a second nickname derived from a
statement made by British Revolutionary War General Cornwallis whose forces were ousted from the city by
hostile residents. More than two centuries later, the 2012 Democratic National Convention starts in earnest
tomorrow and no hurricanes are currently threatening to upend the procedural nomination of incumbent
Democrat president Barack Obama.
Following on the heels of last week’s Republican National Convention in Tampa, the Democrats chose
Charlotte early in 2012 knowing full well that North Carolina’s 15 Electoral College votes went to Obama in
2008 by a narrow margin and that the state would be hotly contested in this year’s election. Many Democrats
called for the convention to be moved after voters approved in May an amendment to the North Carolina
State constitution that bans gay marriage in the state, but the show will go on with Los Angeles’ Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa swinging the gavel as the Democratic Convention Chair.
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Michael Grunwald
As the Democratic National Party prepares to once again officially name Barack Obama as its nominee for
president of the United States, Americans on both ends of the political spectrum are voicing their opinions of
Obama’s performance over the last four years in office. What defines a presidency in the context of history?
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal fundamentally shaped his era as Commander in Chief, but it
remains to be seen what the first African-American president’s legacy will be. One defining endeavor is most
certainly the $800 billion dollar American Recovery and Reinvestment Act signed into law by President
Obama on February 17, 2009. Journalist Michael Grunwald, in his book “The New New Deal,” examines the
stimulus which he says was as ambitious as FDR’s New Deal and also the most extensive infrastructure
investment since President Eisenhower’s interstate highway system.
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Patt Morrison takes Comedy Congress on the road to the 2012 Democratic National Convention in Charlotte,
where she and Comedy Congress’ stalwart funny man Ben Gleib will help figure out what makes Democrats
so funny. Gleib will be on gaffe patrol in the southern city and he’ll bring it all to listeners live without a net.
Which speech or politico will have the funniest moments at the 2012 DNC?
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Organized Labor’s support of the Democratic Party is historically ironclad. In 2012, there is no change in Big Matea Gold, Jim
Labor’s party of choice. Their zeal for the incumbent Democratic president, however, is tepid. For example,
O’Sullivan
the United Mineworkers of America, who have chosen not to endorse a candidate in the presidential race.
And, it’s been reported from Charlotte that some union officials have opted to not attend the convention at all
due to the Democrats choosing a labor-unfriendly location in the right-to-work state of North Carolina. No big
parties are being bankrolled by unions at this year’s convention, a significant shift.
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Local alcohol laws and restrictions might be alien concepts to outsiders, but they’re simply a way of life in
Lucas Johns, Paul
some American cities like Charlotte, North Carolina. With thousands of thirsty Democratic conventioneers
Stroup
descending on the southern city this week, these differences in the specific times and days that allow thirsty
patrons to purchase libations are enough to cause one to drink. In North Carolina, all spirits – distillates other
than beer and wine – can only be bought at state-run Alcoholic Beverage Commission (ABC) stores, and all
ABC stores are closed every Sunday and on holidays like Labor Day. This means that many Democrats also
may be looking for a martini or margarita to go with their votes when they arrive on Sunday or Monday.
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Ben Gleib

State officials tried to pass a bill that would temporarily exclude from the liquor restrictions for Mecklenburg
County, which includes the convention host town of Charlotte, but the measure stalled in a Senate Committee
and this means that businesses who didn’t plan ahead will be high and dry. There are no restrictions on the
sale of beer and wine and restaurants and bars can still serve liquor but to keep up with increased demand,
they’ll have to stock up before the two-day lockdown begins because they will be unable to restock until
Tuesday. With 6,000 delegates, 15,000 journalists, and tens of thousands more politicians, lobbyists
volunteers and other attendees and onlookers arriving in a matter of days demand for tippling will be high.
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America has undoubtedly changed during the course of the 20th century and, according to professor of
politics Peter Dreier, one such change has been towards becoming a more humane, inclusive, and democratic
country. Throughout the century, countless distinguished Americans have influenced the trajectory of the
nation and pioneered to achieve greatness, but how do Americans define genuine greatness in the context of
history? What characteristics make some Americans greater than others? Dreier attempts to answer these
and other questions in a new book “The 100 Greatest Americans of the 20th Century: A Social Justice Hall of
Fame.” The Occidental College professor hopes to provoke and inspire readers to think hard about what truly
makes certain individuals great and also what our choices of who qualifies as ‘the greatest’ says about us as a
society.
Leased planes augment aerial firefighting force over L.A. County
Governor Brown's tax measure draws most attention among statewide ballot measures
Governor Brown's tax measure draws most attention among statewide ballot measures
Summer Night Lights program in Los Angeles brings attention to reduce gang violence
Pelosi accused GOP of doing nothing
Villaraigosa to pound gavel tomorrow
Los Angeles seeking its first poet laureate
Los Angeles seeking its first poet laureate
Los Angeles seeking its first poet laureate
LA County considers contract with Taft jail
Crenshaw High students score spots as California's youngest delegates to the DNC
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Expert firefighters called in to fight Williams Fire
Four state of California emergency response workers are on their way to Louisiana to help with the response
to Hurricane Isaac
Business stories with Mark Lacter
Californians on the podium tonight at DNC
The Williams Fire has calmed down considerably.
The head of the California Democratic Party has apologized after comments he made yesterday about
Republicans
It was Ladies day at the California delegation breakfast.
Firefighters make some progress on Williams Fire
Firefighters face steep and rugged conditions fighting Williams Fire in Angeles National Forest
State Assembly Leader's mind is back in California
Carjacker and wife on the lam, cops in pursuit
Pentagon upset that ex-Navy SEAL didn't get book reviewed before publication.
Two top LA Mayoral candidates work the room for campaigns
LA County re-ups contract for wildfire aircraft
LA County re-ups contract for wildfire aircraft
Fire update on Williams Fire in San Gabriel Canyon, Day 3
Investigators are trying to deetermine what caused a deadly accident on the Grapevine section off the 5
freeway.
California Assemble Speaker John Perez of Los Angeles is schedule to speak tonight at the Democratic
National Convention
The auto industry has been a mainstay in a bumpy recovery. And that continues with good August sales
The Democratic National Conventions is under way in Charlotte
Faculty reaches new contract deal with Cal State system
California lawmakers worked right up to their deadline to pass a flurry of bills
CA legislators approved changes to state pension and workers comp
Labor Secretary hangs with CA delegation at Democratic National Convention
Inglewood clears trees for Space Shuttle Endeavour's upcoming trek
The number of reported hate crimes in California fell slightly last year.
An update on LAUSD and union discussions over teacher evals
California is moving ahead with rules to govern how wind, solar and other renewable energy projects can be
developed on desert lands
July housing prices see highest jump in six years
Fire Lady Michelle Obama's speech went over well with the California delegation, including San Francisco
Giants fan Cirian Villavicencio
Crews fighting the 38-hundred-plus acre Williams Fire in the Angeles National Forest are working in steep
and rocky terrain
Chinese conglomerate Wanda acquires AMC in largest takeover yet of a U.S. company by a Chinese Firm.
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Last Friday, the California Assembly and Senate approved legislation encompassing sweeping changes to
public pension programs. The bill is now on Gov. Jerry Brown’s desk, where it will almost assuredly be
approved.

Darrell Steinberg, Mimi
Walters, Julie Small,
Dan Walters

23:30

Dan Schnur

17:00

The content of the bill represents a series of compromises between Governor Jerry Brown and Democrats in
the legislature, a fact Republicans aren’t very happy about. They claim that the pension reform package is
simply a watered-down version of Brown’s original proposal, and it doesn’t go far enough to make significant
changes to the troubled program.
"I believe that this was a very robust pension reform package," Senator Daryl Steinberg told AirTalk. "We
rolled back formulas for new employees, we raised the retirement ages for new employees, we capped
pensionable income for new employees, then for current employees we insisted and the law reflects that
over the next 5 years they contribute 50 percent of their pensions."
Supporters point to the fact that the changes should save California upwards of $60 billion over the next
three decades, but that’s admittedly a minor dent in the $164 billion needed in funds.
The bill will raise the retirement age for most public employees and place a cap on payout amounts. Current
workers will not be affected, but any new hires after January 1st, 2013 would be subject to these new
conditions.
9/4/12 POLI

Yesterday, the chairman of the California Democratic Party made waves with his remarks about the GOP
presidential campaign. John Burton likened the Republican strategy to that of the “big lie,” a tactic used by
Nazis (most famously Joseph Goebbels) which relies on the repetition of false information on a large scale
until it is accepted as true by a majority of the public.
As expected, the GOP blasted Burton for his remarks and called for an apology. Burton acquiesced, but made
sure to mention that he never used the word “Nazi” in his remarks. Previously at the Democratic National
Convention, Burton has now flown home to California for a previously scheduled root canal.
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Which is going to end up giving Burton, and Democrats, the bigger headache? Is such a comparison as this
completely off-limits? What’s the difference between an untruth and a lie? Is this simply an exaggeration we
should come to accept in modern politics?
Hal David, famed and award-winning composer and lyricist, passed away Saturday at the age of 91 after
Kent Hartman
suffering a stroke. Known for many of his hits, like “What’s New Pussycat?,” “Wishin’ and Hopin’,” and “Close
to You,” David was best known for his work with his long-time songwriting partner, Burt Bacharach. The duo
penned hits for Dionne Warwick throughout her career. “I Say a Little Prayer” was the most successful of the
dozens of songs they wrote together, but other songs like “Do You Know the Way to San Jose?” and “Message
to Michael” were very popular and remain well-known additions to pop music. Share your memories with
AirTalk. What does Hal David’s music mean to you?
As the Democratic Convention gets underway in Charlotte, law enforcement braces for the security
challenges of tens of thousands of delegates, guests, politicians and protesters. Convention organizers must
be anxious to repeat Tampa’s success.
Officials there are pleased with their RNC performance – only two convention-related arrests in a week of
Republican business and many planned protests. It wasn’t just the rain, either. The Tampa Police
Department is pointing to the master negotiation skills of assistant chief John Bennett. He sat with protesters,
brought them food and water, and facilitated a wider protest zone, without posing risk to GOP security.
What tactics did he find especially effective? How can other police forces emulate the success? And what
about normal protest settings, when the National Guard and Secret Service aren’t also at the ready?
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Eight miles high, and nothing to do but flip through the SkyMall catalogue. Many travelers have felt frustrated Dwight Silverman,
by the ban on iPods and other devices on airplanes. Ever wonder why some electronics are permitted, while Captain Ross “Rusty”
Aimer,
others are verboten? Is it really a safety issue? Can your iPad or Kindle really interfere with an airplane’s
instruments or air traffic control communications?
Take heart, the laundry list of rules and regulations could possibly shrink soon as the FAA prepares to
review its in-flight electronics policy. If the review does find the policy can be loosened, or even abolished,
how will airlines possibly ensure that passengers use their devices correctly?
With marriage equality comes “invasive personal question” equality. New brides and grooms have faced it
for generations, now it’s grooms and grooms (or brides and brides) who have to put on a cheery face in
response to the query “When are you planning to have children?”
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It’s a tradition spanning two centuries: Angeleno showbiz celebrities throwing their fame behind a favorite
Ted Johnson
political cause. The election of 2012 is no different, and some of the biggest names in Hollywood are leading
the charge to help raise funds for President Obama’s reelection campaign. The moneyed Hollywood elites get
flak for being too liberal from residents of more conservative parts of America but the Republicans also have
their vocal cadre of Hollywood supporters others who were there in 2008 will not be so visible. And there
was Clint Eastwood’s now-infamous ‘chair speech’ at the GOP Convention. Who’s backing whom? Who’s
hosting what dinner? Do celebrity endorsements help or hurt candidates with mainstream voters who might
scorn the values of Hollywood’s more politically active players?
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The power of the First Lady is not enumerated in the U.S. Constitution. But the power of the position is on
display during each political party’s national convention, and consistently brought to bear on the campaign
trail. And for good reason. Each of the last two presidents have enjoyed First Ladies with higher favorability
ratings than the presidents themselves. What is the most effective role for a First Lady at the party’s national
convention? How can she best sway voters on the campaign trail? How has this role evolved since the
founding of the republic...and especially in the media age?
Agricultural concerns are important issues for voters in California and in other rural states. Is the Democratic
Party doing enough to support farmers and the agriculture industry? How can Democrats reach out
effectively to farmers and other rural voters?
The 2012 Democratic National Convention has an unmistakably Californian flavor to it. Los Angeles Mayor
Antonio Villaraigosa is the convention chair, state Attorney General Kamala Harris, and four House members,
including House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, will speak at the convention. Also addressing the Delegates is
John Perez, the speaker of the California Assembly. How can Perez manage to resonate with an audience that
may well be suffering from California fatigue by the time he speaks? Is there such thing as too much
California for the nation convention?
Patt Morrison takes Comedy Congress on the road to the 2012 Democratic National Convention in Charlotte,
where she and Comedy Congress’ stalwart funny man Ben Gleib will help figure out what makes Democrats
so funny. Gleib will be on gaffe patrol in the southern city and he’ll bring it all to listeners live without a net.
Which speech or politico will have the funniest moments at the 2012 DNC? What will keep us talking and
guffawing through the home stretch of the election season?
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It’s a thoroughly modern dilemma; committed same-sex couples of past generations could hardly hope to
start a family together. For most, it was never an option. Now, adoption and surrogacy have made gay
parenting nearly as mainstream as gay marriage – and thus, the ubiquitous question. Family and friends may
mean well, but it’s far from a casual decision.
And the same issues faced by heterosexual couples apply. One spouse may not see themselves as a parent,
while the other longs to fill the nest and puree organic baby food. Financial worries and career plans may
complicate the issue. And what about the changes a child can bring to a relationship?
Nevertheless, more and more gay couples are feeling the pressure from parents who want grandchildren and
couple-friends who can’t wait to bond over toilet training.
Are you in a same-sex marriage, yet ambivalent about parenting? Are you thinking of starting a family –
sometime – and fed up with the questioning? How do you and your partner handle what might seem like
over-attention to your procreation plans?
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Voters can feel a sense of nationalistic pride as they choose the candidate that best represents what they
want America’s future to be. But America is just one nation in a world of different but interconnected
societies. Even with China’s rising global influence, the U.S. is still a primary political and social force in the
world. Foreign media outlets like Al Jazeera, the BBC and dozens of others are reporting on the machinations
of the American political system and are in unique positions to give unique perspectives from outside our
borders. What can we learn about ourselves from the perspectives of different cultures? Which foreign news
services do you follow?
Journalist, author, and political debate moderator Gwen Ifill has been working in news and covering politics
for over 30 years. Today, Ifill joins Patt Morrison in Charlotte to offer her insight into the political convention
news coverage.
Democrat Congressman Mel Watt was elected to represent North Carolina’s 12th district in January of 1993.
The 12th district was created after the 1990 Census, making Watt the only person to represent it and he was
re-elected by a wide margin in 2010. Watt is truly a North Carolina native son; he was born in Mecklenburg
County, attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill before receiving a law degree from Yale and
served a single term as a State Senator. In his tenure in public service he has tussled with Ralph Nader and
fellow congressman Ron Paul, supported the controversial Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and served on the
Congressional Black Caucus. Will the Republicans be able to retake North Carolina in November? What
makes North Carolina a swing state?
California State Senator Alex Padilla shares his insight into the Democratic Party as it prepares for the 2012
elections. Padilla maintains that the Democratic National Convention will motivate party members to support
and advocate for the party.
A new study from Stanford University questions the health benefits of eating organic food.
Mayor Villaraigosa is set to make a big splash at the Democratic National Convention this week. As he begins
his role as convention chairman, we'll take a look at his political future.
New college students are already worried about the amount of money they've borrowed to go to school, and
with good reason. According to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, outstanding student loan debt
now exceeds $1 trillion dollars.
The box-office tracker Hollywood.com says 2012 attendance bottomed out to its lowest level in at least 20
years with revenues down 3 percent from last year.
The memoir, "The Distance Between Us" is a riveting first person narrative that chronicles a family's journey
from Mexico to Los Angeles in the '80s.
Urban clinics get on the telemedicine bandwagon
San Bernardino officials resume debate on bankruptcy budget
San Bernardino city council resumes debate today on "bankruptcy" budget
Labor Secretary hangs with CA delegation at Democratic National Convention
A historic bill on the Governor's desk would save college students money by tossing out hundreds of
hardbound textbooks
Police officer suspected of DUI
City of Bell sues former police chief
A number of California Congresswomen took the stage at last night's Democatic National Convention
Firefighters face lightning and erratic wind fighting Williams Fire
Mayor says mission accomplished on first night of convention
Mayor says he'd fly back ASAP if needed in LA
LA County's fire protection district tax will increase 2 percent
NALEO head sees strong Latino bench
The Dodgers can't win their third straight extra inning game
Senator Feinstein says she'll reintroduce gun legislation
Local police department, jails.
LAPD will hold 20 community meetings on use of force.
Teachers retirement fund LAX on pension abuses, controller finds.
Bank manager kidnapped and forced to rob her bank
Book of Mormon' debuts in LA
Two groups will ask a judge for a restraining order to stop construction on the Chinatown Walmart
Anaheim officers return to work after fatal shootings
Californians fill DNC's Wednesday agenda
Catholic priest abuse suit filed under new ruling
Fire danger to humans diminishing, and evacuees may return home soon
CA campaign finance watchdog will post judicial candidates' financial disclosure forms
Catholic priest abuse suit filed under new ruling
Enviros sue to block 3rd iteration of Cadiz water pumping project
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Tonight, Bill Clinton will take the stage at the Democratic National Convention. It’s an honor he’s had many
times, and the seasoned political veteran will certainly draw millions of eyeballs to TV sets all over the
country to see what he says.

Doyle McManus

23:29

While Clinton is obviously a pro at giving speeches and connecting to voters, he’s also shared a somewhat
tumultuous relationship with President Barack Obama’s White House. The 2008 Democratic primary
between Obama and Hillary Clinton was bitter and divisive within the party, and recently the former
President has directly contradicted the Obama campaign in the press. Further complicating matters is the fact
that Clinton’s single speech will be serving two distinct purposes: get people to vote for Barack Obama in
2012, and get people to possibly vote for Hillary Clinton in 2016.
It’s a daunting task, but if anyone could do it, it’s Bill Clinton. Even though he left office after a brutal
impeachment process, his approval ratings are as high as ever.
What is it about Clinton that makes him so appealing to voters across the board? Is it smart for the
Democrats to rely so heavily on one man’s speech? What is Clinton expected to cover?
9/5/12 ECON

Not willing to “go along just to get along” the San Bernardino City Council meeting for planned budget cuts
ran late last night, but no agreement was reached.

Steven Cuevas

30:00

The Council is taking its first steps into bankruptcy proceedings with a plan designed to cut more than $22
million from the budget. Most of the cost savings come from cutting over 100 jobs and closing three of the
city’s four libraries. That still wouldn’t close the entire $45 million gap, but Council members see it as a
starting point.
Where they can’t see eye-to-eye is on cuts to the Fire Department. Pulling that issue out into a separate vote
worked for a moment, but the narrowly-passed proposal was vetoed by Mayor Pat Morris. Morris called the
alternate proposals “irresponsible.” They’ll try again in a meeting this afternoon.
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Given San Bernardino’s extreme fiscal problems, how should City officials proceed? What cuts should be a
priority? And what are the consequences of further delay?
The space shuttle Endeavour has had a long journey, circling Earth over 4,600 times. It soon begins its last:
landing at its permanent home at the California Science Center. Getting the shuttle from Kennedy Space
Center in Florida to L.A. is no easy logistical matter, and to help the Endeavour on its final trip, officials plan
to remove 400 trees from South L.A. neighborhoods, including the Crenshaw District and the City of
Inglewood.
The enormous shuttle cannot be dismantled and packed up without sustaining permanent damage, so trees,
power lines and streetlights will have to give way as it dodges freeway overpasses on city streets. While
residents are excited about the scientific learning opportunities of the nearby shuttle, the loss of hundreds of
mature trees isn’t going over well with Endeavour’s new neighbors.
Lark Galloway-Gilliam, executive director at Community Health Councils and longtime Leimert Park resident,
said her neighborhood won't be the same without the trees.
"We're talking about trees ... anywhere from 30 to 80 feet in height, trees that have sort of grown up with all
of us and provided not only an environmental and economic benefit, but really protected the health of the
children and our seniors in the community by helping to insure that the amount of toxins coming from the
cars are filtered," she said.
Gilliam added that the science center should have conducted an environmental report about available
alternatives, and seeing the facts might better sway those feeling a little anti-Endeavour.
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Homeless citizens in urban areas across the nation, specifically those on Skid Row in Los Angeles, won a huge Estela Lopez, Carol
legal victory today. The U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in a 2-1 decision that the city of Los Angeles,
Sobel
including its police force, can’t randomly seize a homeless person’s property unless it’s a threat to public
safety or serves as criminal evidence. This also applies to other cities in the United States. In those specific
situations where property can be seized, it must be kept intact and moved to a location where the owner can
retrieve it.

23:00

This all started when the City of LA posted flyers on Skid Row informing the homeless citizens that property
must be moved on street cleaning days. When the property wasn’t moved, city workers had it removed and
destroyed. Some of Skid Row residents obtained a court order against the city to cease and desist, which the
city appealed.
The two judges in the majority said that homeless residents’ property is protected under the 4th amendment,
even in public places. Otherwise, the court argued, illegally parked cars could be towed and destroyed as
well. The dissenting judge said, common sense tells us we can’t leave personal items in a public place
without the risk that they’ll be rifled through or destroyed. Where do you land? Should cities have more
leeway to remove personal items out on the street in homeless enclaves like Skid Row? Or are the courts
correct in protecting the property rights of the homeless?
9/5/12 SPOR

Swearing, throwing drinks or even punches at games have become as much a part of the fan experience, for
better or worse, as hot dogs and mustard. But Southern California sports venues now hope to nurture a
kinder, gentler breed of sports fans.

David Simon, George
Cunningham, Lee
Zeidman

13:00

Open Phones

11:00

“In an effort to create a more secure and enjoyable game-day experience,” according to their press release,
The L.A. Sports Council has just issued a code of conduct governing fan behavior at sporting events in Los
Angeles and Orange counties. The Fan Code of Conduct will be enforced at Staples Center, Dodger Stadium,
the Rose Bowl, Angel Stadium and other major sports venues of 10,000 or more seats. Forbidden activities
include profanity, intoxication, throwing your soda, fighting , and storming the field.
Fans who violate the code will face ejection or arrest. Didn’t like the umpire’s call? Perhaps a disapproving
look will express your displeasure. If you absolutely must say something, at least use your indoor voice. Do
you resent the idea of being held to a behavior code? Do you prefer your sports events rough-and-tumble, or
more civilized? How do you think this will change the game for you?
9/5/12 SCI

In case you haven’t been to a movie theater recently, more and more people are texting on their cell phones.
In fact, so many people are texting at this point that voice-mail, the technology which liberated us from our
telephone lines decades ago, is now on the decline.
Within a year, the Internet phone company Vonage saw an 8 percent drop in callers actually leaving a voice
message. What’s even more dramatic is how it seems people don’t even have the patience to listen to their
voice-mails, with retrieved messages falling by 14 percent in the same period.
For the young people primarily using cell phones these days, texting is just simpler, faster and less annoying
than waiting for a person’s voice-mail greeting, putting up with the menu and then going through the
messages left on your phone.
So be honest: When you call someone to talk and realize you’re getting a voice-mail, do you simply hang up?
Do you text instead? Are you happy that people are moving away from voice-mails, or do you lament the
potential extinction of messages that aren’t completely written in text speak? Is there a way to save voicemail and make it more appealing for younger users, or is this simply a generational thing?
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9/5/12 POLI

Controlling the unified message of a political campaign is essential in grand scale political campaigns and
Robert Gibbs
Robert Gibbs is a man who has been shaping the message for Barack Obama and the Democrats for years. In
president Barack Obama’s first term, he served as the White House Press Secretary and his relationship with
Obama goes back to the days when he was a senator from Illinois.

00:13

His current role a senior campaign adviser for the Obama reelection campaign allows him to focus the
Democrat’s message and reach more voters who may be on the fence.
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How will this year’s message of ‘forward’ affect Obama’s chances in swing states? Obama’s message of ‘hope’
caught fire in 2008. This time around, the perennial question of “are we better off than we were four years
ago” is a hard truth for the Obama campaign, which has spent its first term with a crippled economy that’s
slow to mend.
Words were spoken at the Democratic National Convention last night, but they weren’t the only ideas
communicated. Body language, posture, apparent comfort in the spotlight, personal appearance, and other,
less conscious means of expression were broadcast across radio, television, and internet coverage of last
night’s events.
Eric Garcetti has a near-perfect Angeleno political pedigree. As a 2nd-generation city politician and 2013
mayoral candidate, many in the Democratic Party see him as a star of the future. His present and future star
power is on display this week in Charlotte at the Democratic National Convention.
Alexandra Gallardo Rooker is the Vice-Chair of the Democratic Party here in the Golden State. She will be
joining Patt to discuss the future of the party in California along with her take on this years DNC.
The root words of the name of the state of Oklahoma are derived from the Native American Choctaw tribe’s
words for “red people.” And when it comes to politics, Oklahoma is also a very red state and polls show that
Republican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney will likely carry the Sooner State in November. With her state
likely in the bag, Oklahoma’s governor Mary Fallin has been actively campaigning outside of the Sooner State
to try and reach voters in swing states.. This week finds her in Charlotte, North Carolina, stumping for her
party in a state that Obama won by a very slim margin in 2008.
How women vote will have a huge impact on the 2012 election. Last week in Tampa, Ann Romney
spearheaded a GOP push to appeal to women voters. Last night, First Lady Michelle Obama delivered her
speech, no doubt intended to be favorable to the ears of female voters. California Senator Barbara Boxer is
also enlisted in the fight for the female vote for Democrats. Boxer first won her Senate seat in the Year Of The
Woman in 1992, when five women were elected to the U.S. Senate. 20 years on from the Year Of The Woman,
how has gender politics evolved?
Charged with maintaining his party’s majority in the Senate, Guy Cecil has had a tough job these last few
election cycles. He joins Patt to talk about the rise of the Tea Party, what seems to be an ever-increasing
divisiveness in the Senate, and which are the top elections to watch this season.
Despite President Obama’s public statements supporting the legalization of same sex marriage, six states
having legalized gay marriage and three more with legalization measures on the ballot for the fall, gay
marriage still seems to be the big pink elephant in the Charlotte arena.
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The Democratic Party’s platform does reportedly include a pro gay marriage stance, but it is clearly not a
major issue being addressed at the 2012 Democratic National Convention. White House spokesman Josh
Earnest declined to even discuss the issue at a press briefing on Monday. Similarly, Mitt Romney’s campaign
has also neglected to directly comment on particular gay marriage policy, with Romney spokesman Ryan
Williams only saying, “Governor Romney has been consistent in his support of traditional marriage.”
Both parties appear to be afraid of alienating voters who are either strongly for or against same sex marriage.
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Patt Morrison convenes the third session of Comedy Congress at the DNC today with stalwart funny man Ben
Gleib, who will help figure out what makes Democrats so funny. Gleib shares what Congresswoman Maxine
Waters said when he asked her about who's winning the 'war on women.' Join Patt and Ben as they bring you
the latest gaffes and quips from Charlotte, aka 'The Hornets Nest.'
The presidential election is still eight weeks away, but a highly-infectious case of campaign fatigue already
has contaminated the media pool.
Luke Burbank tips a hat to a couple with twins, shames the best carnival game player in the world, and kicks
the box office disaster "Oogie Loves" when it's down.
The speech emphasized education, and the value of social welfare, hammering the point that "freedom isn't
free, but neither is opportunity. We have to invest in it."
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30,000 inmates are expected to fall under the supervision of local authorities as part of California’s prison
realignment plan, but police worry about rising crime rates.
According to Autodata Corp, overall car sales are up 20 percent since last year at this time. A Martinez talks
with Matt DeBord about the sales surge.
Twins have a long, sordid history of both fascinating us and... kind of freaking us out. Where does the
nation's obsession with twins come from?
Disabled surfer uses adapted board to drop in on waves
California delegates have a big presence this week at the Democratic National Convention in Charlotte
The finances of people running for judivial offices should be posted online within the next week
LA City Attorney's Office will keep tabs on medical marijuana dispensaries, even though ban is on hold.

9/6/2012 DIS

Albertson's to shut down 19 socal stores.
San Bernardino City Council approves bankruptcy budget.
San Bernardino City Council approves bankruptcy budget.
The operator of California's power grid says a record amount of energy was harvested from the sun twice in
August.
Solar energy is generating more power than ever to California's power grid.
Weather forecast has firefighters on high alert.
President Obama delivers his acceptance speech tonight in Charlotte
President Obama's speech has been moved indoors causing thousands of people to miss the speech in
person
Williams Fire now 48 percent contained; evacuated permanent residents to be allowed to return to homes.
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Delegates not happy with God and Jerusalem vote
Delegates not happy with God and Jerusalem vote
Two men at large as investigation continues into kidnapping-bank robbery
A new study disputes LA's marijuana dispensary business count
Mars Curiosity rover takes a drive break for more equipment tests
Veteran CA delegate knows how to get the good seats
Two groups that don't want a Walmart store in LA's Chinatown will ask a judge today for a restraining order
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Two groups that don't want a Walmart store in LA's Chinatown will ask a judge today for a restraining order
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SF Mayor working well with unions
OIR 10th annual reports finds more deputy firings last year.
Congresswoman previews President's speech
Camp Williams residents return home after fire evacuation
Asian-Americans could be game changers in this year's Presidential election if a majority of them exercise
their right to vote
Lufthansa cancels two flights out of LAX
California recalls Organic Pastures unpasteurized milk
California recalls Organic Pastures unpasteurized milk
DREAM Act eligible youth protest Sheriff Baca
The Yosemite hantavirus toll is up to 8 victims, another of whom has died
A recent court ruling has restricted California's efforts to use aerial spraying to control an invasive moth.
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Former Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords led the pledge of allegiance, a year and a half after being
shot in the head
Some environmental groups are worried about a chemical program California is using to control an invasive
moth.
Port officials and cargo movement companies got a glimpse yesterday of a new zero-emission truck.
CEO Jeff Bezos introduces new versions of the popular tablet and new features for the e-reader
Cleaner trucks at the LA Port
Kitty Felde talks about Southern California speakers on DNC sked
Kitty Felde reports live from Democratic National Convention/Gabby Giffords appears
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9/6/12 ECON

Plans for a Walmart in Chinatown may be derailed if two groups have their way. The Asian Asian Pacific
Alice Walton, Steven
American Labor Alliance and the United Food and Commercial Workers Union have long opposed the big-box Restivo, Gideon Krakov
retailer because of its non-union labor practices.

13:00

In July the two groups sued the city of Los Angeles, claiming it pushed Walmart’s building permit through
without sufficient environmental review; that court date is set for November. The retail chain hasn’t let that
stop them from building, and construction is already underway for their Chinatown store. The two labor
groups are now seeking a judge’s order for Walmart to halt construction until the court date. They’ll present
their request Friday morning.
Meanwhile, construction workers from the Walmart site are demonstrating this morning to protest the
potential work stoppage. A group of about 25, organized by a large PR company, spoke about how they
would personally be impacted if construction is stalled. Walmart spokesperson Stephen Restivo told AirTalk
that if the court votes to pause building, over 100 construction workers will be out of a job a few hours later.
"This ruling is not about a grocery store, it's not about labor special interests; it's all about people who are
being employed, who are earning a living, who are caught in the middle of this political fight," he continued.
According to Restivo, the permits were issued validly by the city, and he anticipates a favorable ruling. He
added that many downtown residents want the Walmart store there.
"I think some of the louder voices in this discussion just don't represent the majority opinion, and that fact
will come to life the day our store opens, as thousands and thousands of local residents vote for our store
with their feet," he said.
He went on to say that contrary to dissenters, Walmart will improve the area's economy.
"Residents just want a store in their community from a brand they trust that's going to treat them well, offer
them low prices and have a positive impact," he said. "Our store is going to do all these things and more. It's
moving into a space that's zoned for grocery that's been underutilized for close to 20 years, and so we see
our store having a positive economic ripple effect across the entire downtown region."
9/6/12 ENV

There’s a new method of ranking California communities in regards to pollution, and some feel it could have Arsenio Mataka, Gayle
a great impact on the state. The California Communities Environmental Health Screening Tool rates ZIP codes Covey
based on a wide range of environmental, health and socioeconomic data, such as air pollution, traffic, amount
of pesticides used, the number of dump sites, rates of cancer and asthma, and numbers of elderly and
children.
While shedding light on how pollution is affecting communities seems like a good idea on paper, several
businesses are raising concerns that this will lead to a growing disparity between the advantaged and
disadvantaged areas in the state. A ZIP code with an unfavorable ranking could lead to more industry
regulation, which would deter business growth and lead to a loss of jobs.
But those who support the new procedure say it will finally begin to bridge the gap between the communities
which are negatively affected by pollution and don’t have the means, resources or representation to fight it.
So, who is right here? Will jobs be lost? Or is that beside the point if where you work is heavily polluted
anyway? How will this tool be implemented? Can it be improved upon?
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The Costa Mesa City Council approved a measure on Tuesday that proponents say significantly improves
transparency on how taxpayer money is spent.

Steve Mensinger, Nick
Berardino

17:00

Citing the 75% of Costa Mesa’s general fund that’s spent on public employee contracts, the measure would
bring in an independent negotiator any time a city worker is involved in a negotiation. Councilman Steve
Mensinger says that’s because high level officials often work on contracts that can affect their own benefits
down the line.
Additional transparency measures include publishing contract details 30 days before renegotiation starts,
and posting proposed contracts on the city’s website a week ahead of council meetings where they will be
reviewed. Labor groups say this bill unfairly targets public employees, and creates no accountability for
private contractors.
If you’re an Orange County resident, do you favor these steps? Should cities go even further to control costs
associated with public contracts? Or is this a lighter version of union busting?
9/6/12 LAW

Of all the provisions in Arizona’s controversial SB 1070 bill, the most contentious of them was upheld
Omar Jadwat, Kris
Wednesday by a U.S. district judge. The “Show Me Your Papers” provision allows law enforcement officers to Kobach
question the immigration status of those people they believe to be in the country illegally while making their
regular stops.

13:00

Opponents of the provision say that it would allow for racial profiling and a loss of civil rights while those in
favor of the bill say that the officers are well qualified and trained to make those judgment calls. Ultimately,
Judge Susan Bolton decided that it was language from the initial Supreme Court ruling that the provision
“cannot be challenged further on its face before the law takes effect” which inspired her ruling.
Legalese aside, the ruling will allow for Governor Jan Brewer's law to take full effect shortly. After the
seemingly endless battles in high courts over the bill and its provisions, is this the final stop for SB 1070? Is
this a big loss for the Obama Administration which challenged the law as well? Do you think this sets
precedent for other states who want to draft their own immigration law?
9/6/12 IMM

For the ninth time in his career, Gil Cedillo has got his pet project to the governor’s desk. Since 1998, the
Democratic member of the California State Assembly has been tirelessly working to allow undocumented
immigrants access to driver licenses. While Governor Gray Davis signed one such bill into law, it was
repealed when Arnold Schwarzenegger took office.
As a sign of compromise, Cedillo has reduced the scope of his bill to only grant such privileges to the same
immigrants who fall under President Barack Obama’s deferred action program: illegal immigrants who were
brought here before they were sixteen, don’t have criminal records, and are either in school or have certain
education credentials.
While limiting the range of those who could gain driver licenses may be politically smart, is it going far
enough? The main reason to get these people driver licenses is so they have to actually pass a driving test. A
vast majority of them don’t know the formal rules for driving, and in some reports illegal immigrants are
involved in fatal accidents at a rate five times that of documented drivers. Not to mention that if you don’t
have a driver license, you definitely don’t have automobile insurance.
Does AB 2189 stand a chance of being signed into law? If so, is it selling itself short? What steps can be taken
to ensure that the roads are made more secure, not just for undocumented immigrants, but for those who
already have licenses?
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It’s right there in the name – when we say Hollywood, we don’t mean the collection of t-shirt shops and
tourist attractions just north of Sunset Blvd, we’re talking about the glamour and power of the film industry.
To keep its namesake, and promote economic activity, the state of California offers $100 million dollars a
year in tax credits for film productions.

Paul Audley, Will
Freeland
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That hasn’t stopped some entertainment jobs from moving out of state as Massachusetts, New York and
Michigan try to get in on the action. Another round of credits waits on Governor Jerry Brown’s desk, but some
Sacramento analysts say the state would be better off if the credits expired.
According to industry groups, taxpayers spend only $10,000 per year per job created, which they say is more
than made up for in income tax revenue and buying food, gas and housing in California. But state analysts
believe that cost is much, much higher, and has done little to stop productions from leaving town.
Where do you land? Is the film industry a net gain or loss for California? And even if it costs the state more
than it takes in to keep productions and talent here, is it worth your tax dollars to keep Hollywood in the
Golden State?
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It’s appointment television: Bill Clinton making a big political speech, with Elizabeth Warren as the opening Kitty Felde
act. How did the 42nd President and the Massachusetts Senate candidate do? So far, former President
Clinton’s been praised for injecting much-needed facts and figures into the convention and leaving personal
anecdotes behind. Ryan Lizza of the New Yorker went so far as to suggest that the lack of a strong friendship
between the two presidents added a certain gravitas to President Clinton’s message: “wavering voters need
not love Obama to understand that he’s a better choice than Romney.”
Elizabeth Warren’s speech included the more familiar anecdotes and soundbites, such as “people feel like the
system is rigged against them,” but she warmed up the hall with her closing statements, “Joe Biden is ready.
And Barack Obama is ready.”
There are over 14 million people of Asian descent in the U.S., according to the 2010 Census. That means any Judy Chu, Tanzila
cohesive bloc of similarly-voting Asians could have a big sway in who wins the presidency. What are the key Ahmed
issues for Asian-American voters? Are there specific strategies and talking points the Democrats are using to
court the Asian vote? What have the GOP done to reach out to the various Asian voting communities?
The Democratic Party has made it clear that the goal the convention is to define the election as “a choice
Kamala Harris
between…an economy built to last for middle class Americans or a return to the failed policies of…tax breaks
for the wealthy.” Convention speakers have been chosen to make this as obvious as possible, including
California’s Attorney General Kamala D. Harris, known for her pivotal role in the National Mortgage
Settlement.
Democrats and Republicans are undeniably divided on many issues, but none are more divisive than issues Nancy Keenan, Eleanor
related to reproductive rights. This divergence became more prevalent in 2012 as the Obama
Smeal
administration’s Affordable Care Act withstood the test of the U.S. Supreme Court and became more firmly
implemented. Provisions for free contraception became the center of a heated debate over mandated
preventive health care policies for women. Some Democrats, including House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi,
even accused Republicans of waging a so-called ‘War on Women.’ Listen in as Patt examines how women’s
issues have impacted the 2012 election cycle and how they are being addressed at the DNC.
There is an 80 year gap between the youngest and oldest delegate at the Democratic National Convention.
Stephen Sherman,
Sam Gray is a 17 year old from the great state of Iowa. His counterpart, Elzena Johnson of Mississippi, turns Trestan Fairweather
98 this month. These delegates serve as a powerful reminder of the multigenerational voters who both the
Republicans and Democrats expect to turn out for November’s election. Whether you are a baby boomer or a
millennial, both parties are strategizing to appeal to all generations of voters. Mitt Romney chose Generation
X’s Paul Ryan to perhaps help grab the Gen Xer vote, however, the age gap between the GOP vice presidential
candidate and President Obama is not wide.
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American citizens born by November 6, 1994 will be eligible to vote in this year’s presidential election, but
even those youths born before that date are paying attention to our political process. The youth vote usually
leans to the left, but Republicans are heavily courting this voting bloc in 2012. President Barack Obama’s
2008 campaign for the White House fairly revolutionized how political parties reach out to young voters with
its strong and far-reaching network and use of the Internet to reach tech-savvy voters - and 2012 is no
different.
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Mitt Romney has stepped up his youth ground game and both candidates have smart phone apps available,
with Romney’s campaign opting to announce its pick of Paul Ryan for vice president via their app. Youth
voters see America differently and they’re far less concerned about traditionally Republican issues like gay
marriage and abortion. And because they’ve come of age in a post-Great Recession world, jobs and
employment are hot button issues.
9/6/12 LAB

In 1998, when Lilly Ledbetter retired as a supervisor from the Goodyear plant in Gadsden, Alabama, she was Lilly Ledbetter
making $500 less a month than her lowest-paid male counterpart, and $1500 less a month than the highestpaid male supervisor. Ledbetter sued under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, but the Supreme Court denied her
claim because by the time Ledbetter filed suit, it had been more than 180 days since the last time a
“discriminatory pay-setting act” had occurred. In response to Ledbetter’s case, and as one of his first acts in
office, President Barack Obama signed an amendment to the Civil Rights Act so that each receipt of a
paycheck “resets” that 180-day statute of limitations. Many women voters took this as a sign that President
Obama takes women's issues (including equal pay) seriously, something which Democrats have been careful
to stress at this year’s convention. Patt checks in with Lilly Ledbetter to talk politics and the 2012 campaign.
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Patt Morrison convenes the fourth session of Comedy Congress at the DNC today with stalwart funny man
Ben Gleib, who will help figure out what makes Democrats so funny. Gleib visits with a man selling Barack
Obama puppets outside the DNC and gets the lowdown on Bill Clinton, the tooth fairy and the Almighty with
Sam Donaldson. Join Patt and Ben as they bring you the latest gaffes and quips from Charlotte, aka 'The
Hornets Nest.'
Last night, Bill Clinton gave what's being called the speech of his life. We speak to a speech coach about tricks
politicians use to make their talks memorable.
Most everyone agrees that the key issue in this presidential campaign is the economy, and more specifically,
jobs.
After cross-referencing the city registry and visiting every address on the list, a group of UCLA researchers
verified all of the registered marijuana dispensaries.
John Moe of the Marketplace Tech Report is back with his weekly update on all things technology.
California's criminal justice system is seeking to comply with a federal court order to reduce the prison
population, but ex-offenders need help leaving the criminal life.
The Toronto Film Festival starts Thursday. Hundreds of movies will be screened over 10 days, including new
films from directors like Ben Affleck, the Wachowski brothers and Paul Thomas Anderson.
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Randy Sklar, one half of the sports comedy duo the Sklar brothers, joins the show to discuss the latest in
sports. This week, the NFL season kicks off, Roger Federer goes down at the US Open and the Dodgers
disappoint in a loss against San Diego.
Two of three patients in early-stage spinal cord trials regain some feeling
LA utility crews raising power lines to make way for behemoth Space Shuttle Endeavour
Manhattan Beach teachers want more money; refuse to write college recs and more
Rose Bowl renovation continues despite a financing gap
Why foreign press is interested in DNC
Two SoCal football powerhouses kick off the season in the first game of the year
State officials have ordered a recall of some raw milk products to prevent food borne illness
Environmental advocates say this about the just-ended legislative session; major environmental laws weren't
gutted.
California's most recent legislative session has environmental advocates a bit disappointed
Delegates are headng to the airport to fly home to California
A third person has died after contracting the hantavirus at Yosemite National Park
Several lifeguards in El Monte were fired this week after they spoofed a Korean singer on video
The U.S. Geological Survey says the magnitude 3.5 quake was centered near Beverly Hills but was felt at least
as far south as Venice
We've added a half million manufacturing jobs over the past 30 months, we just head on Marketplace.
Earthquake shakes Beverly Hills for the second time this week
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Caltech seismologist explains Beverly Hills earthquake geography
DC lawmakers meet up with Sacto lawmakers at DNC
A Los Angeles judge ruled construction may continue on a Walmart store in the Chinatown area
Manhattan Beach teachers want more money; refuse to write college recs and more
DC lawmakers meet up with Sacto lawmakers at DNC
Federal judg to hear class action suit on behalf of mentally disabled immigrants
Tomorrow marks one yar since the big Southwest blackout
Governor sings bill to increase stadium safety
Manhattan Beach schoolteachers reach a deal with district
Federal judg to hear class action suit on behalf of mentally disabled immigrants
Social workers and police. Re: Alesia Thomas death
Santa Monica College eliminates winter session in response to funding cuts
Stephanie O'Neill answers questions about Hantavirus outbreak in Yosemite
There’s an educational fight brewing in Manhattan Beach, and public school students are getting caught in
the middle. The Manhattan Beach Unified School District is sitting on a $16 million reserve, but teachers
aren’t too happy about it.
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Why? Because they haven’t received a raise or cost of living increase in five years, and it’s been ten years
since their pay has been matched to inflation. As a result, the Manhattan Beach Unified Teachers Association
has directed its 300 members to stop heading up clubs or activities, close their classrooms before and after
school hours, forgo volunteering in extracurricular capacities, and to turn down student requests for letters
of recommendation.
That last directive is causing quite a stir, as graduating seniors now feel they are locked in between a fight
they don’t fully understand. District administrators cite that they can’t commit to any raises without knowing
what the budget situation will be beyond the year, and have only offered a 3 percent raise in pay to school
employees. Teachers say this is not enough, and even though they feel for the students affected, their goal is
to wake up parents and force them to look at the numbers and choose a side. However, there may be a light
at the end of the tunnel - according to both district officials and union reps, a tentative agreement has been
reached and will lead to a resolution soon.

9/7/12 EDU

Among the many calls for school reform, comes one that aims to change school discipline.

Laura Faer, Bernard
James

23:00

On Monday, a panel convened by the California Endowment will review how and when students are kicked
out of classrooms, arguing that the state hands out more suspensions and expulsions than diplomas. And,
that students of color are far more likely to face harsh punishments than their white peers.
When do the most severe measures become a matter of course? Is extreme disciplinary action necessary to
maintain order and a sense of real consequence? What’s the best way to do that?
9/7/12 ENT
9/7/12 ENT

Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Andy Klein and Wade Major to discuss this week’s new films, including
The Words, Lawless, The Eye of the Storm, Hello I Must Be Going and more. TGI-FilmWeek!
Maybe people are just staying in more, but something is to blame for the downward trend in movie
attendance over the past ten years.
It could be the rise in technology that allows audiences to watch brand new movies from the comfort of their
own homes, or it may be the fact that ticket prices continue to increase and place undue strain on the pocket
book. But it’s also attributable in part to the fact that there were only a few true blockbusters this summer,
and a vast majority of duds.
With the studio’s financial base underperforming, as well as an increased focus from domestic to foreign
markets, what does this mean for the future of the film industry? Will studios double down on the big
budget, 3-D releases? Or will they try to move back to the days of making more films that appeal to
everyone? Or do ticket prices just need to decrease period? Why have you been staying away from the movie
theaters so far this year? Or have you been a dutiful moviegoer throughout this summer months? After all,
they do have air conditioning.
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For the most part, the headlines for President Obama’s speech this morning were less than favorable: The
Rob Farley, Kitty Felde,
Atlantic called it “dull,” Politico faulted the speech for being light on health care, and the San Francisco
Robin Abcarian
Chronicle offered up “Hope has become hang in there.” The most generous assessments were from The Daily
Beast, which called it humble, and the Christian Science Monitor, which praised the President’s emphasis on
his national security successes. How do you think the President did?
Plus, let’s face it: rhetoric and the unfiltered truth can be oil and water. Last week Paul Ryan earned criticism
for a series of obvious errors in his speech at the Republican National Convention, so now it’s time to ask
how the Democrats did.
What does it take to make a great political cartoon, and how much fodder have the recent Republican and
David Horsey, Lalo
Democratic conventions provided? Patt checks in with two members of Los Angeles’ cartooning royalty,
Alcaraz
David Horsey of the Los Angeles Times and Lalo Alcaraz of Pocho.com.
The speeches have been spoken, broadcast into millions of homes and analyzed and re-analyzed by the
Darry Sragow
pundits; two weeks of spin on political rhetoric has been spun; the good people of Charlotte are cleaning up
the balloons and streamers and hotel vacancy rates are returning to normal.

00:31

00:17

00:13

But for all the pomp, circumstance and posturing, what issues were conspicuously absent from the 2012
Democratic National Convention? We heard about the economy, the perceived ineptness of the party on the
other side of the aisle, a subdued but evident stance on gay marriage, the administration’s health care victory
and many other issues from Barack Obama’s first term. But what didn’t we hear?
Although former Rep. Gabrielle Giffords recited the Pledge of Allegiance during last night’s final night of the
DNC in the aftermath of a spate of mass shootings in the past several months, the Democrats gave the issue
of gun control a wide berth. Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa’s flubbed majority vote on including God
and acknowledging Jerusalem as the capital of Israel on Wednesday night didn’t get much play in the press.
9/7/12 POLI
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Actor Richard Schiff, better known to "West Wing" fans as Toby Ziegler, is always being asked about politics. Richard Schiff
"I get interviewed all the time [about politics] and I don't know why. It's kind of the equivalent of asking
Anthony Edwards to do your surgery," he told the Capitol Hill newspaper Roll Call. Schiff must hold politics
close to his heart or he wouldn't have signed up to work on an upcoming politics-based web series called
"Chasing the Hill." In the series, Schiff will portray a political campaign consultant and will be reunited with
former "West Wing" co-star Melissa Fitzgerald. Listen in as Patt discusses the crossover between political
fiction and reality.
There’s no denying it, Hollywood and politics tend to go hand in hand. A-listers like George Clooney, Steven Beau Bridges
Spielberg and Matt Damon hobnob with President Barack Obama when he comes to Los Angeles. Stars like
Beau Bridges, John Leguizamo and Seinfeld’s Wayne Knight made the trip to Charlotte to take in the
convention and hear the speeches. Other celebrities like actress Eva Longoria and rockers Foo Fighters took
the stage at the DNC to endorse and perform for the Democratic Party.

00:11

00:06

Los Angeles is the epicenter of the entertainment industry, but Hollywood’s presence could be felt all week
2,412 miles away in Charlotte. Beau Bridges is a dyed-in-the-wool Democrat, and the famed actor from “The
Descendants” and “The Fabulous Baker Boys” joins Patt from Charlotte to discuss Hollywood’s role in this
year’s presidential election.
9/7/12 POLI

For the final session of Comedy Congress at the DNC in Charlotte, Comedy Congressman Ben Gleib talks with Ben Gleib
Howard Dean about the famous scream that bears his name, Michael Dukakis’ campaign regrets, and 88-yearold New Jersey Senator Frank Lautenberg. Gleib also chats with news anchor Diane Sawyer about the level of
excitement at this year's conventions. Join Patt and Ben as they review all of the gaffes and quips at the 2012
DNC in the Tar Heel state.

00:16

Patt Morrison says goodbye from Charlotte.
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Many political insiders believe the numbers could slow the momentum President Barack Obama hoped to
gain from his speech Thursday night to the DNC.
Millions tuned into the Democratic National Convention this week in Charlotte, North Carolina. We wondered
about the accuracy of the politicians' claims so we turned to FactCheck.org.
Madeleine talks to Peter Schnitzler, a grandson of Arthur Schnitzler, about the author's life, his works and his
relationship with Hollywood.
A Martínez speaks to Marketplace's Ethan Lindsey, who suffered from the virus two years ago. He spent two
days in a medically induced coma.
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Need something to chat about over dinner this week?

9/7/2012 ART

Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments around Southern
Califonria.
LA County Fire: The SuperScooper and the Sky Crane go to every fire to ensure we can get as much water on
the fire as quickly as possible to knock it down. If they're not needed we send them back.
After an eight year hiatus, 80's pop band Roxette has returned with a vengeance. Singer and guitarist Per
Gessle talks about the band's recent output.
"Beauty is Embarrassing" is about how Wayne White has lived his art through his life and is, THANK GOD,
not another damned tortured artist.
If it's about anything, Los Angeles is about friction. Creative friction, social friction, political friction in the
form of riots, bombings, shootouts, protests, marches, sit in's, love-in's ... And from the friction comes the
wonderful mess that is LA.
Born in East LA, by Cheech Marin, turns 25 this year. This film brought issues of Latino identity and
immigration to the big screen with a sense of humor.
A few weeks ago, the Grammy Museum at LA Live unveiled its new Songwriters Hall of Fame gallery, which
celebrates the men and women who wrote the soundtrack of our lives. To mark the occasion, they brought in
some of the most famous living songwriters to sing and explain their hits. The event was MC'd by songwriter
Paul Williams. Through a special collaboration with the Grammy Museum, Off-Ramp presents excerpts from
that concert, starting with the dean of American pop songwriters, Hal David, Burt Bacharach's longtime
collaborator on hits like "Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head" and "I'll Never Fall in Love Again."
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Eve Diamond is not dead, she's just taking a breather while author Denise Hamilton explores the world of PR John Rabe
firms that mop up messes (and the politicians who need them) in "Damage Control." Off-Ramp host John
Rabe talks with Hamilton about the new book.
You’d like to meet the Rose Parade once, but you’d want to have a beer with the Doo-Dah Parade. Its 35-year Jerry Gorin
history is told in a museum exhibit.
Supporters of Governor Brown's tax measure face healthy fundraising competition from rival tax measure
Adler

:53
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Supporters of Governor Brown's tax measure face healthy fundraising competition from rival tax measure
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Supporters of Governor Brown's tax measure face healthy fundraising competition from rival tax measure
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The mayor of Trenton is under indictment
Spill closes te 60 freeway
LA County sheriff must respond to allegations around jail operations
LA County sheriff must respond to allegations around jail operations
Curiosity could encounter a problem if it begins drilling and finds ice
LA Mayor Villaraigosa tours Metrolink test train featuring sophisticated brake technology
Judge rejects LA DA's request to jumpstart executions in the state
Homes in western states are at high risk for wildfire damage
Something's rotten in the Inland Empire - could be dead fish
Report calls for improvements in CA teacher hiring, training & evaluations
Report calls for improvements in CA teacher hiring, training & evaluations
Cross party endorsements result of top two system
LA Mayor Villaraigosa tours Metrolink test train featuring sophisticated brake technology
Four and a half times as many rabid bats found this year than normal years
Homeland Security tests new deportation measures
CA pension system overhal is a positive development
CA community colleges give some students higher enrollment priority than others
400-thousand students were suspended, mostly for minor/undefined infractions
Loh Life iPad
Cap for U-visas reached; VAWA up for vote
Cap for U-visas reached; VAWA up for vote
Riverside County resolution in support of air tanker tranfer takes flight
Jury weighs life or death for convicted arsonist behind deadly Old Fire
Transportation crews to remove traffic lights for Space Shuttle Endeavour's trip through south LA
Transportation leaders preparing to green-light Space Shuttle Endeavour's route through south LA
Metrolink to unveil state-of-the-art rail technology designed to prevent train collisions
Angels won six in a row; oen game out from AL wildcard spot
Mormons Promo
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Flash flood watch out in SoCal mountains and deserts
Three people killed in apparently drunk driving crash; one victim identified
This weekend's box office had some of the lowest numbers in ten years
Visitor center of historic LA mural to open October 9
LAUSD board member wants overhaul to charter school oversight
LA companies fined for toxic pollution by EPA
LA Board of Water and Power Commissions may approve DWP rate hike this week
LA Board of Water and Power Commissions may approve DWP rate hike this week
LA Board of Water and Power Commissions may approve DWP rate hike this week
Selling higher taxes in today’s economic climate is tough, and no one knows it like California Governor Jerry
Brown. In an attempt to make up the state’s huge budget gap, and after failing to garner any Republican votes
in the legislature for his tax proposal, he has taken his plan to the people via Proposition 30, which will be
appearing on the November ballot.
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But Brown’s plan won’t be alone come voting time, as civil rights attorney Molly Munger has put forth
Proposition 38, which is her unique vision for raising taxes. Basically, Brown’s plan would raise taxes on
couples making over $500,000 and increase the sales tax by a quarter cent. Under Munger’s plan, taxes for
everyone who makes above $7,316 would go up, and the wealthiest would be hit the hardest. Right now, the
polls show that Brown’s proposal is more popular than Munger’s, but attack ads could diminish this lead.
What are the ins and outs of each tax plan? How are voters reacting to the chronically perilous political issue
of raising taxes? What happens if both tax plans pass? Or what if voters reject both of them?

9/10/12 LAW

A blue-ribbon panel of investigators, acting at the behest of the newly-formed Citizen’s Commission on Jail
Violence, has listened to months of testimony by sheriff’s supervisors about the use of excessive force
towards inmates in county jails.
Now they’re pointing the finger at the highest level: Sheriff Lee Baca and Undersheriff Paul Tanaka.
According to their report, Baca failed to adequately monitor deputies’ abuse of inmates. Tanaka, they say,
encouraged a “disturbing mindset” that valued aggressive force over other disciplinary methods. The
commission met Friday to discuss the findings, and will issue their recommendations on September 28th.
The commission's executive director, Miriam Aroni Krinsky, said that their investigatory teams pored over
30,000 pages of documents and interviewed over 150 witnesses, many of whom were current or former
members of the sheriff's department.
"The conclusions they formed based on that wealth of information and the consistent messages and themes
that they heard was that there has been a problem over time, in terms of lack of awareness by the sheriff of
problems that are a foot, of breakdowns in communication and a failure to keep him fully apprised of what's
been going on in the jails," she said.
According to Krinsky, they've seen Baca become more involved in recent months as reports of inmate abuse
surfaced and media picked them up, and his engagement is a positive. "We've seen force go down, but that
again has led us to conclude ... that what that reflects is that when the sheriff does pay attention and engages,
there's an ability to reduce force, which calls into question the reasonableness of force that was used in prior
years," she said.
Steve Whitmore, spokesman for Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department, told AirTalk that "there's more to this
story," and that the commission's allegations are not true. He could not stay on the show to explain due to a
sudden matter he needed to address.
The American Liberties Union released a statement regarding Friday's gathering:
"Over the past two years, we've spoken with hundreds of inmates, as well as prisoner chaplains and other
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Burrito purveyor Chipotle landed in the fryer with its New Jersey and New York customers for rounding bills Doug Hanks
down — or up — to the nearest five-cent increment.

17:00

The chain wanted to save the time and hassle of handling pennies. The logic was, some customers would lose
a little, but some would gain a little, creating no extra profit for the stores. When consumers filed a classaction lawsuit, Chipotle conceded to only rounding bills down. But their war on pennies in the cash drawer
continues.

9/10/12 HEAL

Can extra pennies really add up for businesses? Would you be upset to find an extra two or three cents on
your bill? Or do you also hate carrying and handling all those pennies?
There hasn’t been much argument that the United States health care system is in serious need of help. But a
report recently released by the Institute of Medicine found $750 billion in our current system is wasted
every year.

Dr. Bruce Ferguson, Jr.,
M.D., Shana Alex
Lavarreda, Robert
Zirkelbach

13:47

The extra spending falls into six major areas: unnecessary services, inefficient delivery of care, excessive
administrative costs, price inflation, prevention failure, and fraud. Though the findings may be infuriating,
they also offer some hope. The report sends a message to government that quality care can be maintained at
less of a cost and offers ten recommendations to trim the fat out of the industry.

9/10/12 ENT

Could there be some fairly simple fixes to America’s health care woes? If there are, what will it take to get
them implemented? And how does this all relate to the Affordable Care Act and health insurance mandates?
Mitt Romney recently said he’d keep portions of the ACA, such as coverage for preexisting conditions and
insurance for adult children up to the age of 26, but do away with others. How feasible is it to maintain these
provisions without an individual mandate?
Who’s it more fun to write songs for: puppets, cartoon characters or Mormons? Ask Trey Parker and Matt
Trey Parker, Matt Stone
Stone, co-creators of the "South Park" animated TV series, the epic superhero/puppet saga "Team America"
and the musical Broadway smash "The Book of Mormon."

12:00

Why drum up a musical about an obscure minority religion founded by a 19th century self-proclaimed
prophet? Both Stone and Parker grew up in Colorado, where many of the friends belonged to the Church of
Latter-Day Saints, and have long shared a fascination with the culture.
"It's the fact that it's the American religion, and it's such a young religion. You had all these great stories of
Joe Smith and the big exodus from New York to Utah, instead of from these lands so far away," Parker said on
AirTalk. "For Matt and I, who are both so into storytelling, it's part of why we've just always been so
fascinated by Mormon writings and Mormon things — it's such an American story."
According to Stone, the campy, cheesy qualities they felt were in Mormon stories were begging to appear in a
script. "We moved to L.A. out of college and we'd start telling people about Mormons, and they were just like,
'Really?' And we were like, 'Yeah, they're just over there, just over in Utah, near here!' It was just always
something that seemed to be right there at the tips of our tongues, a musical using their stories and the story
of the birth of their religion," he continued.
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Grammar Girl Mignon Fogarty weighs in on Joe Biden's liberal use of the word literally. She says in most
cases, the Vice President used the word correctly.
Members of Congress return to Capitol Hill Monday after a five-week recess. Number one on their agenda
would be keeping the government running past the end of September by passing a...
Last week's employment numbers were pretty grim: the nation added less than 100 thousand jobs in August.
That was bad news for everyone, except investors, who saw it as a sign the Federal...
Moving up the social ladder isn't easy for anyone, but the path to the middle-class is more difficult for those
of Mexican-American descent.
Week one of NFL's regular season is underway. What isn't so regular is that the league has replaced all its
referees.
D.T. Max's “Every Love Story is a Ghost Story,” chronicles David Foster Wallace's life from growing up in the
Midwest in the 1970s to his unexpected suicide four years ago.
In Chicago Sunday night, negotiations between the teachers union and school officials broke down. On
Monday morning, 350,000 school children stayed home as their teachers walked picket...
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The 400-acre West Los Angeles Veterans Administration health center sits on prime real estate - right on the Ina Jaffe
border of tony Brentwood near UCLA.
The Syrian civil war has produced hundreds of thousands of refugees. Most have headed to neighboring
Rajesh Mirchandani
nations such as Lebanon and Jordan, but an increasing number are coming to the US...

8:35

Now parents have smartphone applications for them: different apps let them monitor their kids' movements
at all times of the day.
A company based in downtown Los Angeles has nursed a dream for a number of years now -- pumping
billions of gallons of groundwater a year from under the Mojave Desert
NASA's JPL has a tradition of playing a song for the Curiosity rover when they turn it on. So far they've used
Queen, the Beatles and Kanye West to name a few.
Curiosity could introduce unwanted microbial visitors to Mars
Santa Monica debates content of bus ads
CA community colleges give some students higher enrollment priority than others
Mark Lacter on the Dodgers
Pancreatic threat on the rise suggests new report
Mystery smell fills Southland air Monday
President Obama remembers attacks on 11th anniversary
Mystery smell fills Southland air Monday
Policymaker suggests that the United States is safer now than 9/11/01
Americans mark 11th anniversary of 9/11
A new section of Grand Park opens in downtown LA Tuesday with a 9/11 remembrance
Labor backdrop may hinder enthusiasm for the newest iPhone
San Bernadino strip club among the bankrupt city's many creditors
CA controller's office reports August revenues up $400 million above projections
LA City Councilman Bill Rosendahl returns to City Hall for the first time since his cancer diagnosis
New Pension rules require all public employees to pay more
LA City Council considers making library cards legal ID for undocumented immigrants
Police commissioner comments on use of force LAPD meetings
Gov. Brown signed bill limiting damages landowners pay to federal government for starting wildfires
Floods result from Las Vegas-area thunderstorm
City of El Monte wants to tax soda
Sepulveda Pass-adjacent businesses and attractions offer Carmageddon discounts
Gov. Brown signed bill imposing one percent tax on lumber products
The LA City Council shortens the public hearing window for the Farmers Field stadium project.
Invesigators try to track down cause of refinery fire
LAUSD and its admin union tentatively agree on one year eval system
Erika Aguilar reports live on police chase, shooting in Hollywood
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9/11/12 OBIT

As more time passes since September 11, 2001, the United States has shown an increasing amount of
perspectives for the significant date. Initially, and for several years afterward, there was an overwhelming
sense of shock followed by collective grief.

Open Phones

23:00

But, 11 years later, it’s fairly safe to say that most have moved beyond such intense feelings.
RELATED: Tell us how 9/11 changed your life, and we'll share your story
Even the media reflects this in some ways, as last year, for the tenth anniversary, there was wall-to-wall
coverage from New York City on many major and minor outlets. This year, however, it seems to be more of a
simple commemoration of the date’s events.
The economic crisis and its importance in this year’s election has probably overshadowed the threat of
terrorism for most Americans. Maybe geography has something to do with it too; for those physically distant
from the attacks, it was easier not to fixate on the tragedy and its after effects, allowing them to move on.
But what about the people who still proudly sport “Never Forget” paraphernalia? Is it a simple personality
type to maintain such reverence? What about family members of those in the military who have served
either in Iraq or Afghanistan? Are they more likely to be intensely proud of the war on terror, or do they feel
it’s time for their fighting men and women come home?
FROM THE PHONES: How callers reflect on the anniversary of 9/11
Diane Hare of Redondo Beach was a burn nurse for a county hospital in upstate New York. She called in and
emotionally recounted her experience being on call that day for her first emergency response shift:
"I went through emotions of being so scared by what I was seeing. I saw the towers fall on television," she
described, holding back tears. "I pulled it together expecting patients, and we didn't get any. I was at the Clark
Burn Center upstate, biggest burn center in the state. We thought we would get someone, and we found out
there wasn't anybody left."
9/11/12 POLI

Her commemoration ritual has remained the same; she takes the day off each year to remember what it's like
Finding a way to provide Los Angeles’ large undocumented immigrant population with some kind of
Richard Alarcón, Tim
government identification card has led city officials to consider an innovative solution already at use in other Donnelly
California cities. Undocumented immigrants cannot legally obtain driver’s licenses or state ID cards, but Bay
Area cities like San Francisco, Oakland and Richmond already issue identification cards to their
undocumented residents which allow them to open bank accounts and avail themselves of other municipal
services.

15:00

The plan now under consideration by Los Angeles officials would hinge on a multi-use ID card issued
through city libraries that would feature the cardholder’s name, address and photograph. The card would
also serve as a debit card for the region’s estimated 300,000 undocumented residents who are traditionally
at risk for exploitation by businesses and criminals that prey on residents who are only able to use cash.
Critics say that the program would provide an opportunity for terrorists to obtain U.S. identification as well
as spark an increase in illegal immigration.
9/11/12 EDU

As over 20,000 Chicago teachers strike for a second day over compensation and job evaluations, L.A. Unified Howard Blume, Tamar
is set to vote on a proposal by board member Steve Zimmer that aims to exclude student test scores from
Galatzan
individual teacher evaluations.
Zimmer asserts that standardized testing of students for teacher evaluations, by itself, is too limited and is
asking for a more rounded evaluation process. Zimmer’s critics, however, maintain that his proposal may
delay the needed implementation of standardized test scores for assessing educators.
Meanwhile, United Teachers Los Angeles (UTLA) is strongly opposed to using test scores for measuring
teacher performance and continues its attempts to block the use of these evaluation methods. Will teachers
in LA follow in the footsteps of their Chicago peers and go on strike? What can the LAUSD learn from the
situation in Chicago?
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One of the recurring themes of the 2012 election season has been the debate over voter fraud and its
existence. Republicans say yes and have generally been the ones to move on tightening voter laws, while
Democrats say no and have moved to make voting as easy as possible.

Justin Levitt, Heather
Heidelbaugh

30:00

The debate is being battled in dozens of court cases in states across the country, and there are likely to be
more. Two of the most watched cases have been in the swing states of Ohio and Pennsylvania, both of which
have appeals being heard this week.
In Ohio, early voting was restored and restrictive voter registration rules were stuck down - the case is under
appeal at the Sixth Circuit Federal Court of Appeals and may go as far as the Supreme Court under emergency
review. In Pennsylvania, the voter identification law was upheld by a state judge, and now the State Supreme
Court will hear appeal arguments. Other states who’ve battled over voter laws this year are Texas, South
Carolina, Florida, and Wisconsin.
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Religion has become a major front in the American culture war. On one hand, believers champion their
Jacques Berlinerblau,
assertion that the U.S. is a republic founded on Christian values. But the growing ranks of non believers
Dr. Mel Robeck,
contend that religion has caused as much harm as good over the course of history. These polarized positions
have made common ground harder to come by. Author Jacques Berlinerblau’s new book, How to Be Secular:
A Call to Arms for Religious Freedom, makes a case for secularism in modern America. The book illustrates a
common sense approach to bridging the gap and debunking the belief of the faithful that secularism is a bad
word at the same time that it throws some water on the dogmatic atheists’ movement that can be militant
about non-belief. Berlinerblau writes that there is room for everyone at the table and that we all stand to
benefit by respectfully keeping church and state separate. How is it possible to govern without faith and still
allow for it? What is the correct mixture of church and state in America?
Today marks the 11th anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Those attacks and the lead-up to them were
pored over by the 911 Commission many years ago, which then issued more than 40 recommendations to
prevent a future attack. Many were followed, but some were not.
There's a growing, vocal movement in urban planning to cut back on parking — free parking, to be specific.
Cities like San Francisco and New York have turned parking spots into pedestrian friendly public spaces.
Could LA be next?
Like a lot of young people, Jason Neville moved here to pursue his dreams. But, unlike most, Jason took a bit
of a different path once he arrived in town. One that didn't include an automobile. At least, at first.

Richard Ben-Viniste

Movie trailers weren't always the adrenaline-inducing barrage of images we know today. They used to be
more of an afterthought than an art form.
Author Maria Semple left LA several years ago and moved to Seattle. And that's where her latest novel,
"Where'd You Go, Bernadette?," unfolds.
As the war over teacher compensation wages on, are schools properly educating children? That's what
author Paul Tough tries to analyze in his new book, "How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden
Power of Character."
If you've been noticing a strange odor in the air lately, you are definitely not alone. Thousands of people all
over Southern California have been complaining about a "mystery stench." And here to unravel that mystery
is producer Meghan McCarty. She's been monitoring the situation for us.
It's time for another installment of New Music Tuesday. This week, we are reviewing latin alternative artists
with Josh Kun, the Director of the Popular Music Project at USC Annenberg's Norman Lear Center, and Isabela
Raygoza, the music editor at Remezcla Magazine
Comedy writer Lew Schneider is back with more tales of his life as a father. This week, he talks about sending
his second son off to college, with the hope that he'll return a completely functioning human being.
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10:51
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After months of rumors and photos of alleged prototypes, Apple is set to unveil a new iPhone tomorrow. It's Charles Duhigg
not just consumers who are excited about the launch. Analysts at J.P. Morgan say sales of the new iPhone
could measurably increase the nation's Gross Domestic Product.
Whether you consume your literature on an Apple device, or an old-fashioned printed book, you might want David Kipen
to check out some of the titles that made it onto this year's shortlist for The Man Booker Prize, which honors
literary achievement by authors writing in British Commonwealth or former commonwealth countries.

6:50

Santa Monica City Council candidates to debate furture of the city's airport
Southland leaders mark fourth anniversary of deadly Metrolink collision in Chatsworth
Southland leaders mark fourth anniversary of deadly Metrolink collision in Chatsworth
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Utility rates on the LA DWP agenda
LAPD says it will manage Artwalk same as last month
The world's largest system of higher education changes its enrollment policy
LA writers will gather for release of Mexican American writing anthology
"The Book of Mormon" musical opens in LA; what do local Mormons make of it?
LAPD shoots man after car chase ends in Rampart
Filmmaker in hiding in LA; ambassador killed from California, embassy attacks
Safety of San Onofre debated on Capitol Hill
Muslim Public Affairs council head condemns attacks and the film that inspired them
Safety of San Onofre debated on Capitol Hill
A new study examines immigrant integration across California
Amazon.com starts charging sales tax on Saturday
Police try to track down money thrown from a car by bank robber
Questions surround identity of ctalyst in Libya violence
UCLA lands a major gift from a UK-based foundation
California's pension reform law doesn't apply to Los Angeles. Is that a bad thing for the city?
Warehouse workers strike in the Inland Empire
Activists protest recent police use of force incidents
Downtown LA protest planned against Metro; advocates say agency displaces working class residents, small
businesses
The newest iPhone has its catwalk moment
Amazon.com starts charging sales tax on Saturday
Governor Brown signs pension reform measure
California is finally getting a break when it comes to the foreclosure crisis…
Electricity rate hikes in city of LA gain preliminary approval
Bank robbery turns into crazy ass police car chase
Demonstrators pack the lobby of the Pasadena officeso f Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
CA election overhauls didn't change much
Demonstrators pack the lobby of the Pasadena officeso f Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
Farmers in final stages
LA DWP approves tentative rate hikes
The start of flu season is just weeks away, so it's time for your annual flu shot
Governor Jerry Brown signed pension reform legislation into law in Los Angeles today to cut pension costs in
California.
It’s that time of year again, when visions of larger touch screens and faster processors dance in early
adopters’ heads.
We’ve been inundated with economy-speak over the past few years. Derivatives, credit default swaps,
mortgage-backed securities; ten-dollar words like “leverage” and “securitization,” and everybody’s favorite,
“quantitative easing.”
The American ambassador to Libya, J. Christopher Stephens, and three other State Department officials were
killed when protesters set fire to the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, due to an American-made anti-Muslim film
that ridiculed the Prophet Muhammad.
Will the attacks in Libya and Egypt become a defining moment for the Presidential campaign? Earlier this
morning, Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney held a press conference in Florida and took the
Obama administration to task for its foreign policy. Romney singled out a statement issued last night by the
American embassy in Cairo. That statement, issued before the deaths of the Americans were confirmed,
condemned anti-Muslim rhetoric.
This week marks the 97th birthday of John Dobson, known for designing a large, portable, low-cost
Newtonian reflector telescope that bears his name, the Dobsonian telescope.
A lot goes into making those three-minute previews you see in theaters before the feature presentation.
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Amazon became a big player in the retail marketplace by offering the same products at a local store, for less. Matt DeBord
Part of this had to do with the fact that they didn't have to charge customers sales tax. Well, that all changes
this week. On September 15, Amazon will start charging California residents state sales tax, which can be as
high as 9.75 percent in some areas.
Filipinos make up the second largest group of Asian Americans in California, second only to Chinese
Nathan Lean
Americans.
Facebook is great for posting pictures of sunsets or sharing links with your friends, but could it bost voter
James Fowler
turnout?
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It's mosquito season, and that means the West Nile virus is back. The Midwest outbreak this summer is the Molly Samuel
worst in US history, with 50 deaths so far in Texas alone. Fewer people have gotten sick in California, but the
disease showed up here earlier than usual. And scientists are concerned that as the climate warms, West Nile
and other mosquito-borne illnesses will gain a stronger foothold here. Reporter Molly Samuel explains.
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Freddie Mercury bio examines the private life of the Queen frontman
Inland warehouse employees to begin 6-day march protesting alleged workplace violations
People interpret deportation statistics differently, depending on their side of the immigration issue
Anti-Muslim film director's real name a mystery, but another man steps up to talk about it
Edison has plans to restart one of two damaged reactors, but restart may not happen until at least 2013
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Inglewood Unified board proposes 15% pay cut to avoid bankruptcy
Study says whooping cough vaccine loses punch faster than doctors had thought
The Federal Reserve takes more moves to improve the US economy
Nearly half of California voters 40 and older say they don't believe they'll be able to afford long-term care for
a family member or for themselves
After suspects tossed money from getaway car, LA County sheriffs want it back
Urban Outfitters could be coming to Historic Downtown Los Angeles
LA Planning Commission hearing public testimony about the proposed NFL football stadium
Violent clashes in Cairo and Benghazi as seen from Coptic soCal perspective
Schiff and McCain disagree over adinistration's response to Middle East unrest
LA meets with Georgia team to shake up school discipline
Photographer Pedro Guerrero, known for his association with architect Frank Lloyd Wright, has died
Violent clashes in Cairo and Benghazi as seen from Coptic soCal perspective
Inland warehouse workers begin 6-day march protesting alleged workplace violations
Federal judge rules CA's prop 2, which requires larger cages for some farm animals, constitutional
Study shows CA voters are opposed to high-speed rail and don’t think pension legislation does enough
Bill on Governor's desk would give private sector employees access to state-managed retirement plan
Federal judge rules CA's prop 2, which requires larger cages for some farm animals, constitutional
An attorney says a lawsuit challenging the Farmers Field project could end the whole deal
Settlement reached over responsibility for Malibu fire
Chicago teachers strike highlights Dems shift of ed reform
Bill on Governor's desk would give private sector employees access to state-managed retirement plan
Protests sparked by anti-Muslim movie spread in Middle East, as the Hollywood tale keeps getting stranger
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Christian Caryl, Jeffrey
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Larry and our talented trio of Orange County journalists riff on the latest news from the O.C.
Teri Sforza, Norberto
Santana, Gustavo
Arellano
While facts are still coming out about the violent protests in Egypt and Libya, it has become clear that foreign Adam Schiff
policy will be taking a larger role in this election cycle than previously...
Despite PETA and the American Humane Association seemingly fighting on the same side of animal safety,
Kathy Guillermo, Paul
the two non-profit organizations are battling over the use of animals in entertainment.
Raybould
Until Alfred Kinsey started researching and studying human sexual practices in the late 1930s, sex was
Jennifer Bass, Filippo
something that Americans did more than they discussed.
Menczer
Protesters throughout the Middle East continue to denigrate the anti-Islam film that sparked violence at the Charles Sennott
U.S. embassy at Libya. Those protests have now spread to several other countries including Morroco, Tunisia
and Yemen.
Details on the controversial film that sparked many of the protests in the Middle East still remain cloudy, but Heidi Bierich
it appears 'Sam Bacile,' the name given yesterday as the movie's producer and director, was a fabrication.
In Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Junot Diaz's latest book, "This is How You Lose Her," he reflects on love
and the immigrant experience.
At City Hall today, officials will discuss the plan to build a football stadium in downtown L.A. The proposal
goes before the city's planning commission today.
Randy and Jason Sklar, hosts of comedy and sports podcast Sklarbro Country, and History Channel's United
Stats of America, join the show to talk about the latest in the sports world.
Now that the party conventions are over, the race to the White House is on its final lap. NPR's political editor
Ken Rudin explains what President Obama and Gov. Romney will need to win.
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The Federal Reserve announced a new effort designed to stimulate the business climate and lower
unemployment. Like everything else the Fed does, the plan is not so easy to understand. So Paddy Hirsch,
senior producer at Marketplace who specializes in explaining complex and arcane financial details, joins the
show to explain what QE3 means for the U.S. economy.
The fall TV lineup offers a mix of new comedies and dramas. Maureen Ryan, television critic for the
Huffington Post, said the dramas are "more promising."
A growing number of companies specializes in making music just for movie previews. One of the most
popular artists to imitate? Skrillex.
Marissa Mayer, the CEO of Yahoo, made headlines earlier this summer when she announced she was
stepping into the top job while pregnant. The attention focused on whether she'd be able to manage the
company while caring for a newborn. Teresa Strasser may not be running a multi-national internet company,
but she hosts a nightly news magazine TV show, "The List," for Scripps Television. And she's pregnant. VERY
pregnant.
Kings and Ducks fans - and the establishments that serve them - hope that the season isn't spoiled by a
lockout
Downtown NFL stadium clears hurdle
Russian River gravel pits could be reshaped to create more feeding habitat for salmon and other wildlife
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Russian River gravel pits could be reshaped to create more feeding habitat for salmon and other wildlife
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Dairy farmers demand that California raise the price of milk
Security beefed up around alleged Anti-Muslim filmmaker's home
Sheriff's Department beefs up security around home of Cerritos man who may be involved with anti-Muslim
film
Sheriff's Department beefs up security around home of Cerritos man who may be involved with anti-Muslim
film
USC and Stanford compete in a big Pac-12 matchup this weekend
Most students are writing below grade level proficiency
Police, media stake out house of man linked to anti-Muslim film
California costal cleanup is Saturday; organizers expect Japanese tsunami debris
Neighbor of anti-Muslim filmmaker hopes there will be no retaliation
A half-million gearheads expected to rev up San Bernardino's economy this weekend
The Obama campaign hosts a Latino roundtable in South Los Angeles
Protest in Lynwood for man shot by Sheriff deputy two years ago
Annual coastal cleanup draws volunteer helpers to the beaches
Firefighters are battling a brush fire near the Getty Center
Firefighters are battling a brush fire near the Getty Center
Firefighters still haven't contained brush fire raging near the Getty Center
LASD deputy shoots man in Lynwood two years ago
More fires break out near the Getty Center
Media for Christ involved in "Innocence of Muslims" movie
School boards across California endorse education-driven tax measures on the November ballot
State will take over administration of Inglewood Unified
Big tree coming down
Firefighters respond to additional fires near the Getty Center
Media for Christ involved in "Innocence of Muslims" movie
Even as protests have spread across the Middle East, Muslims are not of one mind on the issue.
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A handful of Republican lawmakers want to cut off aid to Libya and Egypt, according to The Washington Post. Michael Rubin, Brian
Katulis
Dan Gillmor
Regardless of who produced the low budget video “Innocence of Muslims,” the international domino effect
that it has produced clearly illustrates the power of social media websites like YouTube.
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon to review this week’s Tim Cogshell, Henry
new films.
Sheehan, Charles
Solomon
The photography company announced it would no longer continue to manufacture analog film to be used in Jason Squire, Tim
cinema.
Cogshell, Henry
Sheehan, Charles
Solomon
Anti-American protests have spread to Tunisia, India, Bangladesh, Lebanon, Iran, Afghanistan, Sudan and
Jessica Garrison
Yemen.
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It's unclear if anyone has seen the "Innocence of Muslims" film in its entirety. What most people have seen is Claire Cain Miller
the 14-minute trailer on YouTube.
The emphasis on unique sound design is one of the stylistic changes in the movie trailer industry, but the
N/A
way we watch trailers is changing.
It's been two weeks now since China's designated new leader-in-waiting Xi Jinping has been seen in public.
Rob Schmitz

05:41
04:28
05:59

The National Hockey League is bracing itself for a lockout.
Martin J. Smith's new book "The Wild Duck Chase," takes readers inside motley crew of artists, stamp
collectors and conservationists involved in the annual federal Duck Stamp contest.
Meghan McCarty is back with your Weekend Alibi - a roundup of the best entertainments in Southern
California.

Dave Joseph
Martin J. Smith
N/A

03:33

Author Pauls Toutonghi joins the show to talk with Madeleine Brand about his new novel, "Evel Knievel
Days."
LAUSD Superintendent John Deasy kicks off an event at a local high school aimed at encouraging drop-out
students to return and finish their education.
A look back at an eventful week that started with the Chicago teachers' strike.

Pauls Toutonghi

13:41

Coptic Christians gather for annual church festival in light of controversial Muslim festival
CSU student hopefuls may be turned away if voters turn down Gov. Brown's tax proposal
CSU student hopefuls may be turned away if voters turn down Gov. Brown's tax proposal
Groundbreaking Chicano artist and member of the Los Four collective Carlos Almaraz finally gets the big
show he deserves ... 23 years too late for him to see it.
"My people have done everything that somebody could do to to be a citizen of a nation, and so for me to have
to revert now, after all these sacrifices and contributions ... pisses me off."
William Matalyan is preaching gospel from his growing temple inside a Cypress Park auto body shop. OffRamp's Jerry Gorin reports.
Is it any less credible that the Garden of Eden was in Jackson County, Missouri - as Mormons believe - than
that one can die and come back to life as a giraffe or kumquat tree ... or that a crucified man can be
transfigured three days later?
Larry Davis's story proves F. Scott Fitzgerald was drunk when he said, "There are no second acts in American
lives." Davis recorded his first album after he retired; he's working on the second.
Before there was the latest funny Twitter account, there was Mad Magazine. It made a name for itself playing
class clown, and it's still kicking 60 years later.
Cracked magazine used to be what people bought after MAD sold out. But now the brand has ballooned,
scoring about 300 million page views.
Loh Life Menopalooza
Occupy at 1
Music festival expansion under review in the Coachella Valley
LA City Council will consider whether to extend the business tax holiday
Scientists discuss the value of kelp
New survey finds media has significant influence on perception of Latinos
US Hispanic Chamber wants businesses to hire vets
Thieves grabbing SUV third-row seats
Hospitals and doctors' offices are given federal dollars to ramp up electronic record-keeping
Hospitals and doctors' offices are given federal dollars to ramp up electronic record-keeping
Anaheim astronaut is back on Earth after four months at the International Space Station
US Hispanic Chamber's convention in Los Angeles
Prop 30 media campaign hasn't kicked off yet
The Sierra Club and Sierra Pacific Industries agree lumber should have a new 1% tax
Space shuttle Endeavor's final journey to LA delayed until Tuesday
It's been a year since 'don't ask, don't tell' was repealed
Several CA judicial nomines await Senate vote
Man struck and killed by Metrolink train near Upland
Weather delays shuttle's final flight
Court will review voter-approved DNA collection law
Muslim Public Affairs council head condemns attacks and the film that inspired them
Study says teens who engage in sexting are more likely to engage in risky real-life sexual behaviors
Appeals court considers whether taking DNA swabs from arrestees is constitutional
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Federal appeals court overturns conviction of a man prosecuted for smuggling people across the border
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California Science Center chief says authorities will increase the number of trees for replanting after
Endeavour's journey through South LA
A referendum on the city of Los Angeles' pot shop ban qualifies for the ballot
Long-time soap opera actor John Ingle dies
Muslim Public Affairs council head condemns attacks and the film that inspired them
Less controversy this time around for DWP requested power rate hike
USC's redevelopment plans face criticism from some in South LA over student hosuing and not enough
provisions for jobs, local businesses
The GOP presidential nominee addresses Latino business leaders in LA
CA school boards are endorsing both education-driven tax measures on the November ballot
CA public school boards support two education-related tax measures on the November ballot
Gov. Brown signed a bill into law that will protect families from protests during funerals
Gov. Brown signed a bill into law that will protect families from protests during funerals
Federal agents charge fromer state assemblyman with falsely claiming identity theft
Hispanic small businesses say it's hard to get bank loans
Should the Cal State system be allowed to send applicants a warning that eligibility for classes will be
affected if Prop 30 doesn't pass in November?
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney will speak at the United States Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce’s (USHCC) 33rd Annual National Convention in downtown Los Angeles today, but the GOP
hopeful won’t skate by without provoking protest from critics.
What difference does a second make? According to Frank Partnoy, it could change everything.
Proponents of warrantless swabbing of the cheek with a q-tip call it an integral part of the justice process,
but critics say it is nothing more than the 21st Century’s equivalent of fingerprints.
Mitt Romney’s proposed tax plan has long been under scrutiny by Democrats, but now Republicans are
splitting hairs as well.
Life was smooth sailing for bestselling author Naomi Wolf in the Spring of 2009 until she began to notice a
considerable decline of orgasmic sensation during sex.
What happens if Prop. 30 fails in November? Dan Dooley, the UC senior vice president for external relations,
joins the show to discuss possible backup plans.
As enforcement at the border gets stricter, more migrants are taking to the ocean. This so called "sea
smuggling" is particularly dangerous.
Can't wait for season 3 of Downton Abbey? Maybe 'The Unofficial Downton Abbey Cookbook," by Emily
Ansara Baines will keep you satisfied until the January premiere.
A trade with the Red Sox in August put the Dodgers on the hook for more than $260 million in future
salaries. Will this big investment pay off?
A new book, called A Wilderness of Error, by acclaimed documentary filmmaker Errol Morris examines new
evidence in the Jeffrey Macdonald case. More than three decades ago, Macdonald was convicted of the
murder of his wife and two young daughters. The trial captivated the public and the press. Morris joins the
show to discuss his book.
Uganda's economic prospects are changing because of an area of the Western Rift Valley, along the Nile
River. That's where you'll find Lake Albert and Murchison Falls, along with national...
Comedians try to come up with catch phrases to brand themselves or make their act memorable. Few
succeed like Jimmie Walker. He was propelled to pop culture icon status when he started...
Over the weekend, the largest anti-Japanese demonstrations in decades took place in China.
Death of Kelly Thomas brings changes to Fullerton as others await "justice"
A new report outlines the financial and health costs of the US obesity trajectory
Mark Lacter on Amazon now charging tax
LA County Sheriff's Deputy shoots and kills man after fight at Paramount trailer park
CSU trustees expected to vote on plan to raise tuition as contingency plan if November tax initiative fails
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Lifeguards fired for spoofing a Korean pop music video want their jobs back
Immigrants ask LAUSD for school records to try and qualify for deferred action program
Victim of fraudulent loans have three weeks to get their money back
Boarderlands 2 video game hits stores
LAPD watchdog will review ArtWalk protest response
Sup Court not yet decided whether to take up California's Prop 8
Police chief recovering from motocross crash
CSU committee approves 5% tuition increase if November ballot measure fails
Richardson ethics matter continues in retaliations
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Controversy continues over police response to ArtWalk protests
Long-awaited Inspector General's report on Operation Fast and Furious should come out today
The LA City Council approves plans to extend a tax break for new busineses
The LA City Council approves plans to extend a tax break for new busineses
Campaign finance watchdog considers regulating paid political bloggers
Gov. Brown changes state workers' compensation system
More than 20 people in CA have been charged with student aid fraud
More than 20 people have been charged with receiving student aid even though they weren't attending
school
APALC reveals plans to reach out to a growingly diverse Asian population to get them to vote
CSU committee approves 5% tuition increase if November ballot measure fails
Authorities warn Southland motorists to keep focused on the roads during Friday's 'Endeavour' flyover
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Moore
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Constructoin starts on project at LA River headwaters
Proposition 30 drives CSU trustees to contingency 5% tuition hike
Inland Empire warehouse workers end sic-day march in Los Angeles to protest unsafe working conditions
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Mother Jones has released the full video of GOP presidential hopeful Mitt Romney's controversial comments
made at a fundraiser in May.

9/18/12 LAW

Trucking industry representatives head to Washington on Thursday to ask the EPA to ease state air quality
regulations.
Two days ago, anti-American violence erupted in Kabul as militant branches of Islam protested the
inflammatory “Innocence of Muslims” video. And yesterday, twelve people were killed, mostly foreign air
charter workers, when a suicide car bomber targeted a minivan near Kabul International Airport.
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Yesterday [MON], the United Nations released a report of its investigation into the Syrian conflict. After last
month’s declaration that both the government and the rebels have been committing war crimes, the
investigators have now concluded that the situation is growing exponentially worse.
A wave of car chases throughout Southern California has caused the police force to disparage the way media
outlets handle coverage of chases, stating that live coverage from the scene of chases does little but
exacerbate the problem.
GOP Presidential candidate Mitt Romney is playing defense this morning after a bit of unflattering video was
released. The video, released by the magazine Mother Jones, was shot at a private fundraiser in Florida
earlier this year.
Terminal Island may not be the bustling cannery it used to be in the 20th century, but its rich history may
help spur new life for the historical landmark.
A new study published in scientific journal PLoS ONE describes some intimate details about the sex life of
sea slugs. According to Scientific American, in order to reproduce, a sea slug "pierces the skin of its partner
with 'a syringe-like penile stylet that injects prostate fluids.' The slug then injects a 'spiny penis' into its
partner’s genital pore to pass along sperm." Wild.
It's been more than a year since a homeless, mentally-ill man was severely beaten by Fullerton police
officers. That man, 37-year-old Kelly Thomas, died several days after the violent confrontation. KPCC
reporter Ed Joyce says the effects of the beating and death are still being felt.
Fierce fighting continues between the regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad and rebel fighters in the
country. Human rights groups estimate more than 23,000 people have died in the conflict, many of which are
civilians. While the crisis shows no signs of abating, there is an experiment at self-governance going on in
some rebel-held parts of the country.
For New Music Tuesday, A Martinez talks to Oliver Wang, who runs the site Soul-Sides.com. On tap this week
is new music from Carly Rae Jepsen, Kanye West, a mashup of A Tribe Called Quest And The Pharcyde and a
Raekwon rerelease that's making it's way out on cassette.
We've all talked about unplugging for a few days, disappearing to a cabin in the woods, leaving behind the
smartphone, the laptop and the cat videos. But that's not a reality for most of us. Social media expert
Alexandra Samuel has a suggestion: plug in better. Samuel blogs about social media for publications such as
the Harvard Business Review, and joins the show to explain how to get a grip on social media.
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It may not feel like it outside, but the holidays are in the air ... at least for video games. Now is when gameDan Ackerman
makers start to release the titles they hope will be big sellers this November and December. One that's
already getting a lot of buzz is "Borderlands 2," a first-person shooter about a gang of renegade space
treasure hunters, and one of the most anticipated video game releases of the year. The original "Borderlands"
was a success when it was released in 2009, and critics are expecting the sequel to be a blockbuster hit.

9/18/2012 FOR

The U.S.-led coalition is reducing the number of joint patrols with Afghan army and police after a string of
bombings and the deaths of NATO troops.
We've heard a lot about how the internet has transformed the entertainment industry. How people have used
cheap digital technology to become do-it-yourself celebrities. And in LA, there's a pretty long list of actors,
directors musicians and dancers who have hundreds of thousands of followers on social networks. Many
have sponsorship deals with major advertisers, but they're not traditional stars. You won't find them in
Hollywood, but instead in Koreatown.
What Jesus Sanchez is doing with The Eastsider is tremendous. To me it is the epitome of what a hyper-local
blog is supposed to be.
New web series profiles campaign of mythical CA congresswoman
Young immigrants await word on temporary legal status
Prop 32 TV ads have been released from both sides
Gov. Brown signs bill intended to overhaul California workers' compensation system
Campaign finance watchdog potpones vote to regulate paid political bloggers
Online voter registration is now a reality in California
Space Shuttle Endeavour starts making its way to Los Angeles
Acting Fullerton police chief clears the name of Kelly Thomas
Sports Business analyst says AEG's value in Southland
New poll finds California voters favor President Obama over Romney
Space Shuttle Endeavour starts making its way to Los Angeles
The nation's major hospital accreditation board releases list of top performers
Curiosity concentrates on a memorial rock on Mars
Southland authorities prepare to keep traffic moving on the ground as Endeavour hovers above
UN Peace Day inspires international concerts
Angeleno Soon-Shiong is in the runnin gto buy AEG
What does sale of AEG mean to LA's quest for an NFL team?
Authorities warn "don't gawk and drive" as Endeavour flies over
New data shows a spike in flipping houses
Los Angeles proposes a two-tier pension plan for future city employees
As many as 4 million Californians are without health insurance
Prop 30 outcome will determine Cal State tuition hikes
DOJ report shows children living in fewer violent homes
LA Mayor says he knew before announcement that AEG was up for sale
Mayor Villaraigosa knew about the AEG sale before it was announced
LA DWP may get approval for electricity rate hike as soon as next week
It could be the end of an era for professional sports in Los Angeles.
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With a month and a half left before the presidential election, new polls are showing President Barack Obama Dan Schnur
is widening his lead over Republican nominee Mitt Romney.
Filmmaker Robert Lorenz’ name has rolled past in the credits at the end of many movies that millions of
Robert Lorenz
people have seen.
Following Governor Brown’s signing of state pension reform legislation last week, the Los Angeles City
Dennis Zine, Julie
Council is considering a plan for cutting pension benefits of newly hired civilian...
Butcher, Frank Stoltze
It’s about one month into the new school year, but LAUSD has already come under fire for a variety of issues. John Deasy
Anschutz Entertainment Group, known as AEG, recently announced it's up for sale. AEG owns Staples Center, Arash Markazi
the Home Depot Center, the LA Kings, the LA Galaxy and they have an ownership stake in the Lakers.
Basically, the company dominates professional sports in Los Angeles.
When you think of people that make money from politics, most would mention lobbyists or campaign
Mort Berkowitz
strategists, but what about buton makers? We reconnect with NYC button maker Mort Berkowitz and talk
politics and his new favorite slogans.
We're less than 50 days away from the election, and its not just the next president that will be decided on
Meghan McCarty
November 6. There are eleven propositions on the California ballot this year. And while we're sure you've all
been studying your ballot guides studiously, we've decided to give you a little help with a new series we're
calling "Props To You"
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Veteran journalist Hedrick Smith examines the roots of our current economic and political problems in his
new book, "Who Stole the American Dream?"
To celebrate its 100th birthday, the iconic Beverly Hills Hotel finally gets landmark status from the City of
Beverly Hills.
California law requires police officers to take DNA samples from people who've been arrested, but never
convicted, of a crime. Law enforcement officials gather 11,000 DNA samples a month that are then logged
into a state or federal database. Police can use those samples to solve other crimes when DNA is found at
another crime scene, but civil rights advocates say those DNA swabs are an unconstitutional "search and
seizure" and is an invasion of privacy.
Earlier this week, a group of Filipino-American nurses won a $975,000 settlement against a Central California
hospital.
Some highly gifted children are being mis-diagnosed as being on the Autism spectrum, because along with
their intelligence they can be socially awkward. Highly gifted young children may appear "out of sync",
particularly in preschool settings where curricula are built around the assumptions of typical development,
according to child psychologist Dr. Stephanie Meyer.
"Gangnam Style" by Korean Pop phenom Psy has been viewed more than 220 million times on YouTube, and
has spawned dozens of parodies. One of those parody videos was shot by a group of lifeguards in El Monte.
The spoof shows the guards re-enacting the video's signature dance moves in a city pool while off-duty. The
video, called Lifeguard Style, also went viral and attracted the attention of El Monte city officials, who fired all
13 lifeguards in the movie and their manager.
TV writer and film buff Mark Jordan Legan shares some movies that will put you in the back-to-school spirit.
Sharpen your pencils, organize your notebooks and enjoy.
New polls suggest support for Gov. Brown's tax measure is slipping
A look at support for Propositions 30, 38, 39 and 32.
Police officials meet with community group following three high-profile use of force incidents
Millions of Californians are still without health insurance
Cal State trustees will determine tuition increase based on outcome Prop 30 vote
At least 20 riders stranded on a ride at Knott's Berry Farm
At least 20 riders stranded on a ride at Knott's Berry Farm
Gov. Brown warns education will experience deep cuts if Prop 30 does not pass
Report says nation's fishing industry is doing well.
Wanted: Thief steals more than $10 million dollars worth of wine, art and more from Santa Monica home
Jury still out on death penalty for suspected Old Fire arsonist
UCLA Anderson Forecast predicts US economy will continue to grow slowly
Judge denies request to force YouTube to remove
New documentary traces the history of AIDS activism
New documentary traces the history of AIDS activism
CA leads US in job growth. Unemployment rate will start dropping next year.
On eve of Gov. Brown's decision on the TRUST Act, an opposing view
Ethics hearing scheduled for Maxine Waters
More than three thousand LA County residents too k advantage of online voter reg. on first day
Non-partisan group recommends California develop two-year spending plan
Parties split over immigration bill they both want
Democrat sues to scratch State Senator Mimi Walters from the ballot
Could California handle a downturn in exports to the rest of the world?
The Vatican will announce the Diocese of Orange's new bishop tomorrow
Countdown is on for Space Shuttle Endeavour Southland flyover!
Inspectors figure out the cause of the Knott's Windseeker malfunction
CARB chair Mary Nichols defends state's pending cap and trade program
American Airlines sends layoff notices to California workers, cancels flights
Census social economic numbers show slow growth
Countdown is on for Space Shuttle Endeavour Southland flyover!
DA candidates debate tonight
Typically, Knott’s Berry Farm in Buena Park isn’t at its most frightening until Halloween, when it transforms
into Knott’s Scary Farm.
We’ve put “plastic or paper” to rest, but that doesn’t mean our choices at the grocery store are getting any
simpler.
A bill being heard on the House floor today aims to boost the nation’s brain trust by expanding the rules
regarding visas.
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Chick-fil-A is going to stick with chicken and get out of politics. The about-face comes after the fast-food
Drake Bennett
chain faced pressure from a Chicago politician trying to stop a new location opening in his city.
Most people know the story of South Africa’s miraculous transformation from an tumultuous apartheid state Douglas Foster
into Nelson Mandela’s “Rainbow Nation.” However, many are less familiar with what has happened in the
years that followed since, ushered in by Mandela’s presidency in 1994
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is expected to be grilled later today when she talks to lawmakers in a
Josh Rogin
private briefing on diplomatic security. Last week, four Americans including the Libyan ambassador were
killed at a U.S. Consulate.
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This week, the military is marking the one-year anniversary of the repeal of Don't Ask, Don't Tell. A new
study from UCLA suggests the policy has had little impact on the military.
Ten years ago, "American Idol" introduced audiences to a new addictive pleasure. Executives from Fox sang
all the way to the bank. And then the other networks saw the light.
Today's topics include the upcoming sale of AEG, a sports powerhouse in Los Angeles and elsewhere
throughout the world, the unexpected death of Steve Sobol, American filmmaker who worked frequently with
NFL Films, and the Angels and Dodgers continued decline in the standings.
The space shuttle Endeavor, and the 747 that's carrying it, are en route to Los Angeles. During a stop in
Texas, traffic was brought completely to a standstill as people lined up to see the shuttle.
More than $600 million has been spent on TV and radio ads this election season. The bulk of the ads are
concentrated in battleground states like Ohio, Virginia and Florida. In those states, it's hard to watch a show
without hearing at least one pitch for President Obama or his Republican challenger, Mitt Romney.
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Congresswomen Janice Hahn and Laura Richardson fight to represent California's 44th Congressional district
in a race that involves storied political dynasties, race, and corruption.
Humorist Cole Gamble joins the show to talk to Madeleine about a series of really sexist TV spots.
The Wall Street Journal reports today that gamblers from mainland China are traveling to Las Vegas. This has
caught the attention of U.S. Treasury officials, who think some of the money being bet might have its source
in Chinese organized crime. Some of these Chinese high rollers are playing in games where a single bet might
be as much as 400 thousand dollars, but China has strict rules on how much money citizens can take out of
the country.
David France's new film "How to Survive a Plague" chronicles the efforts of the people involved in the
struggle, and opens at the NUART theatre in Los Angeles on Friday.
Memorial concert scheduled for composer Hamlisch
More young adults live at home.
Endeavour route set for Friday morning
How do American parents limit their newborn's carbon footprints?
Poll says Prop 32 would fail if the election were today.
Non-partisan group details California's budget problems
Growing number of CA teens are dying from prescription drug overdoeses.
LA Dodgers lose to Washington Nationals
House Ethics Committee holds hearing with congresswoman Maxine Waters
House Ethics Committee clears Maxine Waters of violations.
Two DA candidates debate
Astronaut says he's excited to see Endeavour arrive at LAX
LAX police say no delays so far in preparing for Endeavour's arrival at airport
House Ethics Committee expected to clear Maxine Waters, but still focused on her chief of staff
The monthly jobs report is out for California
Endeavour watcher shows up for prime viewing spot at midnight
Defendant among early beneficiaries of recent changes to juvenile sentencing
Eyes turned skyward all over as Endeavour approached its final landing
Space Shuttle Endeavour makes final landing at LAX
Endeavour watchers stake out for prime viewing spots
The Vatican announces the Diocese of Orange's new bishop
Two-day Obesity Symposium in Orange County will feature current research on childhood obesity and
nutrition
California job growth slowed this summer
LA city official says time to look at selling Ontario Airport
ACLU says OC schools not doing enough to protect gay student from bullying
State Department of Education sends Inglewood official takeover letter
The Space Shuttle Endeavour circled the Earth 4,671 times on its own power, but will need a piggyback ride
from a modified 747 for its final voyage over the skies of Los Angeles.
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Last summer, Sam Bacile made a movie that is now having a profound impact on U.S. relations with the
Middle East, as well as the 2012 presidential campaign.
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California’s new online voter registration launched yesterday in hopes of making the registering process
easier for more people.
Have you ever imagined taking a class at Columbia University while sitting on the beach in Santa Monica?
Good news.
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Wade Major and Claudia Puig to review this week’s new films, including
Trouble With the Curve, End of Watch, Dredd 3D, The House at the End of the Street, The Perks of Being a
Wallflower and more.
One of the most legendary films in all of cinema is getting an anniversary present this year.
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A new study finds that the least-educated whites in the U.S. are dying sooner. Madeleine Brand talks to S. Jay
Olshansky, one of the lead researchers for the study.
Researchers are stumped as to why this is happening, but they have several theories. Dr. Steven Berk joined
the show to talk about this more with A Martinez.
Write what you know. It's a dictum you'll hear from virtually every creative writing teacher, and something
that novelist Susan Straight takes to heart.
Anime is wildly popular, half a billion dollar industry in Japan, but it also has its dedicated fan base here in
the US. In a talk with Madeleine, anime expert, Charles Solomon gives his recommendations for must see
series.
Meghan McCarty brings you the Weekend Alibi, a roundup of the best entertainments around Southern
California.
Apple's iPhone 5 went on sale today. It's expected to be the biggest consumer-electronics product launch in
history, with as many as 10 million iPhones sold this weekend worldwide....
Excitement is building throughout the city as the Space Shuttle Endeavour makes its way to L.A.
Marine biologist Pat Krug says the "funerals" don't always mean altruism.
It's that time of the week, when Brendan Newnam and Rico Gagliano of The Dinner Party join us to give us
some conversation tidbits.
With the end of the work week upon us, it's time for the Friday Flashback. Molly Ball, staff writer for The
Atlantic and James Rainey, political columnist for the Los Angeles Times join the show with more.
Gov. Brown signed a bill that makes it easier for women to access birth control
Angelenos come out to cheer and take pictures as Endeavour makes low flyovers near City Hall in downtown
and Jet Propulsion Lab in Alta Dena, CA.
In 1989, when Campanile opened, every other restaurant was serving canned peas and tv dinners. Or so it
seemed.
I looked back into the Villa's central courtyard. Among brightlit Pompeian pillars, we happy Angelini
disported ourselves over good wine, food and music. As as blissed, one imagines, as any gathering of the
original Pompeiians in the original villa might have been on a similar kindly summer night, 1,933 years ago,
just before their friendly old mountain went nuclear.
The phones started ringing and reality bent when when Hunter Davis came into the Off-Ramp studio to talk
about his spot-on impression of Ian McKellen doing "Baby Got Back."
Why is that samurai eating a hamburger? Why is the Cardinal eating squid ink pasta? Because they're in the
highly symbolic work of Masami Teraoka.
Metropolis' and 'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari' are two of the most iconic films of all time, but they're also
paragons of an avant garde art movement.
What made June Foray such a great voice actress was not that she could do so many voices, but that she was
first and foremost a great actress.
Terminal Island may not be the bustling cannery it used to be in the 20th century, but its rich history may
help spur new life for the historical landmark.
To get on Off-Ramp Extra, just be a famous musician and name your album after our show.
Californians to vote on genetically modified food labeling
Californians to vote on genetically modified food labeling
Poverty rate in California up in 2011, up over national average
New phone app barks at you if you text behind the wheel
Lawrence of Arabia makes its digitally remastered debut
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Ephemera is worth a pretty penny to collectors at Vintage Paper Fair
Gov. Brown signs bill to ease women's access to birth control
San Bernardino garbage workers trashing city attorney over labor beef
Living near a major LA County roadway makes childhood athsma worse
Cell phone thefts spike on Metro public transit
Loh Life Menopalooza
International collaboration seeks to limit pollution across borders
Campanile restaurant closes after 23 years; will reopen at LAX
Campanile restaurant closes after 23 years; will reopen at LAX
Ad hoc committee considers stadium
Thieves steal cell phones fro people on buses, trains
Wrongly convicted in a drive-by shooting, LA man could be free after 19 years in prison
LA City Fire Dept will send out motorcycle teams during Carmageddon II
LA Sports Arena hosting free medical clinic this weekend
Free medical clinic returns to the LA Sports Arena, this time during Carmageddon II
Education advocate Molly Munger has a competing tax measure on the November ballot
Molly Munger says Gov. Brown's tax initiative doesn't do enough for schools
Sunset Blvd bridge opens across the 405
Sunset Blvd bridge opens across the 405
Fire takes off near suburban neighborhood in Murietta
"Modern Family" picked up four Emmy awards
Firefighters in Murrieta tamp down wildfire that threatened homes Sunday
Sunset Blvd bridge opens across the 405
"Homeland" has a big night at the Emmy Awards
Miriam upgraded to a major hurricane
Super PACs spend big on two southern California congressional races
Gov Brown signs bill that would allow same-day voter registration in California
Patients line up to receive free medical, dental and vision care
Domestic workers hope to convince Governor to sign bill to give them breaks, overtime
AEG's president talks abou the company's pending sale while also trying to build Farmers Field
Food preparers from LA, other school districts meet to talk about bringing more state-grown food to
schoolchildren
Family of slain unarmed man wants LA DA to prosecute officer
Food preparers from LA, other school districts meet to talk about bringing more state-grown food to
schoolchildren
John Edward Smith exonerated after 19 years in prison
LA man convicted of murder exonerated after 19 years in prison
Another slow weekend at the box office
Lawyer announces lawsuit against school for student hazing
"Offsets" for discussion at global warming conference, but do they work?
People begin lining up for access to free medical clinic
CNN is standing by its decision to report on the diary of Ambassador Chris Stevens, despite objections from
the Stevens family.
Feeling a little dazed and confused about the ban on LA area medical marijuana dispensaries? You’re not
alone.
If you’re paying attention during your church’s sermon on October 7, you might just hear a presidential
endorsement instead of the scripture reading. More than 1,000 pastors backed...
Most voters won’t actually cast their votes for the presidential election until November, but constituents in at
least 30 states will be able to start casting early or absentee ballots in the race by the end of this month — a
fact that weighs on the campaign strategies for both major parties.
National Football League players and coaches are ready to throw a flag of their own and do away with the
replacement referees that have been officiating pro football games for the first two weeks of the new season.
Customer loyalty is a valuable thing for a company, and few products have inspired the kind of ardor that
Honda has traditionally enjoyed with its stalwart sedan, the Accord.
The presidential election is just six weeks away, and one of the big questions on the horizon is who will be
eligible to vote?
This year's election is the first since the U.S. Supreme Court's 2010 decision that allows unrestricted
spending by independent groups in congressional campaigns.
In a new series called "Props to You," we'll explain what the measure contains. Today, we'll cover Proposition
35, which stiffens penalties for those found guilty of human trafficking.
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LA Times Entertainment Reporter Mary McNamara talks to A Martinez and Alex Cohen about the winners
and losers from Sunday night's ceremony.
As the election nears, a few candidates in close races might bite their nails. If they do, they could officially be
diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder.
L.A. City Council votes today on whether to move forward with AEG’s $1.5-billion proposal to build a
downtown football stadium.
Kevin Delaney has had money on the brain since he was a little kid.
A federal tax credit that's helped prop up the wind power industry is set to expire at the end of the year.
The comedian Patton Oswalt is perhaps best known for his roles on the TV show "King of Queens" and the
voice of Remy in the film "Ratatouille."
Over a billion people, many the world's poorest, live on fish and shellfish. Changes in the ocean wrought by
carbon emissions threaten that food, says Oceana.
Spike in prison riots raises concerns about safety for staff and inmates
Gov Brown signed more than a dozen bills dealing with elections and the political process
Californians are split over abolishing the death penalty and reluctant to change the state's budget process
Mark Lacter on AEG sale
Man who defied evacuation orders died during San Diego fire
Prop 34 would abolish the death penalty in California
Carmageddon II is on its way this weekend
Carmageddon II is on its way this weekend
Several CBS radio stations were evacuated due to a suspicious package
House Ethics Committee clears Maxine Waters, reproval to chief of staff
Supreme Court not yet decided whether to take up California's Prop 8
More young immigrants in home stretch of the approval process for temporary legal status
Camrageddon troublemakers: CHP's ready for you
Jury deliberations continue in penalty phase of Old Fire trial
Self-driving cars get a tirehold in California
Yom Kippur begins at sundown
City workers rally against the Los Angeles City Coucil's pension proposal for new public workers
The holiest day on the Jewish calendar, Yom Kippur, is a day of atonement
Preparation in full swing for Carmageddon sequal
The LA City Council approves a new pension tier for future city workers
Gov. Brown signed a bill to allow driverless cars
National Voter Registration Day aims to register Latinos and immigrants across country, including LA's
growing Filipino pop
Winging his way to Catalina - but without wings
Los Angeles City Council approves higher electricity rates
Gov. Brown signed bills to help the environment and state parks
Federal crackdown on medical marijuana dispensaries in Los Angeles
Cal State invites external stakeholders into chancellor selection process
President Barack Obama addressed the United Nations General Assembly today, focusing mainly on the
fallout of anti-American attacks in Egypt and Libya.
Technology has revolutionized the ongoing war on terrorism and created new problems for American
policymakers.
“My apartment is so small...I have to go out in the hall to change my mind!” It’s no joke -- a newly built
apartment building in San Francisco’s South of Market neighborhood boasts pre-fab mini-units of 300 square
feet.
A new study by the conservative Manhattan Institute says that Californians are leaving the state in droves in
search of cheaper living conditions and a more favorable business climate.
Dave Tomar was a cheater… or at least he helped cheaters cheat.
Early voting by absentee ballot will account for 35% of the presidential ballots cast this year, a statistic that
is challenging campaigns' conventional wisdom about the final "72-hour push." How will the campaigns
tailor their strategies in swing states after certain voters cast early ballots? And if you had to spend limited
resources on a phone-a-thon or a door-to-door campaign, which is more effective? Alex Cohen and A
Martínez delve into the number crunching and the big thinking behind it.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has now found 29 cases of the illness in 18 states, including
California. Sunland, the New Mexico company that makes the peanut butter...
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Former California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger yesterday unveiled the opening of the Schwarzenegger
Institute, a new public policy school at USC. In October, bookstores will see the arrival of "Total Recall: My
Unbelievably True Life Story," the bodybuilder-turned-actor-turned-politician's new autobiography.
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NPR music critic Ann Powers and LA music critic Steve Hochman are in with A and Alex to talk about new
music releases. On tap, new albums from Green Day, Mumford and Sons, Betty LaVette, Lavender Diamond
and Daddy.
President Obama spoke to the United Nations General Assembly today, addressing the demonstrations over
the anti-Muslim video that sparked protests in Libya and elsewhere, and also to discuss Iran's noncompliance with the UN's Atomic Energy Commission.
If you saw the end of the Monday Night Football match-up between the Green Bay Packers and Seattle
Seahawks, it might have looked more like a schoolyard brawl in the end zone than an...
Can a few words dramatically increase the economic value of a yard sale castaway? Joshua Glenn and Rob
Walker invited people to write stories about unimportant trinkets and knick-knacks found in thrift stores for
"Significant Objects," and to re-sell the objects on eBay.
California corrections officials are investigating an unusual spike in prison riots.
Actor Bob Balaban discusses his latest children's book series, "The Creature from the 7th Grade," about a
nerdy kid who suddenly finds himself resembling a giant mutant sea creature.
Carmageddon II will limit news helicopter traffic, too
NASA report revies option of sending astonauts out ot space as part of Mars exploration
UCLA scientists uncover a potential new weapon against acne
Ann Romney makes a TV appearance on the "Tonight Show"
Singer Andy Williams dead at 84
California beaches showed water quality improvement in 2012 end-of-summer report
The Commerce Department says new home sales are down
Friends mourn shooting death of longtime Harvard Park friend
Cyber attack may have prevented online banking
ACLU jails reports alleged debuty head strikes upon inmates
National Asian survey looks at growing importance of Asian vote
National organization calls for less contact between Border Patrol and police on US-Canada border
ACLU jails reports alleged debuty head strikes upon inmates
Gov. Brown has signed overhaul of school rating system
UC Davis settles with students who were pepper sprayed last year
Gov. Brown signed two high-profile bills into law
UC Davis settles with students who were pepper sprayed last year
UC Davis settles with students who were pepper sprayed last year
Gov. Brown signed a bill that prohibits hunting bears and bobcats with dogs
Almost 5000 people will receive free health care at Los Angeles clinic this weekend
Jamie McCourt files motion to set aside divorce settlement; says Dodgers value understated
New rules for recycling old TVs
Time is running out for both presidential candidates to make their case to voters before Election Day.
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Alan Jackson has made a real name for himself as a prosecutor for the L.A. County District Attorney’s office,
and now he’s looking to capitalize on that success.
As part of an ongoing effort to eliminate illegal marijuana businesses in California, Federal authorities have
taken a series of actions against 70 stores in the City of Los Angeles...
Yesterday, Governor Jerry Brown signed legislation that would create safety standards for driverless cars - or
“intelligent transportation” - in California.
Los Angeles is a city of foodies, but it is also a city full of people who tend to be more image and socially
conscious than many American municipalities.
We begin today in Ohio, where both presidential candidates are spending the day. The latest polls show that
support for Mitt Romney is slipping in the Buckeye state, which holds a critical...
Republican super PACS are watching the presidential polls closely because how their nominee Mitt Romney
does will determine where they will put their money.
Yesterday was a day full of disruptions for Wells Fargo customers, as they couldn’t reliably access the
company’s website.
More than five million iPhones have been sold since the new model hit the stores last Friday. To put it in
perspective, that comes out to one phone for every man, woman, and child in...
Director Daniel Barnz joins the show to talk about his newest film, "Won’t Back Down,” about two mothers
who try to turn around their failing urban school. Maggie Gyllenhaal plays a...
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Rep. Xavier Becerra discusses Congress's plans to avoid sequestration and fix the budget mess.
The Supreme Court returns next Monday in what promises to be an action-packed session. On the docket will
be cases involving hot button issues like same sex marriage, the death penalty...
Early voting has already begun in some states, and across the country, as many as 45 million people could
cast their vote well before November 6th.
What happens to all those great scripts that never make it to the screen? Nothing, usually. But for a few truly
terrible scripts, there is a life after studio rejection... it's called Magnum Opus theater.
Amnesty International wants changes to prison isolation units
Highland Park street vendors hold a town hall meeting to pressure the City of Los Angeles to legalize street
food vending
Carmageddon II is just one part of the $1 billion Sepulveda Pass Improvements Project
Gov. Brown signs a bill that protects renters
FBI arrests man who disrupts flight from Chicago to Orange County's John Wyane airport
FBI arrests man who disrupts flight from Chicago to Orange County's John Wyane airport
Hundreds of people attend the first day of the free Care Harbor clinic
Thousands of Angelenos line up for free health clinic at Sports Arena
Medical volunteers assist women with free mammograms and PAP tests at LA Sports Arena clinic
"Won't Back Down" brings educatoin reform story to the big screen
Key federal homeland security grant renewed for LA region
Embattled sheriff addresses new jail violence allegations as final report on matter looms
California Community Colleges names new chancellor
Smith tells Alex Cohen about his release from LA County jail
Smith tells Alex Cohen about his release from LA County jail
GLAZA drops bid to manage the Los Angeles Zoo
Four-day clinic to treat 4800 at LA Sports Arena
California Community Colleges names new chancellor
Third Fullerton officer charged in Kelly Thomas beating death
Students, job-seekers won't have to give over passwords to college, employers as part of bills Gov. Brown
signed today
Garden Grove battling metal thefts
Gov. Brown signed two bills banning employers and colleges from asking applicants for social media names
and passwords
US Department of Education awards grants to promote use of student test scores in teacher evaluations

Xavier Becerra
Amy Howe

The world's largest system of higher educatoin changes its enrollment
Changes to California community colleges become law
Council expected to take historic vote
Alleged maker of anti-Muslim film appears in LA coutroom
New laws could help California students cope with rising cost of higher ed
Anti-Muslim filmmaker in court for probation violations
If you believe what you read, watch or hear in the news, Mitt Romney’s campaign is sinking fast. After
Romney’s ill-spoken remarks at a private fundraiser were made public last week, the media were quick to
declare his campaign on life support.
Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky joins AirTalk to explain construction logistics and advises
motorists to stay local this weekend.
Are you worried that you’re not sleeping enough? Or are you not sleeping enough because you’re worried?
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November’s ballot will feature the Three Strikes Reform Act which is a revised version of California’s Three
Strikes Law.
How can a loving God send people to a place of eternal torment? That is one of the primary questions
addressed in the new documentary “Hellbound?,” which examines how Christian beliefs about God, the Bible,
and punishment affect and shape our culture.
Today, an appeals court will take up New York’s same-sex marriage law. It’s another example of the courts
exerting influence over one of society’s most controversial issues.
It hasn't become a major issue in the presidential campaign, but the debate over same sex marriage
continues to play out in the courts, and at the ballot box.
There’s been so much talk about ‘Carmageddon: the Sequel’ ... but we’re not just talking bridges here. Corey
Moore reports, this weekend's work is just one small part of a much bigger project.
Carmageddon 2 isn't the only road closure affecting Angelenos this weekend. There's also a triathlon in
Venice.
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Dr. Roadmap, author of "Survive the Drive," a guide to beating traffic and road rage in Southern California,
offers some advice to help you stay sane if you're on the road this Carmageddon weekend.
This week the Boy Scouts of America announced it will review more than 50 years' worth of confidential files
on alleged sexual predators.
As the Arab Spring exploded in Egypt, President Obama threw in his lot with the Arab street, accelerating the
exit of longtime ally Hosni Mubarak.
You might be familiar with the Sundance Film Festival or the Toronto film Festival, which ended earlier this
month, but how about the Pyongyang International Film Festival?
A Martinez talks to Davy Rothbart about his new collection of essays, “My Heart Is An Idiot.”
A look at another American legend: Teamster Jimmy Hoffa.
Andrea G. Stillman, a longtime executive assistant for photographer Ansel Adams, joins the show to talk with
A Martinez.
Project promotes checking out local art during Carmageddon II
Craigslist becomes one man's key to survival
Carmageddon II begins Friday night
Artistic alternative to freeway closure
Moon cakes are a booming business in LA
Gov. Brown signed a number of bills designed to help college students
Construction crews ready for start of Carmageddon II
Support for Prop 30 slips in latest poll
FDA warns public that most online pharmacies are phony
Some major industries are supporting Gov Brown's tax measure; small business groups oppose
Reward is up for the killing of a 19-year-old in Harvard Park
Scientists make the case for early warning system for earthquakes
Scientists make the case for early warning system for earthquakes
Poll shows prop 30 vulnerable with slim majority support
Gov. Brown signed legislation banning gun owners from carrying unloaded rifles in public
Jury recommends death sentence for man convicted in Old Fire arson murder trial
Gov. Brown has until Sunday to act on hundreds of bills
LAUSD will use federal grant for evaluation system and professional development
The Los Angeles City Council unanimously approves $1.5 billion football stadium
Crews begin closing off 405 on-and-off ramps for Carmageddon II
Arrests in high-profile Santa Monica theft of valuable artwork
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu yesterday issued a call to action to world powers to step up and
issue an ultimatum to stop Iran’s purported nuclear weapons program during a speech at the United Nations.
After being involved with the Los Angeles Zoo for nearly 50 years, the Greater Los Angeles Zoo Association
(GLAZA) has ceased discussions with the City of Los Angeles regarding the establishment of a long-term
contract to continue working with the city's zoo and botanical gardens.
KPCC President Bill Davis sits with Larry Mantle to respond to listener feedback on the recent program
changes that have taken place in the station.
Larry is joined by KPCC film critics Tim Cogshell, Henry Sheehan and Charles Solomon to review this week’s
new films.
Why we are so obsessed with celebrities? Our society has celebrated certain individuals more than others
since its inception.
Nakoula Bassely Nakoula, the man allegedly behind the film "Innocence of Muslims," was arrested yesterday
in Los Angeles.
The third grade may be more important than you think Think your academic career hinges on junior year?
Think again.
When are animals like humans? More often than you think, at least according to a new movement that links
human and animal behaviors. KPCC's Stephanie O'Neill reports.
Prop 31 is an initiative that claims it will improve government efficiency and accountability, which sounds
good, but does this claim hold water?
Kevin Dillman, 16, is a foreign exchange student from Sweden attending La Mirada High. He’s also one of the
most talked-about high school football stars in the state.
Rico Gagliano and Brendan Newnam, the hosts of the Dinner Party radio show and podcast stop by for your
weekend conversation starters.
Rich business people from Mainland China are snapping up high-end real estate in California. Their location
of choice: San Marino.
This weekend, L.A. drivers are preparing the 405 Freeway closure, dubbed Carmageddon 2.
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Buying stuff online has become routine for many Americans. It's easy: No parking problems, no waiting in
line, and it's usually cheaper, too.
Across California domestic workers and their supporters are ramping up pressure on Governor Brown to
sign Assembly Bill 889 by Sunday.
When you're a parent, finding the right music to share with your kids can be tricky.

Paul Doering

6:36

Dan Guerrero, who created the one-man play Gaytino, is like a modern day Liberace. Even though he dresses
modestly with his grey suit, his personality speaks volumes. Every word he speaks resonates with energy,
and you can't help but laugh at all his jokes, even if they don't have a punch line.
Richard Novac was done with dating American women. After a failed 18-month marriage and forays into the
L.A. dating scene, he decided that women here were too independent.
KPCC reporter Brian Watt is a strong man who can stare down politicians, face down spin doctors, and put
down his little baby to bed. But, he's afraid of mice. Or rats, as he prefers to call them.
California population declines - economy and cost of living are factors
California voters to decide whether to strike down "Three Strikes" in November
California voters to decide whether to strike down "Three Strikes" in November
The Supreme Court makes a comeback after hiatus
Schawarzeneggar talks about politics, scandal with "60 minutes"
LA Philharmonic director Dudamel will direct Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring"
LA Philharmonic director Dudamel will direct Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring"
National Weather Service warns of dangerous fire conditions
Three people cited for trying to enter closed sections of the 405
Carmageddon II is on schedule
News conference on Carmageddon II has been moved
Firefighters battle a 300-acre fire near Banning
Clatrans workers make 405 improvements during Carmageddon
Governor vetoes bill to recognize multiple parents
Mayor Villaraigosa's news conference
Juveniles locked up for life get chance to petition for lesser sentences
Gov. Brown has until midnight to act on dozens of bills
O'Neill on 405 closure and Herbalife Triathlon traffic
Governor vegoes bill to recognize multiple parents
Gov. Brown signed and vetoed dozens of bills before the deadline
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Wil-Dog Abers Ulises
Bella
Impressionist Jim Meskimen has been around Hollywood for a long time, so you never know what you'll find Jim Meskimen and John
2:36
when you go over to his gated mansion on Sunset Blvd.
Rabe
John Rabe
9:00
Sorry if it makes you feel old, but it was 25 years ago this week that "Star Trek: The Next Generation" went
on the air. The show was the sequel to Gene Roddenberry's original series "Star Trek," which aired from
1966 to 1969, became a cult classic, and then spawned a series of movies that surprised everybody and
turned the Star Trek franchise into one of the most valuable properties in Hollywood.
In 1987, I was in my early 20s and was already a life-long Trekkie. And I was oh-so-skeptical of these
Dale Hoppert
10;01
usurpers to throne of Captain Kirk. But this Next Generation captain and crew quickly converted me with
their adventures and their more thoughtful, but no less action-packed take on Star Trek. And so I watched
their episodes as lovingly - and possessively and eventually obsessively - as I ever had those of their '60s
forebears.
CBS Digital has poured an enormous amount of money and time into restoring a TV series nobody thought
John Rabe
16;55
would go anywhere, but which re-energized one of the most profitable properties in Hollywood history.
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